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Introduction: The
Philosopher and the Diversity
of Educational Issues

Peter J. Sheehan

One of the many ways in which education, has a unique_ role in the
lees of thinking beings as that all aspects of life and all avenues of
thought impinge on it in one way or another. The individuals who are

to be educated are enormously complex and various, as are the areas

in -which they might be educkted. These tacts constitute the challenge

and the difficulty of educational theorythe diversity of the educational

reality threatens, at one extreme, u theoretical approach which

stresses unity of theory at the cost of an inadequate attention to com-
pldxity or, at the other extreme, the breakdown of the study 4 education

into numerous unrelated investigations Crittenden's existing body of

writings shows an awareness of these dangers While writing in general

tms about the nature and value of education, he is acutely conscious

of the diversity of educational issues and cow:1-s an impressively wide

range of these issues.
This characteristic of Crittenden's work means that any introduction

to his writings, or to the selection of his writings included in the volume.

must inevitably be selective. Thus in this introduction I discuss Critten-
den's views in four of the five areas in which he has grouped his selected

writings. Firstly, analytical issues about the study of education are,taken

up (Part 1), secondly,.! c -Sider Crittenden's general views about the

nature of education (Pan 11), thirdly, issues about the teaching of

I')



2 Introduction

morality are discussed (Part IV). while my fourth section considers Crit-
tenden's views about one area in which social values are intertwined
with the practice of education, namely issues about equality and edu-
cation (Pail V) My only justification for not looking at the other area
Cnttenden himself has chosen, other than my own lack of knowledge
in this area. would be the inevitably selective nature of any introduction.
Given the diversity of educational issues, there remain important aspects
of Cnttenden's wntings which are covered neither by um selection nor
by this introduction As I have conceived my task as offering a critical
introduction to some key issues in his work. I have not hesitated .o
draw on those of Crittenden's writings which are not included in this
yolu .

The Study of Education

from its or.gins. philosophy has been closely engaged moth educational
issues and indeed some philosophers, ranging from Plato to .shit Dewey,.
have centred their writing on questions arising out or education Never-
theless philosophers have taken up a wide range of positions about the
V ay in which philosophy and educational issues are related One of
the most impressive characteristics of the work of Brian Crittenden is
the attention it gives to reflection on the role of philosophy in relation
to educational theory and practice, and the was in which hes own studies
can be seen to flow from his views of the role of p' 'osophical inquiry
Crittenden's position here thus provides a useful point of entry for this
survey of some of the key aspects of his work

I.° understand Crittenden's view of the role of philosophiLal inquiry,
we must start from his distinction ,,etween educational theory and polio
and the philosophy of education' 'Educational theory and policy' is
the term used to refer to the overall human enterprise of attempting to
think systematically about all aspects of the nature, process, and practice
of education Its basic purpose is to provide a body of knowledge and
techniques for effective guidance of educational practice Crittenden
speaks of three levels wit'im educational theory and policy. The first
leYel, the 'core' of educational theory, contains two somewhat different
elements (a) the clarification of the distinctive concepts employed in
the context of education and the delineation of the ambit .)f education.



Introduction 3

and (b) the systematic working out of practical judgments to guide edu-

cational practice. The second level consists of the distinctive fields of

study such as philosophy' of education, psychology of education, socio-

logy of education, and so on. These areas are distinguished by the

charactenstic methods they use and the knowledge they apply, and are

'of education' in that they concern issues arising about education, and

ansing in the actual conduct of education, as specified in the first level

The third, level consistsof the basic disciplines themselves (philosophy.
psychology, etc ) in so far as they deal with matters of educational sig-

nificance, such as the nature of moral virtue or the structure of intellec-

tual processes, but treat them for eteir own sake and not primarily in

terms of their educational importance
The content of the philosophy of education is taken to [mimic at

least the following
(i) logical features of the processes of teaching and letrnmg. and logi-

cal and other questions about methods of crit.cal inquiry and domains

of knowledge
(ii) general perspeLose en methods of inquiry and domains of know-

ledge.
Ow moral and social philosophical questions about both the processes

and institutions of education. the role of values in education and the
question ::bout moral education,

aesthetics in relation to the genet.] practice of education.

fv) aspects of the philosopns of mind and action which bear on [Ifni('

sophical work in relation to the core of educational theirs
(vi) philosophical aspects of methodology in the historical and suen-

Wic studs of education
Thus, in this scheme, the philosopher has a contribution to make to

education theory and practice in various was He hears much responsi-

bility for has,' questions about the delineation 'he enterprise ot edu-

cation and or basic specification of its na, detailed studies

involved in the philosophy of education cover - compass, and mans

areas of pure philosophy will have an important hearing on educational

issues Further, in line with an old but sometimes forgotten hadmon

dating back to Plato, Crittenden places considerable stress on the special

position of the philosopher in relation to the systematic working out
of practical judgments to guide educational practice This special pos-

ition derives from the philosopher's conceptual and logical skills. and

1 A



4 Int rodut non

also perhaps from an integrative facility derived from the intrusion of
philosophical issues into almost all areas of human investigation

It is a special feature of Crittenden's work that he has analysed the
rule of the philosopher in educational theory in some detail It is worth
highlighting here some particular aspects of his view of that rule. fur
they are yen revealing in relation to the logical coherence of his
wilting

Firstly, it follows from Crittenden\ analysis that the activities of a
philosopher in educational theory, ur even in the philosophy of edu,
cation, ire diverse, even disparate The philosopher's role is nut to
deduce educational principles from an overall system, nor to write a
definitive synthesis of educational philosophy Rather there are many
tasks to he undertaken and analyses to he done, the philosopher uses
his special skills and understanding on one occasion to illuminate fun-
damental perspectives on the nature of education, on another to analyse
concepts involved in the actual teaching process, and un still another
to draw detailed policy implications from a particular educational
theon This view reflects, indeed even presupposes1 conception of phil-
osophy in the contemporary analytic tradition as a problem -sole ing
discipline, with limited aims and a strung conceptual aspect, and is likely
to he uncongenial to a philosopher of a more system) is ur metaphysical
turn mind On the one hand, Crittenden explicitly if tentatively rejects
'metaphysical systems that make positive existence claims about the
ultimate nature of things'2, un the other much of the philosopher's work
within educational theory will nut he purely formal, but will issue in
substantial conclusions about educational theory and practice

Secondly, as I have already mentioned, Crittenden's view places con-
siderable stress un the role of the philosopher in the drawing of practical
implications from educational theory Like the philosophical activities
themselves, the areas in which practical conclusions are to he drawn
are diverse- from general characteristics of an educational ,vstem and
the determination of the balance in an educational system between edu-
cative and social change goals, to specific aspects of teaching practice
and curriculum design. This role derives not only from the special skills
the philosopher is assumed to possess, but also from the fact that, within
educational theory and policy, philosophical activity is harnessed to a
general goal of a non-philosophical nature, namely the overall under-
standing of the educational process and the contribution of that under-
standing to the improvement of the quality of the process

t ,,
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The third aspect of the philosopher's role which 1 want to note also

anses from this haritessing of philosophical activity to a broader goal

Because philosophical activity is one of mans activities contributing to

the achievement of the broader goal, Crittenden holds that philosophers

make their most valuable direct contribution to educational theory when

they work in co-operation with teachers, curriculum experts, social scien-

they work in co-operation with teachers, curriculum experts, social scien-

tists, and so on and that it is a mistak: to organize research in education

on the basis of independent applied disciplines fhe philosopher's role

is part of a co-operative enterprise, in which he joins with individuals

possessing varying experience and theoretical expertise in the pursuit

of a common goal

Fourthly, what is (or ought to he) distinctive of this co-operanve

enterprise is an acceptance of the morn concepts of iducanon as etnbed-

ded in a complex pattern of human kctivity, andiwith tf,, mirthative

force which they have within that activity Education is not whatever

is happening in certain areas and institutions at any time. it is a goal-

directed process, with norms and values a' the heart of the actis its

Thus educational theory studies human processes or institutional

changes not as hare facts, but as part of the normative activity of

educating individuals

Crittenden's work Yen, much reflects these four features It Losers

a very wide range of apparently .epardie msestigations, but is drawn

into a logically coherent pattern by his unuerlsing conception of the

role of the philosopher in the educational enterprise An important fea-

ture of his writing is his concern with the polio implications of edu-

cational theory, examples of which are a monograph on tile conception

of moral education in the Canadian Mackay Report' and d number

of articles on reports leading to and issuing from the Australian Schools

('ommission All of his writings show a broad knowledge of the works

of psychologists and other social scientists, ar d include evaluations of

the educational implications of aspects of the work of figures as diverse

as Duikheim, Skinner, Kohlberg, Bruner, and Daniel Bell

It is clearly impossible in in introduction such as this to survey or

summon'e such a wide- ranging body of writings Hence, hosing indica-

ted in this section tnerationale which ties those writings into n integral

whole. I will in subsequent sections concentrate on three aspects of

nuciitlen's work
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The Nature and Value of Education
Of the mans fundamental aspects of the 'core' e,incational theors hick
are considered in Crittenden's writings. this section concentrates on onls
two his discussion of the theory of value and of the value of education,
and his specification of the central concept of education

The Concept of Non-Instrumental Value

One of the starting points of ('rittenden's discussion of both' the them
of slue and the 'value of educational actisities is the distinction between
instrumental and non-instrumental salue 7 An object or an experience
is regarded as instrumentalls valuable if it is seen as saluable as a means
of achieving some further end, while something is non- instrumentally
valuable if it is valued in its own right, without ans reference to further
ends which it may he used to achieve Clearls the major philosophical
issues surround non-instrumental value. for the value of somethin2 as
an instrument can he readily understood in terms of the means-end
relationship and the salue of the end What, then, is it to salue
something in itself"

Crittenden rejects accounts of salue which place stress on the pssc ho-
I cal activities of saluing, such as those which assert that 'X is saluablc'
means 'I get pleasure. satisfaction. etc. from X' or 'Most people desire
need, or get satisfaction from X' He argues against the tomer state-
ment, that wments about the cattle of a thing are essential features
of the use of the concept of value, and that the whole [It nt of these
arguments is to establish the intersubjeLthe correctness of .1 Atte judg-
ment Further. while, we conmionls behese that the things we want or
need are valuable, it is bs no means absurd for person to want or
take pleasure in something while wishing he did not and while not Ail-
ing it, nor for a person to reLogniie that an object or expo-True is
,aluable without wanting it Again, in arguments about 'values it makes
sense to claim that certain things which are not %Ankh, desired should
he widely desired, because they are valuable I or these and related
reasons, ( nttenden rejects the two psschologicalls oriented accounts of
'value mentioned above

Positively Crittenden argues" for a partial analogy between questions
of value and scientific theories ;Ind mathematical arguments which.
while being hurn.an creations, arc answerable in respect of their truth
or validity to objective conditions independent of the human mind

1'
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Similarly questions of value are concerned with determining and apply-

ing appropriate standards of excellence, and an object cannot he said
to be valuable unless it meets such standards The constraint, analogous

to the physical world for scientific the,mes, on value ideals for man
Is that human life must be perfected in their realization, and hence
they must take account of the biological and social characteristics that

distinguish human beings An experience or object is non-Instrumentally
valuable if it makes a distinctive contribution to the quality of human
life, judged in the light of what humans are and are capable of becom-

ing' and hence if its 'properties are such that to experience it is to
enhance the quality of one's life' '" Among the other aspects of this
view which Crittenden stresses are the points that a valuable objei or
experience h not necessarily 'pleasurable', that a diversity of objects
and experiences contribute to the quality of human life, that judging
the relative contribution of different experiences to the quality of life
can rarely he done in a precise fashion. and that saying that an object

rs valuable cannot be equated with saying that it contributes to a satisty-

ing experience
-this conception of value lics behind one fundamental aspect of Crit-

tenden's educational philosophy which will he referred to on several

occasions throughout the body of this introduction, namely his commit-

ment to ideals of excellence and of moral value which can he objectively
justified and which can he agreed upon as a result of rational discussion

and inquiry In terms of the abuse discussion. it is clear that this commit-

ment 1 s grounded at least partly in the %Jew that objectlt. judgments
can he made about whether an object or experience contributes to the

perfecting of the quality of human life. and that these judgments are

indepemlent of questions about ideals This does seem to he a highly

contnw crsial matter Many would argue that one's stance about what
constitutes quality in human life reflects, rather than is the source ot,
one's position on moral issues and in respect in ideals of excellence.

while others have said that in such matters wr come hack to moral
sentiment or feeling or to unarguable moral judgmen' On the other
hand maior philosophical traditions base their approach to moral Estill

osophy on .1 prior discernment of human nature, their understanding

of human nature being the foundation of their value systems It is nut

clear h) me whether or not this is whit Crittenden has in mind While
it does seem to he indicated by the discussion cited aboye, in his writings

on moral education's he strenuouso, opposes viev., which Loncete of
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morality as a meant to a non-moral end (such as 'quality of human
partly on the ground that moral considerations cannot be excluded

from the specification of the end This view, that 'certain things are
intrinsically valuable, such objects exhibit various kinds of excellence
relevant to the capacities and potentialities of human betngs, land) one
does not need any further justification for engagtng in the experience
of these objects',' 2 is a central aspect of Crittenden's approach to
educattonal theory, and further elaboration seems to be required

Concepts of Education

For Crittenden, as tier many other writers, the broadest notion of edu-
cation is that of tnittation of an indtvidual into the was of a society
However he argues that, for sensible discussion of education in modern
communities, this broad conceptton needs to he refined in two Wass
Firstly, in sotieties with even a moderate degree of complexity. education
develops as a specific form of activity with distinctive institutions .ind
occupational groups, and hence the central meaning of the term 'edu-
cation' is tied up with the institution of schooling and the practice of
teaching This is not to say that schools may not at ails given time
fail to educate indeed Crittenden regards the writings of the 'de-
sciu)oling' group (Mich. Reimer. etc ) as at lea in part a salutary re-
minder of this fait' nor that one can necessarily discern this central
meaning of education by looking at (say) present-day schols But he
holds that this central meaning does emerge done looks at the schooling
and teaching institutions in long-term historcal perspective and realties
that the concept 'education' inyolyes refereme to an ideal These ideals
will only he reallied in certain key historical episodes, but they are still
built into our idea of education

I he concept of education which emerges from this imestigation
claimed to he one which is a complex process of initiation with these
dimensions

io the aLquisition of basn. linguistic., logical. and mathemamal skills
tii an understanding of the best available bodies of thews and methods

of inquiry for explaining human and natural phenomena
MO an understanding of the main sarieties of belief and theors for interpret

ing human life and guiding aLtion
(iv) an appreciation of the broad range of ways in which human beings

express themselves imaginatively
(v) the attainment of sonic proMienis in the art of using comepts. theories,

methods of inquiry, of evaluating. making praimal judgments. expressing one-
self imaginatisels, and living as a moral agent "

1 "
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In short, and in a statement reminiscent of writers such as R.S Peters

and PH Hirst, Crittenden holds that 'schooling. as an ideal, is the sys-

tematic process of initiation into the public traditions of knowledge
and understanding.' and that the central meaning of education is hound

up with this account of schooling
The second refinement necessary to the broad notion of education

concerns the restriction of the central concept of education to liberal
eckcation, which is defined as education concerned with knowledge.
skills, and attributes thought necessary for human beings as such.

irrespective of what voci.tion one may adopt in life In a later paper.
published as Chapter 3 of the volume, this move is treated simply as

a stipulation, but in Education and Social Ideals the matter is placed
in the context of the discussion of the value of education Crittenden
argues'" that the non-instrumental value of education is to he found

in two sources the value of the disciplines (mathematics, philosophy.

art, etc ), in that understanding them and their subject matter is an
enrichment of human life, and also in the fact that education not only

invokes coming to understand various disciplines but also involves the

integration of the arious areas of knowledge in the mind and life of
the individual This second aspect is one of non-instrumental value, for

the process of integration also enriches the quality of human life The
forms of understanding are broadly defined to include the moral. artistic.

philosophical, and religious forms of awareness within the scope of edu-

cation While education thus has non-instrumental value in two ways.

('rittenden argues that there is no autonomous category of educational

value. and that the values involved here can he shown to he a combi-

nation of epistemic. moral, and aesthetic values There will also he a

large number of instrumental values associated with education. cor-
responding to that wide disersitv of human goals which are made more

achiesable by being educated rather than being uneducated But the

central concept of education, where non-instrumental value is to he

found, involves liberal education in the sense defined above

Space does not allots a further elaboration of ('rittenden's concept
of education While I would not wish to oppose his general thrust. sala-

mis questions do suggest themselves I firstly I am not fully clear why
rittenden holds that the central concept of education is confin:d to

liberal education in the sense defined In Chapter 3 of this volume.
('rittenden seems to make this purely a matter of stvlanon. but in
earlier writings a more substantive claim seems to he intended As
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tenden himself points out''. schooling has historically been both liberal
and vocational, and one might hazard the guess that the liberal element
has been reduced more frequently than the vocational How can he,
given his procedure of looking at the characteristics of the school, rule
out some vocational training as part of the central concept of education')
One argument might he that the vocational aspects are instrumental
goals of education, are goals in the achievement of which education
is a means, and hence are not essential to education Instrumental goals,
u might be argued. are only contingently related to the means, in that
the process which is the means take place without the end ;wing
achieved

I do no know whether Crittenden wants to rely on this argument,
but in any case it raises a further query One might argue that it is

necessary for the quality of human life that a person he prepared for
some vocation, and hence that some vocational schooling is non-

instrumentalls valuable Crittenden allows that in particular learning
episode will he instrumentally valuable in relation to an end, e g under-
standing natural processes'', as it iv a means to that end Could it not
then he claimed that anv particular piece of vocational training will
he instrumental's valuable in relation to the end of becoming prepared
for a given vt,cation, but that the end of being prepared for some vo-
cation h like understanding natural' processes in that it is of non-
instrumental value') To take another tack. might not one argue that the
expert and committed practice of law or Larpentrx is an enrichment
of human life^ If this were so. bringing a person to competence in these
forms of life would, on CrittLnden's criteria, he a matter of non-
instrumental value and so might he included in the central vonver of
education While these queries are perhaps a little strained. they do
suggest areas in which further clarification would he useful'

A hnal question concerns the criticism that is often raised of such
views of educationthat they are elitist in that they outline a conception
of education of which only a few are capable Crittenden's rep's,'"
appears to be that every individual needs intellectual. moral, and aes-
thetic understanding for the very l;ving of life and that differences 01
ability and interest should be handled by varying the level of treatment
of a common liberal curriculum rather than by abandoning it While
this reply seems to be correct in principle, the issue h so important
that a fuller discussion seems called for
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On Teaching Morality
One of the most vexed traditional Issues in both philosophy and edu-
cational theory has been whether, and in what ways, morality could

or should be taught In contemporary society, with both a plurality of
moral views and a predominant pluralistic approach to compenni,

theories and systems, the question of the way (if any) in which morality
should be taught in schools, especially in schools initiated and supported

by public funds, assumes particular importance. To take the extreme
views, some would argue that, because of the competing moral stances
in our society, the teaching of morality should have no place within
the schools; while others, perhaps reflecting on the effects of moral nihil-
ism in our century, would regard moral formation as the prime function
of the school. These and related issues have been among Crittenden's

main concerns in a series of articles2", in his important monograph Form
and Content in Moral Education, and in his recent survey monograph

Bearings in Moral Education `1 Our discussion of his treatment of these

issues will mainly concentrate on the former volume, It must be recog-
nized that this constitutes a very selective introduction to Crittenden's

wntings on moral education
The treatment of moral education in Form and Content in Moral Edu-

cation starts from the view of the Canadian Mackay Report that moral
education should concern Itself with the development of the skills of
moral reasoning rather than with the substantive content of moral judg-

ments. Given that the presuppositions of this view are acceptable, and

in particular that the sharp distinction between moral reasoning and
content can be sustained and that the Issues in dispute in society concern

only the content of moral judgments. the view offers a solution to the

problem about pluralism and the teaching of morality According to
this view, the proper function of 4,chools is to develop the skills of moral

reasoning but to remain neutral in the broader debates about various
moral theones and principles. once equipned with appropriate reasoning

skills, the student can work out his own position within the conflicting

theories current in society
Crittenden stands firmly opposed to this view, and to the conceptions

as to the nature of morality and of moral reasoning which he behind
it In cnticism of this position. Crittenden seeks to establish three points

(a) the specifwation of the area covered by the term 'morality' involves

I) n
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rc erence to the content of moral judgments, and cannot be achieved
in terms of the isolation of some essential features of the notion of
morality, whether they be formal criteria or theories which treat morality
as the means to a non-moral end, (b) moral reasoning cannot be learnt
and developed independently of the content of moral judgments,
(c) wide differences of view exist about the nature of moral reasoning,
and these have important consequences for the content of moral systems,
so that concentration on moral reasoning provides only an illusion of
moral neutrality I will briefly outline and discuss Crittenden's
arguments for each of these points in turn, and then consider his
positive views on the nature of moral education and the problems of
pluralism

The Specification of Morality
In arguing against the attempt to specify the essential features distinctive
of the notion of morality, Crittenden considers and attempts to refute
in Form and Content in Moral Education one example of an attempt
to do this by formal criteria (R M Hare) and three attempts to treat
morality as a means to a non-moral end (Kurt Baler, John Rawls. and
Philippa Foot) Iii Bearings in Moral Education he also draws attention
to more recent work (such as that of Warnock'2) which argues that 'the
sphere of moralio, cannot he adequately identified without reference
to a range of content' 21 It Is going beyond the scope of this introduction
to consider Crittenden's criticisms of individual authors. hen: I will just
illustrate his argument by noting his critique of one attempt to specik
the essential features of morality

In Chapter III of Form and Content in Moral Education, Crittenden
considers the view that the common features of the moral domain are
to he found in the purpose which morality serves, and hence he discusses

positions which treat moral Li as a means to a non-moral end, such
as 'happiness', 'human welfare', or 'enlightened self- interest' This gen-
eral characterization covers a very wide range of moral theories, but
for the purposes of discussion we can take as an example the view that
the feature common to moral reasons and Judger tints is that they are
concerned with evaluating actions in respect of whether or not they con-
tnbute to increasing the welfare of human beings as a whole. Crittenden
bnngs a range of objections to such a view, of which the two most
important are as follows Firstly, the means-end view implies that the
end of morality (or what constitutes human welfare) must he identified

ri
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without moral criteria, and that this means that welfare must be eventu-

ally regarded as the satisfaction of any wants, whatever they are. and

that the only way to convince a person to be moral is to show him
that morality is the best way of satisfying his wants But we do not

think of moral ideals (justice. benevolence. etc ) as useful guides for
advancing our interests, nor treat a just man as ont who knows how

to get what lie wants Secondly, an effort is often made to circumscribe

the wants, the satisfaction of which is the goal of moral action, perhaps

to basic needs such as food, clothing, avoidance of pain, sexual satisfac-

uon and companionship, and so on One we start to distinguish between
needs in this way, the particular needs chosen are no longer non-moral

goals of moral action but constituents of a particular moral system In

different moral views or systems, any one of these goals may be dis-

carded and some other preferred Henc morality cannot be regarded

as a means to a non-moral end
We need to recall here that what fs at issue is not whether these

theones give an adequate account of moral 'truth' but whether they

succeed in delineating the moral domain It does seem a powerful point

that, for any posited 'end' in a means-end theory, it can be disputed
whether this end is morally valuable in all or some of its instances,

whether in a given case the end should not be over-ridden by other

moral considerations, and so on For any means-end theory. it seems

possible that people with opposing views should meaningfully question

the moral stat is of the end, if this is so. it is an inadequate delineation

of the moral domain to say that moral reasons and judgments are those

concerned with the achievement of such -and such art-end In con-

sequence of the arguments discussed in the previous paragraphs. Critten-

den rejects ar y attempt to isolate the feature or features common to

all moral discussion, whether that be attempted in terms of formal
cntena or in terms of the basic end of all moral judgments

,or his own part. Crittenden advances a view of the specification
of the moral domain akin to Wittgenstein's famous treatment of the

meaning of the word 'game' Morality for Crittenden is fundamentally
distinguished by reference to certain public practices and institutions,

including the range of related normative concepts, ideals, and attitudes

These include notions and practices such as respect for life. love, loyalty,

justice, honesty, generosity, courage, promise keeping, the relationships

involved in the family. and soon No list of these concepts and practices

could be either necessary or sufficient, for a person could be involved

*0.'4
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in moral dialogue while ignoring any one of them and a new moral
concept or practice could always emerge If a system is to be called
'moral', It must involve a significant number of these concepts and prac-
tices, or ones that are related to them To use Wittgenstein language
(which Cnttenden does not employ), morality is a form of life, and to
take part in moral discourse is to take part an a significant number
of the activities involved in or related to this form of life.24

Mond Reasoning and the Content of Moral Judgments

This specification of the moral domain provides the basis for Critten-
den's.account of moral reasoning. The first point is that the moral do-
main cannot be isolated independently of the content of some moral
judgments. We cannot claim that a person is involved in moral discourse
if he is committed to none of the judgments and practices typical of
the moral form of life; if this were tior case, he would be involved in
some other activity, but it could not recognized as moral discourse.
Secondly, the human practice of morality is concerned not just with
j_,Igments and actions but (as with other forms of life) with the whole
complex of thoughts, attitudes, feelings, dispositions, and so on As with
the initiation into other human practices, the development of concepts
and the whole host of related attitudes, feelings, and ideals plays a cru-
cial role. Acquiring the concepts of love, justice, honesty, or generosity
essentially Involves learning from and at least in part coming to share
a community's attitudes of praise or blame, admiration, contempt, and
so on. Learning the concepts of morality cannot be treated as learning
certain purely descriptive mores but involves initiation into a much more
complex human activity. This also relates to the point that we would
not regard a person as morally educated if he had the utmost facility
in regard to logical skills employing moral terms, but no commitment
whatsoever to any moral judgments.

On the basis of these points, Crittenden concludes that moral judg-
ments consist fundamentally in deciding how a situation is to he de-
scribed in moral terms, the description itself has the character of an
evaluatioh, and consequently brings to bear a whole range of attitudes
and emotions. Often the correct description is not apparent, and detailed
argument and reasoning is required before it can be decided 'upon In
general, the perfecting of this activity of evaluative description, and of
the thoughts, reasons, and emotions which are Involved in it, forms a

0
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crucial part of moral education Deqlopment of a person's ability to
reason morally cannot be achieved in a way which is neutral as to the

content of the lodgments he makes

Moral Neutrality and Theories of Moral Reasoning
When a philosopher is engaged in studying the character of scientific
reasoning, it is natural to suppose that his conclsions will be indepen-
dent of the content of any particular scientific theory One might even
go so far as to argue that one of the criteria of adequacy of an account
of scientific reasoning is thig it is independent of any particular theory
content, and hence compatible with every possible theory content A
similar view is often held about moral reasoning' that an account could
be pen of the logic of moral reasoning which imposes only logical
res ns on the content of moral judgments The Mackay Report
seems to be among those committed to this view. but Crittenden firmly
opposes it. and adduces two main lines of argument

Firstly. in propounding the logical features of moral judgments and
moral reasoning. philosophers are not in fact talking about the uses
of language actually employed by everyday people in diverse moral
practices. systems. and cultures Rather they are setting out an ideal,

the logical features of 'morality' towards which actual uses of moral

language more or less approximate in different cultures. circumstances,
and\so on Any such statement of an idea will clearly have some effective
pre-q-rptive force. and will in practice Imply a grading of actual moral
systems in order of excellence

Secondly. theories of the logical nature of moral discourse are widely

disputed among philosophers. and these differences of opinion have.

broad implications for the content and status of moral beliefs For

example, among the different views of the logical status of 'It is right

to do X'. we could distinguish those which treat this as an assertion

of fact. as an imperative. as an expression of emotional acclaim for
X. and as aq, expression of approval for X Each of these logical views

would have different implications about the role of evidence in relation

to this judgment. about the sorts of reasoning processes which would
be appropriate and so on These disagreements are not about the precise

logical character of reasoning processes otherwise isolated, but touch
the very possibility of the moral reasoning processes which some philos-

ophers regard as important For this reason, as well as because in fact
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different theories of moral reasoning are associated with different moral
systems, moral reasoning cannot be regarded as a neutral retreat from
the controversies surrounding competing moral systems

Pa irs lism and Moral Education

If Crittenden is right that (a) morality cannot be defined in terms of
some essential features independent of content, (b) moral reasoning can-
not be learnt independently of the content of moral judgments, and
(c) concentrating on moral reasoning does not serve to achieve moral
neutrality, it follows that the Mackay Report account of moral education
and of its role in schools in a pluralistic society is not adequate How

then does Crittenden see the role of moral education in the face of
moral pluralism?

The first question clearly concerns the nature olmoral pluralism The
simple fact that people have different moral views has no obvious edu-
cational implicationsthese arise only when we adopt some stance
towards this fact. While Crittenden distinguishes various things that
moral pluralism might mean, he concludes that what it involves is the
right to profess one's moral beliefs arid to attempt by non -violent means
to have them shape public policy'.25 While he does not claim that logical
implications are Involved, Crittenden argues that this moral principle
presupposes a number of other moral virtues such as personal freedom,
the toleration of diversity in thought , ' action, fairness and concern
for the interests of others, and recognition of the dignity and worth
of each Iriman being as a moral agent. Moral pluralism does not then
stand alone, but it is grounded in a moral tradition: consequently there
can be no objection on the basis of moral pluralism to'education in
at least the moral foundations of this tradition. Schools cannot be
accused of violating the principle of moral 'ilralism to the extent to
which they teach the substantial moral beliefs on which that principle

is itself based Further, in pursuing its educational purpose, the school
must actively promote the moral values associated with the tradition
of critical rationality (for example, honesty, integrity, humility, objec-

tivity, impartiality) ' Thus Crittenden finds that substantive moral edu-
Lation can be justified in the face of moral pluralism to the extent that
both the principle of pluralism itself and the concept of education
involve moral presuppositions, and involve a commitment to certain
moral virtues On moral issues outside these two areas, the principle
of pluralism requires that public schools adopt an impartial position.
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It might be objected to this view that only a truncated version of
morality can be justified on the basis of the moral presuppositions of
pluralism "nd of education itself, and hence that Crittenden's argument
justifies only the teaching of an unduly restricted morality in public
schools Cnttenden's response to this objection seems to have changed

tn his recent writings. In Form and Content in Moral Education he'replies
that concentration on the truncated version of morality is a less than
ideal compromise arrangement, which is nevertheless the most satisfac-

tory response to a complex practical problem; persons who are unhappy
with this compromise should be legally and financially free to establish

alternative schools 27 In Bearings in Moral Education, the suggestion of

an unsatisfactory compromise is gone 28 Here Crittenden invokes Straw-

son's distinction29 between ethical Ideals and social morality the latter
consists of the moral demands that must be accepted in a society in
order to secure the conditions tn which the more inclusive and diverse
ethical ideals can flourish. He argues that the public school's task should
be restricted to defending the content of social morality, although schools
might also pursue something of the vision of an ethical ideal upholding
the tradition of critical rationality These replies seem to me to be inad-

equate, but they can be properly discussed only after we consider hit
broader views about the nature of moral education

The Nature of Moral Education

Although ...e extent of moral education which Crittenden finds justifi-
able in public schools may be regarded by some as truncated, he does

in the process of his discussion develop a rich conception of moral edu-

cation In general, he argues that one key objective of the school should

be 'the inore general initiation of human beings Into the practice of
morality'', this process will involve development and refinement of the

full range of moral concepts, together with the perceptions. attitudes,
emotions. and evaluations on which they are founded 'MK: which are
necessarth associated with them, in addition to the development of more

formal reasoning skills Follow ing his own discussion in Form and Cun-

tem in Moral Education", there are a number of features of this sieve
which might be highlighted

(a) He stresses that morality is not simply a theoretical matter, and
that the practice of morality is a crucial part (hut only a part) of moral
education The ideal situation would he for moral development to he a

result of an interacting blend of both theoretical and practical aLtiitN,
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(b) This Importance of action has several consequences, notably that
study of moral theory in later school years presupposes previous
engagement in the practices of morality, that the general life of the
school must be consistent with the moral theory being taught, and that
co-operation between paren /'s and the school will be crucial if successful
moral education is to be achieved

(c) While the work of moral education goes on throughout the cur-
riculum (history and social science, for example, providing important
information and insights for moral development), literature and art
forms generally have a special position in moral education This position
arises from the Importance in moral judgment and action of perception,
emotion, and imagination. Under appropriate guidance, Crittender
argues, experience of literature and art can develop just those aspects
of sensibility which are indispensable in the morally educated person

While a comprehensive assessment oftrittenden's approach to moral
education and moral pluralism cannot be attempted here, 1 will raise
just one issuethe apparent conflict between the rich conception of
moral education outhred above and the more truncated one which is
held to be compatible with pluralism One is inclined to ask, for example,
whether the rich conception of moral education is to apply only to pri-
vate schools, public schools being restricted to the narrower conception
which is compatible with pluralism. Given the involvement of moral
Issues in the whole curriculum, will It be possible in practice to separate
the truncated version from the broad process of moral education? Is
there not a danger that the attempt to make this separation will under-
mine the viability of any process of moral education? Throughout his
wnungs, Crittenden takes an 'objectivist' approach to moral judgments,
and stresses the importance of rational argument and discussion in the
achievement of moral understanding and knowledge If morality is one
among the forms of human undt..standing and knowledge. why is not
substantive moral educat.ort justified in these terms, just as physics, his-
tory, and social .,cience are justified as part of education by being forms
of human understanding'' Or would he be prepared to argue that, to
the extent that there is disagreement in the community about aspects
of the physical or social sciences, then to that extent education in these
areas should be truncated? Or is It that there arc important relevant
differences between moral 'knowledge' and other forms of knowledge,
or about the character of the disagreements in this area. which lead
to a different treatment of morality' On the other hand, it may be that,

1) t
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whin the context of social morality is further spelt e,ut, the justified
process of moral education may not be so truncated as it appears at
first sight It seems clear that there is a major group of queries here
which need further explanation

These issues are indeed explored further in the important article which
constitutes Chapter 8 of this volume. Crittenden not nlv looks again
at issues to do with moral pluralism and the objectivity of moral judg-
ments, but also considers whether moral education should be a separate

unit of the curriculum, analyses the relation of various disciplines to
moral education and examines aspects of some integrateci curriculum
projects in the social sciences which are relevant to moral education
While the detailed discussion in this chapter which explores CriUendens
rich conception of moral education through disciplines and programs
is enormously valuable, It seems to me that the general theoretical
questions outlined above remain

The treatment of pluralism is again based on the distinction between

soc:al morality and comprehensive moral systems or ethical ideals Here

social morality 'consists of the moral standards and practices for protec-
ting and promoting general human welfare among the members of a
society'. `'2 However there are two major changes in Crittenden's treat-
ment of moral pluralism Firstly, this conception of social morality is
broader than that defined in Bearings in Moral Education; !n the earlier
work, this concept covers the moral demands necessary for alternative
ethical ideals to flourish in society, while in this volume it covers the
moral requirements for the flourishing of human life in society. The
moral 'mplications of the latter conception are clearly much broader
and much more controversial than those of the former conception Sec-

ondly. Cnttenden asserts that schools 'are clearly justified in advocating
the values of the basic social morality'" in addition to being justified

in defending the values implicit 'n the policy of pluralism and in edu-
cation itself Crittenden does not explain clearly how this additional form
of moral content is to be justified in the face of plural: m, especially

having regard to the controversial aspects :mplicit in the broader concep-
tion of social morality He does, however, re-state his commitment to
the objectivity of moral judgments, and argue that 'there are properties
of objects and actions along with facts about human nature and experi-
ence that can provide justifying gi.ninds for claims about what is good
and right for human beings' u It ma\ he his intention to justify the

teaching of the content of basic soci,i1 morality in terms of the objectivity
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of judgments in this area, certainly he holds that, in teaching this
morality, teachers must be prepared to provide the objective grounds
on which the content is justified

Equality and Education
In the twentieth century, education has been at the centre of attempts
of social reform, to some extent because reformers have regarded edu-
cation as a fundamental human good which should be more equitably
chstnbuted, but more importantly because education has been seen as
an Instrument in the achievement of social reform. As a consequence,
the concept of equality has played a crucial role in recent reformist
discussions of education This section briefly surveys some aspects of
Crittenden's treatment of this theme, with particular reference to his
discussion of the reports of the Interim Committee for the Australian
Schools Commission and of the Commission Itself

Concepts of Equality

A general egalitarian conception of equality, variously stating that men
are (have been created) equal, that they should be treated as if they
are equal, or that they should be so treated as to become equal, has

occupied a central role in social thought Crittenden rejects.such extreme
versions of the ideal of equality; he points to the manifest diversity
in the needs, abilities, and Interests of human beings and argues that
treating individuals in schools as if they were the same would constitute

a grave disservice to all and that attempts to make all the same would
be unjust to many 35 However he does appear to support a modified

version of an egalitarian ideal presented by Mortimore"', which pro-
poses, as an ideal, a state of affairs in which each member of society
enjoys the same level of total human good. On this view, equality is
required only in the overall level of total good possessed by individuals,

and particular goods will be unequally distributed. while inequality of
treatment will be justified only when It promotes equality of total good.
But equality is only one ideal among others, and it may on occasions

be over-ridden by other ideals. This position is thus compatible with
vanations in endowments between human beings, but impliutly stresses
the need for special endowments to be placed at the benefit of the society

3 t
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and for compensating increases in other goods to less endowed

individuals to occur This contrasts with some liberal-capitalist interpret-

ations of equality, in which individuals with special abilities would be
encouraged to, or at least permitted to, use those abilities to generate

an increased share of other goods (wealth. power. etc.) for themselves

Cnttenden argues37 that one minimum requirement of this ideal is

one principle of equality of opportunity, in the sense that everyone has

an adequate opportunity to possess what is desirable for a worthwhile

human life. The opportunity which is provided by the fulfilment of this

principle is the opportunity to possess sufficient total good for a worth-

while human life, in spite of innate abilities, social position, etc. Equaliz-

ing opportunity in this sense requires treating people unequally. and
will require that society should remove social conditions which stand

in the way of .ome individuals' achievement of equal opportunity. This

goal of equal opportunity, derived as it is from a general ideal of equality

which in turn presupposes a communal rather than competitive concep-

tion of human society, is antithetical to the conception of equality of

opportunity in a liberal-capitalist framework. In the latter context,
equality of opportunity will ultimately imply arranging social conditions

so thit each individual's advancement is constrained only by his native

abilities, attitudes, and desires; given innate differences between

individuals, this will in turn imply a society in which the total good

is unequally distributed. In most of Crittenden's discussion of edu-

cational policy, attention is primarily focused on this liberal-capitalist
interpretation of equal opportunity, whiCh prescribes that

in so far as it is physically possible and morally permissible, the conditions

under which individuals compete for the rewards of the system shall be equal,

and thus the rewards shall be distributed in proportion to personal merit'"

In Education and Social Ideals he does provide the alternative in-
terpretation which he regards as more satisfactory

Equality and the Australian Schools Commission
4

In analysing the concepts of equality employed in Schools in Australia.

Report of the rim Committee for the Australian Schools Commission

and the first two r its of the Schools Commission, Crittenden detects

four separate themes:39
(I) Each of the reports shows some sympathy for what he refers to

as the liberal-capitalist interpretation of equal opportunity, in the full-

B
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blooded sense that schools and other social agencies should attempt to
correct for environmental differences between students, so that their
effective educational opportunities are equal

(11) The reports also lean towards the doctrine of equality of outcomes,
to some extent in terms of equality of outcomes among individuals, but
pnmarily in terms of seeking equal average outcomes across each non-
educationally defined sub-group of the society, so that outcomes are
equalized across sex, racial, religious, income, and geographical groups,
and so on Schools in Australia considers this idea but appears to reject
it, but the first report of the Schools Commission endorses a similar
view

(iii) In spite of showing an affinity for both these concepts, the actual
recommendation of these bodies (particularly of the Interim Committee)
are primarily intended to bring about equality in the conditions of
schooling, to bnng all schools up to a desirable level of educations!
inputs within a relatively short time. But this practical aim suggests an
underlying coieption of equal opportunity much weaker than in ti)
above, where opportunity is defined in terms of resource inputs

(iv) Despite the references to equality and equal opportunity in
Schools in Australia, Crittenden holds that this report is more intent
on ensuing. that, as far 14s possible, everyone in our society attains a
minimum desirable level of achievement in relation to common edu-
cational objectives On this interpretation, the report misleads when it
speaks :bout schools promoting 'a more equal basic achievement be-
tween children.'" -what is intended is that all children he brought up
to an adequate level of achievement and this should, but need not, lead
to a more equal achievement pattern

Crittenden is a trenchant critic of the role played in many discussions
of educational policy including that of the reports mentioned above.
by the liberal-capitalist version of equality of opportunity and by the
doctrine of equality of outcomes In relation to the former he makes
two main points", in addition to citing what he believes to he the hurder
of recent empirical evidence, that changes in the school are relatively
ineffective in generating social change. Firstly, even the full-blooded
liberal-capitalist version, which implies compensatory educational
programs to offset unequal environmental conditions, does nothing to
make society more equal What it will do, if successful, is to base the
inequities in society on natural ability rather than on inherited wealth
or social position Poverty, for example, still remains, even though the

3 ''...
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pattern of incidence of poverty may change Thus those who seek social

reform through equal educational, opportunity in this sense distract

attention from the need for direct measures to attack poverty and other
social problems. Secondly. this version of the principle of educational

opportunity reinforces the unfortunate connection in our society between
education and socioeconomic position. This stress on the instrumental

value of education has already had adverse consequences, such as the
escalation of irrelevant educational requirements in the job market and.

rather than being made the basis of social planning. this stress ought

to be replaced by a return to the conception ofeducation as a worthwhile
activity in its own right. This is indeed the basic thrust of Crittenden's
writing on education and equality: liberal education is something of
vast importance in its own right, and does rot need to be justified in

terms of equality or other goals; furthd, the ability of the schools to
provide education should not be compromised by the intrusion of

programs designed to achieve non-educational goals; nevertheless, genu-

me provision of widespread liberal education within a society may well
have a quite revolutionary impact on that society.

Crittenden rightly points out that, given different natural abilities be-

tween individuals, the goal of equal of ,omes across individuals is not

achievable, and he also makes other criticisms of this goal In relation

to the more sub* objective that outcomes should be on average

equalized across all non-educationally defined groups, Crittenden argues

a number of points, although the thrust "of his argument is less dear

to me 42 Firstly. the individual is the unit in education. and none of

the social groups in question is sufficiently homogeneous in the relevant

charactenstics to be treated as the unit in educational prescription. Sec-

ondly. it is a mistake to assume that differences in educational outcomes

can be resolved by concentrating on economic and social factors. for

there are roughly the same differences of scholastic performance be-

tween siblings as between social classes or races Thirdly. aiming at
equality of outcomes distorts the nature of education as a human good

As an achievement, education is highly complex and involves attitudes.

ways of thinking, acting, and feeling, and is critically dependent on the
individual's response and effort

This treatment of the more sophisticated version of the equality-of-
outcomes goal seems to me to be the least convincing aspect of Critten-
den's treatment of equality and education. As I understand the goal.

as stated for example by Halsey. it is that educational outcomes should
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be equalize,: across every non-eflucationally defined classification of
students, which is another way of saying that no non-educational facto'
(social, economic, ethnic, etc.) should have a residual effect on outcomes
While' this implies many forms of compensatory treatment, It does not
imply that the group is made the unit for educational prescription, nor
thaz the equality of outcomes is to be achieved by concentrating on
social and economic factors. Further there seems to me to be no reason
why this goal of equality of outcomes distorts the nature of education
as a human good bit may be precisely because one values education
in Itself and recognizes its complexity and dependency on motivation,
that one seeks equality of outcomes across all non-educationally defined
groups. Variations in natural ability between individuals provide no
problem for this goal. It is possible that natkiral ability or Interest is
correlated with some non-educational class ticatiorr, as Jensen and
others have argued. Even if this were so. it doc, not necessarily dispose
of this goal, but simply indicates that in certa a cases further compensa-
tory programs may be needed.

The Role of Equality in Education
For reasons such as those outlined above, Crittendel concludes In Chap-
ter 10 of this volume that 'whatever interpretation is placed on equality
as a social ideal, It seems to have only marginal bearing on the practice
and objectives of education' 43 The modest place which the principle
does have in the practice of education is this

Where two people are equal in characteristics that are relevant to the attain-
ment of what is judged to be a desirable level of education, they should
have equivalent opportunities for achieving such an education 44

His own positive approach is to stress, firstly, the human right of every
pt. in to an adequate education, to an adequate general introduction
to the best traditions of thought, feeling, and expression available to
the society and, secondly, the Importance of providing every student
with the opportunities to derive the best education possible for him,
without in any way trying to equalize educational outcomes. This ap-
proach leads naturally to his support for a common curriculum, and
for his endorsement of the fourth of the themes isolated above in the
reports of the Schools Commission, that policy should aim to bring
everyone up to a minimum standard of achievement in terms of common
educational objectives. His over - riding principle is that the process of
becoming educated is to be regarded as valuable in its own right, and
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should not be seen as a means of achieving socioeconomic or social

reform goals.
Crittenden has not, to my knowledge, attempted to integrate fully

his discussions of equality and educational policy with the more theoreti-

cal statements in Education and.,Social Ideals. In that latter work, he
appears to Rapp-on an ideal of equality in terms of which every
individual possesses an equal overall level of total human good, and
throughout his writings he stresses that education is itself a human good

and is a necessary condition for the possession of some other human
goods. From these two propositions, something would seem to follow

about equality of access to education as a condition of general equality.
Quite what this implication would be is not clear but, given the import-

ance of education as a human good, it is not obvious that it would
be compatible with Crittenden's conclusion, quoted above, that equality
has only a marginal bearing on the practice and objectives of education.

On the other hand, the more general view would seem to imply that
equalizing the total good possessed by individuals would not necessarily

involve equalizing the educational level achieved by individuals or
groups.

Conclusion: Some Emerging Issues

In outlining some aspects of Cnttenden's thought in the preceding sec-
tions, various issues have emerged as being in need of further elabor-
ation. In this section 1 bring some of these points together. and examine

the inter-relationships between them.
In the second section, it was pointed out that Crittenden's theory of

education was based on a firm commitment *.'..at some objects and ex-

penenes are non - instrumentally valuable, so that their value does not
have to be argued in terms of their relation to some other object or
experience Throughout his writings. especially those on moral edu-
cation, Crittenden makes it clear that questions of value can be rationally
argued about and decided. A question thus arises about the forms of
justification for the claim that a given object or experience is valuable

in a non instrumental way. His reply is that something is intrinsically

valuable if it is 'humanly perfecting [because it exhibits various kinds
of excellence relevant to the capacities and potentialities of human

;it;
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beings' or if It enhances the quality of human life, seen in the light
of what human beings are and 'are capable of becoming Thus the two
key aspects of an object or experience being non-Instrumentally valuable
would seem to be (1) that It contributes to the quality or the excellence
of human life, (1) that this quality of excellence is chscer ed in terms
of human potentialities as well as actualities

Now, without wishing to disagree with the basic dal that some
objects and expenences are of intrinsic value, It is evident at this foun-
dation of Cnttenden's views on the nature of education needs to be
further explored For example, how do we settle disputes about what
constitutes quality or excellence in human life How do we discern
human potentialities, and decide which potentialities are relevant in re-
lation to the quality of life Can such matters be settled ohiectively
by rational discussion, or have we reached an area where only an
individual's moral feeling or intuition is relevant') Crittenden has made
some substantial progress on these issues in his discussions of aesthetic
argument as a rational mode of argument which is neither deductive
nor inductive, but which my olves both cogntuve ar trective dimen-
sions and the experience of an object in a particular Much more
remains to he done

It mac seem unduly harsh to pose these questions in relation to the
wnting of one whose prime concern is education, as they are issues
which have haunted moral philosophy for more than two minutia But
they are Intimate's related to Crittenden's educational philosophy I

would argue that many of the main Issues which arise in relation to
Cnttenden's wnting can he traced back eventually to these questions
Three examples follow

(1) As detailed earlier, one central theme in Crittenden's work is that
the value of education hes in the initiation of individuals into processes
and forms of life which are intrinsically valuable, and that quality in
education is to be found through preoccupation with the highest human
achievements in the relevant areas Given this basic position, the content
of one's concept of education will depend on what view one takes about

h constitutes quality or excellence in human life (and on the criteria
and procedures on: uses to decide tilts question), as well as on the way
in which those human excellences to which education is directly relevant
are selected from the total Crittenden is not fully explicit on either
of these Issues, but his final position is dear education is funda
mentally concerned with initiation into the various forms of meaning
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through which human life and the world are explained. Interpreted and
evaluated "

One example of a similar approach which works towards a broader

,conception of education can he seen in recent discussion of 'cultural
necessities';' This approach would see education as the initiation into
the culture of a human community, and wild consequently place stress
on aspects which are held to be essential to any culture. While this
approach might seem to have some advantages, for example in that
it sees education and intellectual life generally as more integral parts

of the life of a society, it obviously has some major queries to answer
How are these 'cultural nef'essities' to be discerned? Are they held to
be necessities in the sense that every society has exhibited them, or in
the stronger sense that every society must exhibit them./ How do we
decide what cultural necessities are relevant to education? After adjust-
ing for differences in terminology, these questions are probably not far
removed from those posed above in relation to Crittenden's views

01 In a world of continuing technological change, high youth unem-

ployment and escalating job credential requirements, one crucial issue
is the relation between schooling and work Crittenden takes an
uncompror..ising position on this issue " Schools should concentrate on

the provision of liberal education and should largely subordinate other
functions For those who are incapable of, or not interested in, engaging
in the activities of liberal education, alternative institutions should be
provided dunng childhood and adolescence, and as soon as they are
old enough they should be free to leave. Schools should provide voca-
tional guidance and the study of the place of work in human life should

be an important aspect of the curriculum, but schools should avoid diver-

ting their programs to a form of job training.
Some will regard this as an inadequate response to a serious issue

in social policy. Crittenden's basic justification for his position here is
that liberal education involves initiation into forms of life which are
intrinsically' valuable, and that only the school can provide this initiation
Given the value of the forms of life to which students are being
introduced, It will be a mistake to compromise in relation to these
processes. He has also introduced an important distinction between one's

work and one's job--work is any sustained effect in prodi,-tion of a
worthwhile good or state of affairs and a job is work by which one
earns a living -and has argued that, with increasing leisure, we need

to place increasing stress on fitting people for genuine work which mas

3 I
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or may not involve a job.49 Liberal education is necessary to prepaie
individuals for work in this broader sense

The point I wish to make here is that a further investigation of some
of the questions listed at the beginning of this section might lead to
a modification of this position. For example, if we look at what consti-
tutes quality in human life and at what the broad range of human poten-
tialities involve, it will be apparent that there are other activities of
intnnsic value than those to do with describing, explaining, and evaluat-
ing the world and human life. The question does anse about the role
of schooling in relation to. these other valued activities, and whether
the overall welfare of students may not in some circumstances be
advanced by a broader approach.

(uI) I have discussed at length Crittenden's view about the role of
moral education in the face of moral pluralism, and the apparent conflict
in his writings between his rejection of views which delineate morality
as a means to a non-moral end such as human welfare and his defence
of non - instrumental value in apparently similar terms. Here again, two
key aspects of his positionabout moral education and about the objec-
tivity of moral judgmentswould seem to require further elucidat'on
of issues surrounding the quality of human life and the discernment
of human potentialities.

'The task of this introduction has been to provide a critical commen-
tary on some of the key issues in Brian Crittenden's writings. It is import-
ant that the critical comments do not make us overlook the tremendous
achievement which these wntings represent, nor the very real contri-
butions to educational theory and practice which abound in them. In

his writings to date, Crittenden has covered an impressive array of issues
with notable intelligence and style. and few contemporary philosophers
of education can claim to have ranged over as broad a compass with
such a combination of originality and consistency My comments in this
introduction are directed only to drawing forth further valuable contri-
butions from him in the future.
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Preface

The practice of critical inquvy in our culture began with the ancient

Greeks, It is manifested in various ways in the traditions of rational
understanding that belong to the systematically and self-consciously de-

veloped aspects of culture In broad terms. this book interprets education

as the deliberate process by which human beings enter effectively into
these traditions The basic purpose of this education is to enable each
individual to understand and appreciate the main contexts of meaning

within which human life is enacted and, through the masAey of publicly

tested skills and standards, to exercise independent, etical judgment

What I am referring to has been commonly called liberal education

it is liberal in the sense associated with its early historical use, namely'.

the education that is fitting for those who enjoy tl.e status of free citizens

(As well as the imperatives of democracy, most people in contemporary

industrial societies do in fact have the leisure that such an education

presupposes ) It is also liberal in the more important sense that it

enhances the range and quality of human enoice,
Within the tradit.ons of rational understanding and liberal education

there are significant variat, is In the interpretation I am supporting.

rationality (and education) is not confined to a purely intellectual

activity as though human beings were disembodied minds or computers

It extends beyond theoretical knowledge to the emotions and the full

scope of imagination, the appreciation of aesthetic form, and the exercise

of moral and other kinds of practical judgment in action the word
`understanding is usefully ambiguous in that it connotes not only the

intellectual grasp of underlying principles, the relationship between pats

and so on, but also sympathetic awareness of a person or situation
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The extremes of rationalism (w here, to adapt Yeats, the body is

bruised to pleasure soul) undermine from within the traditions of
rational understanding and liberal education In part they are respon-
sible for the various nuwements that reject these traditions altogether
Although the latter have always been under threat, the attacks during
the past hundred years seem to have taken particularly virulent and
extreme forms Some have rejected the Immo, of reason in favour
of the primacy of the will, others have supplanted it by an appeal to
feeling, others by 'doing' or immediate experience In broad terms, the
revolt has taken both an individualist and collectivist form The first
expresses the desire to achieve absolute freedom from all restraints and
exalts the individual will It has been manifested not only in political
anarchy, but in nihilistic movements in the arts and morality -and even
in science At the extreme point there are those who-like the writers
in the tradition that runs from de Sade through Poe and Baudelaire
to the present avant-garde-attempt to escape from the tyranny of
language and logic into the realm of pure individual expression, to make
an ideal of ImmorautY, and break down the distinction between madness
and sanity It is not surprising that, in this frame of mind, the act of
someone killing himself with drugs or alcohol can he hailed as a supreme
gesture of rebellion and the achievement of total freedom In a some-
what less dramatic form, the rejection of rational understanding is
evidenced in such symptoms as inconsistent and arbitrarY patterns of
moral standards, in 'pure' tolerance and permissiveness, in neurotic pre-
occupation with a private, inner self'

On, sigmhcant Nermon of the collectivist form of the revolt in this
century has been the imposition by the state of an unquestioning von-
formity to a master ideology or group mind (usually interpreted fOr
the masse, by an individual or an elite) Dissidents are treated as heretiks
or as insal e In another version- perhaps in reaction to the void of
anomie individualism people willingly submit themselves without reser-
vation to the will )f,_. group or a vhansmatic leader In liberal capitalist
societies, the pressures towards mindless group conformity often work
in fairly subtle as They are present, for example, in the manipulation
of wants through advertising, in mass entertainment, in the obsession
with psychological and physical comfort The last of these has led to
an extraordinary reliance on the purveyors of therapy and other special-
ists in our society (It seems that one can't relax, have sex. or go for
a run without consulting the works of an expert )
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Education tilt rational understanding involves a careen balance be-

tween the communal and individual aspects in the development of
human beings On the one hand, it stresses that they acquire their human

character only by learning to participate in public shared worlds of

meaning On the other, in promoting the traditions of rational under-
standing, it seeks to develop in each individual the skills and attitudes

necessary for a critical acceptance of these traditions and thus to provide

the basis for independent thought and action
In several of the chapters in this book. I have argued that everyone

should have the opportunity to gain an adequate introduction to the

main fOrms of understanding that make up the criticall', examined cul-
ture These forms of understanding constitute a common iculum that

can offset the fragment:ng tendencies of pluralism while at the same
time accommodating the particular manifestations that the forms have

taken te g literature and the arts) among different cultural groups
It must he acknowledged, however, that such an education is incompat-

ible with an group that refuses to submit its beliefs and values to critical

inquiry
In an earlier work. D'Cruz and Sheehan defend a similar relationship

between educ dion and the traditions of reflective culture r our society '

They point out that this culture forms the substance of a common cur-

nculum because it rs concerned with values of broad huroan significance

They also stress that in this curriculum, the learning of skills should

not he detached from the related content of beliefs attitudes, aril

purposes in the vanous modes of the reflective culture

Education as I interpret it in this book has both 1 con,tr,ative and

reconstructise aspect It is trsing to consei t,,c stan _lards and atti-

tude, of rational judgment in all the major a: :as of ci':ture to ensure

that tradition are not clung to blin:Is or 1:.-.jec: d c,,p,,Ic)usls As I

suegest Chaptei 9, the radical po,sibilits for ',ecru; reform is tha.

an education in the main forms rational Lnderstanding might
seriously he attempted for all citi/ens if this w« is to succeed even for

a substantial minority, there could be far-reach:1g consequences for the

qualas of social and political life Among those who accept the values

of liberal education, it is often objected that engagement in such an

1 I)'( nii and PI Sheehan, Culture and the Schools r ornnuwon in edu-
cational renewal, the renewal program An overview '- I V D'Crui and

P1 Sheehan (IAN), the Renevial of 4ucttit«an S hools (.!nd ed ) Hawthorn

VIL A( I R, 197S, pp 7 10 272 4
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education is simply beyond the capacity Of many people. In various
places in this book, I have duly acknowledged the difficulties But if
the ability to interpret, appreciate, and judge with critical discrimination
in a broad range of human affairs is desirable for any human being,
I believe it is worth emphasizing as the educational ideal for everyone
Human societies have always been conspicuous for their failure to
achieve the ideals of justice proposed by philosophers, but this has not
deterred philosophers from continuing to advocate their ideals. The re-
ality would possibly be worse if it were not for the challenging and
accusing presence of these ideals Something similar might be said for
a normative theop, of education

.15



Part I: The Study of
Education

Since the beginning of this century, there has been an enormous expan-

sion in education as a field of study. It now has a place in most universi-

ties as a distinct school or department. Despite its vigorous growth, the

field has been afflicted by some deep problems. Principally these concern

the nature and role of theory in relation to the practice of education
(and the training of teachers) and the relationship between educational

theory and the various disciplines on which it draws. Should educational

theory be mainly instrumental to the Immediate problems of practice?

To the extent that it seeks to be more ambitious, how are explanatory,
interpretative, and prescriptive elements to be combined? What unifying

and distinguishing characteristics does education have as a field of
study? Is it nothing more than a loose agglomeration of borrowings from

various disciplines?
Some years ago, the study of education retreated from the attempt

to develop a more or less integrated perspective on the basis of certain

foundation disciplines. The desire of educational theorists to escape from

superficiality, and the consequent low repute in which they were often

held by other academics, led to the assiduous cultivation of each of
the applied disciplines in its own right There is no doubt that this change

has raised the quality of work done in the name of history, philosophy,

psychology, etc. of education. But there have been some undesirable
tendencies, suth as the splintering effect on education as a field of study,

an onentation to the parent disciplines rather than to the practice of
education, the use of Inappropriate models of Inquiry in the quest for

4it.
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rigour and reputation. (The last of these has also been a problem for
the 'pure' social sciences.)

The first two chapters attempt to treat some of these questions and
issues affecting educational studies. Chapter I criticizes the vogue that
positivist methodology has enjoyed in much of the psychological and
sociological study of education. In particular It draws attention to the
value assumptions made by this methodology about rationality and
human agency, and points out the serious shortcomings (especially for
the study of education) of the 'value-free' doctrine that the methodology
in a paradoxical fashion advocates. The chapter discusses some distinc-
tive features of educational theory: its fundamentally normative role
in relation to practice, and certain key concepts in which specifically
educational phenomena are Identified and described.

The second chapter examines the structure of education as a field
of study, specifically in relation to the role of philosophy It is argued
that education is not a distinct unitary discipline nor simply an accumu-
lation of applied disciplines While it is a multidisciplinary field, there
Ls an integrating core of educational inquiry that employs a range of
distinct concepts and draws on the contributing disciplines in developing
normative theory for the interpretation and guidance of practice. While
this level of inquiry is by no means an exclusively philosophical activity.
It depends crucially upon philosophical skills. Philosophy, psychology,
etc of education will contribute most effectively to general educational
theory when they respect the distinctive educational context in using
key concepts and in framing the problems they investigate

4 .



Chapter 1

Values in the Study of Education

It is often supposed that disputes about scientific methodology are
strictly technical matters. Against this view, I wish to argue that they

can involve a much wider range of normative issues that they may

even be ideological, in the sense that they import a particular interpreta-
tion of man which has serious consequences for moral and political

action. I shall be concerned specifically with the influence of certain
methodological assumptions in the social and behavioural sciences on

the study and practice of education. As an aspect or extension of this

discussion, I shall refer to the policy of treating educational research

as simply a smorgasbord of applied disciplines, and shall suggest some
characteristics of .distinctively educational inquiry.'

The Positivist Methodology and its Values

Over the past few decades, certain assumptions about the methodology

appropriate for a truly scientific study of human behaviour and society

have been predominant. Inevitably these assumptions have left their

mark on a large proportion of that vast quantity of educational reseacch

which has been done within the framework of social and behavioural
science. Probably the most fundamental methodological doctrine con-

cerns the characteristics of rational scientific explanation. What has been

widely adopted, in effect if not by design, is the epistemology of logical
positivism. According to this view, the ingredients of a rational scientific

explanation consist of formal validity along with a set of propositions

verified by observation.
This doctrine includes the following more specific tenets. It treats

mathematical physics as the model of all scientific inquiry (although

it does not really provide for the theoretical concepts of physics). It

4 r
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exhaustively classifies propositions as being true either in virtue of their
logical form or on the basis of observation. It makes intersubjective
agreement the critical condition for reliable and unbiased evidence A
specific aspect of this emphasis on intersubjectivity is tne preoccupation
with operational definition. Finally the doctrine endorses a logical gulf
between value claims and matters of fact This belief underlies various
accounts of 'value-free' scientific inquiry

Without attempting a general critique of these assumption., about the
nature and method of social and behavioural science, I wish to highlight
some of the value judgments that are at least implicit in them, and
to indicate the effects of such judgments on education, both as a practice
and a field of inquiry.

(i) To insist, in the study of human behaviour and institutions, on
the conditions of knowledge and explanation that may only be satisfied
it physical science, is to devalue a considerable range of other claims
to knowl-dge. Statements of probability have to be treated as inferior
knowledge claims, historical explanation, unless it can trump up general
covering laws, is hardly thought to be knowledge at all, in general. any
kind of knowledge into which personal experience enters is downgraded
The declining fortunes of history of education as a field of study clearly
illustrate the influence of this attitude Yet, as Michael Scriven has re-
cently emphasized, it provides one of our best sources of knowledge
for the intelligent planning and implementing of educational programs
For what we can learn from history is a range of significant possibilities
in human affairs 2

The physical science model also encourages rather narrow %leis on
the nature of explanation It tends to be assumed, for example.' that
there is such a thing as the explanation which exists independently of
any human context This ignores the fact that there are many levels
and types of explanation for any phenomenon. What is appropriate de-
pends on such circumstances as background knowledge and human pur-
poses A sociological or psychological study of a particular aspect of
education may or may not yield educationally relevant explanations
It is often supposed, moreover, that the only worthwhile explanation
is one that has very specific predictive power For this reason. the kind
of theory that provides a ground for predicting only a broad pattern
of likely features is neglectedprecisely the kind of theory that is feasible
when one is dealing with the enormously complex phenomena of human
society

4 r()
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This last point is the fundamental issue, for the most general assump-
tion of the approach I am discussing is that individual and social human
behaviour is of the sort that can be adequate'.y studied by the methods
of physical science. Apart from the moral svificance of this view (made
quite explicit in, for example, B.F. Skinner's writing), I am suggesting
here that at the very least It downgrades certain types of knowledge
and explanation. The irony of this position is, I believe, that it excludes
what seem to be our only effective ways of understanding when faced
with the staggering complexity of independent variables in the practice
of education or any other human institution.

(ii) When what can be known to be true is made to depend on either
formal logical rules or observation, there is no place for statements that
are true in virtue of the meaning of their terms. The requirement of
observation is also extended to propositions whose truth is not settled
by definition, but which, at the same time, do not need to be established
by experiment. In the Kantian terminology, there is no place for syn-
thetic a prior: propositions.

It follows from this belief about what can be known to be true that
conceptual analysis or reasoning is underestimated and neglected A
practical consequence of this neglect in educational (and other) research
has been the immense effort devoted to the empirical demonstration
of truisms and Invincible hypotheses, and the tendency to confuse tech-
nical redescriptions with explanations. The following are example-, of

these practices
In E R Hilgard's widely used Theories of Learning, one comes across

these conclusions for education. 'Brighter people can learn things less
bright ones cannot learn'; 'a motivated learner acquires what he learns

more readily than one who is not motivated' B R Bugelski in The

Psychology of Learning Applied to Teaching provides even more startling
examples of the obvious He solemnly advises teachers, on the basis
of the major 'taming theories of the twentieth century, that they should
'take the temperamental disposition of the learner into account': that
they should not be content with rough approximations where specific

answers or responses are essential for subsequent success', that they
should not 'teach a higher level operation without the lower level equip-
ment or background'' From a teacher's point of view, these utterances
provide no ads Ice but merely state in general terms some familiar

pedagogical problems.
Invincible hypotheses abound in the literature of educational research

V i
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Here are some illustrations taken from research on concept formation
and meaningful learning 'Cues for a class of stimuli can transfer to
other instances within the class (But how could they be cues for a
class of stimuli if transfer did not occur?) The kind of verbal cues used
by a teacher to direct problem solving affects learning retention and
transfer.' (Could we seriously hypothesize that this would not be the
case?) 'Meaningful matenal rich in association is learnt in much less
time than matenal without associations.'5

In this general area of research, two psychologists who react against
the prevailing epistemology are nevertheless subject to its influence in
their work. D.P. Ausubel follows the causal pattern of analysis in
attempting to show empirically that learning can be facilitated when
the material to be learnt is organized in a logical and meaningful way
and is related conceptually to what has already been learnt Jean Piaget
has also expended considerable energy in demonstrating empirically that
among normal human beings there is a development in intellectual
capacity, from an ability to deal with simple concrete concepts and

operations to those that are complex and abstract (Given our Qrdinary
expenence and what we mean by the terms 'concrete', 'abstract',
'development', 'growth', could we seriously suppose that there might
be no progression of this kind or that the process might go in the
opposite direction?)

Finally, for examples of redescription in the guise of explanation.
there is the concept of centration in Piaget's theory and the notions
of reinforcement and stimulus generalization in behavioural theory

In the atomism of the epistemology still prevalent in social and
behavioural science, all connections between events are contingent. and
explanation consists of causal connections which are simply observed
regulanties. These assumptions lead inevitably to distortion as when the
relationship between concept and object or knowledge and perception
is treated as though it were a purely contingent one; and they leave
no place for teleological explanations of human behaviour

(m) Given the doctnnes of atomism and mire objectivism, and the

efforts of ngorous operationalism to eliminate any reference to mental
states and activities, it is inevitable that the active role of the observer

in scientific research would be grossly underestimated Yet what we per-
ceive cannot be considered apart from the theories and concepts we
possess. The features that may contribute to an explanation of a
phenomenon are by no means obvious, there simply to be seen We

r
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may as yet lack the conceptual resources for an adequate explanation
From among the virtually endless possible correlations in a given case.
we have to decide what may reasonably be expected to constitute an
explanation To claim that A is the cause of B is a highly selective

process. an exercise of judgment'' Again it is important to notice here

the intrusion of a form of reasoning that is not accommodated by the

model of research being discussed
One of the consequences of the above doctrines has been the preoccu-

pation with the logic of built theories Because of the bias against
acknowledging the personal expenence of the investigator, the logic of
discovery has been neglected This has had serious repercussions not

only for educational research generally, but also for the study and prac-

tice of education in relation to the processes of reasoning that are
Involved in scientific and other forms of inquiry

(iv) In the tradition to which I am referring, the stress on operational

definition does not simply reflect concern that there should be

observable symptoms and other evidence for the claims we make. Rather

It expresses the conviction that observable phenomena are all that there

is to be studied. In relation to human beings specifically, it holds that
all mental activity can be adequately described in terns of observable
bodily movements and environmental conditions In this view, a flushed

face and trembling voice are not simply the behavioural features that

may justify our concluding that someone is angry; they are all that being

angry is This policy blurs completely the distinction between a symptom

and what it points to, between bodily movement and human action.

It is at one with the principle of pure objectivism in exorcising man

as subject and person from scientific inquiry He must he treated solely

as an object
In the present context, the most significant aspect of operationalism

is its dismissal of the explanatory value of reasons for acting in favour
of causal explanation on the model of physical science One cannot

adopt this policy consistently without treating the rationality of human

beings as of little or no account
The devaluing of reasons for acting in the study of human behaviour

has not, of course, been confined to the strict empiricists In their own
ways, psychoanalysts and the vanous exponents of social and historical
determinism have also discredited the appeal to reasons I should stress

here that I am not denying the significance of environmental and other
conditions in the explanation of human behaviour, or suggesting that
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people are never mistaken about their real reasons for acting What
1 am cnticaing is the policy of treating reasons as Invariably rationaliza-
tions, or of denying that reasons for acting can ever provide a real expla-
nation and assuming that the latter is to be found exclusively in the
physical conditions of behaviour. To follow such a line in social and
behavioural research is to promote a distinct interpretation of man that
has obvious consequences for moral and political action.

Such consequences will often follow even when the reasons given for
acting are not discounted as a matter of general policy, but because
the evidence in the particular case seems to warrant It. Consider, for
example, the explanation of the student protest movement of the 1960s
offered by many social scientists in the United States. Whether
ideologically committed to the r Ipiricist methodology or not. they
concluded that the protests were not really because of concern over vari-
ous injustices, but were a function of such conditions as location and
size of institutionsa comforting conclusion for those who would be
embarrassed if the charges of injustice were taken seriously.

The most obvious and significant influence of operationalism on edu-
cational research has come through the various behaviourist theories
of learning One specific aspect that deserves some attention is the pre-
occupation with behaviourally defined objectives It has had a serious

I not only on curriculum research but also on the practice of teach-
ing ,,nd learning If the present liaison in the United "ktates between
acetic ability and behaviourally defined objectives succeeds. the effect
on teacher training *lid educational practice will be even more
profound

1 am not concerned here with a general criticism of the policy of
behavioural objectives The point I wish to stress is that when adopted
as a basic procedure, it does carry Important normative consequences
Once the stress is on a precisely measurable and identifiable behavioura
change in the learner. preference is inevitably given to those learnin
outcomes that can be treated in such a way Yet the outcomes tha
can he precisely measured are usually not the most significant ones from
an educational point of view Even in relation to a relatively specific
skill such as reading. the aspects of achieveme4 that can he precisely
measured form only a part of the educational objective Teaching will
also tend to he restricted to just those procedures that effectively elicit

e the range of specific behavioural responses It is one thing to rely on
behavioural features as observable signs or aspects of, say. understand-
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mg It is quite a different matter to treat them as the objectives of teach-

ing ir fact, once this happens, the behaviours induced cease to be
reliable guides to understanding Children can learn to make facial ex-
pressions, give answers, set out the steps in a mathematical proof. and

so on, as though they understood

The 'Value-free' Doctrhie
That the social sciences should be 'value-free' is one of the most distinc-
tive characteristics of the methodology under discussion Because this

belief is so directly related to the topic of this chapter, I shall comment
on it more fully The value-free thesis has been preoccupied with moral
and political values To a large extent, it is based on the assumption
that the holding of these values is a purely subjective matter, that there
is no public evidence by which a value claim might be testedin general
terms, the doctrine of the complete separation of facts and values In

the interests of objectivity, the social scientist is to proceed without mak-
ing any moral or political value assumptions, and the only proper role
of social science in relation -to such values is to describe and explain
in a way that leaves the normative questions untouched

This pure form of the value-free thesis has recently undergone some
modification In the revised version, tt is acknowledged that a scientist's
values influence his choice of topics for research, and that values deter-

mine the application of scientific knowledge But the situation is basic-

ally the same It is still supposed that moral judgments do not enter
Into the substance of social scientific inquiry, and that the findings hear
no consequences for the values one may' hold The simply enable us
to determine the most efficient means to the ends we desire This is
an attitude that has been fairly common in educational research In

Its crude form. it simply say, 'Let those who have authority over edu-

cational policy tell us what ki of end product they want, and we will
devise the most effective mean. )f ge)Lturf----...

Up to this point, I have commented mainly on the value assumptions
about rationality and knowledge in the methodology derived from

logical positivism The negative view it takes on the status of moral

judgment as knowledge is a further example of this kind The issue

cannot, however, be confined to the domain of epistemic value, for the

very policy of excluding moral questions as such from the scope of the
social sciences inevitably has had a profound effect on moral thought

and practice In this respect, science has conspired. during the present
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century, with certaiu otherwise quite alien movements in promoting the

attitude that values are Itot accountable to public criteria of reasoned
inquiry, but are simply matters of private feeling" The policy also has
had the practical consequence of ensuring that the prevailing values

of the society are not disturbed by scientific investigation
Anything like a comprehensive treatment of the question of moral

values and science is beyond the scope of this chapter What I wish
to do is, first, to draw attention to way's 1,1 which social scientific theories

do, in fact, suppose or favour certain moral judgments. and second to
indicate briefly' why this must be so

I shall illustrate the first of these points through some examples two
works in political theory (discussed at length by' Charles Taylor") and
Duro. 'mr educational theory

(i) S M Upset in his book, Political Man, tak,.s the existence of class

and of class conflict as basic political facts, and distinguishes y anous

types of society according to the pattern of class nueraction In one
form of society, all the classes are articulate but their conflict is expressed

in v4olence which is contained only by ruthless suppression, in another
form\of society, one group dominates peacefully but only because other
classes have not become articulate, in a third form of society, class

interests are fully expressed but conflicts are peacefully resolved through

a political system in which all tr.:ely assent to a government determined

by the majonty, yet constrained by the recognition of minority rights

The last describes tie democratic political o.der, the one which Lipset

believes --as he tells us at the conclusion of his book is 'the good society

itself in operation'. The crucial point to notice here is that, if the basic
elements of his scientific analysis are correct fi e about the inesitahility

of classes and of class conflict), the question of whether democracy 1,

the most desirable form of society can hardly he in clout" In Lipset's

theory, the only' other options one has :re either violent or benevolent

repression
(ti) In Harold 1 asswell's view, social scientific inquiry is 'policy

science' It is concerned with the efficiency of means, and is thought
to he neutral in relation to the ends that are served, In PoKer and Sock tr,

v hich he wrote with Abraham Kaplan, it is stated in the introduction
that they are providing only 'the empirical propositions of polit ;cal

science' a-2, not 'the value judgments of political doctrine' However.

things do not turn out this way in the book For example, one of the
dimensions of variation used for chlractenting a political society 's the
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extent to which it is libertarian or authoritarian--also a dir .ension com-
monly employed in measuring ° school environment. They apply the
terms in the following way A rule libertz.lan where initiative,
individuality, and choice are widespread auiliorttarian if obedience.
conformity, and coercion are .c' As Taylor points out

the value force here is more than .1 n of wording It lies in the type
of alternative which is presented tic us on the one hand, a man can be
manipulated by others, obeying a law and standards set up by others which
he cannot judge, on the other liar,' he is develOped to the point where
he can judge for himself, nercise reason, and apply his own standards, he
comes to respect himself and is more capable of respecting others If this
is reall the alternative before us, how can we fail to judge freedom beiter

hether or not we believe there are overriding considerations)'""

Analogous points may be made in relation to other dimensions used
by Lasswell and Kaplan for example. the degree to which a political
order is impartial e exhibits justice), the degree to which it is Juridical
rather than tyrannical Now, when the author!, go on to describe democ-
racy as a political order that is libertarian, impartial, and juridical, their
'empirical propositions' have made an overwhelming case for the moral
supenurity of democracy as a form of government

The artificiality of the distinction based ots value grounds between
means and ends is evJent when one tries to apply it to Lasswell's work
The kind of conclusion he reaches wol!ki have to be stated in this

fashion if you happen to be committed to democracy. promote the
_yelopment of the kind of person who can judge for himself, who has

sufficient self-respect to respect others and the like' Again the point
1,1 that, once you accept that this is the sort of person called for in a
democratic s -ciety, you cannot really remain uncommitted to the value
of democracy On this issue, Taylor observes that we car no more he
morally indifferent to a policy science of tyranny than we can to a
medical science whose purpose is to produce and spread disease

(iii) In the study of education specifically, one of the most comprehen-
sive examples of the interplay' between explanatory and normative
theory is provided by the work of Emile Durkheim In his explanatory

.home. schooling is t strictly conservative socializing process. an
instrument of a society's collective conscience a! any. given time The
edt.cational system cannot but reflect the state of the collective con-
science and so it w( 'Id be futile to suppose that the school could act
effectively as the primary agent in changing a system of values in
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reinstating one that had begun to break down But this account is norma-
tive as well, for a society's collective conscience is the ultimate source
of moral authority for the practice of education within that society It

is the duty of the school to shape the new generation according to the
ideal of man that is sanctioned by the collective conscience and. even
if the school could trectivelv promote a different Ideal, its use in this
way would he morally unjustifiable

vaiether Durkheimian or not many empirical studies hase interpret-
ed education as being predominantly a process of socialwation Given
the typical basic concepts much as 'equilibrium', 'organic whole') and
the model of physical causal explanation. the socialization theory is

loaded with moral implications In addition to passing judgment on the
kind of lea mng that is of most worth it promotes an ideal of the self
in which each individual is totally dependent on grlup Complex
relationships among human beings are transpose, in independent
group forces exercising causal influence on individual behaviour In this
scheme of things, it is difficult to see how we can speak sensibly of
personal moral responsibility, or what grounds there could he for
challenging the morality of the social status quo

The second general point I wish to make about the value-free thesis
is that there are good reason, why serious efforts at explaining human
behaviour must involve moral judgments Here. I shall mention in sum-
mary fOrm two such lines of reasoning

Iii Human needs, wants, and purposes have such an important hear-

ing on the way people act that some account of what they are must
he included in any framework for explaining human behaviour At the
same time, the fulfilment of human needs, wants. and purposes is inextri-
cably linked with judgments about what is morally good Thus the priori-
ties in human needs that are assumed in an explanators framework
inevitahlY determine priorities of moral evaluations Moreover a social

scientist cannot establish a relationship hetween what he is examining
and the satisfaction or frustration of human needs, wants, and purposes,
without thereby making an evaluation

(ii) Moral beliefs and actions form an integral and fundamental part
of the phenomena studied by the behavioural and social sciences, but

they cannot he recogmied employed in descriptions and explanations
unless the social scientist himself applies criteria for appraising the moral

character of beliefs and actions In this task. it is not possible simply
to rely upon such formulas as 'what are commonly thought to he moral
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standards by the members of this group'. To understand anything ade-
quately entails cntical evaluation Thus one cannot proptrly understand
human behaviour in which moral and other value judgments play a
crucial role without cribs:ally evaluating the nature and significance of

these jut.45,,ments
In theonzmg about human actions, the only chance of success for

the policy of 'value neutrality' would be to study man at a radically
different level as, for example, on the model of a computer or in terms
of biochemistry. But as one writer notes, 'to reduce culture to physics
is to decompose humanity into parts, and thus into something other
than the study of i ,a1 or society' "

Apart from radically altering the object of inquiry in this way, social

scientists may avoid value assumptions and consequencesat least sig-
nificant ones--by eschewing the effe o theorize and by concentrating
instead on piecemeal descriptions (opinion polls, surveys, and the like)
There are, no doubt, some elements of theory and value judgments even
in this activity, but the findings are of such limited range that the
are often compatible with quite diverse theoretical frameworks This
level of inquiry, which has been very widely practised in educational
research, reflects the desire to live by the value-free doctrine Such in-
quiry may yield very useful results, but in itself it does net develop
educational or any other kind of theory This is a severe price to pay
for doctrinal purity

Characteristics of Distinctively Educational Research and Theory

I have referred so far to a number of .mportant value preferences that
the methodology implicit in much educational research carries with it
The methodology also shapes the say in which he general nature of
educational research and theory is interpreted The most obvious etii-

dence of this influence is the attempt to treat educational research as

a strictly non-normative scientific form of Inquiry A large amount of
research has concentrated on statistical descriptions in which, often
enough, the choice of variables has reflected the effort to avoid moral
issues When the tusk has been the building of significant theory, edu-
cational phenomena have been subjected to the deductive- n')mological

model of explanation and prediction appropriate to the subject matter

of physical science
A second feature of the prevailing approach is that it provides no

place for distinctively educational theory We are left with nothing more
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than an accumulation of the theones about education that are developed
from the perspectives of the various social and behavioural sciences.
What I have already tned to show is that these perspectives, reflecting
as they often do the methodological assumptions of logical positivism,
systematically eliminate the characteristics that distinguish education as
a human practice. They either reduce intentions, purposes, and other
mental activities to 5odily movements or suppose that the relationship
of mental activities to tne observable features of behaviour is a purely
causal one. They disregard the criterion of 'type justification' that affects
the appropriateness of an explanation's, that is, they take no account
of the specific point of view of those engaged in the practice of edu-
cation. The level of their explanation is geared to the requirements of
like-minded social ano behavioural scientists, but not to those of edu-
cators. Finally they import key concepts into the study of education
without regard to the normative criteria that distinguish the educational
point of view.

in relation to this last practice, the concept of learning itself provides
what is probably the most perspicuous example. The use of retention
as the basic criterion in so many studies of learning, the effort expended
m demonstrating that learning with understanding is preferable to sheer
memorization because it is retained longer, the large number of exper-
iments in verbal learning that have used groups of words (or nonsense
syllables) without deference to the possibly significant influence of
grammatical structure, the lack of attention given to the more complex
intellectual activities in science and the arts that are central to deliberate
education (in contrast, for example, to the vast amount of work on IQ)
these clearly show how insensitive researchers can he to the normative
criteria for distinguishing what counts as educational learning from what
might be called learning in various other contexts One may 'en doubt
whether learning theorists generally are talking about the same thing
as educators. As one of the commentators on this issue has noted:

Most learning theorists, given the general pervasiveness of at least a
methodological behaviourism, will see more or less mechanical stimuli and
responses, whereas most educators, given the teleological concepts of ordinary
language, see goals and actions as purposive 11

This state of affairs is not restricted to the psychological study of learn-
ing. A specific example may be taken from a sociologist of education,
Robert Dreehen, in his work on the contribution of schooling to the
learning of norms " One of his general claims is that children learn
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social norms as much from their direct experiences of the school setting
as from deliberate teaching However, in de-eloping his case, he falls
to distinguish vanous types of norm that could be involved, and thus
ignores the differeoces there might be in relation to each type between
learning incidentally and learning through teaching Nor is there any
attention given to the quality of learning To say that a child learns
a norm could mean anything from a subtle form of conditioning in
which behavioural conformity is achieved without any conceptual grasp
of the norm, up to a clear understanding of what the norm is, what
kmd of norm it is, how it is justified, and how it may be applied and
acted upon with due regard for varying circumstances. Not all instances
of learning are educative- some of the ones which could be accom-
modated within Dreeben's framework should be classed, I think, as
miseducative on the basis of moral and educational values

Similar comments could be made on the concept of teaching in edu-
cational research. To describe one person's observable behaviour as
'teaching', simply because it is causally related to an enduring change
in the observable behaviour of another, is to overlook the normative
conditions affecting method and content that must be satisfied if an
activity is to count as teacrung in an educational sense Even when the
learning outcome satisfies educational criteria, it does not follow ti,at
any so-called teaching activity that effectively contributes to the learning
is acceptable as teaching from an educational point of view We may,
for example. learn tolerance from the ra=tings of a racist

The alternative interpretation of the study of education, implicit in
these various criticisms, is that it can and should be treated as a field
of inquiry in its own right Several general features of educational re-
search in this interpretation have already emerged indirectly during the
course of the present discussion 1 shall conclude by stating them here
more explicitly. but without attempting to face the difficulties of
detail

In the first place, distinctively educational theory is of a normative
kind Because education is a deliberate effort to promote the learning
of beliefs, attitudes, and skills thought to be of significant human value,
one cannot study it as a human phenomenon without having regard
for what will imrove it (Compare, for example, research on practices
intended to safeguard or restore mental health.) Educational theory is
normative both in the technical sense of providing prescriptions for the
efficient conduct of education and in the moral sense of defending an

f;
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tt. ideal of what the practice of education should be like, and of ,criticizing
existing practices and objectives in the light of this ideal'15 The evalu-
ation of teaching and learning practices, curriculum programs, insti-
tutional arrangements, government policies, and so on forms an essential

part cf educational research, but it cannot he simply, or even primarily,
an exercise in tests and measurements, however sophisticated the tech-
niques. To be humanly significant, such evaluations must include argu-
ments and judgments about political, moral, and aesthetic values and
about the kind of learning that is worthwhile. Educational theory does
not include every dimension of value. In fact, what is educationally valu-
able may be in conflict w h other values For example, a certain maxi-
mum class size might be desirable on educational grounds but not
desirable from an econorm point of view

Secondly the central objec of distinctively educational research is the
range of teaching and learning t belongs to the practice of education
A study of education as education must accept its main concepts (teach-
ing and learning and the whole web of concepts that is formed around
them) with the normative force they have in the complexly interrelated

pattern of human act itr..s that comprises the process of education As
in the case of such practices as science and morality, what counts as
education is not simply what is being done or has been done at any
time in the name of education; it also involves ideals. Teaching and
learning that claim to be educational must satisfy the normative criteria
of knowledge and understanding, and are subject also to moral and
aesthetic standards. The practice of education and its institutional forms

may he studied with or without regard to this cvntext of normative con-

ditions It is precisely when this context is taken into account that they

form the object of distinctively educational inquiry
Thirdly I would suggest that educational research is distinguished

from psychological, sociological, and other studies of education by
charactenstics of method Several features have already been mentioned

in the coiicism of alternatives What seems to be the most important
of these features may be summarized as follows

(i) Given the normative nature of educational theory. it is obvious
that the procedures of moral and practical reasoning must play a
prominent part in the building of such theory

(n) There is also a considerable range of educational questions for
which conceptual and logical analysis, rather than empirical testing, is
the appropnate method I have already mentioned the scope of such

f;
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analysis in avoiding experiments on invincible hypotheses. It is part of
this process to bnng to light just what the educational question really

is in a given case and just what aspects depend on empirical research.
Take, for example, the question of whether learning by independent
discovery is supenor to learning by instruction Clearly there are many
coneepti:al issues here: Can the question in its general form be intel-
ligibly raised? Are these the only alternatives? What are the criteria
for counting learning as supenor? Is retention a sufficient criterion'?

Could anyone seriously propose that independent discovery be accepted
as a general normative pnnciple of learning for human beings?'6

The adequate employment of conceptual analysis depends, among
other things, on recognizing that 'analyticity' is not simply - matter of
logical form but also of meaning relative to a context of use. and that
what is being examined is not a word game but an activity of which
language forms an integral part."
. Conceptual and logical inquiry also contributes to educational re-
search in more positive ways It is indispensable for distinguishing cri-
tena and procedures for various processes of reasoning. whether one
is thinking about a scientific problem or trying to reach a moral decision

or coming to an intelligent appraisal of a poem In relation to the out-
comes of teaching and learning, it establishes the truth conditions for
whatever claims are made to the effect that someone now knows or
understands such-and-such This would not be so important if methods
of teaching and learning could be adequately investigated in isolation
from content At least in the educational setting such a division is not
feasible for, in order to be educative, the activities of teaching and
learning must be intended to issue in knowledge and understanding.

In arguing fOr the distinctiveness of educational inquiry as I have
done, I do not wish to imply that methods and findings of empirical
research do not have an integral place or that the study of education
from the point of view of any social or behavioural science may not
contribute to distinctively educational theory If a developmental psy-
chologist establishes that there is a typical sequence in the acquisition
of certain conceptual skills. this knowledge must have implications for
teaching and learning, although, in this case, the more specifically edu-
cational issue is whether the pattern can be accelerated or changed by
deliberate pedagogical intervention- and. rf so. whether such a course
of action is desirable. In general, knowing what can be done is obviously
crucial in c:eciding what, in the presnt circumstances, should he done.
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and given the rejection of a total logical gap between facts and values.
knowing what in fact is the case or what consequences follow from a
certain procedure may be relevant grounds for a normative decision.
The formation of sound educational policy will commonly depend on
fairly specific causal explanationsbut ones that do not ignore the place

of reasons and purposes in human behaviour I hope that the critical
comments of this chapter have at least indicated the methodological
assumptions that are likely to facilitate or hinder a constructive relation-

ship between empirical research and educational theory
If the earlier criticism of the value-free doctrine is_ correct, the gap

between educational theory (as normative) and systematic psychological.

sociological, and other (mainly explanator theories of education is not
an absolute one The general point I have been getting at is that what-
ever methodological decisions one makes in the study of man. they are
fraught with value, in these decisions one cannot escape interpretative
assumptions about the nature of man. Values also enter by way of the
key concepts employed, and they do this to a significant degree in so
far as one attempts to build a coherent scientific theory.

It follows that social scientific theories of education, even when they
thoroughly reflect the tenets of positivistic methodology, are always to

some extent prescriptive for educational practice. Apart from the obvious
objection,lane may raise to crypto-normative theorizing, what I wish to
stress in this context is that theories based on the positivist methodology
such as Skinner's behaviourism, are not strictly educational theories, pre-
cisely because they prescribe the denial or elimination of the character-
istics that would mark cut as distinctively educational the practices of
teaching and learning They are of a kind with theories that explain
such other practices as morality, religion, science, and literature as h' mg
quite different from what those who engage in them suppose them to
he This kind of theory can only ironically be given the name of the
practice it in effect interprets as something else

Although I have questioned the methodology typical of this approach.
I have not provided a conclusive argument against the claim that edu-
cation should be interpreted in terms of, say. Skinnerian behaviourism
or socialization theory What I have just tried to show is that such a
claim in effect rejects distinctively educational theory a, being a
misguided enterprise

As a concluding note I should stress the practical implication for train-

ing in educational research of the view I have defended In this view.
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it is obviously not sufficient for a person to be trained 'in the methods
and theories of a social or behavioural science. Yet graduate faculties

of education tend to be preoccupied with precisely this kind of training.
They would be happy to hear that their doctoral program in, say, sociol-

ogy of education could not be distinguished from that of a sociology
department except perhaps for a somewhat narrower range of interests.
I do not wish to belittle such an achievement. It is immeasurably prefer-
able v.. the shallow amateurism that so often afflicts the study of edu-
cation. But it ,tot an adequate training for distinctively educational

research.
At least two additional components are required. First, the study of

experimental methods, research designs, and the use of statistics and
computers should be set in the context of a critical reflection on method-
ology that is sensitive to the distinguishing charactensticis of educational
phenomenanot just a general philosophy of psychology and social

science, but philosophy of educational research. This cannot be done
properly without examining the key concepts that are employed in the

practice of education, and their normative theoretical context. Second,

the acquisition of experimental skills should be supplemented by system-
atic work in logical and conceptual analysis al,c1 in the procedures of

moral and practical argument.
When all these ingredients are put together, we may expect the kind

of tbzory that is of_i_ot only empirically well founded but directed to
improving the quf ty of educational practice.
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Chapter 2

Philosophy in Educational Theory

I

An obvious difficulty one has in approaching this topic is that there
is scarcely any firm ground from which to move. The terms I have used
in the title are, to say the least, contentious. The nature of philosophy

is itself a perennial object of philosophical inquiry. During the present

century, it has taken on the status of a major problem particularly arnortg,
philosophers in the British tradition. Very broadly speaking, there were j

first various phases of excessive zeal in cutting philosophy down to what z
was thought to be its proper size, then a growing con*dence tempered

by the recent experiences of self-mortification. A good example of this
trend is provided by social or poll. ^I philosophy. rts recently as 20
years ago, people were talking about its death. By 1967, the editors
of Philosophy, Politics and Society (Series 3) were conadent that it was
indeed alive and well. In the course of the volume, I believe there is
only one mention of the obituary notice and it happens to be critical

of the foolish assumptionthat social philosophy should work in iso-

lation from political sciencewhich led people to think that the demise
of social philosophy was even possible.

For a time dunng this century, it seemed that philosophy worthy of
the name was to be confined to formal logic and the logical reconstruc-

tion of ordinary language in the image and likeness of what was taken

to be the world structure. It was thought that if the latter task were
achieved the cause of most traditional philosophical problems would
be removed. Then philosophy was offered a limited but, it was assured,

useful task in relation to the empirical sciences. It had the purely second-
order formal work of attending to the logical scaffoldings which science
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employed In this scheme the boundaries of meaning were set very neatly
and, so it seemed. conclusively 'Every intelligible proposition rests on
sense experience unless it is an identity' It followed that all metaphysical
statements and value assertions were literally nonsense However, from
the begutning this position proved difficult to maintain in its pure form
and was subject to continual modification

A common theme in these two variations on the role of pl. phy
was the effort to analyse language in terms of ultimate irreducinie units.
In the first case. these ultimates were in the world and were to be
reflected m the perfectly formed language. in the second, which rejected
any valid Inference from the structure of language to the structure of
the world, the atomic units were within language itselfthe protocol
sentences For a variety of reasons, many phdosopheks found both these
versions of reductive analysis unsatisfactory, In particular. It was argued
that they failed to respect the logical complexity of ordinary language
and the vast variety of Its uses, and thus did not provide an adequate
method for dealing with the philosophical problems enmeshed in
ordinary language.

This shift of emphasis enlarged but by no means settled the scope
of philosophy Disputes have continued as to whether it is simply a
critical activity which has the therapeutic function of uncovering errors
generated by the logical and grammatical features of language or an
inquiry which yields some kind of knowledge. and. if it is an inquiry,
whether It is purely second-order or can also arrive at substantive con-
clusions There have been difficulties about the way in which the
ordinary usage of a term is established and Its bearing, when known,
on the philosophical Inquiry There have also been misgivings about
taking an actual form of language as thp''unquestionable datum The
connections of language with experience do suggest that there might
be questions about its adequacy, particularly when there are competing
forms of language In other words, there is uneasiness about restricting
philosophy to the purely descriptive task of sketching the logical con-
tours and boundaries of concepts (to use the popular tillage). about the
extent to which serious philosophy can safely indulge in neutrality Ques-
tions have also been raised about the amount of disgtised metaphysics
that passes in the name of a procedural rule In fact. recently the attitude
towards metaphysics has become more tolerant and appreciative There
has been no inclination to reinstate ontological versions of metaphysics.
but efforts at gaining a comprehensive and integrated view of the various
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conceptual schemes of technical inquiry and ordinary language and even

the proposal of revisions have been recognized as genuinely philosophi-

cal. The extent to which revision is possible is, however, a debated ques-

tion. Since the late 1960s, the interpretation of philosophy as a purely

second-order activity has been substantially modified in practice

`Applied' philosophy has once more become respectable, particularly

in relation to mpral and political issues.

According to Acton, the dominant philosophical movement is

replaced, on the average, every 20 years If anything, the pace has

quickened somewhat in the twentieth century -at least in tht procession

of trends among English-speaking philosophers

During this same period, the institutions of education have assumed

enormous importance in the life of advanced industrial societies As a

consequence, the whole educational enterprise has been subjected to
increasingly intensive study from almost every conceivable angle

`Theory' has been used to cover the whole spectrum from a piece of

advice for holding children's attention. to analyses of the school class

as a social system, to attempts at rigorous hypothetico-deductive

schemes Educational theory may simply be trying to describe or explain

the practice of education as it now is, or it may' be a prescription for

the most effective way of achieving some desired objective, or it may

be proposing a radical reform of the wholt undertaking, aims as well

as procedures In some efforts at theorii., ,duc.ifion is merely annexed

to a foreign power, in others, it is treated as a confederation that absorbs

immigrants and territory from other places The nature of the confedera-

tion is disputed it might be a mosaic or a melting pot, or something

else again Some even claim that educational theory forms a quite

distinctive domain

II

It is clear that. in proposing any conclusion about the role of philosophy

in educational theory, we are taking a position (at least implicitly ) on

the nature both of philosophy and of educational theory In order to

cope with the subject in a manageable way, I shall discuss a number

of positions that have been defended during the past IS or so years

The questions have not always been specifically about the role of

philosophy in educational theory, but they have been on themes that

are closely enough related for example, philosophy of education as a

branch of philosophy, education as a distinct field of study The many
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variations can, I think, be divided without too much distorton between
those that are pnmanly interested in education as a field of study and
those that refer directly to the practice of education. In relation to the
first, at least three main interpretations of the nature of educational
theory can be distinguished. as an autonomous discipline; as a synthesis
of applied disciplines; as an aggregate of applied disciplines In relation
to the second tocus of major interest, the practice of education, I shall
e cam ne versions of the somewhat enigmatic claim that philosophy of
education is simply philosophy

Education as an Autonomous Discipline

Two important and quite different statements of this view hive bc.
made 111, Foster McMurray and Marc Belth ' According to McNiurra,'
there is need for a discipline, with its own concept!, and theories. between
the basic social sciences and the oractice of pedagogy. He argues that
the present practice of applying philosophical doctrines and scientific
theones to the conduct of education simply generates a state of theoreti-
cal chaos It ignores the distinctive characteristics and unity of the edu-
cational process No consistent educational theory emerges as a realistic
guide for educational practice The fundamentai task for the education -
alist -as distinct from the philosopher, psychologist, sociologist, and the
rest -is to work out a unitary account of the distinguishing features of
educative change This is the province of inquiry which constitutes edu-
cation as a separate discipline and determines what are educationally
relevant questions

In this task and in the study of more particular educational problems.
it seems that the educational theorist employs a method which is neither
stnctly philosophical nor that of the social sciences McMurray acknowl-
edges the usefulness of logical analysis provided it is strictly substance
free. and speaks of the self-consistent integration of knowledge from
other disciplines (including philosophy) in the solution of educational
problen_s However he does not treat positively the method by which
this self-consistent integraton is achieved In fact, it seems that once
the concepts of the educan mal domain have been clarified, the method
for resolving some educatiotial questions will be predominantly philo-
sophical, for others it will be sociological or psychological, etc . but it
is not obvious how he thinks the crucial concepts are established

McMurray is no' successful in providing a clear blueprint f.. edu-
.... '!on as ,,,lutonomous discipline. He goes too far in his attempt to

111111INIMIIIMII
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stress the uniqueness of educational action However I believe he

establishes at least one fundamental point the study of various aspects

of education by philosophy and the social sciences and history or the

application of findings in these fields to education is not necessarily

a contnbution to educational .3eory The enterprise of education gener-

ates its own criteria of relevance A psychological theory of learning,

for example, may be inappropriate as an explam..*ion of learning in

education If nothing else, McMurray is offering the sound method-

ological advice that if one wishes to advance eC.,-cational theory one

should start with an educational question
Marc Belth interprets the nature of education as an autonomous disci-

pline rather more narrowly He distinguishes between the objectives of

the school and those of education As distinct from a number of other

things the school does, education is concerned with 'inventive

intelligence' with the development, analysis, and use of theories.

hypotheses. and the models from which thinking proceeds. As a disci-

pline, education investigates the problems of improving the ability to

think It is inquiry into the methods of inquiry. He argues that, because

methods der e com models and models are the functional expression

of theories, 1 object of the discipline of education may be alternatively

stated as being the role of models in thinking There are two groups

of models which it studies those that form the essential subject-ma 't,.r

of the educational process and those that are about the process itself

Leaving aside his interpretation of a model and the role he ascribes

to it in thought. it seems that Belth's position, rather than be. al

outline for an autonomous discipline. is a way of orgaronng '.arious

aspects of philosophy in relation to the process of education The inquiry

into the substance of the process of education essen ally involves general

logical and epistemological questions about the nature of inquiry.
together with the more specific modes of inquiry (ma L'ematics. science.

histor,, and so on). The unitary and distinctive character of the process

of education (in the strict interpretation given) is sought in the role

of comprehensive explanatory models In Belth's view, these are devised

and tested for adeouacy in the light of the content contained in the

process, so that the criteria are again essentially philosophical

6 fundamental source of difficulty with this view is the abstraction

of knowledge and the acquisition of the skills involved in intelligent
uehaviour from the broad context of individual and social purposes and

values Ar adequate edu ()nal theory cannot Ignore the institutional
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forms which the process of education takes or the full ',tinge of human
values that affect this process Hence, even for the role of philosophy,
Be Itt.'s arrangement is too restricted It does not give due weight to
the ethical and social philosophical aspects It can also be objected that
educational theory, in part at least, prescribes how we should proceed
in order to achieve desired goals, and that it is not simply an attempt
to describe or explain what happens to be going on In addition to
assimilating suitable theories and models from psychology and other
social sciences, it should also incorporate their findings to the extent
that they constitute or suppost the methods and policies recommended
The findings of these disciplines may be more relevant to education
than their models

Educational Theory as a Synthesis of Applied Disciplines

Perhaps the best statement of this position is provided by Paul Hirst 2
He argues that education'as a distinctive discipline is directed to making
practical judgments about the group of activ.:Ies which are involved
Iv the practice of education The raw material which enters to these
judgments is drawn from many fields of inquiry, including ilosophy
Because of its concern with guiding decisions of practice, the discipline

edut _mon cannot be accurately regarded just as a form of scientific
theory

It is not clear from Hirst's article how the substantive and
methodological elements of the various contributing disciplines are
meshed together He distinguishes between the kind of philosophy that
produces a systematic body of beliefs and philosophy as strictly second-
order inquiry Quite properly, he rejects the once-popular, but now
largely abandoned, practice of treating philosophical beliefs as higher-
order principles in a deductive system that was supposed to issue in
conclusion about the nature and practice of education Apparently, how-
ever, such beliefs i.ray be part of the raw material from which edu-
cational theory is fashioned Hirst's own preference is for philosophy
as second-order inquiry, which he believes can make both a 'formal'
and a 'substantial' contribution to educational theory The former con-
sists in the clarification of the central concepts we employ in talking
about education Because education is a complex discipline demanding
the integration of niany areas of discourse, problems of meaning Lie
particularly acute, the resolution of the mearang of technical terms that
commonly take' place within a single science cannot be relied on here
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Hence the role of philosophy at this level is of special importance for

the progress of educational theory The substanme contribution is made

in the sense that other spheres of second-order philosophical inquiry

are germane to the formation of theory in education Ethics and the

philosophical study of the domains of inquiry that form the curriculum

are obvious examples. Hirst's use of 'substantial' tends to be misleading

because in the relatively recent practice of philosophy, these belief's un-

like those of certain metaphysical systems have usually been formal in

character The precise relationship of philosophy to the development

of distinctoyely educational theory is not examined Hirst himself

suggests that it would depend on a further analysis of how 'understand-

ing of this kind [philosophical] enters into a theory concerned with the

making of practical judgments'
While Hirst leaves the methodology of educational them and the

role or philosophy in an obscure state, he does emphasize an mil -tint.

perhaps the central. aspect of educational theory its preoccupation with

practical judgment It may he too much. however, to say that this IS

its exclusive concern. perhaps the efforts simply to explain some aspect

of education may make a legit.mate claim to being educational

theory

Educational Theory as an Aggregate of Apph, I Disciplines

While this position admits of a wide varlet\ of interpretations, in general

it locates the unity of education as a field of study not in the character-

istics of the inquiry but solely in the set of related ai!ny Ines which consti-

tute the practice of education Like engineering and medicine. education

is a profession which derives its laws and theories for practice from

many applied disciplines
In one version supported for example. by Israel Schetlicr there is

some integration at the ley el of inquiry. namely. in the chstinctlYe

'extralogical' vocabulary of education [his approach prof-mist\ &tiers

only in degree from the one we have just discussed Again philosophy

has the special role of analysing and clarifying the concepts in which

education is described In adcjtion to the reason given by Hirst, it should

be noticed that many of these concepts have always been of special

interest to philosophers knowinunderstanding. thinking, perceiving,

feeling, intending. trying, etc In many of its other aspects. philosophy

would also he a more general contributor to the body of' educational

theorY

I s
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Another version of the position quite strictly takes the practical
enterpnse of education as the only bond of unity between the disciplines
which study. it. In fact, the unity is almost entirely nominal Sociologists,
psychologists, economists, political ,cientists, and so on severally apply
the theones. laws. and concepts of tam own discipline. Problems are
not formulated from the viewpoint of the complex pattern of educational
practice but from the conceptual perspective of the particular disciplines;
even the most common terms like educating. training, learning change
their meaning from one discipline to another The result is fragmen-
tation as many kinds of theory in education as there are disciplines
studying ;t The point about this version is that it fairly accurately
describes what is commonly done in university departments of edu-
cation In this wav of studying education. 'theory' is typically understood
in the scientific sense Thus the main weight of attention is given to
developing descriptive and explanatory theories rather than ones that
are prescriptive and normative

What iv the/role of philosophy in this scheme of things') In one sense.
an application (it' philosophy that relates to the practice of education
is admissible. whether in the form of deductions from metaphysical
claims about the nature of man and the world or in the use of analytical
methods to resolve philosophically perceived educational problems By
a courteous extension of the term 'theory'. the conclusions might he
said to constitute philosophical theory of education In other words. like
psy,chologs and sociol,igy and other applied disciplines. philosophy
could go about its Dun business of manufacturing its particular brand
of educational theory

Fducational theory building is more commonly interpreted as ,1 strictis
scientific enterprise, at present far from the ideal of an interpreted axio-
matic ssstern but striying in that direction In this context,
might be considered relevant to the following aspects

iff,r/iodrilt;r;r( (11 Pr,,bleths that 4 ow in the S'tientift( Studt ol hitt( art..,
Iles would iti ol c the application of philosophy of science (and social
.ounce) \loreos cr bet...use mans social scientists still belies e m

(myth of value -tree science and m e value neutrality of means the
are not as aie of the relevance th,. 'eneral value thers ethics. and
Dual philosophy might has e for then scientific work

1 he Setting of 1.du«ttumal (souls
In devising theoretically -haled techniques. social scientists often insist
that the are only competent to determine the most effluent means
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They look to the 'policy makers' to establish the desired ends Sometimes

it is even thought that philosophers have a place among the policy

makers. At least they are , sually looked to for the clarification of the

often vaguely stated objectives. This has probably been the most com-

mon interpretation of the role of philosophy in education and of the

division of labour between philosophy and the social sciences in its

system c study It is basically the position that has been taken by a

number o: philosophers' for example, Max Black. C Ducasse, William

Frankena, D J. O'Connor`'
The last of these devoted a whole book to the topic Apart from the

contnbution of philosophy to the lotical structure of scientific inquiry

in education, O'Connor believes that it is almost entirely' absorbed with

the aims or ends of education As Passmore7 points out, O'Connor

reaches this wry limited conclusion by completely ignoring the direct

interests of philosophy in the processes of education The same neglect

is evident in the other writers I have mentioned

In a recent article". O'Connor defends much the same position as

in his hook He still in as's that 'theory' in the strict sense applies only

to efforts at explanation on the model of the physical sciences, and thus

that educational theory results from the attempts of various scientific

disciplines to explain educational phenomena He agrees that value

judgments affect educational decisions. but they do not form a part of

educational theory because they cannot fit into a common logical struc-

ture with empirical arguments The most that can he claimed for the

normative role of educational theory (in the strict sense) is that it may

issue in technical prescriptions that is, given an end that we agree is

desirable, a scientific theory may indicate the most effective means for

achie ng It In his general approach, O'Connor reflects the standard

pthitry st view on the strictly second-order role of philosophy. on what

counts as an explanation, and on the complete logical separation be-

tween factual and value claims In his division of labour between scien-

tific educational theory and the contribution of normative disc our e.

O'Connor draws too sharp a distinction between the means and ends

of education

Philosophy of Education is Simply Philosophy

This proposal is ambiguous It could mean that the philosophically im-

portant questions about education are of such generality that they do

not warrant a distinctive branch of philosophy called the 'philosophy

of education', they arc handled as part of general philosophy This is

r
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the conclusion that O'Connor and Black. 'for example. reach The pro-
posal could also be interpreted as meaning that the issues of education
are so significant that philosophy must essentially he philosophy of edu-
cation Such an approach is illustrated, to a large extent. in Plato's
philosophy, and even more thoroughly in John Dewey

In Democracy and Education, Dewey observes that the tradition of
European philosophy began with educational questions about the learn-
ing of virtue, that in order to answer these questions the discussion
moved to the nature of knowledge. to the change from ignorance to
wisdom. to change in general and so on The inquiry was brought back
to education with questions about instruction Again this led oil to an
examination of the relationship between thought and action. intellectual
and moral virtues, and to the problem of tension between education
with its stress Olt theory and criticism and the general life of the com-
munity moulding its members to conformity of action according to the
preN ailing customs Although the theoretical questions soon became
detached from their practical context. European philosophy arose as 'a
theon of LduLational procedure" Philosophy. education, and society
according to Dewex stand in an intimate relationship and one cannot
profitably undertake philosophical reform without attending to 'the
others His own effort at reconstruction is a return to philosophy as
'philosophy of education' HL emphasises that the latter

is not an external application of ready -made ideas to a sxstem of practice
haling a radically d Terent origin and purpose it is only an explicit formu-
lation of the problems of the formation of right mental and moral hah,tudes
in respect to the difficulties of contemporary social life '"

the first wax of interpreting the claim that philosophy of education
is simply philosophy is. I ;,clieNe. clearly mistaken It rests. to some
extent. on the assumption that because 'education' is not classifiable
in the same wax as 'suence. or 'mathematics'. it makes no sense to talk
about philosoph of education' This only shows that it makes no sense
to suppose that philosopfp, of education' is exactly analogous to 'philos-
ophy of science' or 'philosophy of mathematics' I he assumption is dog-
matic and unthinking I allowing it literall', one would have to discount
such aLLeptable and respected fields of philosophiLal inquiry as philos-
ophy of action, of law. of language, of religion (unless one stipulated
'tiiologN'), i,f morality of the political order and c' en philosophy of
mind (or philosophical ps,,Lhology ) It is surely either triialk, true or
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mistaken to observe that all these 'philosophies or are simply philosophy

(with a capital P).
The interpretation also tends to assume that, even the purpose

of application, the essential work of philosophy can be adequately

accomplished at remote levels of generality.cflus ignores the important

modifications that the particular context frequently forces on the mode

of philosophical reasoning and the applicatiqk of philosophical con-
clusions reached elsewhere. If one were followiffg the interpretation, one

might suggest that there is really no need for, say, philosophy of history

and philosophy of social science, that after all one sin- ply applies-cha-

conclusions of epistemology. However, when philosophers pay close

.attention to the practice of history or psychology, they find that the

answers to certain common questions (e.g What is explanation?) cannot

simply be transferred, that there are some problems in these fields which

do not arise even when attention is focused on problems of knowledge

m the physicay sciences. With more experience of the actual context,

it has even ben found that history cannot be treated merely as a social

science Finally it need hardly be pointed out that an applied field is

not disqualified as legitimate in philosophy just because it draws on :(.

one or several existing applied fields in addition to philosophy purcr"

and simple (whatever that may he) If this were the case, we would_

again he forced to reject most, if not all, 'philosophy of
These rejoinders do not demonstrate that there should _ philosophy

of education' They do show that if educatiorf is of sufficient philosophi-

cal interest, there is no good reason in the practice of philosophy IA ID,

it should not constitute a distinct area of inquiry

The second interpretationwhich makes education the central concern

of philosophyis obviously too restrictive There are many philosophical

questions directly related to education which may he discussed for their

own sake or in some other context ind there are important philosophical

quetions which have little or no hearing on education What Dewey's

comment~ on the connection, between philosophy 31;k1 education show

is that education has been viewed as an actisity worthy of philosophical

study, not Just in the sense that it could be f':.ted into ready-made doc-

trines, but as a source of distinctive philosophical problems and a testing

ground for solutions proposed in other settings There are frequent illus-

trations of this last point in Democracy and Education On tl.e basis

of his examination of the meaning of interest, for example, in the

teaching-learning process. he criticises the C artesian and empiricist cloc-.
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trines of mind and proposes an account of subject-matter. discipline.
and intelligence ('not a peculiar possession of a person: but a character-
istic of his activity') as an alternative to what he believes are the false
consequences of these doctrines for education " In Ciilhert Ryle's The
Concept of Mind, not only are most of the topics. immediately relevant
to education. but there are many sections in which he examines the
logical aspects of educational activities (e g. teaching) or explores some
more general activity (e g understanding. intelligence, theorizing) as it
occurs in the context of education There are similar examples scattered
through Wittgenstein's Philosophical investigations In the well-known
proposal for a revised program in epistemology towards the end of The
Concept of Mind, Ryle outlines two aspects: the tneory of the sciences
('the systematic study of the structure of built theories). and the theory
of learning, discoverY, and invention Of the latter he sass'

As there do exist the practice and the profession r: leaching. there could
exist a branch of philosophical theory concerned with the concepts of learn-
ing. leaching. and examining This might be culled 'the philosophy of learn-
ing' 'the methodology of education' or, more grandly, The Grammar of
Pedagogy' 1 his would he the theory of knowledge in the sense of being
the theory of gelling to know The study would be concerned with the terms
in which certain episoaes in the lives of individuals are described and
prescribed for bs leachers and examiners '2

I hope these brief references are sufficient to suggest that the ,l-actice
of education is indeed of substantial philosophical interest and may thus
reasonably constitute a distinctive branch of philosophy Although the
preAse scope of philosophy of education might be difficult to settle.
I find it an extraordinary thing. both on account of the historical connec-
tion, and the nature of the case, that the viability of philosophy of edu-
cation could be seriously qu( 'ioned No one. I suppose. has really'
doubted whether language a complex human activity, subject to inten-
sive scientific study. so closely related to thought and general human
development. and of such social importance deserves to he a special
field philosophical study WhN should anyone he more sceptical about
education') lt, too, is a complex human activity. it is subject to intensive
scientific studs, at its core, it is the deliberate process by which people
are initiated into the basic modes of inquiry and organized bodies of'
knowledge. in any society beyond the primitive stage it involves radii:all\
important institutional forms I think it can he claimed with justice that
the onus of proof is on those who suggest that education does not deserve
sustained philQ*Thical study
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Before concluding this section. I wish to comment on one role of phil-

osophy in respect to education that is commonly mentioned the pro-

vision of a general perspective In both interpretations of the claim that

philosophy of education is simply philosophy, this in essence is what

its role comes to. In the first, one could just as well substitute any other

human enterprise for education In the second, Dewey's position, philos-

ophy develops directly in relation to the problems of education. His

argument in its bare outline his while science presents the facts about

the world r-inscphy explicates the kind of permanent disposition to

action that the world as disclosed by science exacts of us Education

is the process of forming these fundamental dispositions Thus philos-

ophy is the general theory of education "
Metaphysical systems that make positive existence-claims about the

ultimate nature of things also provide a general philosophical perspec-

tive tnr education. as they do for everything else However, they are

remote from the problems of education and at best justify broad empha-

ses that are compatible with quite diverse practices Even then they need

to he taken as hypotheses or as metaphorical poetic-like interpretations.

if they seek to he treated as literally true. they encounter philosophical

arguments (beginning with Hume and Kant) that seem to he decisive

Some contemporary philosophers have suggested that philosophy can

provide a general perspectise that is immediately related to the process

of education itself Although through most of O'Connor's hook philos-

ophy is assigned a negative role. there is the brief suggestion that it

offers a realignment of experience. not knowledge but understanding

a neck point of stew on what we already knock " Israel Scheffler

expresses a somcv,hat similar opinion in the introduction to his hook

the Languu4e of lahooirm He suggests that, in the light 01 the present

development of science philosophers may attempt to sketch a general

perspective in two ckacs

I ither hs building on icccp'ed findings and common experiences in sanous

domains in order to elaborate a picture of the %hole v.orld, or b analysing
the ha, idea, and assumptions curring in a vaneic of special fields

Although the former may he theoretically possible. the sheer vastness

and specialuation of scientific knowledge raise extremely serious prat.-

difficulties I or this reason recent philosophers have taken the

'.fitter approach As Scheffier observes, however. there is considerable

variation in the range of the perspectiv e sought even at this ley el
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To the extent that philosophy is seeking a general perspective on the
vanenes of knowledge and intelligent inquiry, it is addressing itself
immediately to one of the most fundamental questions in the design
of any program of general education how the methods and findings
of different disciplines may be ordered and related in a curriculum

III

Before attempting to draw together the positive conclusions from this
discussion, I think it is necessary to comment somewhat more explicitly,
although bnefly, on two aspects of the topic: the nature of applied
philosophy, and the present state of educational research

Applied Philosoph3,

There is a tendency to draw a sharp distinction between pure and
applied philosophy However, with the exception cf mathematical or
formal lip:, it seems that all philosophical inquiry is applied We may
make distinctions of degree for example, in terms of the generality of
the field of application (as between, Nay, theory of knowledge and philos-
ophy of science, or philos,phy of action and ethics) or in terms of the
kind of applied field (a discipline, a set of practical activities, 'one

combination of the two) or in terms of the kind of empirical knowledge
on which the philosophical method is employed (everyday observation
and common experience, introspection, experimentally supported con-
clusions, scientific theories) One of the distinctive philosophical concerns
in any applied field IN with the logical features of the characteristic con-
cepts used in or about that field the logical conditions which must be
met if terms are to he used in the way appropriate to the context, the
logical connections between the concepts within this context, and 1).-
tween these concepts and those in other settings as RNIe puts it, 'working
out th- parities and the disparities of reasoning between arguments
hinging on the concepts of one conceptudl apparatus and arguments
hinging on those of another' '"

In order to perform this broadly logical task, the philosopher must
use factual knowledge and his conclusions will inoltably ailed what
we take to he the state of affairs Even in analysing the concepts of
ordinary language, a philosopher at least has to appeal to what he sup-
poses is known by himself and others simply as speakers of the language
the actual usage of a term It has IN:Li, suggested that even here there
is need for more systematic empirical evidence of what in fact the usage
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is. Passmore makes the point, perhaps a little unkindly, in his discussion
of Ryle's distinction between 'use' and 'usage'.

Ryle's answer is that he does not need to study usage The philosopher already
knows 'the stock use', as a result-of a number of salutary corrective processes
'in the nursery' and in the later stages of his education. But this is true only
in the sense that the philosopher ordinarily knows how to use a word In
its more common contexts, or how to give a rough indication of its meaning
to a foreigner That is very different from the really accurate knowledge of
nuances needed for a serious discussion evert of 'the stock use', Ryle's nurse,
to point my case, apparently did not know here was such a word as 'misusage'
and his best friends had never told him that one really must be careful in
using the word 'synonym' "

Apart from helping to clear up disputed questions of usage, well-
founded empirical knowledge is probably also needed for an adequate
philosophical analysis of even the most common features of experience
Writers in philosophy of raind, for example, frequently argue from the

way iii which we learn certain kinds of words. Thus in Anthony Kenny's
Acticm, Emotion and Will, the way children learn emotion words is cru-

ciJI at one point to his philosophical purpose. Incidentally, although

Kenny is much more sensitive to the findings of psychology than many

others who deal with topics in philosophical psychology, his only refer-

ence on this occasion is to Wittgenstein's view.'
In all aspects of applied philosophy not only is there this interchange

between the formal and the substantive, but there are circumstances

in which it is appropriate for the philosopher to engage in arguments
and propose conclusions of a substantive kind Common usage" is not

an unquestionable criterion; sometimes it is quite inadequate or radically
misleading and the philosopher needs to argue for its reform The place
of substantive argument in philosophical inquiry is particularly well

Illustrated in the field of ethics Suppose we start with the suggestion

that ethics he restricted to an account of the logic of moral language
Even in this task, It will be necessary for the philosopner to become
acquainted with the main variations in morality and the use of moral
language in both contemporary and historical perspectives It is not

enough for him simply to know what other ethical theorists and moralists

have said He will need to be informed by soc.al science, history, litera-
ture, current affairs At the same time, his conclusions about the logical

features of the moral domain, unless they simply catalogue the vari-
ations, must determine, at least in a general way, the substance of what

is acceptable as morality. But I think the moral philosopher should go
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further to exam'ne moral problems and suggest volutions When a group
of people faces a serious moral choice, it is obvious that a great deal
of expert knowledge is relevant to an adequate response If' a decision
is to he reached, this knowledge must be co-ordinated at some point,
and whoever does it will have to be familiar with an rely on the findings
of experts in severai fields Among all the contributors, I believe the
moral philosopher has a particularly crucial role in this task What he
does as his special competence, clarifying and refining the logical charac-
ter of the distinctive moral concepts and arguments, is normative for
all kinds of inquiry into morality and already requires him to kno.k
related work in several empirical fields as well as the writings of
moralists and ethical theorists

I suggest that the situation of philosophy in relation to education is
analogous In commenting on Dewey's method in Democrat r and
I:ducat:on, O'Connor complains that he goes beyond the philosophical
limits in discussing questions of psychology, sociology, and educational
method and in examining the aims and nature of education in a way
'which does not fall obviously into any conventional academic pros--
ince' i" O'Connor is thsessed with the importance of the formal-
substantive distinction I do not necessarily wish to defend Dewey's
conclusions or the details of his method, but I believe that, like the
ethical theorist addressing himself to a moral problem, he is integrating
knowledge from a variety of disciplines, in an essentially philosophical
way, in order to provide a general guiding theory for the conduct of
education

Fhe Present State of Educational Research="

In the following comments, i shall simply highlight the characteristics
that seem most related to an assessment of the role of philosophy in
the development of educational theory

(0 Probably the only examples of general theories in educational
research are those of opeiant and classical conditioning, and these can
he criticized for not providing an adequat.-!, account of the learning with
which education is crucially concerned For the most part, empirical
investigation is devoted to establishing statistical generalizations about
a limited range of social or personal factors, causes of behavioural
change, and so on which are believed to he relevant to education A
large part of recent sociological work, for example, has been trying to
identify social factors (e g class, race. religion, region, institutional set-
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ting) related to academic success. It has been found, for example. that
'tie self-concept may. under certain conditions, have as much to do with

idemic achievement as social class Many studies have been done
poverty and cultural deprivation, the quality of segregated education.

the reasons for school withdrawal and failure at various levels. Socio-

logists often employ organization theory They see schools as complex

bureaucratic organizations to which they apply such sociological

concepts as class. status, and power.
Although there have been many studies on detailed aspects of

language (verbal learning. reading. listening, speech, communicating).
they have not been carried on in the context of any comprehensive
theory of language behaviour (operant and classical conditioning have

been most influent:al in work on verbal learning) and they have not
issued in any general theory to guide classroom teaching and learning

in these areas This. I think. is typical of all phases of empirical research
in education at present The experimental design is often very sophisti-
cated; sometimes, however, this may he a substitute for thinking about
the more fundamental issues discovering the serious problems, devising
worthwhile hypotheses, etc In an attempt to achieve the ideal of a gen-

eral theory. some researchers, encouraged by a number of philosophical
comments on educational theory. have mistakenly attempted to employ

a formal deductive scheme as a model for the stage of theory building
They confuse the reconstructed logic of certain built theories with the
logic of procedure in building a theory

(ii) As noted earlier, the problems studied are frequently detached
from the total enterprise of education and perceived in the context of

this or that particular social science Empirical researchers, as well as
philosophers of education. have been disturbed bs this disregard for
the educational question Piaget's account of developmental stages. for
example. is no doubt useful for as educator Among other things. it
indicates what we may typically expect in the present circumstances and

illustrates vividly the importance of logical sequence But it does not

answer the educator's question about the kind of delibera- instructional
intervention for which he should he responsible in the child's life at
a certain age Educational research ma% find out that a particular
method will accelerate the acquisition of a later stage. or remove a stage

altogether if it is judged to he undesirable (as may he the case with
and or more of the typical stages of development in moral rea,oning
tO Kohlberg has described) This still does not settle the educational

uti
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question. Even if children can be taught algebra at age five, there are
other practical issues and questions of value which affect the decision
on what a child of five should be doing with his life

The point which is crucial here bus already been mentioned A study
of education as educe:on must accept its main concepts (teaching and
learning and the whole web of concepts that is formed ar 'Ind them)
with the normative force they have in that complexly interrelated pattern
,if human activity which comprises the educative process Like science,

olulity, and many other practices, what counts as education is not
sir,- ply what is being done or has been done at any time in the name
of eu,:cation, it involves an ideal. 'Education' and its associated concepts
arc shaped by epistemological, moral, and aesthetic criteria I he neglect
of the distinctive language of education in empirical research is evident
at various levels Practically all experiments in verbal learning have u-
groups of words (or nonsense syllables) without regard to the possibly
.significant influence of grammatical structure a senow. deficiency if
one's interest is in the learning and use of language most related to
euucation More generally, psychologists have tended to neglect the
stud, if the more complex intellectual activities (in science anu the arts)
that are central to deliberate education

Among the more constructwt approaches to educational research
during the past few year, nave been the attempts to studs teaching
Ind learning together in me classroom and to develop theories that relate
to both aspects Specific work has been done on meaningful verbal learn-
ing with particular reference to the relationship bet. earlier and later
sets of verbal learning Some approaches to class, research have

taken an inierdis_ plinary perspective, have 'icen sensitive to the

phenomena being stuch,.1 in devising classific 4tors schemes, and have
reLognired the distinctive educational concepts 21

Much educational research, including the approach I have Just
mei:honed, has been preoccupied with description and explanation
such won,. is , !)viouslv valuable and may contribute either directly or
directly to educational theory For example, Talcott Parsons points

out that the sihool viewLd as a social system is performing two basic
tasks in contemporary American society developing commitments and
skills for the perform,,nie of adult roles, and acting as a selective agenr\
for the work force This is useful information, but we still need to raise
the crucial educatior al question of whether this is what schools ought
to be doing In ,0 cr words, a large proportion of research has been

Stft
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neglecting the fundamental aspect of educational theory wht.I" as we

saw, is stressed by Hirst an organized body of knowledge issuing in

practical judgments to guide the conduct of education I have already

at least hinted that this task is more than anything else a ph losophical

one Social scientific theories have become guiding doctrines for edu-
cational practicehut they undergo a philosophical conversion in the

process Sometimes this may not be self-conscious, as when group
dynamics imperceptibly takes on the characteristics of a comprehensive

theory of truth and value On other occasions it is quite explicitly devised

as philosophy Of behaviourism. B F Skinner says that it is 'a philosophy

of science concerned with the subject matter and methods of psychol-

ogy." In fact. I think it has hen fairly conclusively shown that it is

a philosophy of man as well 2' Skinners theory shows. incidentony. that
the integrating philosoph:cal work need not necessarily be done by a
member of the philosophical guild What is important I think. is that
it be recognized for what it is This applies equally to the small-scale
philosophical work that needs to be done by scientists in day-to-day

conduct of their inquiries
In stress)," the philosophical dimension of prescriptive educational

theory. I assiime that questions about educational policy and the nature

of the process should be examined within educational theory and not

left simply to the decision of some external will (the government, the
community, and so on) or to the chance consequences of the techniques

.ye employ Even if the scientists in the stuc, of education claim that
they only prescribe the most efficient means for reaching an externally

determined end, the problem of co-ordinating the proliferated and
tragmented research still remains

I should stress that the positioi. defended here (and what was said

about the role of the moral philosopher) is not an appeal for 'philosopher

kings Ir. a democratic society, the political decisions affecting education

are not made by educational theorists as such. any more than the politi-

cal issues of war and peace are settled by experts in political science.

econonucs. international taw. ethics. and so on The point I wish to make

is that it does fall within the scope of education as a disciplined inquiry

critically to examine the values that are actually shaping the eclucationa,

process at an\ time and, where necessary. to argue for alternatives in

the light of educational criteria This is a quite diil'erent interpretation
from tt.. one which in its cruc;est form simply say's. `You (the group

with etl,:cuse political power in the situation) '' us what kind of end-

S
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product you want from the educational system, and we will devise the
most effective inean for getting it'

IV

In the systeinatic study of education. I think it is us-ful to distinguish
two aspects the nature of the teaching-learning process, and the insti-
tutional forms of education in social context These two aspects are
intimately related Whichever one is emphasized, the basic purpose of
the study is to provide a body of knowledge and techniques for the
effective guidance of educational practice This includes the quest for
more adequate explanation and understanding of the process in order
both to suggest new knowledge for the improvement of practice and
to strengthen the theoretical framework. It should he noticed that the
theory as well as the procedures is Important for those who have
,rnmediate responsibihts for the .,ocess If the teacher grasps the theory
of what he is doing, not ants does his own life and work become more
intelligent hie because teaching cannot he reduced to a set of clear-cut
rules, he is more like's to adapt effectively in nose! situation,

The qu.:stion now is how saris us disciplines, and philosophy in par-
ticular, are involved in the des elopment of such educational theory For
the sake of simplicity I will refer only to philosophy and psychology
Although there are important differences between psychology and econ-
omics, t' example in the kind of hearing each has on the studs of
education, what i am saing here may he ken as referring to all apnlied

sciences in this held Vs,. ,hould disting"Ish. I think. three' les els i the

studs of education
The lust of these inyok es the core of educational theory Itecause

difficulties with the term 'theory'. we should perhaps speak of it as

educational theory and policy in any case. it includes (a) the critical
analysis of Ole distinctive concepts that are employed in the context
of education, and (h) the systematic working out of praf !ILA judgments
to guide educational practice f or the reasons already given, the first
of these is clearly philosophical and the second, beyond quite specific
issue., relies most heavily on phil,,,ophical skills to draw together the
systematic empirical knowledge and practical experience of education
into a relevant and justified no: mauve educational theory The position,

as I have suggested, is comparable to that of ihe ethical theorist in the
examination of moral n des
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The second level includes philosophy of education, psychology of edu-

Latiou, etc The areas are distinguished by the characteristic mett d,

they use and the knowledge they apply They constitute philosophy,
psychology, etc of education to the extent that they employ the concepts

of education os clarified at the first level, and address themselses :o

prol-,lems that arise from and are framed within the conduct of edu-

cation If this is done, the prospects for interdisciplinary studies are
enhanced and the raw mater; d is already shaped for assimilation into

the tore of educational theory
At the third level I am placing disciplines like philosophy, psychology,

and so on that may inquire into aspects of education on their own terms
or deal with topics not about education but clearly relevant to it We
should distinguish here, however, between disciplines that, because of

their affinity to what is involved in educating, may form elective
branches f educaNkrial theory at the second level and those that treat
education or apply to it from, as is were, the outside g architecture
demography economics law, statistics) In relation to this scheme cur-
riculum design and theory of instruction draw on Ca( h of the three levels

as well as on the disciplines and other modes of organued knowledge
that form the content of the curriculum

For philosophy of education GIs part of the second level) I think the

follow.ng ,,.pests might make up the broad outlines of a progtam I he

tend to has e one or more of three lot al points the teaching-learning

process the school as an institution, the systematic study of education

In some c,:ses, it is only philosophical method which is being applied

to questions and problems distinctive of education, in other cases there

is also an applicat.on of more general philosophical distini tions and

theories -
(1) 10121. ii features of the processes of t, aching and learning related

to more general questions in the logic of critical inquiry,
general perspective on methods of inquiry an domains of know-

ledge Philosophy of science, of mathematics etc as each hears on the

mi.thods of teaching and organising the area of study within a

curriculum
flu) moral and .oLial philosophuiai questions about the general prac-

tice of education proces, and institumint its relatiorishin to cultural

transmission , rid change values in the study of education moral

education

St
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(iv) ) aesthetics in relation to the general pactice of education 4nd
t curriculum and teaching methods in literature and the fine arts,

(v) aspects of the philosophy of mind and action that bear on philo-
sophical work at the first level (the core of educational theory ).

( Yi) philosophical anects of methodology in the historical and

,cientific study of education
Among the contributions of general philosophy (the third Joel), it
obsious that philosophy of science of mathematics of history, etc

hay e special reles ante for methods of teaching and organaing specific
areas of study within a curriculum

Although It is not logically required, I behese that there are good
practical redskins why . philosophers will make their most saluahle contri-
bution to educational theory both at the first and second levels if they
work directly with teachers, curriculum experts, social scientists, and so
on. on distinctively educational questions As a consequence. I think

it is a serious mistake to organue research in education on the hash
of applied disciplines in potation No important research that issues n
guidance for educational practice can he adequately treated within the
methodo/qy and hndings of one applied discipline Both in the concepts

4 it erriphys and the questions of value it involves, there h an inescapable.
if sometimes obscured philosophical dimension

I have been concerned throughout this discussion with the releY ante
or philosophy to edi cantina' theory and N:scarch and have only by im-
plication referred to the place of philosophy in the teaching program
of a school of education It I am correct about the role it should play
in developing the core of educational theory, then ohciouslY there should

he a suhstantial philosophical component in any serious grads to

program in the study of education In ( -der to approach the examination
of ,!ducational issues with any degree of methodological sophistication.
students must he wetl grounded in at least one of the disciplines that
make up the second level in our scheme In practice most students can-
not hope to he adequately qualified in rho -e than on, uch

Hen, higher degrees in edu, n (at 'ea. research degrees) need to
be undertaken tram the perspective of one or another of the applied
disciplines in the second lesel -1 he core of educational theory,(lesel
one) to which all these -du :fines contr Mite should, however, form a
part of the currcultim that is common to the sptualiied programs

It is sometimes dam ed that higher degrees in philosophy (history.
etc t of education should t,e undertaken in the department of the `parent'
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discipline When departments of philosophy (to take the case I am
mainly concerned with here) offer_cottses on education/and encourage
theses on educational problems, this is obviously a desirable devglop-

ment_dild one that educational theorists should welcome However,-be-

cause or the complexity and importance of the practice of education.
the intensive empirical study of which it is the object, and the many
aspects under which philosophy is relevant, I believe that higher degree

studies from the perspective of philosophy should be maintai9/ed and

developed in schools of education Such studies are distinguished from
philosophy of education in the context of general philosophy, not only
by being far more comprehensive and systematic in their treatmekof,
education, but by their interdisciplinary character The degree work
presupposes a background in general philosophy and a continued study

of the parent discipline, but it is a degree in education
As I have already mentioned, each of the applied disciplines should

contnbute to a common ground of educational theory Thus, in every
case. the degree is in education but from the aspect of philosophy, or
history. or psychology, etc In this respect, a graduate program in edu-

cation is comparable to that of any other interdisciplinary field of study
focused on a significant human institution (e g the study of law, politics,

language) ----k
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Part A: The Nature of
Education

/
The senous discussion of any particular quest n of educational practice
will inevitably reflect at least some elements f a normative theory an
account of what one believes education, ideal y, is about. The two chap-
ten in this section argue for a theory of this kind. It is one that interprets
schooling as a systematic introduction to the main symbolic forms of
culture for the sake of the range of critical understanding and appreci-
ation which this makes possible in human life It is, thus, a form of
liberal education, and the first chapter argues specifically against various
alternatives that interpret the school in a predominantly ,iilitarian way
(e.g. for social adjustment, political reform, economic prosperity) The
chapter sets out a number of general conditions that need to be satisfied

if the practice of liberal education is o realize the promise of its intrinsic

values.
In its emphasis on public modes of knowledge and standards of

rational, objective inquiry, liberal education runs counter to the doctrines

')f romantic individualism. In the discussion of education, autonomy and
creativity have been among the key concepts used by recent exponents
of these and related doctrines The main purpose of Chapter 4 is to
argue that autonomy as self-assertionthe supremacy of the individual
will in thought and actioncannot be an aim of liberal education, for

the latter is primarily directed to the growth of rational understanding
thought and action subject to criteria of rationality and objectivity not

determined by individual choice Self-cnticism in the light of these
cnteria is among its intendeu outcomes The kind of personal freedom

that liberal education offers is, first, the intellectual independence that
comes through being able to apply these criteria with understanding
and, second, the range and quality of significant choice that a knowledge

of the main symbolic modes of culture makes possible

9 i



Chapter 3

Characteristics of Quality in Education

The Instrumental View of Education and the School

It ha, been commonly assumed by conservatives and reformters alike
that the school is and should be a crucial Instrument for promoting
their vision of society. In modern industrialized societies, of whatever
ideology, the school has tended to be valua largely as an agency for
training and selecting efficient personnel for the system, and for devel-

opg.ig national political identity.
Among reformers, both liberals and egalitarians have until very re-

cently taken the connection between school and socioeconomic oppor-
tunity for granted, and their concern with the school as an agent of
social reform has focused almost exclusively on the promotion of equal
economic opporturniy.' For the liberals, it has been a matter of making
sure that schooling, thought to be the major instrument of economic
opportunity, would be equally accessible to all groups in the society
For the more egalitarian-minded, the objective has been to ensure, as
nearly as possible, equality of scholastic outcome for all groups in the

societyand this Involves treating inch% 'duals and groups quite

unequally during the process
Given that schooling has so commonly been valued mainly as an

instrument for achieving certain non-educational Ws, it is not surpris-
ing that educational institutions would reflect a `factory' or 'managerial'
model of organization, of that the making of a human being might
be thought to he analogous to the making of an automobile.

While some of the social reformers have been directly concerned about
the form and content of schooling Itself, the question of what schools

do in the name of education and what real relationship there is between

qa
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scholastic , chleverrient and the performance of a job has largely been
overshadowed by the belief that access to schooling is the key to improv-
ing an individual's or ,t group's chances in tl., competition for social
and economic advantage The Attempt to use the school in this

instrumental way has had at least two important consequences for the

achievement of quality in education the continual inflation itif scholastic

credentials, and the proliferation of all kinds of formal courses for
acquiring skills and knoixledg- that were previously learnt on the job

or in some other way 2
Recent writers who have focused directly on the nature of schooling

display a very broad spectrum of interests Many have been trying to

work out what schools (or some alternative to them) might usefully do

for the apparently large percentage of the population that has neither

the ability nor the interest o engage in serious academic work Another

substantial group has been proposing various reinterpretations of school-

ing that place it more effectively at the service of a favoured political

objective In relation to the theme of quality, the effort to shape the

practices of the school so that they both reflect and promote egalitarian
principles is particularly significant The emphasis on equality is not
logically incompatible with "a high level of quality in education How-

ever. in the face )1 practical difficulties, the/bias in the egalitari in
position seems to tend in the direction of mediocrity

Various Senses of 'Education'
While the question of what constitutes quality in education cannot

ignore the uses to which edaation may in fact he put or he tailored
to serve, I shall approach the question by attempting to treat education

as far as possible on its o.vn terms What I mean is that, despite its
humble ancillary origins, the practice of education, like such other prac-

tices as art and literature, has in the course of its history acquired a

degree of autonomy It may promote a variety of ends. but ther, is

a limit to what may justifiably of ...yen intelligibly he doneXn the'name

of education It may be Interpreted from a variety of persptctives, but

a psychological or political theory of education, for example, is not

necessarily an educational theory In the discussion that follows, I shall

be commenting directly on the Characteristics that distinguish a high

level of quality in the practice of education Because education has be-

come a notoriously vague and ambiguous concept. it will first he necess-

ary to mark out explicitly the boundaries within which I am examining

the criteria of quality in education
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There is the sense in which education refers to the total range of
expenences by which human beings come to, maturity in the context
of a given society and culture Even in this broad interpretation, while
virtually anything may contribute to our education, not every experience

is necessanly educational The nowt of' maturity (or its equivalent)

implies some standards by which change over ime in the hie of a human

being is evaluated People fray differ on what these standards are, and

thus on what counts as being educated
Although much of education, understood broadly, may be incidental

or even fortuitous, there has to be some deliberate effort on the part

of adults in a society if its new members are to acquire distinctly human

ways of thinking, feeling, imagining, communicating, acting, and so on

that is, the skills involved are not simply given as a matter of genetic

endowment, nor do they emerge spontaneously in the course of growth

The dehherate effort to develop these skills constitutes a somewhat

narrower sense of the term 'education' The procedures by which young

children learn to speak or to recognize that there are Important dif-
ferences in the way we should treat persons and things are obvious and

crucial examples
There are some distinctively human ways of thinking, feeling, etc or

at least some aspects of themthat most people do not easily pick up
informally, even with the encouragement of those who are already
accomplished Their acquisition depends on, of is greatly facilitated by.

a sustained and systematic effort at learning under the guidance of

others wl o by training and experience are specially qualified for the

complex tasks of teaching that are involved Obvious examples are learn-

ing to read with critical appreciation and to write with precision and
style Such teaching and learning form the practice of education in an
even more specific use of the word. While this practice might be con-

ducted in a variety of ways, it has in fact given rise to the di.:inct social

institution called the school In examining characteristics of quality in

education, I am referring to this selective systematic induction Into

aspect of culture and social life associated with the institution of the

schk-vi Even in this restricted sense, the engagement in education is

by no means limited to childhood and adolescence However, in the

present context, it is this age range that I mainly have in mind
I must further,stipulate that in this discussion I am referring to school-

ing only in so far as It is concerned with liberal education. that is, as

it contributes to the knowledge, skills, and attitudes thought to be desir-

able for human beings as such, regardless of the specific roles that they

4 4
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may play in life. Historical's schooling has been both liberal and vo-
cational. Sometimes these have been combined, even closely integrated,
in the school curriculum, on other occasions they have distinguished
different kinds of schools' It is an interesting feature of the western
cultural tradition that several of the influential ideals of an educated
person On the general sense) have grown out of vocational and pro-
fessional ideals

In demarcating the concept of education by reference to schooling
one does not gain an short cut to answers on what constitutes quality
in education -although the problem may be a little more manageable
There is no help at all if schooling is simply identified as what schools
in fact do, for, apart from what schools might claim to do in the name
of educating. they can serve a wide range of other purposes When
schooling is associated with the concept of educating, and thus is used
in a normative sense. we are confronted by two general and controversial
questions what activities are to count as educationn, and what edu-

cational activities should the school engage in In making the above
distinctions .n the meaning of 'education', I could not avoid taking some
steps towards answering these question,

There are at least three main objections to the position ,2 pressed

or implied in the distinctions I have made on the meaning of 'education'
The first Lomes from people such as Mich' who argue that it is imposs-
ible (at least in the conditions of the contemporary world) for the Insti-
tution of the school to avoid having an immorally manipulative.
dehumanizing effect According to Illich and those who share his analy-
sis. the school, with its structured curriculum of studies under the direc-
tion of teachers. is fundamentally antithetical to the achiesement of
quams in education. The latter depends on dismantling the school sys-
tem and relying entirely on such informal. incidental, and self-motivated
kinds of learning as people participate in the life of society at large

The second and .bird objections come from those who in different
ways demand educational reform while retaining the institution of the
school Supporters of the second objection deplore the use of the school
as an instrument of economic opportunity. yet seek educational change
mainly for the ulterior end of political and economic reform One version
of the policy of the 'long march through institutions' claims that when
the schools are given fully to educating. they develop people who are
dysfunctional in a corporate capitalist economy, and so esentually bring
about its downfall More usually, this objection challenges the claim
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that there is any independent ground on which the nature of education

and the role of the school may.0e determ'ned. They are thoroughly
politicized, and cannot be otherWise The only question to be settled

is the kind of political ends they serve

The supporters of the third objection not only wish to retain the school

but advocate the expansion of its role Over the past fzw decades, there

has been strong support from various theoretical perspectives for a con-

tinual proliferation of the functions of the school ' It has reached the

point where the school is seen virtually as an all-purpose institution.
a conglomerate of family, mental health clinic, community centre, social
reform agency, and more Some exponents of this view simply want

to tack on all kinds of good works to the specifically educational activi-

ties of the school Others go much further and reinterpret the educational

role of the school as self-expression, mental health, social reform, and

so on. 4
I shall comment on these objections only to the extent of making

my earlier assumptions more explicit. One may agree with much of
II kb's enticisin of The actual effects of schooling and its exaggerated

place in contemporary society without 'concluding that the only solution

is to get rid of the school altogether. Like any other human institution,
the school always stands in need of reform As part of this process,

it would be desirable to develop alternative opportunities for learning //
and to 'disestablish' the schoo! (for example, to break down its present

close connection with social and economic advancement) These changes

would help to free the school from the distraction of educational activi

ties that it does not need to perform. and from external pressures that

may radically divert it from its distinctive educational role

In reference to the second objection. there may be justification for
believing that. if only the schools were to promote high - quality edu-

cation, they would contribute substant.al:y to a radical political and
social transformation A significant rise in the level of critic and

imaginJtive thought among the population generally would, no doubt.

facilitate various Worms in the present system It might even lead to

the collapse of corporate capitalism However, apart from settling the

matter by arbitrary definition, I do not see why the ideal of an educated

person is necessarily incompatible with that of a Capitalist economy
In any case, many of our basic social problems arise from 1'..: conditions

of a mass technologicll society rather than from a particular economic

or political system The main point in the present context is that if the

(4
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school, when fully committed to the task of educating, fails to precipitate

the desired revolutionary change, there is every reason to suppose that

the advocates of the long march through institutions' policy, even in

its mildest form, would. manipulate the school in whatever other way
they thought it would be an effective instrument of revolution.

For the stronger versions of the policy, one is not left in doubt It

is explicitly argued that the school is necessarily a politicized institution

and that what counts as education depends basically on the political
ends it serves 6 The attempt to politicize education (and the school)

totally is, I believe, senously mistaken and .undesirable. The claim that

education cannot be politically !Al oes not entail the claim that

every aspect of education must be Foliti I. Atnong other defects, this
latter belief ignores the variety of human nowledge and experience,

it forces those engaged in an educational inquiry to reduce all problems,

however complex, to the simplified dimensions that make a decision

of action possible, and it breaks down the degree of detachment of
school from society that is a necessary condition for the development
of critical thought Except by a process of crude rs-duction, aesthetic

standards and criteria of rationality and objectivitywhich apply per-
haps even more immediately to the practice of education than to moral
and political idealscannot be treated as being in themselves political.

values
The advocates of the school as an all-purpose institution are, I believe,

taking a very short-sighted approach to social and educational reform.

There seems to be an extreme and unwarranted confidence in the power

of the 'chool as an antidote to the breakdown of other social institutions

or a decline in cultural vitality Despite their exaggerations, the writings
of Goodman and flitch provide a powerful critive of this fixation on
schooling The attempt to make the school all things to all men not
only' confounds any distinctive educational purposes that this institution

may be in a unique position to perform, but it directs attention and
effort away from those points in society at which reform could most

effectively he made Ironically the quality of what the school can do

depends largely on the quality of the general culture and the broad

range of key social institutions 7

On Valuing and What is Valuable
The characteristics of high quality in the practice of education are
obviously lo he determined by what is thought to constitut the salue

0 --4
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of education 8 The latter is not simply a matter of what people, even

the majority, in fact value in the flame of education, or what kind of

value they in fact place upon it. It is possible for high quality in ,du-

cation not to be highly valued, or for It to be valued only because it

happens to be an effective means of securing something quite different,

such as social or political power.
At the same turtle, there are significant connections between the

psychological activities of valuing and the judgment that a thing is valu-

able First, feelings of pleasure or, more vaguely, of satisfaction, are

usually considered to be valuable without reference to anything else

However even here we cannot entirely Ignore the cause or object of

our feelings. For example, the pleasure that a person gets from inflicting

pain on someone else does not deserve to be valued. Second, whatever

is claimed to be objectively valuable nust be related in some way to

the capacities and experiences that distinguish human beings, including

their characteristic needs and interests. The criteria of aesthetic value

would be different if human beings could not perceive colour and sound

as they do, and the moral domain would be substantially changed if

they were immune to physical pain. Third, It would be bizarre to'Insist

that something was valuable if there were no circumstances in which

human beings ever experienced It as valuable. For to say that a thing

is valuable is to imply that it satisfiescertain standards of excellence

such that the appropnate experience of it will be humaMy perfecting

In assessing the value of anything, including education, it is possible

to treat It as either itistrumentally valuable or valuable as an end The

same thing may be assessed from both perspectives It is also obvious

that, although people may differ on what they count as end values.

they must hold one or several such values, in relation to which the things

they treat as instruments of value are thought to he effective means

Some theorists have argued that intrinsic value must be located in

the 'satisfyingness' of an experience. In this interpretation, even the

objects we ultimately prize are in the strict sense Instruments of value

It is true that there are feelings of satisfaction that can be Identified

as such without any reference to their particular cause or object. A satis-

fying state of mental calm might, for example, be Induced by listening

to Beethoven's Sixth Symphony or by taking a dose of valium For the

purpose of the end value, one means might do as well as the other,

they would then he equal in Instrumental value. But there are many

occasions on which an experience is recognized as worthwhile (and thus.
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in some sense satisfying) precisely because it is the experience or a cer-
tain object. Whether or not one feels mental calm from listening to
Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, to attend to it for what it is as a work
of art is a worthwhile experience because the work embodies character-
istics of aesthetic excellence. We cannot achieve the,quality of this ex-
penence by taking a drug or doing deep-breathing exercises instead of
listening to the music, or even by substituting a different symphony.
There is a sense, then, in which we may say that certain things are
intrinsically valuable- that for a human being to experience them appro-
priately constitutes a desirable state of affairs. The experience is hu-
manly perfecting because such objects exhibit various kinds of excellence
relevant to the capacities and potentiality of human beings. One does
not need any further justification for engaging in the experience of these
objects. although they may also be instrumentally valuable in a great
many ways

The Quality of Education from th ,ective of Intrinsic Values

I wish now to relate these comme nature of value to the ques-
tion of quality in education. Ch uestion can be ans ered by
assessing the effectiveness with s, e process*of educat on serves
vanous valued (and pet haps valua., strinsic ends The limitation of
this approa:h is that it does not necessarily provide a test of the edu-
cational quality of the process A school may engage in activities that

are trivial, or even miseducatise, and still be entirely effective in pi. oduc-
mg patriotic and orderly citizens, or in promoting an egalitanaysociety,
or enabling minority groups to gain proportionate representation in the
vano.is economic strata of the capitalist system The crucial matter,
therefore, is what we think are distinctively educational activities and
how we value them

Following from wh I have said very generally about the nature of
education, I think the fundamental condition of educational quality is
that the process of teaching and learning should be preoccupied with

the highest achievements in the various forms of meaning through which

human life and the world are described, explained, interpreted, and
evaluated, and through which human experience is expressed " Some

of the forms of meaning tend I, he predominantly theorizing activities,
although they may be applied in various practices Mathematics, science.
history, and philosophy are clear examples. Other forms of meaning
are directly enmeshed in practical activities, such as religion, morality,
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education, government, literature, and the arts., Because of the sig-

nificance or these practices in human life, they have given rise to related

theonng activities (for example, theology, ethics, literary criticism)

Fundamental to and pervading all these forms of meaning is the insti-

tution of language. In terms of the comments already made on values.

it is obvious that for a person to come to an understanding and appreci-

ation of any of these forms of meaning must be an intrinsically worth-

while experience, whatever ulterior purposes 't may serve. We cannot

gain adequate mastery in any of the forms of meaning simply through

schooling: but the achievement does depend on systematic and guided

learning and thus Justifies the existence of the school as a distinct

institution.
In this interpretation, the process of teaching Ind learning is con-

tinuous with the outcome. The intrinsic xalues involved in thinking, feel-

ing. imagining from, say. a scientific or literary perspective are already

in some fashion being realized in the efforts by which one enters into

such symbolic modes of culture. And the normative criteria ay which

one engages effectively in their distinctive activities (for example, testing

the adequacy of the evidence for a factual claim, appreciating various
levels of meaning in a novel) apply equally to the tasks of teaching

and learning In terms of general intrinsic value, the quality of education.

whether as process or outcome, depends largelc on how well it satises

the standards of excellence that distinguish the episterniti ". aesthetic.

and moral domains

General Criteria of Quality in the Curriculum of Liberal Education

I am assuming that the school can escape from its crudely instrumental

role in the economy, and from the Pressure to turn it into a multi-

purpose welfare agency Put even when the school concentrates its ener-

gies on the deliberate initiation of each new generation into the complex

patterns of meaning that characterize distinctively human aspects of life,

it is obvious that quality in education is not automatically assured The

quality of teaching and learning and of the educational outcome can
be influenced by a vast number of factors. I shall concentrate on several

aspects of the curriculum itself Although initiation into the public modes

of understanding is what I believe education should basically be about

at every age. in these comments I refer mainly to the period that corre-

sponds to the secondary school "there is no one pattern of curriculum

organization that has an exclusive claim on logical, psychological, and

I t;
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other grounds. However I do wish to draw attention to some of the
emphases that I believe crucially shape the quality of an introductory
program of liberal education."

(i) Implicit in what has already been said is the cliim that quality
in education depends on breadth in the kinds of knowledge and skill
that make up the curriculum. The underlying argument for this view
includes two aspects: first, that in the course of human culture there
have developed several modes of thought or understanding that differ
in significant respects; and second, that the range and quality of a per-
son's experience (what he perceives, feels, imagines, wants, does) de-
pends on the perspectives of thought or understanding he has acquired
through learning. It is not necessary to argue here about precisely how
many forms of meaning there are and on what bases they are distin-
guished. As a criterion for quality In education, the curriculum should

, --- at least provide for a substantial range of study in each of the three
domains of value mentioned earlier: the epistemic, the aesthetic, and
the moral. .

Despite the fact that during its long fastory liberal education has
sometimes been conducted rather narrowly, breadth in the content and
style of learning experience should be one of its distinguishing features.
For if we Interpret it as liberal in the sense that it helps to set human
beings free from prejudice, ignorance, blind feeling, dull imagination,
and irrational action and enables them to be responsible for their own
choices through understanding the relevant criteria of criticism and
evaluation, then It must include the broad range of meanings within
which reasoned human life is enacted.

AY the same time, as A.N. Whitehead argued many years ago, the
full" quality of education cannot be realized unless one specializes in

some respect. The aesthetic sense of stylethe economy of effort in the
attainment of an endis, in Whitehead's words, the last acquirement
of the educated mind' and Is always the product of specialist study,
the peculiar contribution of specialism to culture'.12

(ii) The forms of knowledge (or meaning) should be approached, not
primarily for their use either directly in the production of more know-
ledge or indirectly in some other activity to which the knowledge is

applied, but for their contribution to human understanding, appreci-
ation, and interpretation. In this respect, the study of, say, history as
part of a liberal education would differ from its study in the professional

training of an historian.

1u 1
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Learning with understanding is among the most crucial tests of quality

in education. Given that schooling should primarily be an induction

into the patterns of meaning that distinguish human culture, it is obvious

that managerial or mechanical models of its role are quite inadequate.

for patterns of meaning are not acquired as such unless they are under-

stood. If the objective were simply to produce ways of behaving that

exhibited conformity to certain laws, int re conditioning or brain-washing

woulu be satisfactory. But the educational objective is to enable human

beings not to behave in ways that fit the scientific description of laws,

but to act in the ltght of rules and standards that they apply with under-

standing and discrimination
A detailed account of what understanding involves would require a

rclose examination of each of the main forms of meaning. There are
different kinds and levels of understanding that vary with the learner

and with what is being learnt, and the r ocess is usually a slow and

gradual one. In general, learning with uneerstarldinp consists in coming

to know what evidence is relevant for different kinds of belief and why

a belief may or may not be reasonably held; why the methods used

for examining a particular type of problem are appropriate; hoc- the

elements of a system are related (whether it is a painting, an arithmetical

series, a body of knowledge, a social group) Other general aspects of

learning with understanding are included in the points that follow "
(iii) Within each form o' knowledge, attention should be focused on

basic concepts, pnnciples, and procedures: on grasping its main distin-

guishing features. It is equally important, however, for the program to

stress constantly the patterns of relationship among the various forms

of knowledge. The cumculum should be deliberately designed to help

the learner notice the connections and differences Another crucial test

of quality in education is, thus, the extent to which this integration is

being achieved. But the achievement of integration goes beyond learning

what the relative power and limitations of the different forms of know-

ledge are, and how they are related. There is a further dimension to

the ideal, namely. that the learner should acquire the complex patterns

of meaning in such a way that they effectively structure the full range

of his experience. In terms of the domains of intrinsic value mentioned

earlier, the objective of integration involves not only the epistemic but

also the aesthetic and moral.
While I take the view that the school should b4 predominantly con-

cerned with the range of mental activities involved in significant human

1 4 4(v.1
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practices, the ideal of integration requires that these activities should
not be artificially abstracted from their context or narrowly interpreted
One reaction to the rationalistic fragmented subject curriculum has
stressed' doing and making, with the danger that schooling is turned
into mindless activity. Another reaction, recently in vogue, finds the
secret of-true education in affective experience

Preoccupation with the affective merely perpetuates the schizophrenia
between thought and feeling. It is a prevalent disease of our society
that leaves people very susceptible to the influence of propaganda and
indoctrination The curriculum should be so designed and implemented
as to reinforce the complex interplay among thinking, feeling, and doing.
We should hope that students would learn to do mathematics and
science 'feelingly', just as they would learn to play games and enjoy
music 'understandingly'

(iv) The initiating should not be envisaged as an introduction to
abstract timeless procedures and pieces of information It is an entering
into public communal ways of acting that express human purposes and
reflect the history of immense human effort. Michael Oakeshott puts
the matter this way

As civilized human beings, we are the inheritors neither of an enquiry about
ourselves and the world, nor of an accumulating body of information, but
of a conversation begun in the primeval forests and extended .and made more
articulate in .he course of centuries It is a conversation which goes on both
in public and within each of ourselves"

I am interpreting liberal education as a systematic introduction to this
conversation.

It will be obvious why, in this view, the teacher plays an indispensable
role " The mist important educational !earnings, such as the acquisition
of judgment. come through a sustained apprenticeship with someone
who IS already a master It is in this sense that a personal relationship
of teacher and lcarnrr is essential for the twain% of education

(v) As students art. "Ing initiated into the various forms of know-
ledge, they should also gain some elementary grasp of the 'second order'
questions. This means, for example, not simply knowing about what
happened in the past but also knowing something of how our knowledge
of the past is formed

There should also be reflection upon U-: structure of the curriculum
as a whole I stress again that there is no unique arrangement of the
forms of meaning demanded either by logic or psychology Within the
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constraints set by these considerations, and by other factors such as the

economy and the number of teachers available, many imaginative pat-

terns of organization are possible. Presumably there will be justification

for whatever structure is adopted Students should gain some grasp of

its rationale and become aware of other possibilities.

A Common Curriculum
In the foregoing discussion, I have assumed that the broad features of
the curriculum should be the same for everyone. That is, I have dis-

counted differences of sex, race, social class, and even intelligence as

being irrelevant to settling what the basic characteristics of quality in

education should bealthough they may constitute significant practical

conditions that affect the attainment of this quality. To be adequately

developed as a human being, one needs to be in possession of the distinct

conceptual perspective of each of the basic forms of thought. To he

Ignorant of any one of them is to be incapable of a certain range of

significant human activities Granted that human beings should he

treated equally in whatever vitally concerns them simply as human

beings, it follows that no one should be denied the opportunity of acquir-

ing the broad range of conceptual perspectives Moreover, in democratic

theory, every adult member of society is assumed to be capable of exer-

cising responsible freedom and of participating in the formation of pub-

lic policy. If xe are to have any chance of satisfying these assumptions.

it is necessary that as many citizens as possible should possess such

a range of conceptual perspectives in order adequately to interpret

complex public issues
Instead of having different curricula for different groups in the societ.

It seems clearly preferable to allow for levels of difficulty in the common

cumculum and to let each student proceed at his own pace I" Within

each of the basic forms of knowledge there are many alternatives. and

many different ways in which the component elements can be arranged

The main danger is that we will too easily give up the effort of helping

slow learners to be educated in the fullest sense, and sell them short

on an easy substitute
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and J R Burnett, Democracy ant. Excellence in American Secondary Edu-

cation, Chicago Rand McNally, 1964 For further comments on a common

curriculum see Chapter 10, Equalits and !:duration, in this ..olume
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' Chapter 4

Autonomy as an Aim of Education

Introduction
Individual autonomy is widely regarded as a fundamcn,11 value in edu-

cational thdory 9d practice. Supporters of ii systematic approach to
knowledge in teaching and learning often claim that one of the main

outcomes, if not the most Important, of the educational 'process is its

contribution to the making of an autonomous person. In the tradition

of liberal education, the forms of human thought and knowledge are
to be studied 'for their own sake, for the distinctive values they can

bring to a person's life, and not simply for the sake of an extrinsic end

they may happen to serve. It is not surprising that the qualities of mind

promoted 4hrough such disinterested studies should be described in

terms of personal freedom and autonomy Among the so-called radicals

in education, autonomy is not simply an achievement to be promoted,

but a condition to be respected even in children and thus a basic criterion

of the kind of educational procedures that may legitimately be

employed. Whatever other defence may be offered for such practices

as the open classroom, participatory democracy in decisions of schooling,

self-directed and individualized learning, the stress on creativity and
learning by discovery: they ale often thought to be justified in the name

/
of autonomy.

That' such otherwise divergent theorists can so happily apnea! to

autonomy suggests that the notion and its relationship to education de-

serve to be examined more closely. In the following discussion, I shall

attempt to pursue some aspects of this task. I shall he concerned, for

the most part, with the practice of education in se far as it involves

a systematic introduction to the main symbolic forms of culture. In this
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practice, the enterpnse of teaching andAearning is not determined pri-
manly by the immediate interests of the child or the society, but by
the most significant human achievements of knowing, interpreting.
e:aluating, expressingwhat we classify loosely as the sciences, the
humanities, and the arts. I take it that this view of teaching and learning
clearly belongs within the tradition of liberal education. For the sake
of brevity, I shall therefore Tefer to it by this title. There are other varia-
tions on the theme of liberal education. In the interpretation I have
bnefly sketched, the develo?ment of reasoned thought and judgment
is not restncted to exclusively intellectual activities but extend', to Olt
moral and aesthetic doinains as well

I am stressing liberal education in the present context for two reasons
In the first place, the developed ies of inquiry and expression in
our culture cannot be acquired effectively in an incidental way.,To come
to an adequate understanding of their main features and of their re-
lationship to one another depends on a sustained and carefully planned
effort of teaching and learning. Thus, whatever may be ;he case for
other kinds of education, the practice of liberal education asI am
interpreting it clearly provides a Justification for the school as a distinct
institution take it as obvious that to be liberally educated is among
the high-order goods of human life, and that the opportunity of attaining
it to an adequate extent should he available to everyone However I
leave open the question of whether everyone ought to be liberilly
educated

My second reason for focusing on liberal education is that its relation-
ship to personal auton my seems to be a complex and ambivalent one.
If we believe that children are already autonomous (in a sense that
demands moral respect) and that their exercise of autonomy determines
what counts as education, It is obvious that the question of the relation-
ship between education and autonomy has been drastically simplified
In this scheme, education is to be defined as any activity that expresses
a person's autonomous choice and, presumably, increases his capacity
and opportunity for such zhoices. On the other hand, if we believe quite
strictly in the primacy of the socializing role of education, it seems that
personal autonomy can hardly be a serious candidate as an aim of edu-
cation. In the case of liberal education, the process is not determined
as a function of autonomy, but by the public symbolic structures that
make up a culture At the same time, proponents of liberal education
would 'laim that personal autonomy of any significance is achieved only
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through initiation into these symbolic structures While this process of

initiation, unlike soctalization, is not crudely at odds with autonomy,

there seems to be something paradoxical about the claim that we achieve

personal autonomy through being encultured in such war In order

to, examine this and related issues, it will first be necessary to discuss

a number of conceptual questions about autonomy

Fredom and Authenticity

There is a fairly clear and strict sense of autonomy in which it is applied

to a sovereign state We may say that the members of such a state.

particularly when government is conducted democratically, determine

foi themselves the rules under which they live as a politica; community

However, in this situation, au-,)nomy cannot be ascribed to individuals.

but only to the group as a whole The same may be said of associations

within a society that enjoy autonomy in the regulation of a certain range

of activities Even when decision making is widely shared, there cannot

be rules binding a society unless individuals are to some extent subject

to the will of others There has been strt,ng resistance in modern social

thought to the acceptance of this view Rousseau, Kant, and oi'lers have

tried to devise plausible theories of how each individual can literally

be utonomc.ius in relation to the laws by which he lives as a member

of a society I shall refer to some aspects of Kant's theory later In the

meantitne, i assume that, whatever defensible interpretation of personal

autonomy may be given, the term 'at. inorny' is being metaphorically

extended from the context in which it refers to the self-governing activi-

ties of a sovereign site. The point of the-metaphor is to highlight the

claim that in certain espects individuals can and should make decisions

for themselves and govern the course of their own lives 'Self-direction'

and 'independence' are among the terms that are more or less inter-

changeable with personal autonomy. It should be noted incidentally that

even collective political autonomy is itself limited in principle as well

as in fact For example, a state is not morally free to determine for

itself the moral principles according to which a minority group among

its members should be treated
In order to see more clearly the ingredients or personal autonomy,

I shall first place it in the context of the general notion of freedom

The ideal of freedom may be stated both negatively and positively in

relation to the external conditions that affect a human agent Negatively

it is the absence of hindrance or constraint in what we can otherwise
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do or refrain from doing, assuming that we are not hindering or
constraining others Positively it consists in the presence of external con-
ditions that enable us to do or attain a certain range of things, such
as the objects to which we are said to have a human tight The absence
of interference and the presence of facilitating circumstances will often
be among the necessary conditions for the exercise of autonomy, and
it would be difficult in practice to become an autonomous person with-
out adequate opportunity to act autonomously But autonomy itself, in
whatever specific way it may exist and be justified, refers directly to
characteristics of the agent An individual's freedom to decide for himself
at a given time may be impeded or frustrated by the action of others
or by the circumstances of his life. But it is also possible that he is
unable to exercise this freedom even in the absence of external obstruc-
tion because of dehciencies it. his own development as -a human agent
I-or example. he may he poorly equipped in the skills of practical judg-
ment, or he may lack the habits of perseverance and discipline needed
to trap ,late his decisions into practice: or his beliefs, needs, desires. goals,
and the like may he in such a chaotic state that he is incapable of
any sustained and consistent self-direct",-,

Ilieories of autonomy generally attempt to depict the intrinsic features
of a human being that are thought to be essential for self-determination
In Isaiah Berlin's terminology, they provide interpretations of positive
liberty However, as Berlin's own selective discussion illustrates. a doc-
trine of positive liberty is not necessarily one of personal autonomy
A person who submits his empirical self to the ideal self of a nattol,
or who loses his own will in the will < f God. may perhaps he said .o
have achieved, in some special sense, an exalted level of freedom, but
it is difficult :o see how this state of affairs can intelligibly he described
as personal autonomy

The condition of antim .,e's needs and desires is in )mpatible
with autonomy This incompatibility is reflected in the etymology of
the words Anomie consis,s in the absence of any regulating principles,
while autonomy, however it s interpreted, obviously does not call into
question the desirability of rules, direction, order, in a person's life
Anomie also involves, at least in its more severe forms, the destruction
of an integral enduring centre of self-consciousness Again, it is obvious
that, if a person is to direct his own life, there must be such a centre
of self-consciousness
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This last requirement is often discussed in terms of authenticity, which

is thought to be an essential element in autonomy In Arnold Kaufman's

interpretation, authenticity depends on the possession of a core self,

that is, a 'constellation of relatively deep-rooted important dispositions' 1

Joel Feinberg speaks of the 'inner-core self' that includes the convic-

tions, ideals, and purposes that are most deeplj, entrenched in a hier-

akhical network of similar principles'.2 In both cases, whether a person

..cts authentically or not depends on whether his acting is consistent

with his characteristic dispositions, convictions, and so on :t should be

noted that to describe a person as authentic is not to pass a judgment

on the quality of the core self. Villains as well as saints may act authenti-

cally In this interpretation, it seems clear that a person who is auton-

omous, in the general sense in which I have so far used the term, must

also be authentic. However, a person may display a high degree of

authenticity without being autonomous For example, the members of

each of the three types described by David Riesmanthe tradition-

directed, the inner-directed, and the other-directedact in an authentic

way. Yet what distinguishes each type, including the inner-directed, is

a particular kind of conforming behaviour.
R,S Peters proposes a narrower interp :ninon of authenticity in which

it is more closely rek'ed to autonomy. Authenticity, in his account, de-

pends on the sort of reasons for which a person decides to act Peters

puts it rather obscurely in this way

There must be some feature of a course of conduct, which the individual

regards as important, which constitutes a non-artificial reason for pursuing

it as distinct from extrinsic reasons provided by praise and blame, reward

and punishment, and so on, which are artificially created by the demands

of otners.4

What Peters has in mind is perhaps illustrated negatively in situations

where a person decides. on the basis of moral principles, that he should

act in a certain way, but fails to do so because he fears punishment

or disapproval. This is also what authenticity in the first interpretation

is about; but it seems that Peters wants to go somewhat further On

this criterion, the other- directed people of Riesman's typology would

necessarily lack authenticity. Oddly enough, from the point of view of

autonomy, the criterion_ may not go far enough. It depends in part on

just what is meant by a 'non - artificial reason'. It also depends on how

and wh, a person accepts the reasons on which he makes decisions.

1'1
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Presumably an inner-directed person has 'non-artificial' reasons for his
actions; but in subtle ways he also may be thoroughly adjusted to the
expectations of others.

In the discussion so far, I have been assuming that human beings
are choice makers. This assumption does not deny that human actions,
under various dIstsiptions, may be explained in causal termsalthough
the mechanistic model is inappropriate if we take account of the dif-
ferences between behaviour and movement. Nor does it ignore the limit-
ations that are placed on the possibilities for choice by the subtle
interaction of hereditary and environmental conditions that shape an
individual's development as a hulaan being. Whilr these constraints are
significant and gixf the lie to the romantic vision of personal autonomy,
they' should not be\ exaggerated. We do not have to secure a place for
freedom by resorting to the verbal sleigh,-of-hani of a Hegel or an
Engels: to say that freedom consists in the recognition of necessity.
Within the limits that shape our ch.-,:ces, we do have a varying range
of important options open to us, occasions on which we are not subject
to compulsion When people make decisions in such cases it is what
we mean by saying that they choose freely and are responsible for the
choice they make. I agree with Hampshire's claim.

No conceivable advances in scientific knowledge can lead to the conclusion
that I am not oftenfor example, at this momentconfronted with a plurality
of things that I can do if I want to, between which I must choose; that there
is this plurality of onen possibilities I know by experience, as surely as I
know anything, including tne laws of physics and psychology '

This view of freedom of choice relates to the question of autonomy
in two important respects First, in whatever way autonomy is interpre-
ted as a human ideal, it can only be relative Second, although any
obstacle to free choice is also an obstacle to autonomy, the exercise
of free choice does not entail that a person is acting autonomousl.,
People can choose to place themselves under someone else's direction,
or to act in a certain way in order to conform to the prevailing fashion.
If we choose to obey a leader or an expert only after reflection, this
N obviously preferable in its quality as a human act to simply following
in a thoughtless, routine way. It may be entirely reasonable to submit
to the judgment and directions of another person, but in doing so,
whether we justify it to ourselves or not, we are thereby forfeiting some
aspect of personal autonomy.
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Personal Autonomy as an Ideal Type

In rder to give a more positive sketch of autonomy as an 'ideal' type,

I think it is useful, if not necessary, to distinguish three overlapping
basic aspects. These may loosely be called the intellectual, the moral,

and the emotional. One may be autonomous in any of these aspects

without necessarily being autonomous in the others. Under the intellec-

tual I include the whole range of one's beliefs, whether they are about

the nature of the world or the things that are thought to be worthwhile

or the standards of conduct. At an extreme limit, intellectual autonomy
would require, in the first place, that a person would not accept any

of his important beliefs primarily on the authority of others, but on
his own experience, his own reflection on evidence and argument, his,

own sense of what is true and right. For complete intellectual autonomy,
it would also seem necessary that a person should determine for himself

the second-order questions about what constitutes a true claim, adequate

evidence, a justifiable moral principle, and the like. Even the crucial

concepts in which he perceives and understands should be of his own

design or, at least, accepted from othefs only because he is personally

convinced that such concepts are satisfactory.
Moral autonomy, as I am using the expression, is intended to embrace

all forms of practical judgment and action. Assuming that factual and

normative beliefs are relevant to the decisions we make on how we

should act, it is clear that moral autonomy depends in part on intellec-

tual autonomy. In the existentialist view, at lee a's Sartre has presented

it, moral decisions ia the concrete situations of life are pure acts of

the will, choices in which belief and principle can play no part. If moral

autonomy is understood quite literally, it will either include aspects of
the extreme form of intellectual autonomy or appeal to an interpretation

of moral choice in which such choice is the determining Act of an isolated

personal will that is the core of the self. As Iris Murdoch has shown",

this interpretation finds support in contemporary Anglo-Saxon philos-

ophy as well as in existentialism.
In addition io independence of thought in determining and applying

criteria of moral judgment, moral autonomy includes tht executive
capacities for carrying into practice what one decides should be done.

The possession of these capacities is commonly described by such terms

as tenacity, resoluteness, strength of will, self-mastery. Perhaps the last

of these most appropriately designates this facet of personal autonomy

1 1A. "1..,
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in relation to the exercise of politica! and other authority, a morally
autonomous person will not, in the extreme view, obey or even acknowl-

edge a command. 'For the autonomous man', says R P Wolff, `there

is no such thing. strictly speaking. as a command ' If such a person
acts as commanded, it is only because he is personally convinced about

the ment of the action independently of the exercise of authority
The third main aspect of autonomy, the emotional, is also to be

interpreted fairly broadly. It may be treated as part of self-mastery in

.so far as the latter refers to the control of one's emotions, desires, and
feelings However the point is not simply that a person would exercise

self-mastery in the face of strong emotional involvement, but that he
would remain emotionally detached in his relation ips to oth..ir persons

and things This form of independence and self- ufficiency has a long

history as an ideal It was illustrated in the life Socrates and cultivated

as a central doctrine by the Cynics and the Stoics
Given the aspects of autonomy that I have been describing, it should

he emphasized that even though a person may reflectively accept the

authority of others in determining certain of his beliefs or actions, it

is nevertheless an abdication of his autonomy. This possibility illustrates
the insufficiency of R F Dearden's criterion of autonomy, namely that
the explanation of what a person thinks and does in important matters

requires 'reference to h.s ow n activity of mind'" Obedience. even of
a servile kind. is a human act and thus cannot he explained without
reference to the agent's own activity of mind Dearden's criterion may
provide a sufficient condition for ascribing responsibility But a person

may he held responsible for what he does, without nevessanly having

acted autonomously

Intellectual Autonomy and Subjective Epistemology

Of the three aspects of personal autonomy that I have just outlined,
I shall give most attention to the intellectual as a possible aim of edu-

cation This aspect includes a significant part of what is often claimed

on behalf of moral autonomy
At the present time, there are probably very few serious defenders

of the complete subjectivism that intellectual autonomy in the strict sense

entails. However, in a vanety of recent relativist interpretations of knowl-

edge, the conditions of subjectivism on which a thoroughgoing intellec-

tual autonomy depends are substannilly satisfied. The trend is clearly

illustrated in Feyerabend's 'anarchistic epistemology' he even draws a

11 :
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connection between his epistemological theory and the ideal of human
freedom 9 A similar interpretation is defended by Kuhn in his analysis

of the changing models of epistemic procedure to which scientists ad-

here."' Basically the same kind of relativism is also inherent in Wittgen-

stein's notions of a form of life and a system. What is being claimed

in theories of this sort is that questions of objectivity, rationality, and
truth can only be raised in the context of a particular conceptual system.

Different conceptual systems (whether, for example, the differences exist

between cultures, or social classes, or interpretations of science, or sci-

ence and religion) cannot be compared on criteria of objectivity, ration-
ality,.and truth; they are strictly incommensurable. One's adherence to

a particular conceptual system is treated either as an essentially arbitrary
and non-rational deciskon to commit oneself or as the effect of a combi-

nation of psychological and social causal conditions. At least for those

who make the issues of knowledge depend ultimately on a non-rational
subjective commitment, a place for personal autonomy of a very sig-

nificant kind in man's intellectual life is obviously secured

A somewhat similar yiew of intellectual autonomy based on the rela-

tive nature of knowledge has recently been gaining favour in educational

theory and practice It is difficult to say whether, or to what extent,

the philosophical views just mentioned have had any direct influence

For the most part, the educationists have not developed the anarchistic

epistemology that underlies their position. Kuhn's name is often quoted,

but this may simply reflect a current fashion rather than a studied ac-

ceptance of his theory. In any case, the relativism of the educationists

may have been fuelled more by some recent popular social theorists
than by the philosophers. Certainly the vision of small local groups
determining their own curriculum of learning and making their own
knowledge can be nourished from the writings of a Theodore Roszak

or a Peter Berger (although the latter eschews any epistemological

stand) II
The trend in educational thought and practice to which I am referring

incorporates much of what has now become the established doctrine

of progressive educationin particular, the belief that each child's
education should be determined primarily by his or her felt needs and

interests. What has been added (or reiterated more forcefully. if we recall

the instrumentalist branch of earlier progressive education) are some

elements of a theory of knowledge in which the claim to objectivity

for any form of thought and inquiry is radically challenged- The
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favoured alternative is either a version of subjectivism or, for those who

find its individualise aspect repugnant, a relativism of small local groups

made up of free;, 'and fully participating members.
The fiavour of this theory as it is proposed by educationists can be

gamed from the efforts of Charles H. Rathbone and Roland S. Barth

to set out the interpretation of knowledge that they themselves support
and that they believe is commonly assumed in the practices of open
education.12 Among their tenets are the following

Knowledge is idiosyncratically formed, individually conceived, fundamen-
tally individualistic Theoretically, no two people's knowledge can be the

same, unless their expenence is identical
Because knowledge is basically idiosyncratic, it is most difficult to judge
whether one person's knowledge is 'better' than another's.
Knowledge does not exist ougide of individual knowers it is not a thing
apart The data that go into books and into the Library of Congress are
not the same as the knowledge people know
Knowledge i3 not inherently ordered or structured nor does it automatically
subdivide into academic 'disciplines' These categories are man-made, not

natural 13

In relation to these views on the nature of knowledge, it is useful

to notice what Rathbone takes to be the underlying assumption or 'the

basic idea' among supporters of the open classroom on how childron

learn

Open education views the child as a self-activatr:d maker of meai.ing
Learning is seen as the result of his own self - initiated interiCtion with the
world the child's understanding grows during a constant interplay between
something outside himselfthe general environment, a pendulum, a person-

and something inside himselfhis concept-forming mechanism, his mind

in a very fundaniental way each child is his own agenta self- reliant,
independent, self-actualizing individual who is capable, on his own, of form-

ing concepts and of learning 14

Rathbone also reaffirms the Rousseauist faith of progressive education

generally in the natural goodness of the child. This attribute of the child
together with his autonomy as a learner form the basis of his general

autonomy as a moral agent. Each child 'has the right to elect what\
he will do and what he shall be'; 'to pursue whatever question interests

him'; 'what he does and who he becomes are his to decide'. In the

theory of open education, as Rathbone interprets it, each Oda is thus
already an autonomous agent, and this is a fundamental conclitiOn, that

any effort claiming the name of education should respect.

1 1 11 1.)
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Given these beliefs about the nature of knowledge and the autonomy

of the child as learner and moral agent, It is not surpnsing that the
ideal teacher-student relationship bears no resemblance to that of master

and apprentice The key words in Rathbohe's description of the teacher's

role are 'assistant' and lacilitator'.15
It is beyond the scope of this essay to provide an adequate critique

of the vaneties of relativist epistemology that underlie the assertion of

an unqualified intellectual autonomy for the learner in the process of
education. In relation to both the philosophical and the educational pos-
itions that have been mentioned, I shall merely point to what I take

to be their most senous shortcomings. No doubt many of their supporters

are reacting to thelkxcesses of the mechanistic positivist account of
knowledge rn particular, to its notion of objectivity "; and many are
probably motivated by a proper moral revulsion at the Inhumane uses

to which knowledge, especially science, is frequently put. However, in
attacking these philosophical and moral defects, It is not necessary to

promote the role of the individual human agent in knowing to such

an extent that any notion whatever of objectivity is undermined. In fact.

once this has been done, the philosophical and moral criticism simply
collapses into an expression of one ultimately non-rational commitment

against another. The cntical notes I here wish to make on recent forms

of relativism have for the most part been developed by Roger Trigg

in Reason and Commitment "
(i) When the standards of truth and reasonable belief that apply to

any individual are those, and only those, that the Individual decides
to accept for himself, then it Is not possible for him (provided he observes

the standards to which he subscribes) to hold a false belief or to believe

or act irrationally. In these circumstances, no distinction between know-

ledge and belief can be drawn, and there is no ground for claiming

that anyone is fanatical or prejudiced. As Trigg observes, "'truth" be-

comes a consequence of belief and zommument and not a reason for
if IS In such a scheme, It is not simply that we can cnly speak of what

is true or rational for this or that person, but we cannot intelligibly
employ the concepts of true and' rational at all For where It is no

possible to distinguish error or irrationality, neither is it possible to dis-

tinguish truth or rationality.
00 Human beings who hold radically different beliefs do com-

municate with one another through language, and translations are effec-

tively made from one language or conceptual system Into another. An

1
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essential condition for such communication and translation of beliefs,

as well. as for genuine argument, is that claims may be true or false,
may6tonstitute good or bad reasons, as such and not simply from the
point of view of the speaker This. in turn, presupposes that there are

not as many worlds as there are ways of talking but various conceptual

perspectives from which the same world may be described and interpre-

ted in ways that may be true or false. Anyone who followed a relativism

of conceptual systems or forms of life quite literally would be forced

to restrict his assertions about what is the case to those who share his

form of life Even his account of relativism could claim to be true (and

intelligible?) only from the viewpoint of that group
(iii) If the commitment to conceptual systems on which issues of truth

and rationality depend is finally non-rational, it must be assumed that

we cannot question whether the beliefs that characterize such a system

may themselves be mistaken, or whether it may be more reasonable
to accept one system rather than another. To suppoit this assumption,

it would have to be further supposed that these conceptual systems

(forms of life, etc ) exist as completely self-f,ontained units and that there

are no general or common-sense criteria for true or reasonable belief.
It also seems to be assumed that we may choose whether to be commit-

ted to the conditions of rationality or not But these conditions apply

to us regardless of our commitment We may choo:.e to reject them.

but still we cannot escape acting irrationally
The talk of ultimate non-rational commitments seems to reflect the

image of man referred to earlier in which each individual is, at centre,

an isolated will that is not constrained 6y reasons, but in a pure act
of freedom determines what it shall find acceptable as reasons, not only

in morality but in science as well In this context, I can only refer the
raidatr again to Iris Murdoch's critical discussion of this view of man.

In summary, the alternative she defends is expressed as follows.

Man is not a combination of an impersonal rational thinker and a personal

will He is a unified be.ng who sees. and who desires in accordance with
what he sees, and who has some continual slight control over the direction
and focus of his vision 19

(iv) Serious exponents of relativism are not able to maintain a stnct
and consistent relativist position. The general problem they face is that

anyone who adopts a thoroughgoing relativism, who rejects the possi-
bility of objective criteria of truth and rationality, cannot even consist-
ently assume that he is correct. Even if ne begins to argue seriously,
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he must assume inconsistently that the claims one makes may be true

or false.
The problem is illustrated in Kuhn's interpretation of scientific know-

ledge. Although he asserts that different paradigms of scientific inquiry

are incommensurable, he confidently undertakes a comparative and his-

torical study that yields conclusions about what is presumed to be, in

some sense, a common enterprise. He even suggests that scientists can

go wrong in following a given paradigm, and detects a pattern of pro-

gress, not simply change, within science. Kuhn also accepts the truth

of the psychological and sociological explanations as to why scientists

at a given time support a particular paradigm. If he were consistent,

he would have to treat such explanations as relative to the conceptual

schemes within which their proponents work. In terms of his relativist

assumptions, Kuhn's own conclusions cannot even make a claim to be

true-Lexcept on those who find themselves committed to the paradigm

of inquiry that he himself employs.
The relativists among the philosophically inclined sociologists of

knowledge, such as Karl Mannheim,_have also inconsistently supposed

that they were giving a true account of the group - relative nature of

belief (both as a matter of fact and as an epistemological theory). In

theories of this kind, there is often an elite (e.g. Mannheim's 'socially
unattached intelligentsia') that escapes the conceptual boundaries of this

or that soma; group, and to which their authors belong. Despite the

inconsistency with relativism, it is argued that the conceptual perspective

of the elite is preferable to that of any other group

Anything like an adequate critical comment on the beliefs about

knowledge and learning that, in Itathbone's view/are presupposed in

the practice of open education would take us far beyond the limits of

this essay. Yet, as we saw earlier, these beliefs offer a rationale for

treating what a: broaches the limit of unqualified intellectual autonomy

as a basic normative factor in the conduct of education. I should there-

fore at least refer briefly to some respects in which I believe the theory

is mistaken.
(i) Perhaps the most serious weakn -ss is the theory's simplistic image

of learning: each human organism independently interacting with its

environment and denying its own concepts out of this experience

through the workings of its 'concept-forming mechanism' or mind. There

Is a substantial range of concepts for which this abstractionist view

simply cannot account 20 In any case, as human beings we are not Isola-
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ted individuals constructing our private realm of concepts out of the
data of our raw experience. We acquire concepts, and learn to apply

them in interpreting and understanding our experience, through the
social process of learning language as an integral part of various human

practices. The theory's individualistic view of man ignores the fact that
each human being develops as such in the context of a pre-existing
world of shared meanings, that mind is not an innate endowment, there

to be flexed like a muscle, but an achievement that depends largely
on our gaining access to the inheritance of shared meanings 21

(u) There is an obvious sense in which all the ways of classifying
knowledge are man-made. However, It does not follow from this, as
Rathbone seems to suppose, that they must be entirely matters of clan-

vention or, if conventional, that they are necessarily arbitrary. One need
not even argue, as Hirst has done22, that there are several logically dis-
tinct basic forms of knowledge. It is sufficient to point out that a par-
ticular method of inquiry, a group of closely related key concepts, a
significant common human purpose may severally or together provide

a nod-arbitary basis for the organization of knowledge
Apart from incurring the general criticisms against subjectivism, the

emphasis thai Rathbone places on the idiosyncratic character of know-

ledge seems to reflect a confusion between the sequence of psychological
activities in which a person learns and the logical criteria that apply
to the outcomes of his learning (that is, whether what he has learnt
is knowledge or false belief, whether he has acquired a moral concept
of honesty or a scientific concept of energy, and so on) In relation to
the practice of education, the consequence of this confusion is that ar
account of how children learn is also thought to determine what they
should learn.

A curious feature of the theory of open education as Rathb( ,e pre-

sents it is that, despite the uncompromising rejection of objective forms
of knowledge, it seems only to entail that in certain rather basic situa-
tions, traditional academic objectives are not considereq to be the first
order of priority' 21 On the basis of the genera( claims about the nature
of knowledge, one would expect that such objectives could have no place

in the order of priorities at all.
(iii) Rathbone's discussion of the theoretical assumptions of the open

classroom also illustrates the general problem of inconsistency that rela-

tivists face. If the supporterso of the open classroom consistently accept

the anarchistic epistemology that Rathbone describes, they cannot argue
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that the assumptions of traditional schooling are mistaken or that their
own style of education embodies correct principles and priorities. They
can merely state that the position they take is true for them because
they believe it to be so, and acknowledge that the same must be said
for the supporters of any other view of education.

As we have seen, various forms of anarchistic epistemology (Including

the relativism of conceptual systems to which people ultimately adhere
by virtue of a non-rational commitment) allow for, and in fact require,
the exercise of 'pure' intellectual autonomy I have suggested briefly
why the price they exact for this autonomy is Intolerably high. It can
be bought only at the cost of eliminating in effect the distinction between
knowledge and belief, between rational and irrational though; and
action. Certainly the kind of personal autonomy that makes these de-
mands cannot be an aim of liberal education; for liberal education is

manly an induction Into the standards of truth and rationality and

Cher domains of value as they have been arlikulated in the ongoing

ublic traditions of human understanding.
It is difficult to know what kind of education could be Justified, given

th assumptions of unqualified personal autonomy. If human beings

are thought to be autonomous from birth or; at least, if It is supposed
that the potentiality unfolds spontaneously, there is clearly no need for
an education that promotes autonomy. In so far as such autonomous
beings can be said to be educated, the only appropriate method would

stem to be that of personal discovery But if this method were taken
quite literally, Its effectiveness for most individuals would be very
limited, and It would make impossible the cumulative achievement of
knowledge and skill from one generation to another Nor would It be
possible to apply any public criteria to the quality of what an individual
discovered fOr himself It could not be said, for example. that a con-
clusion he had reached was false, or insignificant, or biased it is difficult

to see how we can speak seriously at all of the education of human
beings if they are interpreted as asocial and ahistorical atoms. Even
the environment that A.S. Neill established at Summerhill was not
entirely consistent,wIth his beliefs about the complete autonomy of each

child's wants, and the dire consequences of any kind of uninvited adult
influence. He did not seem to notice, for example, that children at Sum-

merhill were not necessarily free to do what they wanted when left alone,

both the wants they had and the ways they satisfied them depended
upon the options available at Summerhill
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The general objections that have been raised do not necessarily apply

to emotional autonomy It is an arguable moral ideal and can probably

be promoted by some form of liberal education. At least there does

not seem to be any incongruity between the general characteristics of
liberal education and this ideal. Given the role of the emotions in human

action and the consequences of involvement and commitment, the ques-

tion is whether there is more loss than gain .tri attempting to achieve

emotional autonomy Without arguing the case here, I believe that the

loss does outweigh the gain The detachment by which a person refrains
from egoistically consuming what he loves seems to me a more admir-

able ideal to develop than the egoistic detachment by which one care-

fully avoids loving, or loving too much

Kant's Defence of Rational Autonomy

To come back to the question of intellectual and moral autonomy.

although an anarchistic epistemology provides the, basis for a substantial

form of personal autonomy, I have argued that it cannot be justified
and that -autonomy of this kind cannot be an aim of liberal education
The question now is whether there can be a significant version of per-

sonal autonomy that is nevertheless hedged in by tht 'conditions of
rationality and morality in human thought and action. Whether such'

a concession senously dilutes the claim about autonomy clearly depends,

in part, on how the conditions for rational and moral behaviour are
interpreted. Histoncally the main effort to defend'autonomy in a strong

sense, while still acknowledging the constraints of rational criteria, has

been made in the moral sphere. Kant's defence of moral autonomy of

this kind is the most distinguished and influential It clearly reverberates

in the contemporary theories of mon:1 development proposed by Piaget

and Kohlberg.
According to Kant, who in turn was influenced by Rousseau, each

individual is autonomous in that he decides upon and legislates to him-

self those pnnciples of action which he sees are fitting to his nature

as a member of a community of free and equal rational beings In the
moral sphere, each one of us is subject only to his own will as a rational

being. but the principles that we prescribe for ow selves in this way

must also be willed as universal laws applying equally to all free and
rational beings For Kant, the basis of autonomy is 'the idea of the
will of every rational being as a will which makes universal law..."

1 ,) II
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The first difficulty with this doctrine is that an inchyldual cannot
seriously will a universal law without being prepared to challenge the

autonomy of everyone else 25 No conflict arises as long as every
individual does in fact will the same law for himself and everyone else
But it is not the case that human beings alwa3s agree about universal
laws of morality, and we cannot suppose that they must necessarily
agree, without questioning the autonomy of their decision. Kant tried
to ensure a consensus of sovereign wills by appealing to an obscure

metaphysical entity, the rational self.
A second and more basic problem is that of making sense of

individuals legislating universal laws to themselves. In Kant's theory,

the plausibility of the metaphor of self-legislation depends gain on the
metaphysical distinction he draws between the noumenal* or rational
self and the phenomenal self. Apart from the difficulty with this distinc-
tion, there is, as Kurt Baier has recently argued, a logical imposs.bility

:n claiming that each individual is subject only to laws of his own mak-
ing. 'If no member of a society/were subject to the will of any other,
then there would simply be no Vaw and so no legislation including self-

As Baier also points out, the metaphor of legislation is inappropriate
to the activities of accept. , applying, criticizing, or even reforming
moral principles. To the extent that Kant's criterion of universalization
is useful, it is not a legislative mechanism, but a guide for judging the
moral adequacy of a rule. While various aspects of Kant's moral theory
may consistently be adopted in the practice of education, there is one
decisive reason why his ideal of the autonomous rational self-legislator

cannot be an aim of education if is simply that there cannot be such

a person

Moral Autonomy and Objectivity
In the contemporary view of moral autonomy, there ss,em to be elements

of both the Kantian self-legislator and the older belief in the supremacy
of individual conscience, shorn now of its religious affiliations. The latter

holds that an individual must be completely free to follow his own moral

beliefs and that his own conscience (or what he judges he should do)

is the final arbiter of morality in his case. Where this element dominates,
autonomy slips from the hold of rationality that Kant attempted to place

upon it It is simply another way of talking about pure autonomy in
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the moral sphere and is subject to the criticisms that have already been

made. I wish to consider here more closely whether the not uncommon

mixture of the self-legislator and personal conscience theories of

autonomy can perhaps escape the charge of subjectivism.
H.D. Aiken illustrates the attempt to interpret moral autonomy in

this fashion and yet to argue for a form of moral objectivity that is
compatible with it. According to Aiken, objectivity in making a moral

judgment amounts to an impartial consideration of all the moral values

to which one is committed that are related to the decision. As he says,

when there is question of the objectivity of a moral judgment we have

made, 'our task is always and only to look beyond it to the other relevant

commitments which we ourselves acknowledge'.27 Aiken also seems to

claim that a moral judgment is verified if it satisfies the conditions for
objectivity 28 While his interpretation places stress on internal consist-

ency and authenticity, it is really only a demanding form of subjectivism

rather than a version of objectivity. Perhaps it permits us to say that

an individual is inconsistent with his own moral beliefs, in reaching a

certain decision or holding a particular principle. However, if a person

sincerely claims that he is not being inconsistent, I am not sure that

on Aiken's theory anyone else can justifiably challenge the claim. Cer-

tainly, the theory does not allow for the possibility that anyone could

sincerely and consistently hold moral principles and make moral judg-

ments that were nevertheless false or inadequate.
Aiken's own reference to moral cummunities within which argument

is possible provides the context for a more satisfactory account of moral

objectivity. If we are talking about a genuine moral community of beliefs

and practices. and not simply the fortuitous agreement of isolated wills,

It then becomes necessary to modify the notion of moral autonomy from

which Aiken starts. I would wish ro go further still in drawing the

boundaries of moral objectivity. No doubt serious moral argument is

empirically very difficult among those who belong to different moral
communities, and some agreement on moral beliefs and practices would

seem to be a necessary condition for such argument. However Aiken

seems to suppose a senes of discrete moral communities rather than

a pattern of significant common and overlapping elements among all

moral communities. Moreover, as he allow that the autonomous person

is a rational self-legislator, he can hardly reject the possibility of com-
paratively assessing the adequacy of different moral practices and sys-

tems against criteria of rationality. It is outside the range of this paper
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to develop this point any furtheA clear illustration of the kind t

dimensions that may he applied is given in Morris Ginsberg's 'On the

Diversity. of Morals'.'" As Ginsberg notes, the relativists, whether

individual th, social, are in an awkward position in that their views are

more likely to encourage the imposition of moral beliefs and practices

rather than respect for those who differ, unless they inconsistently assert

the universal validity of a principle of tolerance.
Whatever may ibstinguish personal autonomy in the moral domain

once due regard is given to the criteria of rationality and the communal

character of moral practices, I think it is clear that objectivity, to the

fullest extent that it can be achieved, is an essential characteristic of

moral maturity. We should not confuse, as Aiken seems to, the questions

of objectivity and truth. Although the two are closely related, objectivity

is predicated of attitudes and procedures, while truth is predicated of

statements. The development of objectivity in a moral agentfor

example, critically reflecting on one's own assumptions, being aware of

the conditions that shape one's values, understanding other points of

view, submitting one's principles and judgments to the criticism of

othersis an outcome to which liberal education is immediately and

evidently directed Whether autonomy is also an aim depends on the

extent to which it can be reconciled with the pract:ces required for

objectivity.

The Constraints of Rationality and Reason

In the terminology I used earlier, the difficulties in defending a strong

sense of moral autonomy, while accepting criteria of rationality, really

refer to the intellectual aspect of autonomy. I wish now to comment

more generally on 'he kind of constraints these criteria entail, and on

the sense in which one may still speak of intellectual autonomy as an

ideal to be fdstered th-,,ugh education.
Rationality, as distinct from non-rationality, consists in the ability to

generalize about the present and the particular It depends, as Jonathan

Bennett has argued (), on the possession of a symbolic system in which

both universal and dated statements can be made. Human languages

arc of this kind. The first constraints required for rationality are, there-

fore, those involved in the acquisition and use of language itself. As

we saw earlier, these are by no means sufficient Rationality, in the

sense ., which it is contrasted with irrationality, introduces additional

normative conditions. Although being rational in this sense is not syn-

E
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onymous with being reasonable, me distinction between rational and
irrational turns on the question of what reasons are relevant and ad-
equate for holding a belief or acting in a certain way. Irrationality is
at the extreme end of the continuum: one believes or acts despite ad-
equate reasons to the contrary "-cause of this, it is possible for a person
to believe or act rationally but not very reasonably (e.g. one may ration-
ally pursue an unreasonable end) As we are concerned with an ideal
of human life, we must interpret rationality in the context of the more
rigorous criteria of reasonableness.

In very broad terms, these criteria commit us to observing the principle
of non-contradiction, to being consistent, to adopting the methods of
inquiry and verification that are appropriate to different kinds of
questions, to caring enough to ensure that our arguments are cogent
and that the evidence for our beliefs is sufficient. What must he stressed
is the public or communal aspect of reasonable belief, for what count
as adequate and relevant reasons is not a matter of private judgment.
Whether we are referring to common-sense knowledge or to specialized
areas of thought, both general criteria and specific claims are to be tested

and established in practice by the agreement of those who are competent
to judge Every tradition of inquiry that is seriously concerned with
reasoned belief demands the attundes and procedures of objectivity as
a basic condition for its participants. Liberal education is, by definition,
the process by which one gains access to the conceptual schemes,
methods of thought, criteria of reasoned belief and objectivity of at least
some of the specialised traditions of human thought To develop the
habit of self-criticism and the other ingredients of objectivity within the
context of these traditions is clearly a fundamental aim of this kind
of education

Autonomy as an Aim of Liberal Education

If there is a question of trying to achieve personal autonomy in anything
like the strict sense, then it is clearly paradoxical to suggest that this
can be done through induction into the main public traditions of rational
thought and expression. From the point of view of classical rationalism,
these traditions and the natare of personal autonomy are interpreted
in such a way that the paradox is 2 aided. The condition that autonomy
should be rational is not regarded as a restriction on personal self-
determination. In the classical rationalist interpretation (of which Kant's
self-legislator is one version) personal autonomy consists in willing what
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one knows to be rationally necessary Thus initiation Into the forms

of understanding is not only compatible with personal autonomy but

a necessary condition for its attainment 12 1 shall not comment on the

adequacy of this concept of autonomy or the distinctive beliefs of classi-

cal rationalism that underlie it Assuming that the defence of bjectivity

and rationality ag.iinst the claims of anarchistic epistemology oes not

depend on these beliefs, what I wish to ask is whether there a sense

in which 'autonomy' can appropriately describe a fundamental aim of

liberal education.
In relation to this question, I am assuming two general conditions

that the practice of liberal- education should satisfy. The first concerns

the way in which the traditions of rational inquiry are interpreted. The

crucial difference is whether they are seen as immutable and unquestion-

able moulds of human thought and action or as ceaseless efforts at

understanding and achievement carried forward from one gem-ration

to anotherin Eliot's phrase, 'the common pursuit of true judgment'

I am referring to the kind of liberal education that reflects the latter

of these interpretations. The continual critical reform of the traditions

of rational Inquiry is itself a tradition. However It does not exist indepen-

dently, but is a way of engaging in any of the particular traditions.

The second condition is that the dominant emphases in the procedures

of liberal education should be upon the understanding of what is

learned; the acceptance of methods and theories on the basis of the

evidence that justifies them, not simply on the authority of the teacher

or the experts; the development of the skills of inquiry in a way that

depends on reflection and imagination, a co.imination ofwhat is fashion-

ably called convergent and divergent thinking; the critical appreciation

of the scope and limitations of each of the main forms of thought and

expression and the relation in which they stand to one another.

Granted that liberal education in practice attempts to satisfy these

two conditions as fully as possible, it is clear that it must be aiming

at the development of some degree of intellectual autonomy. However

I am still not satisfied that we should describe the outcome in these

terms. When the qualifications have been duly acknowledged, we can

speak of autonomy only in an attenuated sense. Even those who have

achieved the mastery of experts in any field of inquiry must, to a con-

siderable degree, trust the findings of fellow experts. The range within

which an expert in any field might initiate a significant revision or

breakthroughparticularly affecting its basic methodsis relatively
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restricted. Even in these cases, the judgment of significance has to be
upheld by the community of experts.

If these are the sorts of limitations on the autonomy of those who
have achieved mastery, how much more so for those who have achieved
the level of understanding and competence that may reasonably be
expected through liberal education? While liberal education may pro-
vide the basis for mastery in some aspect of science, or the humanities,
or the arts, its direct purpose is to achieve an integrated induction into
the broad range of these public symbolic structures. Even if liberal edu-
cation were restricted to an intellectual elite, it would not aim at develop-
ing the level of mastery at which one might exercise some degree 'of
significant autonomy. The language of autonomy seems even more
unrealistic and misleading, if we are prepared to entertain the radical
possibility of providing liberal education for the majority of people in
our society; and, apart from any other reasons, as long as we are serious
about having everyone participate intelligently in political democracy,
I do not see that we have any alternative but to try.

Being reasonable does not depend on being autonomous, even when
autonomy is interpreted as discovering for oneself the rules that apply
rather than deciding on one's own rules. In fact, there would be little
scope for reasonable thought and action if we did not, for much of
the time, employ theories and rules that have been worked out and
tested by others. Whether we considcr, for example, learning and using
language in everyday life, or examining the validity of an argument
or the claims of a scientific experiment, or even making direct obser-
vations, we must Inevitably rely to some extent on the authority of
others.

As I have already suggested, a fundamental aim of liberal education
is the development of the skills, attitudes, and values that are bound
up with objectivity. This aim cannot be adequately realized unless we
also learn to reflect critically on the traditions of rational inquiry them-
selves. It might be said that here the objective of liberal education is
to encourage personal autonomy. However, I would point out that the
habit of critically assessing the 'conventional wisdom' is not promoted
for the sake of personal autonomy as such, but as the best way of ensur-
ing that our beliefs and values will be as thoroughly justified as is poss-
ible. Independence of judgment, whether on moral or kther issues, is
a desirable characteristic only to the extent that a persoll is qualified
to judge. An educator may not justifiably encourage critical inquiry
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except in the context of trying to dev .lop skills and knowledge relevant
to making judgments in a given area.

, In relation to the other outcomes of liberal education that are loosely,

if not misleadingly, described as personal autonomy, I think it preferable
to speak of them in such terms as the following. achieving an under-
standing of ithe main methods of thought, conceptual schemes and
bodies of khowledge, together with a ckitical appreciation of their
strengths and limitations both in themselves and in relation to one
another. The level of understanding should be sufficient for intelligently
interpreting one's own experience; for expressing oneself with clarity
and precision; for making informed and responsible choices; for follow-

ing intelligently the debate of expertsespecially when their claims affect
the general conduct of life; for critically assessing the programs of politi-

cal leaders; for seeing through and resisting persuasive strategies of

empty rhetoric and propaganda: for responding with discrimination to
fashionable trends whether in art, life-styles, political theories, popular
entertainment, or whatever. This list is not intended to be exhaustive
It mainly stresses aspects of a constructive or critical response, rather
than a contribution, to the forms of culture. This emphasis reflects, I
believe, the character and scope of liberal education. For while it is

a desirable, if not necessary, basis for a constructiveperhaps even
creativecontribution, it is not sufficient.

In rcgard to the process of liberal education, teachers who are commit-
ted to the kinds of outcomes I have listed must, if consistent, be prepared
to observe the conditions of objectivity in their own teaching, and always
to provide the most adequate reasons that are within the capacity of
their students. While there are moral grounds for acting in this way,
it is not necessary to appeal to the students' actual or potential auton-
omy. It is sufficient for the teacher to recognize them as persons in
the process of developing their capacity to choose on the basis of reasons,
and to accept that reasons may be good or bad. It is precisely in reference

to the criteria of objectivity and reasonable belief, which are such pri-
mary concerns of liberal education, that questions about the conditions
that distinguish educating from indoctrinating, the kind of persuasion
that is rationally and morally defensible in teaching, when a teacher
should and should not be neutral on an issue, and so on, are to be

resolved.
I do not wish to imply that liberal education is not closely related

to the achieviment of human freedom. In gaining familiarity with the
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main symbolic forms of culture, one also greatly enlarges the range of
significant choices that one can make. The outcome also involves a
change in the quality of choice, not simply in its scope The fundamental
objective of learning with understanding cannot be realized unleir'the
learner comes to grasp principles for imself, and Nis to achieve
intellectual independence from the mere uthority of teachers, text-
books, experts, and cult heroes.

If the engagement in liberal education is conducted properly, a person
should reach the point at which the important choices he makes are
his own in the sense that he applies for himself the relevant criteria
of criticism and evaluation, and sees for himself why these criteria are
the relevant ones to employ. Provided we recognize the public criteria
of knowledge and tht. public standards of excellence within which an
individual exOrcises such intellectual independence, we may meta-
phoncally refer to him as autonomous in contrast to the person whose

choices are in effect usually made for him by others.
However, to speak in terms of autonomy versus heteronomy is, I be-

lieve, to draw the line of distinction too sharply. The question is not
whether we accept the public forms of reasoned inquiry, moral practice,
and artistic exp.,:ssion, or accept the authority and judgment of others,

or hold deeply-felt commitments, but how we accept or hold them. The
fundamental distinction is between a blind, unreflective, mechanical ac-

ceptance and one that is informed, critical, discriminating, adaptive. If
the latter (which includes the reasoned acceptance of the authority of
others) is to be described as intellectual autonomy, there is no difficulty

in counting autonomy as an aim of liberal education. However it must
be recognized that this is a substantially different concept of autonomy
from the one that is related to an anarchistic epistemology and widely

invoked in contemporary educational theory It is precisely because of
this difference (and because educationists often leave the underlying
ephtemological issues unexamined) that the invocation of personal
autonomy, whether as a cnterion for the process or the outcome of edu-
cation, tends to function as a slogan. In fact. it seems that personal
autonomy has become one of those idols in whose name the effort to
make liberal education available to as many people as possible is being

betrayed.
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'objective' and 'subjective' may be contrasted (M Scriven. Objectivity and
subjectivity in educational research. In I G Thomas (Ed ), Philosophical

Redirection of Educational Research The Seventy-First Yearbook of the

National Society for the Study of Education, Chicago University of Chicago
Press, 1972, pp 95-97 ) However, even when qualitative criteria are observed.

agreement does not constitute objectivity or truth, although it provides a
crucial test Some measure of agreement he methodological level on he

qualitative cnteria of objectivity, as well , the use of concepts, is a necess-

ary condition for making and settlirg clan, to objectivity in particular cases

However this does not mean that the question of objectivity must in the

end be just a matter of convention For what may justifiably be agreed upon

is constrained by characteristics of the world and of human bP:iigs that do
not depend on convention For a discussion of objectivity. see D W Hamlyn,
Objectivity. In Dearden, Hirst and Peters. op cit (I am not convinced that
Hamlyn gives a satisfactory account of the ultimately non - conventional

nature of 'forms of life' )
12 As Berlin notes in describing the rationalist view. 'Knowledge liberates not

by offenng us more open possibilities amongst which we can make our

choice, but by preserving us from the frustration of attempting the imposs-

ible' Berlin, op sit , p 144
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Part III: Curriculum

The curriculum as the systematic program of teaching and learning

designed to promote the qualities of an educated person is clearly the

object on which all aspects of educational theory converge. As Dewey

emphasised, the curriculum is planned as a selective transmission of

culture: it is intended to filter out elements thought to be trivial or

undesirable and to concentrate on the beliefs and practices in the culture

that are of most worth Thus, while explanatory principles and theories

may play an important part in the design of the curriculum, It is obvious

that the work is fundamentally an engagement in normative educational

theory. For these reasons, all the chapters in this book are related in

vanous ways to the question of the nature of the curriculum In this

section the discussion focuses on a number of Issues more immediately

within curriculum theory
Chapter 5 examines the topic of an Integrated curriculum in relation

to the systematic bodies of knowledge on which most curricula at least

indirectly draw. The question is what limits, if any, the organizing prin-

ciples of disciplines and the varieties of knowledge place on the design

of integrated studies. Several recent attempts to find a basis of unity

are discussed the structure of disciplines as in Bruner and Schwab,

the identification of several logically distinct forms of knowledge or

meaning (Hirst, Phenix): the view that disciplines and subject bound-

aries are simply instruments of social control (e.g. M.F.D. Young) These

positions are criticized for misinterpreting, in various ways, the nature

of disciplines. (The last is challenged, in particular, because of its rela-

tivism ) Disciplines do not have a single logical structure of concepts

and theories, nor does each discipline exhibit one of several more inclus-

ive forms of knowledge (distinguished on criteria of logic, method, and
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epistemology) In addition to the logical and epistemological aspects of
disciplines, the fact that they are institutionally organized and 1-

toncallv evolving collective enterprises is crucial to their understanding
When one comes to the detailed questions of what may rationally be
claimed or believed in disciplined inquiry, the answers depend )n
specific criteria and procedures bound up with the particular range of
problems and aims shared by the members of a discipline

In the curriculum of liberal education -given its emphasis on rational
understanding particular care has to be taken not to blur the distinctive
character of disciplines However, without assuming several unique
forms of knowledge. disciplines can be grouped according to the pre-
dominant kind of epistemological objective they pursue (e g. explaining
in terms of causal generalization, interpreting, evaluating) This range
provides a guide for planning the areas of a common curriculum in
liberal education. The chapter concludes by referring to the kinds of
integrated studies that are compatible with the nature of disciplines

The second chapter in this section examines some related approaches
to curriculum evaluation that challenge the means-en, model proposed
by Tyler and developed by recent exponents of behavioural objectives
The alternative they advocate is what Stenhouse broadly calls a process
model. curriculum planning and evaluation focuses directly on pro-
cedures of teaching and learning, not on predetermined objectives The
chapter discusses the version of this model known as 'illuminative' evalu-
ation (as presented in writings by Barry MacDonald. Malcolm Parlett,
and David Hamilton)

In assessing the criticism of the objectives model, special attention
ts given to Stenhouse's arguments It seems that Stenhouse makes a
good case against this model in so far as it interprets objectives in-mu-
rowly behaviouristic terms. However his own alternative for curriculum
design cannot avoid reference to desired learning outcomes, and these
cannot be recognized unless some range of behaviour counts as evidence
that they have been achieved

In relatton to illuminative evaluation, it is argued in the first place
that, while the proponents stress significant aspects of evaluation ignored
by the output measurement approach, the 'anthropological' method they
employ is subject to difficulties of its own. Secondly. the notion of cur-
riculum evaluation as description or information giving is criticized as
both inadequate and misleading inadequate because it should make
and defend an assessment of the educational value of a curriculum,
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and misleading because a description of such a complex process as a
curriculum in action is bound to reflect important judgments of value
In relation to the last point, some comments are made on MacDonald's
interesting claim about the political kalues that are at least implicit in
different methods of curriculum evaluation



Chapter 5

Integrated Studies and thz Nature of
Disciplines
Introduction
The widespread enthusiasm for a curriculum in which the parts form

come kind of deliberately interrelated pattern reflects a variety of reasons

and motives. Many teachers have been attracted to such a curriculum

mainly as a reactio to the manifest deficiencies of the traditional rigidly
insular subject curriculum. It is likely that what they have wanted is
simply a suitable reform of the subject curriculum rather than a radically

different program. But some teachers (and educational theorists) have
aigued positively for the virtues of one or another version of an inte-
grated curriculum. An indication of the tature and disersny 0f these
i cuments may be gained from the following sample.

Progressive 'theorists have urged that the basic principie of cur-
nculum content should be the expressed needs and interests of each

child They claim that if the principle is followed seriously, it not only
rules out the pre-packaging of content into distinct academic subjects

but generates for each child an integrated pattern of learning This in-
terpretation has usually gone hand in hand with an ardently romantic
-ision of the child. Sometimes it has been linked with subjective epis-

temological claims about each child determining his own knowledge I

(1) Others, like Dewey, have placed the main stress in education on

learning how to solve problems. Given the assumption that there is
ultimately a single method for dealing with every kind of problem, it
follows that this method provides the integrating principle tbr the whole

work of education

137
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(iii) Another defence of an integrated curriculum (w hich would also

find support in Dewey) argues on the basis of claims about a fun-
damental level of unity within the modes of knowledge, and between

knowledge. experience and the self
(iv) In the most recent revival of interest in integrated studies (in

the late 1960s). one of the main defences has appealed to the inescapable

ideological, or at least political. nature of the selection and organization

of knowledge in a curriculum, It is claimed, for example. that the subject-

centred curnculun. favours elitism and reflects the values that the dom-

inant middle class places on knowledge and its forms Among other
things, an int, rated curriculum is said to break down the difference
between expert and layman and thus favours an egalitarian ideal of

society The sociologists of knowledge who expound this view usually

advocate A relativist interpretation of knowledge M.F D Young not
only claims mat the selection and organization of knowledge in the cur-

riculum is an instrument of social and political control, but that there

is no body of objective knowledge at all.2 leachers and curriculum de-
signers who have been influenced by these sociologists of knowledge

may not have given much attention to the underlying epistemological
claims. but I think they have been impressed by the reputed egalitarian

virtues of integrated studies
(y Some of the arguments for an integrated curriculum hi -e referred

directly to educational considerations For example. in relation to the

process of learning. it has been claimed that students (particularly those

who have little or no academic interest) are likely to he better motivated

wnen the various forms of theoretical knowledge are studied in the con-

text of a significant practical issue, and in relation to the purposes of
education, it has been claimed that not all the learning outcomes that

should he promoted by the school can he achieved through the study

of the distinct disciplines
(vi) Finally, some people favour an integrated curriculum mainly be-

sause of a temperamental urge to see things fitted together in a neat

and unified pattern, or because they believe suLh an arrangement is

aesthetically preferable
Although this list is not exhaustive, it is sufficient to illustrate the

main kinds of philosophical questions that inevitably arise in the dis-

cussion of an integrated curriculum Apart from comments that migitt

be made on the senses in which 'integration' is used in relation to cur-
riculum. these questions involve two general topics the way in which
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education and the role of the school ought to be interpreted, and the

nature of knowledge. In this chapter I shall concentrate on aspects of

the second topic, although it Fill be necessary to refer briefly to the

first.
On the nature of education and schooling, I shall assume that we

are referring to the process of education during adolescence and to the

role for which the school is cast in this process It is evident that the

question of how the parts of an educational program can be fitted

together presupposes the question of what we think the school should

be doing in the name of education. I shall not attempt to deal even

curs. Illy with the full range of opinions currently held on this large

topic. What I wish to stress is that there are significant differences over

the place that should he given to a systematic study of the products

and methods of the main modes of thought in human culture. As a

consequence, what may be said about the nature of knowledge has an

uncertain relevance to curriculum integration.
This point can be illustrated by a brief review of some of the diverse

interpretations of the proper role of the secondary school

The purpose of the secondary school is to help each adolesceni learn how

to satisfy his or her felt needs and interests

If this theory is taken literally there is no guaranteed place for any

systematic study of the major modes of thought, it is possible that they

may not he studied even unsystematically

In the secondary school, students should concentrate on the study of sig-

nificant problems in the contemporary world (e g war, peace, poverty. re-

lations between races) and on the development of the skills and knowledge

needed for effective participation in the main institulion of their society

(e g marriage, trade unions, the political process)

This program could hardly be implemented without drawing heavily

o the modes of thought, but they would not necessarily he examined

directly or in any systematic way 3

The main emphasis in the secondary school should he on learning how 10

think The focus of attention should be on the method (or methods) of inquiry

employed in the various modes of thought. the established content they hive

generated is !ess significant as an educational objective

In this approach, the methodological aspects of the modes of thought

are studied
systematicallyalthoup they tend to be detached from the

modes of thought as these exist as living cultural traditions.

`J t)
1..
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The distinctive role of the secondary school is to provide a systematic
introduction to the major modes of thought. not as a prelude to the pro-
fessional life of a scholar but for as intelligent participation in the critical
and reflective domains of culture

In this view (v. hich I belies e to be most satisfa.:tor). questions about
the nature of knowledge, both content and method. are crucially reles ant
for determining how the modes of thought should be studied as constitu-
ents of a liberal education and, more specifically, for an decision on
the character of an integrated curriculum

Although the significance of an inquirs into the nature of the modes
of thought for the question of cu ilitegration varies with each
of these (and other) interpretations, i think it can be claimed that such
an inquin has some bearing in all cases Even the doctrine of felt needs
and interests is usualb, not, in fact, an exception Apart from the fe't
interest that some proportion of adolescents may he presumed to hike
in exploring various cultural modes of thought. teachers who invoke
the doctrine do not usually take it literall That is, in practice they
are not prepared to abdicate their moral responsibilit to the common
good or to the aLiole,Lents themselves, who may hake ken inadequate
notions of what their needs and lone-term interests are '

It IS difficult to see how an nous theory of education and of the
role of the school can fail to include some deliberate attention to the
public modes thought in which are expressed the reflective self-
Lonsuous aspect, of a culture Otherwise there would hardk he in
point in hiking a distinct institution A schooling at least beNond the
elementary stage In a" to tite extent that the acquisition o' 'hese
modes of thought (both h ways >f thiaking and bodies of belief) is
pen an part the proces of e P.11,111011, what can be said about the
way in which kaowiedge n do,hried, tested and orgamied must he
prima la( w relo int to the woN its aspects are related and distinguished
in a curriculum i he charac -ristiLs of knowledge can he examined from
SeN eral points of ;Jew historiLal, psychological, and so on In this chap-
ter the emphasis is a pTedominantly philosophical one I he question
is what can he said about the units and disersits of modes of thought
in terms of critena of logiL_ meaning, truth. rationality

Interpretations of the Unity of

Before the present centurs, It was commonlv assun- that the systems
of knowledge L rstituted. or rested on knowledge as a unified entity

1'
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and that it was one of the basic tasks of philosophy to interpret the

systems of knowledge as a whole. Some philosophers, such as Descartes,

rejected the differences as superficial and reduced all knowledge to a

single kind. Others, like Aristotle and Kant, agreed that, while there

were logically irreducible kinds of disciplines, there was a principle or

perspective in terms of which they formed a unified pattern. At different

times, the unifying perspective has been metaphysics, theology, math-

ematics, biology In the present century no discipline has been widely

accorded this kind of pre-eminence During this time, philosophers

themselves have generally shrunk from the task of investigating the

nature of knowledge as a total system The analytic temper of contem-

porary philosophy is well illustrated in the enormous growth of the phil-

osophy of separate disciplines The criteria for distinguishing between

true and false belief as wel, as the necessary conditions of any knowledge

(thought to apply to human beings regardless of historical or cultural

circumstances) have been much discussed However, since Descartes,

philosophers have usually been preoccupied with the knowing subject

in their investigation of these issues.
There now seems to he fairly wide acceptance of Collingwood's scep-

ticism about the possibility of designing an adequate map of the whole

of knowledge In fact, a completely pluralist view of the disciplines seems

to prevail Each discipline possesses among its distinguishing features,

some. if not all. of the following a set of related technical concepts,

rules for employing them in meaningful questions and claims, pro-

cedures of inquiry. criteria for justifying or verifying claims. In virtue

of these characteristic, -whatever may be said of othersdisciplines are

held to he logically autonomous and irreducible to one another This

is not simply to claim a logical difference between, say, physics and

literary criticism as modes of inquiry. but also between physics and

chemistry Some philosophers have extended this kind of autonomy to

the distinct conceptual schemes and models (paradigms. language

games, etc ) that may coexist within what would otherwise he accepted

as a single discipline "

Supporters of a pluralist interpretation may agree that all the disci-

plines are unified in the sense that they have a common general end

or functiors.(e g to discover what is true. or to develop a coherent way

of interpreting the world or some part of it) Such a view must assume

that there is at least some commoi. ground on which different modes

of justification can he compared The advocates of discrete paradigms
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and language games challenge even this degree of unity by arguing
that criteria of truth and justification as well as meaning are strictly
relative to each system,

During the present century there have been some theorists willing
to defend , --c or another account of the internal unity of all knowledge.
I shall refer only summarily to three interpretations.

is
(I) The idealist belief that each thing is in its essence related to every

other thing entails that one cannot know a part of the world without,
in some way, knowing the whole A version of this view is expoupded
by Michael Oakeshott (who has also written on education). His basic
claim is that the concrete experience of reality is the experience of a
unified world of Ideas; that is, experience is always in the form of
thought or judgment, and it is a unified world of ideas because every
judgment asserts something about the whole of reality The refinement
of our experience consists in achieving a more and more fully unified
coherent world of ideas. 7

In human history, the effort to realize the conctete whole of experience
has often been 'arrested' (to use' Oakeshott's Word) at various points.
At each of these points, a partial homogeneous world of ideas, abstracted
from the concrete whole of experience. has been devel ed Each of
these 'modes of experience' provides a more or less herent view of
the whole of reality, but even at their best they a necessarily partial
and defective in Experience and its Modes. Oakeshott examines three
highly developed modes the historical, tbf scientific. and the practical '
In a later work he discusses poetry (or art) as a fourth significant mode.
He emphasizes. however, that there is no theoretical limit to their
number.

It might seem that if Oakeshott's interpretation could be justified.
it would provide a sound philosophical basis for drawing various disci-
plines together in a curriculum as aspects of a particular Mode of experi-
ence and for relating the different modes of experience to one another
and to the concrete whole of experience. While each may logically sub-
sume several disciplines. Oakeshott makes it clear that the modes of
experience themselves are absolutely independent of one another. As
abstract perspectives, their combination could not make up the concrete
whole of experience The attempt to conflate the different world of ideas
that each involves can only lead to error and confusion (such as the
effort to interpret human equality on an arithmetical model).

The kind of integrated curriculum for which Experience and its Modes
might be said to provide an argument would consist in the study of

a
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philosophy for, in Oakeshott's scheme, philosophy is the effort to achieve

a coherent concrete experience of the real in its totality. In the
curriculum, the modes of experience, because they are facts of experi-

ence, would be studied philosophically in order to see how they modified

experience and how they must be avoided or overcome so that experi-

ence would be enabled to realize its fully coherent and concrete

character.
(ii) A quite different metaphysical account of the unity/ of knowledge

has been attempted by logical positivism. In its pure form, all true prop-

ositions were regarded as either tautologies or descriptions of what could

be observed to be the case The position underwent various modifi-

cations in circler to accommodate theoretical concepts and propositions

from which descriptions of an observable state of affairs could be de-

duced Apart from tautologies, any claim to knowledge must, then. refer

directly or indirectly to an observable state of affairs Any claim that
was not venfiable in this way was in the strict sense, meaningless. While

this theory provided a basis for treating all knowledge as being logically

of the same kind, it achieved this integiation at the cost of an excessively

narrow view of even scientific knowledge, and of excluding from the

domain of knowledge (and even meaning) all forms of thought that
could not meet the prescribed test of observation This meant the ex-

clusion of religion, art, literature, history, and much of philosophy itself-

any claims that involved interpretation, evaluation, appreciation,

judgment. Thus the principle on which knowledge was to be integrated

also upheld the view that modes of inquiry are rigidly separated into
those that deal in facts and those that deal in values, and nat there

is a logically impenetrable barrier between the two

(iii) A third attempt to account for the unity of all knowledge is given

in John Dewey's theory of the logic of inquiry the process of intelligence

by which indeterminate (or problematic) situations are transformed into

ones that are determinate or resolved 9 While Dewey's position ha, some

elements in common with the previous two, for him the key to the unity

of knowledge is to be found in a single all- pervasive problem-solving
methodology (which also holds the clue to questions about meaning

and truth). The method of inquiry is essentially the same whether one

is dealing with problems of physics, history, morality, or art Dewey

also argues that method, as he interprets it, effects the integration of

the troublesome dualisms that were such a common feature of traditional

philosophy: between kno*er and known, thought and experience, theory

and action, method and subject matter
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Dewey does not suggest that in the curriculum the disciplines should

be displaced by an indifferennaied, free-flowing, problem-solving
activity or even that the curriculum should be dominated by a few pro-

jects developed around major human problems He emphasises that each

discipline is a community of funded knowledge and skill built Op by

human beings through the experience of dealing systematically with a
certain range of problems. At the same time he argues that the unifying
process of inquiry should overshadow the differences in the organization
of knowledge. Assuming that his interpretation of the method of inquiry
could be justified. it would certainly provide a crucial logical ground

on which the content of the different disciplines could be interrelated

Interpretations of the Organization of Knowledge in Curriculum Theory

Dunng the past 25 years, there have been three important developments
in curriculum theory based on interpretations of the way in which knowl-
edge is organized. The first of these is associated with the slogan 'teach

the structure of the disciplines', the second, which shares considerable

co.nmon ground with the first, adopts a modified pluralism in relation
to the distinctiveness of disciplines by arguing that they exhibit a rela-
tively small number of logically chsinct fundamental forms of knowl-
edge (realms of meaning. modes of understanding, etc . the third theory

takes the view that the unity oi diversity of knowledge has nothing to
do with so-called objective Logical criteria, but is determined by the
interests of the dominant cultural group and its effort to maintain its

power.

The Siruclure of Disciplines Bruner and Schwab

In the period shortly after the second world war, vinous curriculum

projects were attempting to distinguish the key elements of disciplines

in the ' nterests of a more effective pedagogy These efforts were brought

to a focus in the conference at Woods Hole in 1959 (he main themes
and principles of this conference gained wide publicity and influence
through Jerome Bruner's The Process of Lducalion", and through his
own development of them in later writings Although the conference
had been preoccupied with mathematics and the physical sciences. Bru-

ner and other theorists perhaps the most notable being 11 Schwab
conceived the notion of structure as applying to the whole spectrum

of disciplines

144
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Although Bruner uses the notion in several different senses, he is pri-

manly c "ncerned with (a) the relationships within the content of a disci-

pline based on the concepts, principles and theories that, at the time.

are logically and epistemologically the most significant. and (b) the over-

all pattern in the presentation of the structure of a discipline for learning

(corresponding to the three developmental modes of representation that
Bruner identifies)." He claims that in each of the main disciplines there

are. at any time, certain concepts. principles. and theories that play a
relatively fundamental and pervasive role in the tasks of classifying.

descnbing, interpreting, explaining, etc associated with the purposes of

each discipline, The masters of these structural elements makes the sub-

ject more comprehensible, and facilitates retention, recall. and the

transfer of learning. They recur throughout the curriculum as its central

content, adapted in form to each of the developmental modes of rep-

resentation.
Bruner does not examine the question of how disciplines may he re-

lated to one another (i e. the structure among disciplines) His view seems

to he that each discipline has a distinctive content structure: certainls

he does not attempt to reduce disciplines to certain 'ty pes' or 'forms'

of knowledge on the basis of common structural features The main

ground in Bruner for the integration of disciplines (at least in interdis-

ciplinary studies) is the very strong emphasis he places on learning the

skills of inquirs Clearly he believes that these skills display significant

common features across all the disciplines Within each discipline, the

recurrence of the central content in Bruner's spiral curriculum involvels

a form of vertical integration
J Schwab has discussed the general question of the structure of

disciplines somewhat more systematically than Bruner In reference

to the internal structure of a discipline (its most significant elements

and the relationship between them). Schwab focuses on two broad and

connected aspects the substantive structure and the syntactical structure

The first consists in the pattern that the body of know ledge in a disci-

pline takes because of the concepts, models etc that it employs There

may be more than one conceptual scheme operating in a discipline al

any giy en time (e g that of psychoanalysis, and behaviourism in psychol-

ogy.), if so. the discipline will exhibit as many substantive structures

as there are conceptual schemes I he syntactical structure consists ia

the rules and procedures followed bY each discipline in developing and

testing knowledge claims Differences in the conceptual schemes between
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or within disciplines will be reflected in the details of their syntactical
structures.

Schwab also discusses the question of structure among the disciplines.
Although he critically assesses various historically significant schema,
he does not commit himself on a list of disciplines and their pattern
of relationship The conclusion he seems to come to is that, while there
are both logical and arbitrary ways of organizing the disciplines, there
is no one correct logical order.

Theorists who have focused on the structure of disciplines in cur-
riculum theory have generally tended to argue for the distinctiveness
of each discipline rather than for features of similarity. If their claim
about the internal structure of each discipline is correct, It suggests that
the only defensible integration would take the form of multidisciplinary
studies Certainly the claim would provide a crucial guide to where inte-
gration may or may not occur without a distortion of understanding

Logically Distinct Areas of Knowledge or Meaning:
Cassirer, Phenix, Hirst

Among modified pluralists who have a direct interest in curriculum
theory, the positions taken by Philip Phenix and Paul Hirst are probably
the most fully developed and influential. Bifixtconsidering their views,
I should refer briefly to the work of Ernst Cassirer 13 While it is not
directly concerned with the design of the curriculum, it is clearly relevant

to the question, and has in fact influenced curriculum theorists. He
claims that in the present century the proliferation of knowledge. par-
ticularly in the absence of any pre-eminent discipline. has led to the

loss of a coherent view of man The clue to restoring such a view. he

suggests, lies in recognizing that man's distinctive character and poten-
tiality is as a symbol-using animal. Human beings as such do not. and
cannot, inhabit a merely physical world; their various symbolic systems

enter inextricably into all their experience. Cassirer distinguishes five
main symbolic forms in human culture: myth and religion, language,

art, history, and science. He emphasizes a fundamental difference be-
tween the discursive logic of science and the non-discursive logic of the
other forms. However, in contrast to the logical positivists, he insists
that the non-discursive is jast as valid a cognitive mode as the discursive,
that science, no less than myth or art, reflects man's capacity for con-

structing symbols through which he can organize aspects of his experi-
ence into a pattern of meaning. In relation to the question of curriculum

1 en
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integration, Cassirer's distinction seems to provide a basic link between
the various symbolic forms that display non-discursive logic while im-

posing a solid barrier between them and science However it is perhaps
more relevant to notice that for Cassirer each of the symbolic forms
constitutes a strictly incommensurable structure of meaning Cassirer
speaks of their unity in terms of a common function: they express in
different ways and with varying emphasis the ceaseless struggle in
human life between tradition and innovation He also claims that human

culture as a whole is characterized by a progressive movement towards

man's self-liberation and that each symbolic form contributes in its own

way to this development.
Even if one were convinced that Cassirer's account of the unity of

symbolic forms was satisfactory, it would be difficult to translate it into

an effective pnnciple for the integration of the curriculum as a whole
However Cassirer's theory has bearing on the question of curriculum

integration in several important respects it emphasizes that full human
development depends on acquiring a range of symbolic forms, it also
emphasizes that man's symbolizing activity is by no means restricted
to disciplines of knowledge. it suggests the possibility of containing in
a non-arbitrary way the vast diversity of man's symbolizing activity
within a relatively few general forms

Phenix's theory clearly reflects Cassirer's attention to distinct contexts

of meaning and his location of man's defining characteristic in symbol
using." The theory also bears the strong influence of the 'structures'
approach. However Phenix attempts to carry the inquiry beyond the
Internal structure of individual disciplines to an examination of the
pattern of relationships that exists among all the systematic modes of
thought. In regard to the preoccupation with the structure of individual
disciplines, Phenix warns of two dangers: that it would end up being

a return to the traditional subject-matter curriculum, and that it would

give a too narrow, purely intellectualistic interpretation of knowledge
Against the first, he claims that a discipline's structure should be
attended to in education as a *owls of making the most economical

use of each person's capacity for learning Against the second, he stresses
the vancty and range in the types of meaning

The fundamental principle in his argument is that 'human beings are
essentially creatures who have the power to experience meanings Dis-

tinctively human existence consists in a pattern of meanings'.15 General
education is the process of engendering essential meahinr. It is the
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education of persons in their essential humanness In Phenix's view.
meaning in human life is at present threatened by four main forces:
the spirit of scepticism. extreme specialization, the vast mass of cultural
products, and the rapid rate of change in the conditions of life. Since,

the curriculum is directly concerned with meanings. it needs to be con-
structed as a counter to these forces. It is most likely to succeed in this

objective if It ensures that all the most fundamental distinctive forms

of meaning are included in the process of education.
Phenix identifies six areas of meaning in human experience--

symbofics (communication): language, mathematics, art. empties (scien-

tific knowledge): physical, social sciences: aesthetics. literature, art,
music: synnoetics (personal knowledge): literature, philosophy, history.
psychology, theology: ethics (moral knowledge): synoptics (integration):
history. religion, philosophy. Within each realm, one can distinguish
typical methods. leading Ideas, and characteristic structures. Every ex-

pression of meaning, according to Phenix, can be classified in relation

to three dimensions of quantity (singular. general, comprehensive) and
three dimensions of quality (fact, form, norm) The realms of meaning
exhibit various combinations of these dimensions of quantity and quality

in their characteristic expressions. These differences form the main basis

for Phenix's classification.
In working the realms of meaning into a curriculum. Phenix proposes

three basic principles.
(I) The scope of content should he such as to ensure that the six

realms of meaning are included.
(ii) While all the realms of meaning should be represented to some

extent throughout the period of general education, there Is a logical
hierarchical order among them. Symbolics needs to he stressed in the

earlier stages, while synoptics presupposes a substmitial grasp of

meanings.
(m) Content should be chosen only from fields of disciplined inquiry:

it should focus on the key Ideas and principles and he chosen for
its capacity to exemplify the methods of inquiry and to arouse

imagination
At many points in Realms of Meaning, Phenix stresses the importance

of integration both in the aspects of a person's fife and in the elements

of an educational program. Early in the book he argues that 'because a

person is an organized totality and not just a collection of separate parts.

the curriculum ought to have a corresponding organic quality' 16
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It is also clear that he treats the integral character of a person's life

as an ideal to be realized, and one that can be promoted or obstructed
depending on whether one acquires the modes of meaning in a related

or fragmented way. Phenix's scheme builds in various levels of cur-
riculum integration. Although the criteria for identifying a realm of
meaning vary somewhat in his list. Phenix believes there are significant

common logical grounds on which the areas of disciplined inquiry within

each realm can be Interrelated.
In Phenix's scheme, the main integrating links between realms of

meaning are provided by the disciplines of the symbolic and synoptic
domains. The former play an obvious part in every other domain. The

latter offer vantage points from which the disciplines of the various do-

mains can be seen together. 'history by imaginatively recreating the past.

religion by the disci.,3ure of ultimate meanings, and philosophy by the

critical interpretation of expressed meanings' " There are also several
disciplines that belong to more than one realm of meaning in Phenix's

classification
Phenix is not advocating, however, that the distinct structure of each

discipline should be lost sight of in being studied as part of a realm
of meaning. The latter does not form a unique field of inquiry in which
the contributing disciplines are absorbed. Phenix acknowledges that he

groups disciplines in a given realm of meaning according to their 'domi-

nant logical pattern': there may be other logical respects in which disci-

plines from different realms overlap. The collaboration of disciplines

across the borders of different realms of meaning is thus not proscribed,
although the logical base is less extensive than for disciplines from within

the same realm What Phenix stresses is that. in cross-disciplinary

studies, there should be some reasonable principle of organization in

order to offset the danger of 'shallow nondisciplined thinking because

of the mixture of methods and concepts involved' 18 He also points out

that each discipline, when properly understood, forms an integrated

system for experience
As in Phenix's case. Hirst's interpretation of the unity and diversity

of knowledge forms an integral part of a thcory of education. The broad

sweep of his argument may be summarized in the following way 19

The range and quality of human experience depend on the develop-

ment of mind Although individuals possess innate capacities for its
development, mind is acquired only through the process of learning the

concepts and modes of thought that exist as public cultural traditions

1 if ( iI,
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Such concepts and modes of thought are not the furnishing of the mind,

but the constituents of mind itself and thus of what shapes us as distinc-

tively human beings If there is any signifi,ant range of concepts or
any mode of thought of which we are ignorant, to that extent our ca-
pacity for experience is limited and we are deficient as rational human

beings
According to Hirst, there are in fact several related but fundamentally

distinct forms of knowledge. They are distinguished on the basis of the

following criteria key concepts; logical conditions affecting the way
these and other related concepts can be meaningfully used, ways of

testing the truth of claims against experience: procedures, skills, and

techniques for exploring experience Or the basis of these criteria, Hirst

identifies the following distinct forms of knowledge. formal logic and

mathematics, the physical sciences, knowledge of persons: moral judg-

ment and awareness; aesthetic experience: religious beliefs, philosophi-
cal understanding.2° The number of forms of knowledge is not fixed
by some necessity in the nature of things and may change in the future

The forms of knowledge do not make up any hierarchical. order, they

are separate but equal.
The practice of education, Hirst argues, is concerned primarih with

the development of mind or rational understanding Since this develop-

ment occurs to the extent that people acquire the forms of knowledge,

the criteria for engaging effectively in each must also he the criteria

against which the outcomes of the educational process are to he judged.

Although the forms of knowledge need not exist as separate subjects

in the curriculum, any curriculum that ignores what is logically and
epistemologically distinctive of each form will inevitabk, to that extent,

fail to achieve the basic educational objective
In Hirst's view, disciplines cannot he integrated in a strict sense unless

their methods of inquirN and verification are logically of the sani.i kind

This means that such integration is nossible only within the same form

of knowledge At the same time, Hirst acknowledges the possibility of

other less thorough forms of integration what he refers to as 'fields

of study' in which disciplines from various forms of knowledge are re-

lated by virtue of a comfmn object of study (e g geography. engineer-

ing). The adequate treatment of complex practical and moral problems

also depends on understanding the interrelationship between different

forms of knowledge What Hirst emphasizes, however, is that in acquir-

ing knowledge with understanding we have as much need to learn how
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to discriminate between different forms as to see their interrelatedness
A serious danger he sees in the use of complex curriculum units involv-
ing mo;e than one form of knowledge is that the effort to link fundamen-
tally different concepts, theories, modes of inquiry, and so on distracts
attention from the zonnecrins within a single form, on which an
adequate understanding of .iew concepts etc depends

Knowledge and its Organization as an Instrument of Social Control
Young, Bourdieu
Sociologists of knowledge have recently made a number of important
claims about the nature of an Integrated curlicuiuro In the present
context I wish to draw attention to only one issue. My own assumption
as well as that of the theorists whose views I have been outlining is
that claims about the logical and epistemological characteristics affecting
the organization of knowledge can be objective, and that there can be
genuine argument about the truth or adequacy of such claims Some
sociologists of knowledge Interested in the design of curriculum have
reiectes. this assumption. M F D. Young is a well-known exponent of
this posit:on 21 As I mentioned earlier, not only does he argue that the
selection and orpaization of knowledge in the curriculum reflect the
preferences of the social groups who exercise power in the society, but
he makes the much stronger claim that there is no body of objective
knowledge at all What we believe, w hat we mean by 'true', 'false'.
'rational' and other epistemological concepts shifts according to the
perspective of the social group to which we belong Arguments about
whether knowledge should be organized for teaching and learning into
a number of separate units or presented as an integrated whole depend
ultimately. he claims. on what is valued as knowledge from one social
group to another In Young's analysis, the subject-centred curriculum
helps to maintain the power and control of social groups whose values
he dislikes He would prefer a different pattern of social control; and
because he believes it would be promoted through an yen integrated
organization of knowledge, this is the kind of curriculum he ad. cater
Presumably he also wants what is to count as knowledge to be settled
by appeal to different criteria The basic argument (if there can be one)
is now not directly epistemological, but is about conflicting social and
political values The terms of the conflict are starkly drawn. elitism,
competition. apitalism ersus egalitarianism, co -open Jon, socialism

Others wno take a sociology of knowledge approach to the study of
schooling an. .he curriculum do not necessarily share quite the same
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position as Young 13,..rre Bourdieu, for instance, seems to be less

uneornprorn-sing on the question of relativism 22 In identying the be-

liefs, vale that form what he calls a cultural 'arbitrary' (that is

whose ch. objectivity is limited to the conditions of a particular

group at a given time), he acknowledges that there are some universally

true principles about the world and human nature. Cultural content

is arbitrary when it cannot he deduced from such principles. At the

same time, Bourdieu devotes considerable attention to the elaboration

of the principle that the ruling ideas are the ideas of the ruling class

In his view, the organization of the school and the curriculum serve,

for the most part, to impose a cultural arbitrarythe beliefs, values,

interests of the groups who hold power in the society

Critique of the Relativist Basis for Integrated Studies

In attempting to assess the diverse positions that have been reviewed,

I shall first comment briefly on the radical rejection of objectivity in

knowledge by Young and some other sociologists of citrriculum I should

make two preliminary notes. First, objectivity is not to he confused with

certainty or infallibility It is linked directly with the notion of rational

and responsible belief the condition that a claim be subject to checks

that are independent of the believer Secondly, objectivity is compaCole

with the condition that human efforts to achieve knowledge are relative

to historical and social contexts Such relativity does not entail relativism,

as sociologists of knowledge have often supposed The whole issue of

objective knowledge is a large and complex and 1 shall not do

more than suggest the direction of several of the arguments against the,,

kind of relativism that 1 oung supports and in favour of objectivity

(i) The relativist position is open to a fundamental logical objection,

namely, that it cannot he asserted without making the non-relativist

claim that all knov ledge is relativistic If a relativist seek, to escape

from this dilemma, he has to admit that any view he expresses is 'situa-

tionally specific' and has no claim to truth beyond that context Young

himself, in the introduction to Knowledge and Control, makes claims

that depend on the possibility of comparing different colturafly deter-

mined ways of thinking. He then inconsistently concludes that we are

locked into one of these ways of thinking and that it is impossible, in

principle, to show that one set of cognitive categories 1, better for

explaining certain phenomena than another

(II) There is a large amount of common-sense knowledge (e g of

middle-range objects of perceptual experience) that is essentially the

I
-4- g...)
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same for human beings regardless of their social.. or cultural group
Human languages also possess important common features, whatever
one's native language, it thus involves certain ways of thinking about
the worll that are shared by all language users 2i Many of the fun-
damental problems that the members of one social or cultural group
try to solve are faced, in some form or other, by human beings every-
vs here 21 These similarities among human beings are hardly surprising
given that they share a common evolutionary background, that their
physical characteristics and needs are essentially the same, and that their
natural environments present so many common conditions for survival

(iii) Conceptual schemes, including those devised in the course of sys-
tetnatic inquiry, do not exist as completely closed systems, they overlap

with other ssstems and with the non-sy m; c experience of common
sense Moreover, as stressed earlier they usually do not possess a fulls

coherent logical structure It is by mistakenly treating each conceptual
scheme (paradigm etc ) as though it were a completely coherent and

autonomous system that relativists tend to confuse claims about the con-
textual character or relativity of meaning with the relativity of judgment
(i e of the truth or rational justification of a claim in the language of
a given conceptual scheme), and to assume that if meanings are relative
to conceptual schemes (or languages) they cannot be shared by different
schemes (or languages) Not only do accurate translations occur between
different conceptual schemes and languages, but even metatheories and
ideologiesassuming they make serious claims to knowledge can he
judged in the long run against facts of experience that are not themselves
systematical's determined bs these theories or ideologies 2'

Because of the common problems that confront them, human beings

in quite different social and cultural contexts are often trying to achieve
the same obiectiver:of understanding Where the similarity of problems

and objectives is established, the rational quality of different procedures

and conclusions can he assessed The standpoint of objectivity recog-

nues that rational inquirs is subject to the test of human experience
everywhere 2"

In his comments on the practice of education, Young clearly shows

his misunderstanding of the natur,: of obiectis its in knowledge He says,

for example
11y depending on or searching for external intend outside of what we do,

we avoid the experiential truth of still haying to choose of unaoidahl% being
engaged with others in a Lommon historN

But there IS no reason why an appeal to objective criteria (i.e criteria
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independent of a particular individual or social group) should isolate

human beings from one another, or reject experience, or make people

less responsible On the contrary, by recognizing objective criteria, we

take responsibility for testing the rationality of our beliefs against the

experience 4 the widest possible human community Young also claims

that, by presenting knowledge as objective, teachers become mere

Instruments of the status quo But it is only if knowledge claims are

not essentially matters of political power that teachers have some

independent ground for arguing about the status quo If Young is consist-

ent, he mi.'_ say that change in education is always to be Interpreted

fundamentally in terms of political struggle: regardless of what group

succeeds in the struggle, teachers must inevitably, on Young's theory,

be mere in, 'rents of the status quo
1 do not wish to Imply that sociologists of knowledge cannot speak

significantly to educational Issues On the particular question of integra-

ted studies, it is important to know what ways of organizing the quest

for knowledge- whether by dividing or unifying merely reflect group

interests, how the selection and arrangement of knowledge in a cur-

nculum relate to group interests and to what extent they are determined

solely by such Interests, what social factors influence the relative value

placed on different kinds of knowledge in a society 2M These and similar

issues are directly relevan' to decisions on what can and ought to be

done about the integratioa of knowledge in the curr'culum But their

point depends on our being able to distinguish what counts as knolAledge

by criteria that do not themselves reflect political or social Interests

Without this possibility, the sociologists' own findings would have to

he regarded. as yet another move in the power game

The Nature of Disciplines

I turn now to the spectrum of views represented by the other theorists

I have discussed My main purpose is to determine, as far as possible,

what may justifiably be claimed about integrated studies from the view-

point of the logical and epistemological conditions that affect the

organization of knowledge
Stephen Toulmin emphasizes a distinction that has an important bear-

ing on this task.2" He points out that, in the conduct of inquiry, the

conditions for a claim or procedure to be rational are not to ric confused

with those for a logical system of concepts and propositions Fhe tend-
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ency to identify 'rational' with 'logical' is encouraged by treating disci-
plines as systems of concepts. theories. and methods of inquiry in
isolation from any historical and institutional context Attention- comes

to be concentrated on the finished products of inquiry, assessed in the

light of 'carious models of logical coherence, rather than on the much

more coi inlex continual interaction of process and outcome that charac-

terizes me practice of a discipline
Of the theories to which I have referred, logical positivism provides

the most extreme example of this approach. In " "crying degrees, Hirst.

Phenix, and the exponents of structure within disciplines also tend to

be preer:cupied with the conditions of logically systematic organization
in knowledge Dewey is an exception in his attempt to examine the

logic of the process by which problems are explored and solved His

theory is flawed, however, by the assumption that all efforts of
intelligence are problem solving and that all problem solving involves

essentially the same process [he sociologists of knowledge do highlight

the historical and institutional aspects of disciplines However, as I have

argued. in treating knowledge and its organization as merely an
instrument of varying group interests, they destroy' any impartial basis

for rational judgment.
In order to identify what fundamentally distinguishes disciplines, it

is necessary to see them as historically evolving collective enterprises
that are institutionally organized A discipline arises as a sustained and

systematic effort to examine a certain range of questions and problems
of common human significance. In order to fulfil its purpose, those who

engage in the advancement of a discipline need to develop a sufficient

institutional form to enable findings and procedures to he communicated

and assessed by others, to provide for an effective cumulative develop.,,,

ment from one generation to the next, and to induct new practitioners

The crucial factors that distinguish one disciplin:: from another are the

set of questions and problems to which the practitioners address them-

selves and the specific common aims they accept The latter help to
determine both the distinctive issues and the criteria by which they are

judged to be effectively treated Nothing is set once and for all Over
time, disciplines may combine or cease, and new ones emerge Within

a discipline, there is relatively frequent innovation and revision in con-

cepts and theories, the methods and tech*ues also changealthough
less frequently. and even the basic objectives are subject to revision
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Against this background, several general points can be made that have

particular relevance for the qutstion of integration in the curriculum
(i) It cannot justifiabl:, be claimed of any discipline, even within the

physical sciences, that all the important concepts and theories fit together

in a single logical system. While some concepts and theories in a disci-
pline may form a strictly logical system, there are always others that
are independent of the system or at variance 'ith it. In some disciplines
(e.g psychology, linguistics), to the extent that concepts do form a logical

network, there are several rival groupssuch as the behaviounsts and
Gestalt theorists in psychology and the transformationalists and func-
tionalists in linguistics In a number of disciplines (such as history, liter-

ary criticism) there is no clear logical pattern of distinctive concepts-
at all "

It follows that, in relation to what Schwab calls the 'substantive struc-

ture', the advice to teach the structure of a discipline cannot be
implemented without serious qualifications This is not to deny that
every discipline has some concepts that play a more significant role than
others in fulfilling its purposes and that thci .t are various logical connec-

tions among them However, if they are to be given prominence in
pedagogy, it is because they play this role, not because they constitute

a distinct logical structure.
It also follows that, if the main concepts and theories of an individual

discipline do not form a unified logical system, such a system cannot

he a defining characteristic of a more inclusive lona of knowledge or
realm of meaning to which several disciplines belong. Hence, for the
question of integrated studies, logical structure in the concepts and
theones of a discipline presents no rigid barrier to relating them to those

of other disciplines or applying them in various contexts; on the other
hand, neither does it provide a firm basis for integrating a number of

disciplines in a single form of knowledge
(i) There are, no doubt. general features of rational inquiry that every

discipline employs These might be abstracted and studied as a separate

subject comparable to logic. However. what matters in the practice of
a discipline is how these are employed in the context of its distinctive
concepts, models, techniques, aims At a somewhat lower level of gener-

ality, common features of method do provide a reasonable and useful

basis for relating disciplines It is obvious that from this point of view
physics, chemistry, and biology have more in common than anthro-
poloev and sociology, and that these latter have more in common than.

say, literary criticism and theory of art
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Perhaps the critical determinant for relating and distinguishirrolisci-
plines on the basis of methods are the epistemologically different objec-

tives that disciplines pursue There are significant differences of method

depending on whether a discipline is primarily trying to explain and

predict through laws or well-founded causal generalizations, to explain

actions and events by making them intelligible in terms of human

reasons and motives (as happens in the writing of history), to interpret

meaning (e g. religion. philosophy, literary criticism), to evaluate. to pre-

scribe A discipline may include more than one of these objectives, but

where one predominates, as it often does, it is reflected in the kinds
of method .mployed, the evidence counted as relevant, and the logical

character .if concepts and claims " While the epistemic objectives of

a discipline do not settle the question of whether or to what extent
it may be integrated with another discipline, they arc significant factors

that must be taken into account in co-ordinating or drawing on Ne era I

disciplines in a curriculum unit Although the risk of distortion and
misunderstanding is usually greater in relating disciplines with different

gendral enistemic objectives (e.g biology and ethics), there may also

be serious traps when these objectives are broadly the same (e g the

evaluation of art and of moral conduct)
(iii) In the advancement of a discipline- the criticism and develop-

ment of its ideas, theories, interpretations, methods, and even its basic

aimsthe fundamental question is what may rationally be accepted

Whether existing theories are sustained or innovations adopted is a mat-

ter of critical rational judgment While the 1. are general criteria of
rationality, what counts as a rational decision in regard to this or that

concept or theory depends on the specific criteria for reason giving that

are bound up with each discipline's distinctive range of problems and

aims and with the procedures it has devised for this process to he

engaged in In its members While details of method may be common

to various disciplines, the conditions for rational inquiry and belief

within a discipline depend on the whole repertoire of methods, aims,

and institutional arrangements for debate by which it is characterized

The differences of detail in the criteria and methods of rational inquiry

are one of the fundamental grounds on which disciplines are distin-

guished from one another and need to be treated independently Thus.

while the conditions for rational :nquiry do not prevent collaboration
between disciplines, they severely limit the degree to which elements

from different disciplines Can he combined in more inclusive units

(iv) In so far as ,11,ciplines play any serious part in education. two
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important consequences for the treatment of methods of inquiry follow
from the previous points (a) the whole curriculum or even significant

areas of it cannot without distortion be integrated on the basis of com-
-eon methods or techniques of inquiry, and (b) the policy of stressing
Methods of inquiry (even within a single d:scipline) to the neglect of
content and the historical institutional character of disciplines is just

as defective as the traditional, practice of presenting content as timeless
truth divorced from the processes by which it is constructed.

The detailed criteria and procedures for rational inquiry in a discipline

are shaped by its substantive concepts and questions We cannot effec-
tively learn the one without the other As we saw, Schwab correctly .
stresses this relationship Bruner. 'n the ottepliand, at least tends to
overplay the common features in the disciplined processes of inquiry
and (partly as a consequence) to treat these processes as thoi'gh they =
had an autonomous existence in relation to content. It needs to be stres-

sed that. even when the place of both content and method is duly recog-
nized. disciplines cannot be properly understood, unless their historical

and institutional aspects are also appreciated
(v) It Is true that common-sense knowledge (and perhaps what

Oakeshott refers to as the concrete whole of experience) piovides a
thread of connection among all the systematic forms of thought. The

implicit understanding of reality that we acquire in learning ordinary
language and using it in the context of the practices that make up every-
day life -e g notions of causality, time. space, substance: the awareness
of self-identity and the knowledge of other personsenters crucially into
the work of disciplines. However it does not follow that common-sense
knowledge provides a ready-made integrating principle whose fuller

de%elopment would be the fundamental purpose of education The

common-sense knowledge we bring to the process of education is
undifferentiated rather than integrated It is largely unreflective
and often contains inconsistency within the same area of belief and

practice Although disciplined knowledge draws on common-sense
knowledge. it is not simply an extension of it Disciplines may refine.
reform, be at odds with, or be largely independent of our common -sense
knowledge.

If a fully integrated common-sense and concrete experience is pro-

posed as an ideal to be achieved, the question is whether such an ideal

is possible Whatever coherent pattern of relationships may exist among
things at .:ie most fundamental levels of being. our knowledge and ex-

1 ii../ ,....,
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perience does not form a single coherent logical system. and there are
good reasons to believe that it cannot. In human experience there are.
for example, equally admirable but not entirely compatible ideals: such

as the purposes of art and morality, the claims of the contemplative

and the active modes of life, the rights of the individual and the com-
munity, the ideals of freedom and equality. The attempt to impose an
artificial unity only distorts.our understanding. We can deal rationally

with the diverse aspects of human experience without falsely assuming

that they must fit together on the/ model of a perfectly logical system

The Consequences for Integrated tall;es in a Curriculum of Liberal

Education
Given what I have claimed abo t the nature of disciplines in the forego-

ing points, what conclusions follow for the question of integrated studies

in the secondary-school curriculum" As I noted earlier, the precise

answer depends on how the nature of education and the role of the

school are interpreted At the beginning of the chapter. I indicated my
support for the view that the distinctive role of the secondary school

is to develop an understanding of the critical and reflective domains

of culture and the major social institutions. This means that predomi-

nantly, if not entirely. the curriculum of the secondary school should

be one of liberal education. I shall not attempt to defend this view in

detail. What I would summarily argue is that, if the human relit to
education amounts to anything substantial, it means that e% crone has

the nght to be given an adequate opportunity to acquire the knowledge

and skill for understanding the main institutions in which human beings

live and for responding intelligently to the main critical and reflective
modes of culture. t2 This kind of knowledge and skill does not come
spontaneously, it depends on a systematic, sustained, and guided effort'

for which the institution of the school is uniquely suited Other modes

of culture can be effectively acquired simply through participating in
the general life of the society, many interests that adolescents have

are also best satisfied in this way, and vocational skills are most

appropriately learnt in apprenticeships on the job.
As we saw, Hirst and Phenix make the case for a broad liberal edu-

cation on the ground that there is a direct relationship between the

development of mind and the acquisition of the forms of knowledge.

I think this argument (certainly as Hirst presents it) overstates the case

It is obvious that through all kinds of everyday experience and what

we call common-sense knowledge there is a substantial development

15
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of mind. In the domain of morality, for example, many people make
sound judgments and act well without any study of ethical theory How-

ever I think the program of liberal education can he defended on the
following grounds First, because human beings are capable of realizing
ideals of rational action. it Is desirable raat they should learn to engage
in significant practices, such as morality, in a critical, reflective way

rather than simply as a matter of tradition (Traditions of practice are
important, but knowing how to follow and adapt them intelligently
should not be the prerogative of an elite.) SeconOly, although human
beings can develop the quality of their lives through a vast variety of
expenences that do not require a liberal education, IL is obviously an
advantage if they are able to interpret the world from the perspectives
given by the systematic efforts at critical understancing that make up
the disciplines Not only do these perspectives affect the quality of what
we can otherwise experience, but they equip us conceptually to think

and feel and act in new ways
Among the criteria for a program in liberal education, there are two

that should he stressed in relation to the question of integrated studies

First, although liberal education may include speciahiati on, it is fun-
damentally concerned with the acquisition of a broad range of knowl-
edge and with an understanding of the relative strengths and limitations
of different mode, of thougSecondly. in lib)al education, the system-
atic bodies of knowledge and methods of tftqUIrV are studied mainly
for the sake of developing a framework of understanding and interpret-
ation in relation to the full scope of one's life as a human being
Although this objective involves entering, to some extent, into the point

of view of the physicist, historian and so on, liberal education should

not be confused with professional training for these fie!ds

argued earlier that disciplines cannot be grouped into a relatively
few logically distinct forms of knowledge (modes of experience, etc.).

In tne sense that Hirst uses the expression, there is not, for example,

a distinct form of knowledge called science that one may acquire by
learning one or two science disciplines. If Hirst were correct, his anatomy
of knowledge into seven forms would provide the perfect blueprint for
breadth in liberal education The same could he said of Phenix's six

rea!ms of meaning. Howe er it is clear from even a superficial inspection
that the candidates in Phenix's list are not all logically basic and irreduc

ible, and that the placing of disciplines in particular realms of meaning

is ambiguous "

1G0
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While disciplines are not reducible to a few logically discrete general

forms, the several distinct epistemic objectives provide one dimension

of breadth that arises from the natuTe of the disciplines The range of

disciplines in a program of liberal education should he such as to include

all the main epistemic objectives [here is no one right content or form

of organization for liberal education. If we reject assumptions about
the logical reduction of disciplines. I think the various groupings distin-

guished by Hirst. Phenix. Oakeshott. and Cassirer can be interpreted

as more or less adequate ground plans for a curriculum that includes

the major epistemic objectives 1 Keeping in mind the two criteria men-

tioned above. ms own suggestion for the broad scope of a curriculum

in liberal education would be as follows

the basic symbolic skills of language. logic, and mathematics.

a selection of disciplines and multidisciplinars studies that seek to

explain the physical world through the discovery of general causal

principles (e g rhymes chemistry. twstogy),
a selection of disciplinars, and multidisciplinary studies that seek to

understand man as a cultural and social being by reference both to

physical causes and to reasons, purposes and mouses for action (e

histor% geography. social psychology),
the major interpretative, expressive. and normative forms of culture

and their disciplined studs religion, literature and the other arts.

moralit\ (and the comparative cultural studs ins Disci! in learning an

ancient or contemporary, foreign language),

a study of several complex social problems that lie outside the scope

of disciplines, but to the understanding and solution of which disciplines

can contribute (eg poverty. international peace. urban planning, energy

resources)

Liberal education in any interpretation dravs heavily on the intellec-

tual disciplines Hence the kinds of integrated studies that can he under-

taken in a curriculum of liberal education depend largely on what is

possible in the nature of the disciplines I- ()flowing from the earlier com-

ment:, on disciplines, I believe thefe are several conclusion, to he drawn

about the scope that is possible for integration
(i) It needs to he stressed that each discipline is itself an integrating

system Through its conceptual schemes and methods of inquiry. it en-

ables us to .craw the vast number of details that make up some sig-

nificant part of experience into a more or less coherent intelligible

161
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pattern Disciplines are continually trying to improve the integrating
power of their theories

(ii) Integration between disciplines in a strong sense ie. where they
are absorbed in relation to a new set of guiding,pbjectives, where their
concepts and methods of inquiry are modified and supplemented by
new onescan occur in practice only through the work of those who
are engaged systematically in the advancement of a discipline The prac-
tical test of success in the attempt at this kind of integration is whether
the new way of organizing knowledge attracts a community of scholars
and accit.nr_. an appropriate institutional form.35 The school may inctlide
in its curriculum new disciplines that emerge through the fusion of exist-
ing disciplines But such integration is not the kind that most teachers
in a secondary school are equrpped to initiate and certainly they would
not be justified in attempting it in the course of introducing students
to the existing state of disciplined inquiry 36

(n) The integration of disciplines in multidisciphnary fields of study
is a common feature of the organization of knowledge (e.g geography,
engineering, and the investigation of basic social institutions such as
education, law, government, the economy) Some of these fields develop
characteristics of a distinct discipline because, although the contributing
disciplines retain much of their identity. they are linked through a num-
ber of problems. concepts, methods, and objectives distinctive to the

field In regard to these cases, the position of the school is the same
as for integrated studies in the strong sense In other multidisciplinary
studies, however, each discipline simply contributes its own perspective
to a complex topic (e g Art and society in nineteenth century England,
Latin-American studies). The perspective of one discipline may or may
not predominate Here the school is free to exercise its own initiative
in relating various disciplines

(iv) Disciplines can be integrated in a weak sense when they are
applied to the resolution of problems which because of their complexity
or concreteness do not fall wholly within the scope of disciplines (e.g
many issues of public policy and social morality such as the question
of supporting sanctions against another country for its violation of civil

rights. whether an expressway should be built through a cit, whether
marijuana and similar drugs should be legalized) By contrast, le prob-
lems investigated in a multidisciplinary field of study are defined com-
pletely within the scope of the participating disciplines.) have suggested

that the study of several complex human problems of the other kind
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should form part of a liberal education both for the sake of gaining

a better understanding of the particular problems and of learning how

to relate and apply the perspectives of various disciplines in such

cases

In summary, the integration of disciplines to the curriculum can

(a) reflect the forms of interrelationship that currently exist in the prac-

tice of the disciplines themselves or 011 be devised thin the school
either through the study of topics that can be ,.-oached from the

perspectives of several disciplines or by attempting to explore the kind
of macro-problems that can be illuminated but not resolved by the
contnbution of a number of disciplines

There are obvious advantages to be gained from integrated studies

the understanding of many significant questions and practices that do

not fit within the boundaries of any one discipline, a better appreciation

of the nature of the contributing disciplines themselves, and the acqui-

sition of skills in employing the interpretative frameworks that disci-

plines provide There are also some serious difficulties At least one of

these relates directly to the points made earlier about the nature of

disciplines It is the danger of superfiLiality and distortion in attempting

to draw on a discipline for certain concepts, findings, or methods when

one has little, if any, systematic knowledge of the discipline A persoiV

in this situation will have to employ ideas and findings without tins

grasp of the methods by which they have been tested or arrived at

The odds are overwhelming, I think, that he will end up with various

scraps of information adrift from any context of critical understanding

The problem of superficiality and distortion grows with the number of

disciplines that a person, working from the outside, tries to relate.

especially when they involve basically different epistenii i. objectives

This problem can be alleviated through a carPfulhr planned curriculum

but it is not one that should be underestimated

I have been referring directly to liberal education, in which the disci

pines play a crucial role However I believe that the conditions for
integrated studies determined by the nature of disciplines must apply.

to a considerable extent, to any serious interpretation of secondary

education Formal education may begin with common-sense knowledge

and the more or less spontaneous curiosity of the learner, but it is not

justified in staying at this level One of the fundamental points of school-

ing, particularly in adolescence, is to channel everyday experien-e and

curiosity in the direction of critical. reflective thought and action 1 his
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cannot be done without introducing the learner to at least some of the

disciplines of knowledge The secondan-school curriculum ma% be con-
structed in relation to a large carieo, of human activities thought to
be significant, and the whole disciplined quest for knowledge may he

treated as simply one of these activities Ben in this arrangement,
if the school is to plaN a distinctive part in helping adolescents engage
in all these worthwhile actRities, it must stress the knowledge and skills

needed for a critical reflective engagement, and it cannot do this without

examining the actiities from the perspecties of rele%ant disciplines
Perhaps the most appropriate broad pattern of development in the cur-
riculum h a mo% ement from relati.ek undifferentiated everda% knowl-

edge into the speci &led perspecties of a range of disciplines and. from

these. to the si_uch of complex human questions in which one's personal
eerda% experience and the contribution of %mums disciplines need
to he related

Notes and Referelio!s
See for example ( H Rathhone I he implicit rationale of the open edu-
cation Llassroom !n ( i1 Rathbone (Id ). Open I chain,' 1 he Informal

( lascrown \iev, l'ork Citation Pros, 1971 I or a comment on the position
defended hs Rathbone. see ( hapter 4 of this ,olume
%I I 1) loung knovsledge and control. An approach to the studs ot cur
riuiki a, socially .,rganired knoss ledge. In M I I) Noting, (I d ) knovi/ti/ge

,in(1 C on, rol \ e, ')tree wins for the .Stic 191okt of Liu( anon London ( olher-
NlaLmillan 1 I 19 4h The position taken bs Pierre Bourtheu and
Jean-( laude l'asseror less dear (Reproduction in 'Jut (num, Sou en and

ulture, I ondon Sa.A. i'ubliLations 1477) I hcs acknowledge principles and
beliefs that arc m,1-arbitrars e ion-relative) floss eser then seem to treat
most lkial and cultural beliefs as relatise to a group (Nina ularls when
the group plass a politiLalls dominant role, On the role ot sLhools then
labour the point that every torn of pedagogy ins ols es on their speuaJ ter-
minologs) 'ssmbolic siolenLe. and 'arbitrariness' 1 here seems Co he no solid

ground on which we can distinguish hetv,een the p,!dagogtal efforts (4 a
Socrates and a Squeers
I or A defence of this interpretation of the curriculum see .1 R ,.(artin, rhe
disciplines and the LurriLulum, In J R Martin (Id) Readirio in the Philos-

"ph' of 1-cim,1.10*"" Stud of uurriculum Boston VI n & 13,im 1970

1114 &Limi( ot felt needs and interests might be plausible it it could he
assumed that esers child was burn into a richly stimulating cultural ensirm-
ment Apart from this LhftiLtilts, it leans heavily on an atomic inmsidualist

ley, of human beings that underplays the Wan, ot communal needs and

interests
It is only when a Lulture 11,:s des eloped ssstematit bodies ot theory and
methods ot inquiry that its 'iansmission comes to depend at least pants
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on formal schooling In the absence of such a development, the elements

of a cultuic can he acquired through direct parneipation in the range of
its practices. a fortiori for the practical skills of its social and economic
life
See for example. PK Feyerahend. Against method outline of an anarch-
istic epistemology. 'n M Rodner and S Winokar (Eels). Minnesota Studies

rn Philosopht of Science, Vol IV. Minneapolis University of Minnesota

Press 1970, T Kuhn, The Structure of Scientipt Revolvtion 2nd ed .
Chicago University of Chicago Press. 1970 For further statements t f their

respective views and trilled' discussion. see I Lakatos. and A Musgrave
(Los), Criticism and the Grohth of Iknottledge, t amhridge Cambridge

University Press. 1970
M Oakeshott, Experience and its Modes, Cambridge ('amhrii. Univer,,ts

Press. 1933. Rationalism in Poliius and Other Lssays, London Mc,h ten &
Co. 1962 (See The soice of poetry in the conversation of mankind

Oakeshott has fair' recentls written a number of essays on the natm, at

education See, for example, Education the engagement and its frustration

In R I Dearden. PH Hirst, R S Peters (Eds). Education and the Develop-

ment of Reason, London Roatledge & Kegan Paul, 1972 Like .'assirer.
whom I shall refer shortly. Oakeshott in this essay emphasizes that human
life in its distinctive character is lived in a world of meanings, not of mere

things these meanings are not innate or acquireu simply through matur-

ation [hey come only through learning Thus he interprets education as
the deliberate process of entering actively into the inheritance of human
understandings, modes of thinking. feeling and imagination' (p 24) There
seems to be no echo of the earlier doctrine of 'the concrete whole of experi-

ence' While he does not refer in detail to the curriculum, he clearls
emphasizes a plurality of modes of understanding and meaning In practice

at least. theretote. his position on the question of an integrated curriculum
would seem to he similar to Itirst's (see below )
I Dewey. Logic the 'heart of Impart, New York Henry Holt & ( 0

1938. Democrat c and Education, New York Macmillan. 1916. especialls Chs

XI XIV
1 Bruner. The Prosess of F.lutation, New Nork Vintage Books 1960
Bruner identities three funiamental ways in which experience can he ren-
resented through action (the enactive mode), through perceptual organiza-
tion and imagery (the iconic mode). and through symbols (the symbolic
mode) He claims that in the development of human beings from

to adultho, the enactiye mode is first dominant, then the iconic and final's
the symbolic However he emphasizes lb it each mode may play a part even

in mature intellectual activity See J Bruner. inwards a I heort lastruinon.
Ne.t York W W Norton. 1968. pp 10-12. 27 28
J J Schwab, Structure of the disciplines meanings and ,agniticances. 10 (I WI

ord and I Pugno (I ds ), The Structure of Knott /rage and the ( urn( tilt 0

( hicago Rand McNally. 1964, Problems, topics. and issues. In S Llam

If d ) fiu«itum and the Structure of hnossledge, Chicago Rand McNally

196.4
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I I

E Cassirer. An Essay on Man, New Haven Yale University Press. 1944.
T.',e Logic of the Humanities, New Haven Yale University Press. 1960 For
tIe influence of Cassirer on curriculum theorists see, for example. P 'Pheinx,

(alms of Meaning, Nev., N ork Slc(Jram -Hill, 1964. A R King, ,and J A
Brownell, The Curriculum ana the Disciplines of Anowledge, New York
Wiley. 1966
Phenix. op cit See also P Phenix The architectonics of knowledge. In Ham.
op cit
Phenix. 1964, p 5
ibid. p4
ibid p 235

1" p 319
1" P H Hirst, ki.oxledge and the Curriculum, London Routledge & Kegan

Paul, 1974
There have been some modifications to Hirst's list since it was first proposed
in Liberal education and the nature of knowledge (first published in 1965
and reproduced in Hirst. op cit ) The list given in the text is from P H
Hirst and R S Peters. The Logic of Education, London Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1970, pp 63-64 The main difference is that history has been replaced
in the list by 'Knowledge of persons'

21 Young. op cit
P Bourdieu. and J C Passeron, op cit See comment in note 2 above On
the specific question of integration in the curriculum, it is interesting to com-
pare Basil Bernstein's, position [Young op cit Ch 21 with Young's Although
Bernstein interprets the social significance of Integrated curricula in much
the same nay, 11), endorsement is somewhat less partisan He points out.
for example. several demanding condition- 0- it have to be satisfied if ch ass
is to he avoided Among them is the n. It1 a high level of ideological
agreement among members of a staff Berns:ein also suggests a number of
consequences that at least some supporters of integrated curricula would
not titid desirable With the breakdown between educational and everyday
knowledge in an integrated curriculum, a much larger area of a pupil's life
is subject to the socializing influence of the school He also claims that
integrated curricula. becau, of their less specialized outputs, tend to pro-
mote. in Durkheim's terminology, a mechanical rather than organic form
0, social solid my In assessing Bernstein's general prognosis, one has to
remember tharvveral of his characterizing differences between 'collecdon
codes' and 'integrated codes' are not necessary features of one or other code
thus. for example, there is nothing in the nature of the 'dosed' type of
curriculum that requires content to be emphasized rather than way, of
knowing or in the 'open' type to require the opposite emphasis
Despite the work of Chomsky and others, this may Le a somewhat rash
claim given that there are between three and four thousand human
language,. man" of which have not been studied However I think the claim
iolds for the languages that would account for a large majority of human
beings See Steiner, Extraterritorial Papers 'Ill aerature and the
Language Revolution, Harmondsworth, Mx Pengeon Books, 1975, 66 95
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See S Toulmin, Human C nderstanding, Vol I, Oxford Clarendon Press,

1972, p 485 seq
For the development of various views in this paragraph see. for example

A Giddens, Net Rules of Sotiological Method, London Hutchinson. Pik!,

Ch 4. I Scheffler, Science and Subfectivitt. New York Bobbs-Merrill, 1967,
A Ryan, The Philosophy of the Social Sciences, London Macmillan. 1970

Toulmin. op cit p 500
M FD Young, Taking sides against the probable problem of relatisisni and

commitment in teaching and sociology. Educational Review, 1973, 25 (3)

p 220
io this respect. George Gurvitch's systematic examination of the way in

which the main types of knowledge and modes of knowing arc differently
valued by various social groups and forms of society is worth consideration
To the extent that this land of analysis is accurate. it at least gives educators

a clear view of the interplay (and conflict) between politico- economic and

epistemic -valuers in the sl.aping of the curriculum See G Gurvitch, The

Social Prameworks of Knot ledge. Oxford Basil Blackwell 1971 The saids

of social factors (including particular education institutions) that influence
the development of schools of thought within a discipline would also have
obvious relevance for the design of a curriculum On this point Pierre Hour-
dieu makes a number of interesting comments in Systems of education and

systems of thought, In Young. op cit
Toulmin, op cit pp 74-96, 128 134, 154 1 am indebted to Toulmin for a
number of the points made in this section
Toulmin lop cit p 378 seq ) makes a broad distinction between 'disciplin-

able' and 'non-disciplinable' activities A discipline depends crucially on

agreem.mt to a fairly specific and realistic set of ideals in pursuing the com-

mon aim le g of explaining the physical world) Activities that be their

nature do not give rise to such ideals and the related common procedures

are non-disciplinable This is the case, for example, with activities that are

preoccupied with personal ends or involve a multiplicity of values Among

'disciplinable' activities Toulmin distinguishes between 'compact' and 'dif-

fuse' or 'would be' disciplines The difference is a matter of degree depend-

ing largelt, on the extent to which the activities concerned allow for a clear

set of agreed ideals and common procedures In summar., loulmin suggests

that tne division between disciplined and non-disciplined activities has taken

its actual shape
because, in the course of their practical experielce. men have cliscosercd

that it is both functionalls possible and humanly desirable to isolate cer-

tain classes of .1/4slICN, and make them the concern of specialised bodies

of inquiries while with issues of other kinds this turns out to he either
impossible, or undesirable or both at once ( Foulmin. op Lit p 405)

It should he stressed that the differences referred to here do not ht neatly

with the division often made between the methods of the sciences and the

humanities a division sharply riticiieti by Karl Popper in Objet

Anott ledge 10xford Clarendon Press 1972 pp 181 185) In so tar as disci

plines (whether in the sciences or the humanities) have the same epistemic
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objectises, they will employ the same kinds of methods How eser the Import-
ant point is that these methods sans in their detailed employment from one
discipline to another both within the sciences and humanities as well as
between them Where the dom'nant epistemic obie..tives are different, one
may speak only in vers general terms of a common method To vary Popper's
example, the method of conjecture and refutation may be employed in criti-
cally assessing a poem as well as in constructing a theory of radioactivity
Hosseser, in these cases, apart from distinctive aspects of method, the com-
mon elements differ substantially in application
1 has e discussed this claim in detail in Education and Social Ideals, Toronto
Longman Canada. 1973, Ch 2 See also Equality and education, C hapter
10 in the present solume

" Hirst goes a thorough criticism of Phenix's account of realms of meaning
in knowledge and Mei( urriculuni, h 2 Various authors hase challenced
the details of Efirkt=4,4,en theor' (e g Gabble, Forms of Knowledge, Edu-
cational Philosopht and 'Aeon. 1970. 2i 1 14) There have also been criti-
cisms of the criteria on w hich his scheme is based (e g D ( Phillips, The
listinguishing features of forms of knowledge, Educational Philosophy and
Iheort, 1971, 3121. 27-35)
or examples of other defensible schemes, see fl S Brouds, B O Smith,

J R Burnett Denweruct and Excellence in 4meruan Secondary Edu«no,n.
hicago Rand Me calls 1964, Ch XV, D Law ton, .Souni hunge, Edu-

cational theory and ( UM( !than Planning. London Hodder & Stoughton,'
1973 Ch

" \n important lustolical example was the integration and correction of
Kepler s celestial physics and Cahleo's terrestrial physics in Newtonian dy-
namics It is possible that the discipline of physics will es entualls absorb
that of chemistry by prosidmg in Its principles and theories a full account
of the findings of chemistry ( ombned disciplinary studies such as social
psychology or biochemistrs illustrate a less dramatic form of in'egration
among disciplines They hase not displaced or absorbed the disciplines thin,
combine but continue drawing on them as well as dc's eloping a distinctive
range of theories and problems 1 he more dramatic integration could occur
between psychology and sociology but there are sea strong reasons for
doubting whether it is even possible that hying organs 'ms (and a billion,
mental states and processes) could he adequately ccplamed in purely physi-
cal terms

"' Basil Bernstein claims
in order to accomplish any form of Integration (as distinct from different
subjects focusing upon a wmmon proble,, which goes rise to what could
he called a focused curriculum) there must be some relational idea or
supra content concept. which focuses upon general principles at a high
les el of abstraction (In Young, op cif . p 60)

As an example of one such principle through which sociology and biology
could be related he suggests 'the issue of problems of order and change
"namined through the concepts of genetic and cultural codes I seri though
this degree of integration mas not !moist: toe absorption of one discipline
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b the other or their merger in a neck discipline it seems excessively optimis-

tic to suppose that secondary-school teachers (or many university teachers

for that matter) could etTectivel initiate it
Some complex topics are. the objects of distinct disciplines as well as being

'studied from the perspectives ot several other disciplines Lump les are

language (linguistics), morality (ethics) literature (literary criticism) Inese

distinct disciplines may 10 some extent dray. on (and integrate) the work

of other Asoplines HOV.CNer, in addition. a systematic multichsciplinarc

study conk' develop in relation to any ot these topics Presumahlv the distinct

discipline in each case would provide the central concepts. theories, and

problems in relation to ulna the on nhuting disciplines would he

integratrtd
1-his proposal for the treatment ot disciplines is made by Jane Niartin (see

note 3)
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Chapter 6
Product or Process in Curriculum
Evaluation?
Introthrtion
Fo a long time it has been supposed that the clear statement of objec-

tives ,.s a fundamental step in the sensible planning of a curriculum.

It was rarely supposed, however, that one worked in ignorance of a
tradition of educational practice and faced a blank page with the ques

Lion of what should be one's educational objectives. Something like a

pure rationalist approach of this kind was proposed several years ago
by Ralph Tyler (in Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction, 1949)

The first and fundamental step was to determine the objectives the
school would try to attain. Then it was a matter of selecting the edu-

cational experiences likely to achieve the objectives, of organizing them

efficiently forthis purpose, and finally of assessing to what extent the
objectives were-being realized. In Tyler's scheme, the choice of objectives

would reflect a combination of various perspectives: the needs and

interests of the learner, the demands of contemporary social life, the

uses of knowledge as seen by subject specialists, normative philosophy

of school and society, psychology of learning. If one were to give full

weight to these perspectives, it would perhaps not be possible to follow
Tyler's scheme as a strictly linear model, with its sharply drawn distinc-

tion between educational ends nd means. Whether or not Tyler

intended his scheme to be interp ted in this way, this is the form in

winch it has exercised a significa t influence on the theory and practice

Of cumculum development and evaluation during the past 25 years.

In his discussion of objectives, Tyler criticized the practice of stating

them in terms of teaching activitie- and arg.uedothat, to be effective,

in the planning and evaluation of curriculum, they'should be expressed
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as changes to be brought about in the behaviour of the learner However
it is cleat that Tyler did not treat the notion of behaviour in the Skin-

nerian sense, that is, he did not attempt to eliminate reference to mental

activities in the description of learning outcomes (critical thinking, for
example, is exhibited in such behaviour as generalising from a collection

of specific facts, detecting logical fallacies in arguments) Tyler himself
noted the theoretical and practical limitations on trying to define edu-

cational objectives in highly specific behavioural terms'
The enthusiasm for behavioural objectives, which began to develop

in the early 1960s. endorsed the linear model unreservedly. and carried
the behavioural account of learning objecnyes to the extreme against
which Tyler had warned It was now often assumed that all educational
objectives could he exhaustively described in terms of a learner's observ-

able behaviour and that relatively complex patterns of such behaviour
could he analysed into a cumulative sequence of more specific units

which marked out the path for effective teaching and learning In this
scheme. teaching procecones and curriculum could he precisely evalu-

ated by measuring the extent to which the pre-specified hehasioural

changes had occurred
Over recent years the objectives approach to curriculum design and

evaluation, particularly in its extreme behavioural form. has been subject

to vigorous criticism In this chapter. I wish to examine the challenge
made by Lawrence Stenhouse and a related group of curriculum evalua-

t.)rs to basic theoretical assumptions of the objectises approach and the

alternative views of curriculum es aluation that they advocate In the
first part. I shall focus on Stenhouse's argument that the attention gik en
to learning objectives is totally misdirected In the second part I shall

examine the critique and alternative proposals of several closely related

interpretations of curriculum evaluation (e g in the work of Barr Mac-

Donald. Malcolm Parlett, and Day id Hamilton) which Stenhouse

endorsed They not only support a different range of methods but ,hal-
lenge some important aspects of the methodology on w hich the objec-
tives model is bas,:d j the alternative model they have adopted has
led them to interpret es Amnion as a complex fOrm of description I or

the sake of a shorthand label I shall refer to them for the time being
as the process es aluators

I he discussion of the merits and limitations of these two positions

will provide a suitable context for comments on several general issues

concerning the-nature and purpose of curriculum evaluation
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Stenhouse's Critique of the Objectives Model

The main criticism that Stenhouse makes of the objectives model, par-
ticularly as it relates to curriculum development, is that it seriously

misunderstands the nature of knowledge 4 Difficulties of measurement

place limits on the application of the objectives model, but they are

.lot the main ground for its rejection Stenhouse grants that one may
proceed well enough from desired learning outcomes when they consist

in the performance of skills or the recall of information, that is, w hen

the teacher's task is simply a matter of training or instructing The appeal

to learning outcomes does not work, however, when there is question

of inducting someone into the public systems of thought that make up

a culture To the extent that teachers succeed in this central work of
education, behavioural outcomes of students cannot be predicted The
essence of the enterprise is to promote originality Behavioural objectives

are not to be rejected because they place constraints on a priori freedom

of choice that the learner is mistakenly presumed to possess, but because

they obstruct the effort of genuine education to develop freedom and

creativit\
Stenhouse refers briefly to various other ways in which he believes

the preoccupation with objectives distorts induction into the forms of

knowledge it lowers standards of quality, tends to treat knowledge as
merely instrumental, and stresses anal\ sl, whereas knowledge is mine

fundamental's concerned with synthesis
[he second general criticism suggested by Stenhouse is that, even it

the objectives approach respected the nature of knowledge. it can oiler

no help for the improvement of practice This leads Stenhouse to con-
clude that the only effective way in developing curriculum is to concen-

trate on the process ' Contrary to Tyler, he is convinced that curriculum

can be devised. without reference to objectives, l,n the basis of lontent

and how g slit ild he presented He appeals to R S Peters's argument

that engagement in an educational activity does not need to be justified

by reference to an end beyond itself, and to the distinction Peters makes

between 'aims' and `principles of procedure' When people speak of an

aim. they often refer to a principle for guiding action without having

in mind any specific end state that the observance of the principle is

to achieve
Stenhouse's position may he constructed ,n the following way

I ngagement in an of the public forms of knowledge that make up

a culture is an obviously worthwhile activity In analysing the general
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criteria of a worthwhile activity and in specifying the content and struc-
ture of a form of knowledge. we at the same time obtain principles
of procedure for teaching To take the illustration he gives in reference
to Man- A Course of Study the content calls for speculation on three
basic questions about humanness through the study of social and
behavioural science; the broad principles of procedure for the teacher
in this course are those of 'a speculative behavioural and social scientist
alive to the value issues raised by his work''' In pedagogical terms. these
procedural principles become translated into such guidelines as

to initiate and develop in youngsters a process of question-posing (the
inquiry method).
to help youngsters develop the ability to use a variety of first-hand sources
as evidence from which to develop hypotheses and draw conclusions.
to legitimize the search, that is, to give sanction and support to open-ended
discussions where definitive answers to many questions are not found

Stenhouse is as much oppose, to the use of learning objectives in
the evaluation of a curriculum as in its development Although his criti-
cisms are not very systematically worked out, several strands can be
distinguished In the first place, there r, his interpretation of the
fundamental point in talking about learning objectives and using them
to evaluate curriculum He sees them as a political device linked with
the issue of public accountability Their use in evaluation serves the
interests of those who control centralised systel Is of education and wish
to manipulate the shape of the curriculum

In the second place. it quickly becomes clear that Stenhouse Is not
onto opposed to the use of learning objectives for evaluation when the
are specified and measured by a central authority. but e; en when the
decisions arc in the hands of teachers in an individual school I here

seem to he o related reasons for his position He argues in effect
that the whole point and s aloe of curriculum es aluation depends on
its being an integral part of the complex process of planning and
implementing a curriculum and of the effort to understand the process
In tact. the evaluation of am particular curriculum design should throw
light on the working out of a general theory of curriculum innovation

Stenhouse also raises a general methodological objection to the pre-
occupation with objectivity as it is reflected in the passion foi precisely
quantified assessment and thus for the specification of clearly observable
and measurable learning objectives The alternative methodology and
techniques of curriculum evaluation to which he gibes his .upport are
those of the %ari,itt% waters 1 referred to earlier as the process evaluators

1 '73
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Before turning to an examination of the main features of their approach,
I wish to comment on Stenhouse's general view on the role of learning
objectives in relation to curriculum design and evaluation

An Assessment of Stenhouse's Position
Stenhouse correctly emphasizes a serious limitation of the learning
objective- approach in so far as it attempts to pre-designate desired

learning .),tcomes
is

terms of fairly specific changes in the learner's
behaviour. There is no single way of acting that constitutes success in
grasping the concepts and theories and modes of inquiry of a systematic
form of knowledge: mastery will be exhibited by using them in was
that are imaginative and original, and thus unpredictable. In these con-
ditions the linear model cannot work However it does not follow, as

Stenhouse believes it does, that learning outcomes expressed in

behavioural terms have no place in the planning and evaluation of cur-

riculum concerned with induction into forms of knowledge When refer-

ence is made to learning objectives in behavioural terms, it is necessary
to distinguish between two interpretations: one in which the behaviour
(in observable sounds, movements, etc.) Is said to constitute the learning
outcome and one in which it is taken as evidence of the learning out-
come.' The former view .s part of the philosophical doctrine of behay-

iouri ..1 One may reject this doctrine but still hold that. It' we are
justified in claiming that a person has succeeded in an effort to learn,
there must he some observed change in a person's behaviour that is
sufficient evidence of the learning that has occurred Even when success-

ful learning involves originality, the teacher must have some notion of
what inzervention on his part IN likely to encourage this kind of learning
outcome and of the criteria for recognizing significant origwality in a
student's work when it occurs Otherwise there is not much sense in
talking, as Stenhouse does, about promoting induction into systematic

forms of knowledge through a process of teaching
Stenhouse is inclined to exaggerate the degree and extent of originality

as the criterion of successful learning in a form of knowledge. Apart
from the many occasions on which there is a single correct response
or procedure. there is often a relatively limited range of appropriate
ways in which a question can he treated, which a competent and experi-
enced teacher will know The teacher's position may he somewhat anal-
ogous to that of a coach with a team p, tcttsing for a game As the
circumstances of the game itself are unpredictable, there is no question
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of teaching the team precisely what to do in the game But a good

coach can anticipate the kinds of things his team needs to learn if their

actual play is to be intelligent, adaptive. and so on

As we have seen. Stenhouse concntrates his attack on the model

of behavioural objectives in which a single correct response is assumed

and in which the observable behaviour is treated as constituting the

learning objective 1 have pointed out why he is mistaken in concluding

that, because this model does not fit the process of induction into system-

atic forms of knowledge, the planning and evaluating of this process

does not depend on any reference at all to behavioural changes in the

learner Because Stenhouse does not examine the appeal to learning

objectives in which specific behaviour or a range of behaviour is evi-

dence of learning outcomes that include unobservable changes in mental

states and dispositions, he not only underplays the role of learning objec-

uses in teaching a form of knowledge but concedes too much to the

behaviourist model in the teaching of skills and information In so far

as these form part of education, they should not be separated from

understanding Thus the adequate learning of skills and information

does not consist simply in an observable performance, and usualls the

esiuence of such learning is not given by one kind of obser% able per-

formance Stenhouse himself has some misgivi gs about the application

of the behas tourist model to the learning of sk.iis and information (skill,

may he subject to criteria of sty le and both skills and information 'are
often learned in a context of knowledge') "' But then he assumes that.

if this model does not apply. there is no use in talking about learning

ohjeuives at all

A related difficult% in Stenhouse's treatment of learning objecti% es

is his failure to distinguish clearly between the essential weaknesses of

the behaviourist ihterpretation and the practical misuse to which it or

aro, other appeal to learning objectives might he put Perhaps the

hchasiounst model unduly emphasizes analysis, but there is no reason

whs learning objecti% es shoulu not respect the synthetic aspect of knowl-

edge Certaml% it is not in the nature of learning objectises, behaviourist

or otherwise. that standards of quality should he weakened or that

knowledge should he treated in a purely instrumental was, or that politi-

cal interests in accountability should he served rather than the improve-

ment of education No doubt it is true. as Stenhouse claims, that teachers

hase often taugh, primarily for examination results and that the examin-

ations have often had little to do with testing understanding But one
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might conclude from this that examinations should be improved and
the attitudes of teachers changed, not that learning objectives should

have an insignificant place in the practice of education

A final comment on Stenhouse's preoccupation with the behaviourist

model of learning objectiYes he,correctlY notices that this mode reflects

a kw" of objectivity that depends on precise instruments of measure-
ment with a minimum of human judgment In rejecting the model it
seems that he makes two mistaken assumptions that where assessment

involves human it igment it cannot he objective, and that no version

of a learning outcomes model could include a significant place for

human judgment
If there are Imut Awns to working exclusively or predominantly with

learning objectiYes in the design and evaluation of a curriculum.

Stenhouse's concentration on the processes and content of teaching is

also ubject to serious inadequacies He claims the' principles of pro-
cedure for teaching and learning can he derived from an examination

of worthwhile activities, engagement in which is the purpose of edu-

cation While one does not need any further purpose beyond the worth-

while actiYity itself, there is a fundamental objective in following the
principles of procedure that are said to characterize the process of edu-

cation, namely. to reach the point at which the learner is able to engage

effectively in the worthwhile activity The principles of procedure must,

therefore, either include or he supplemented by criteria of achievement

that the learner IN to satisfy if teacher and learner can he saki to he
succeeding in, the task of education

Stenhouse seems willing to talk about aims of education but does

not recognise that they cannot effectiYely guide the process of eaucation

unless they are related to learning outcomes through which they are
progressively achieved He refers to the pedagogical aim of the Humani-

ties Project as being to develop understanding of social situations and

human acts and of the controversial value issues which they raise' "
He correctly points out that such understanding can always he deepened

(i.e it cannot he achieved once and for all) and that the criteria of
valid understanding are disputed However, if the aim of understanding

in the Humanities Project is to he pursued intelligibly, the teacher must

at least have some notion of what constitutes an imr,venient in under-
standing. find how to recognue it when it occurs

Stenhouse is correct in claiming that a strategy for teaching and learn-

ing cannot he derived simply from a statement of learning objectives.
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but it does not seem that principles of procedure. derived as he suggests.

are more satisfactory in this respect. An analysts of the methods and
theones of social science does not, by any means. settle what or how

one should teach in the name of soual science A teacher in high school.

for example. cannot avoid the question of what specifically he is trying

to achieve in teaching social science to adolescents as part of a general

education. We may expect that the objectwes of a social science teacher

in this context will be significantly different from those of someone
teaching social science in a graduate degree programeven though both

are concerned with the theories and modes of thought that make up

social science
I referred earlier to the pedagogical aims that are quoted by Stenhouse

as examples of principles of procedure for Man A Course of Study
It can be objected that these aims do not. in themselves, contain a blue-

pnnt for the process of teaching and learning. For example. the first

aim quoted'to inmate and develop in youngsters a process of question-

posing (the inquiry method)' does not even suggest how a teacher is

to initiate and develop this process (unless one falsely assumes that there

is one method of inquiry and that it marks out the one appropriate
pedagogical procedure) It is also the case that these aims can just as
easily be translated into learning objectives as Into principles of pro-

cedure for teaching and learning And It is as well that they can, other-

wise teachers would not be in a position to recognize when they were

succeeding at their task In relation to the first atm again, at some point

the teacher will need to assess the efforts of his students against the

cnteria of significant and relevant question-posing in the context of sys-

tematic inquiry Merely being able to ask a lot of questions would not

be a satisfactory learning outcome.
Thus, even when we approach the question of curriculum design and

evaluation from he perspective of the teaching process. it is not possible

to dispense with learning objectives Ultimately this conclusion is based

on a conceptual feature of teaching that to be engaged in this activity

one must he trying to bring about some kind of learning Even Stenhouse

cannot avoid this cordition In regard to the process model, he admits

in an incidental way 'l shall of course have to consider this approach

in relation to changes in the students' 12

Illuminative Evaluation: An Alternative to the Objectives Model
In the foregoing comments. I hope to have thrown d, 'it on Stenhouse's

outright rejection of learning objectives as a crucial element in cur-
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nculum evaluation I wish now to discuss the style of curriculum evalu-

ation that has recently been developing in opposition to the objectives

model and which Stenhouse strongly endorses It should be stressed that

there is not a sharply defined single alternative. Stenhouse himself dis-

cusses four variations During the past decade a number of curriculum

evaluators in the United States and Britain, influenced by one another's

work, have reacted in similar was against the establish d procedures

and hale advocated theories and practices of curriculum evaluation that

share significant common features Despite s ariations of detail. I believe

they may justifiablY he treated as exponents of a common stile They
hale hardly Yet had time to work out systematicallY the issues of meth-

odology and the more general theory of curriculum evaluation In the

United States, Robert Stake has been an influential exponent of the
new style An example of the views that he and others like him take

is given in School Evaluation The Politics and Process, edited by Ernest

R House A good introduct"m to the British version of the new style

is presented in Curriculum Evaluation Today Trends and Implications,
edited by David Tawnev As I mentioned at the beginning, Barry Mac-

Donald. Malcolm Par lett and David Hamilton are among the leading

British proponents In the present discussion I shall he concerned with

the new style of evaluation as it is interpreted by these three writers 3

Before I describe the methodology and purpose of evaluation that

characterize this new style. it will he useful to state briefly the main
criticisms that its exponents make against the predominant traditional
approach We have already examined the major criticism in discussing

Stenhouse's challenge to the use of learning objecto, es in curriculum

evaluation
The traditional procedure against which the criticisms are directed

has worked on the assumption that the value of a curriculum, interpreted

as the blueprint of' goals. materials, and directives for teaching and learn-

ing, can best be assessed by the use of precisely quantifiable tests that
measure the extent to which the intended goals of the curriculum have
been realized in the achievements of the learner It is assumed that

process variables are accounted for 1; multivariate analysis This whole

procedure. as Parlett and Hamilton note'', reflects the dominance that

psychological measurement has exercised over educational research

They also claim that the methods adopted were first developed by
agricultural botanists for measuring the relative crop yield of different

seed PltrUins
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In summary. the principal criticisms made by the new -style evaluators

against the traditional procedure of eYaluationthe agricultural model

arc as follows It will he noticed that they do not always distinaush
sharply betwecn a perceived defect in the nature of the traditional
rnechod and in the manner in which it ha in fact been emplaced

(1) Any educational situation contains numerous relevant factors In
the agricultural model, these are to he treated ekher by being ran-
donived through Yen, large samples or by strict experimental control

Each approact, presents serious practical difficulties The first is not feas-

ible. for example as a means of evaluating curriculum material during

the formatiye stage Even in attempting to overcome the difficulties,
,hese methods tend to deal with abstract factor, rather than the real

world of teachers, students. and schools
(i) The agricultural model must either assume that there are no sig-

nihcant local adaptations of the curriculum beLween the point of input
and the measurement of output or else prevent such adantatior vien
when it mai, he educationally desirable Atypical and local variations

in recuilts are smoothed out in the statistical generalisations and the
mock) is not feared to assess any unintended outcomes

nut he traditional methods falsely assume thai there is a sint..h. 'LI

of nonnative criteria of et.luaL..in equally relevant to all L,,,roups iu

mai, he interested in the detuyein that is made ahcut a curriculum It

is too readily assumed that el, mong the group of i)rofessional cur-

nculum developers there car 1., substantial agreement about aims,
intended outcomes, and criteria of achievement

e. ) The preoccupation with quant,tative data disregards other ev i-

dence that may be crucial for explanation and evaluation, for example.

the judgment of an observer on variations in the mot, 7 of student

or the enthusiasm of a teacher within the one class
(i) Curriculum evaluation on the agricultural moth is fitted math,

with the policy of large-scale centtired curriculum development In
this context, the evaluators come in practice to focus all their attention

on the means and to accept the ends the normato,e criteria of ealu-
Awn) as determined by the sponsors of the development usually a

oYernment agency
(yi) traditional evaluators have been preoccupied with the pro-

duction of materials rather than the encouragement of change by

teachers and a study of ways in which new currh:ula can he most elfec-

ny ely introduced info ,chools They have addr .sed the clue, 'Ion, that
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have been raised by administrators and researchers rather than those

of teachers and students
Against this formidable catalogue of complaints, what positive pro-

posals do the critics make on the method and purpose of curriculum

evaluation' The first basic dIticrence in the new evaluators' approach

is that they focus their attention not on the outcome bt,,t on what is
occurring in a school or classroom as a curriculum program is being
imfflemented The see their work as clearly' analogous to that old social

anthropologist and claim to use similar method, Parlett and Hamilton

speak of two key, concepts the instructional system (a coherent plan

for teaching. a curriculum blueprint) and the learning milieu (the unique

cultu,', social. psychological. and material context 'n 4iltich a given

group of eachers and pupils work) The task of the evaluator is to studs

the form that an instructional , stclii takes in a specific learning milieu

The broad aim is to pros ide a careful description and interpretation

of how a curric l'uni inn Aation (of \bng program) works, how it

is affected by different schoct contexts, w hat those who are using it

regard its main advantages and disadvantages, what actual effect

it has on student learning, and so on Parlett and Hamilton stress that

their approach h not 'a standard methodology package but a general

research strategy') ' that the problem defines the method used, not vicc

versa Among the backround influences on the methods used fo: this

purpose are the following school-based observation studies, participant
observation studies, cross - cultural studies of schooling, studies of social

change focusing on human relations. 'transactional' cv iluation. methods

of historical inquiry, aid journalism
Parlett and HarmItou describe several broad stages and procedures

in the process of evaluation The curriculum evaluator, like a social
anthropologist or natural historian, accepts the complex situation of each

school as giv.'n and attempts to describe its most significant features,

the pattern of cause and effect and other relationships, how individuals

respond to the form of orgarniation. etc The work begins v ith a general

exploratory stage in which the evaluator attempts to identify the most
signiticant features of the situation In th second std these features
ate subject to mere selective and intensive observation and inquiry
1 inally the evaluator attempts to identify cause and effect relationships

and other general principles that are operating in the implementation

of the project and to suggcst explanations- su,:h as why teachers take

different attitudes to th:: curriculum material
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During these olietlapping stages. the evaluator uses four main watt

of obtaining data obseRation (both informal and coddled, directed to

uncovering the most significant features), interviews (open-ended and

discurske rather than structured. 'nd intended to discoLer how the par-

ticipants Liew their situation), questionnaires and test results (these are

used to supplement the other data. varing test scores are of interest

maink in so far as the\ call for explanation). documentary and back-

ground information (minutes and tapes of committee meetings, stude-t

assignments, background historN of the project. etc
in addition to the directk methodological issues, it is oho, -nis that

this whole procedure reflects a particular intelpretatn n of the nature

and purpose of Lurriculum evaluation The connection is not, however.

a logicalk neces,arN one. the methods that have been outlined are com-

patible it a quite different \riew of what curriculum evaluation
invokes Among the writers being discussed. the essence of their in-

terprerAtion of curriculum etaluation is effectrick caught in the follov.-

ing quotations According to Robert ',take. curriculum eLaluation

consists in t Lomprehenske statement of what the program is obserLed

to be' with useful reterente to the satisfaction and dissatisfaction that
appropriatek selected people feel towards it' '" Marlin Irow, who

named the approach Li,aluation'. argues

Research on innotatton can he enlightening to the innotator and to the whole

academe Lornmun n olantvng the proLesse, f eduLLition and by helping

the innotatoi and .,ther interested pa-.es to id ink inose proLedftes, those

elements in the educational Mort, which ern w hate h..o desirable
results 17

l'arlett anti Hamilton hat e adopted the expression 'illtIMInato.c eldi:-

anon. and sum up their aLLount of it ht stressing that it 'concentrates

on the information-gathering rather than the deLision-making Linn-
porient of eldilation The task is to provide a Lornprebensit e under-

standing of the complex realitv tor realities) surrounding the project

in short, to illuminate." I inalIN MacDonald emphasizes the same kind

of role for ride evaluator his main activity is collection of definitions

of and reuLtions to the programme' In !MacDonald's interpNtation

the Joh of the evaluator is to provide a non-recornmendaror report

ior all 4roups In uit% ed in or aPeLted hN, a decision on the future of

a Larrii ulum program And in preparing information the es.alnatr must

make no plesumptions about its possikde nu' use
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The most important element in this account of curriculum evaluation

is the sharp distinction drawn between information ping and decision
making While it is admitted that value judgments enter into the descrip-

tion and interpretation of curriculum projects in actin, evaluation in

the obvious sense i e as a judgment of worth is treated as part of

the decision-making task Paradoxically, therd.ore, the curriculum

evaluators in this interpretation. while thec assist the evaluators. do not

themselves evaluate curriculum The fundamental argument for this pos-

ition is that the normative criteria on which evaluation and polio, de-

cisions are to he made van according to the predominant interests of

the groups concerned tog the participating teachei, and students. the

parents. the project designers the government department of edu, ation)

and that even when the perspective of interest is the same. there is

often dispute ovei what criteria are approprLite It is con:laded that

in a democracc curriculum evaluators hould disseuiate as widelc as

possible the relevant information on the work,ng of a project in order

to help all the groups involved make an informed decision

I ()flowing MacDonald's account'" we may summarize the r,,ie of the

curriculum evaluator it this wac the task is nut to judge the worth
of the cuinculuin but (i) to identifc those who will hac^ to make the
decision and Oil 'lac before them those facts of the Lase that are recog-

nized b them as relevant to their concerns' The curriculum evaluators

should not pass judgment on the worth of it curriculum because

11) educational power and aLcount,Alitv are dispersed in our sociek.

nu curriculum programs as implemented car\ significantls from .,ne

plate to another, there are different, even conflicting notions of

educational excellence tic) in a pluralist sociek, evaluators have no

right to promote the' personal values or educational ideologc

Two other aspects of this interpretation of curriculum evaluation

should he mentioned the r ,tionsl»p of evaluation to Larriculum

development and educational research and the politicel charactet of

curriculum oaluation
On the first point there seems to he agreement that evaluation should

he closets related to curriculum dock pment but that it should he

applied to the curriculum blueprint only in contexts of LP.0 Because

teachers are seen as the principal developers. the evaluation of any
,Airrictilurn. whatever its pubi whop status, is always developmental or

formative in character I here seems to he no piace for the evaluation
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of a curriculum blueprint as such, either bcr.,re it has been tested in

practice or after publication
Hamilton suggests a fundamental link between a theory of evaluation

and a theory of curriculum design -'1 ,kIthougn his position is not yen
fully or clearly argued, he seems to be claiming that the agricultural
model of evaluation fits in best with curricula designed primarily on
the basis of know ledgi content, while illuminative evaluation favours

curricula that respond to-Varying interests and ore stances of students

or emphasizes teaching strategies rather than mat rials Under certain
aspects these associations are obvious; however it by no means clear

that there is a strict logical connection-between t e methodology or
methods of evaluation and the principles on whit a curriculum is
designed

In regard to the relationship between evaluation and ucational re-

search, there seems to be some disagreement -at least between Stenho e

and MacDonald The former sees evaluation as a part of cum um

development and both evaluation and development as directly contrirt.
ting to-educational research Evaluation, Stenhouse's words, 'is re-

search into the nature and problems of educational innovation and the

betterment of schools', and the developer should be an investigator
rather than a reformer' 22 It is not surprising that he is critical of dlu-

anon that does nut explain what it assesses and that he would expect
the evaluation of a new currv.:uhrm project to contribute to a general

theort of curriculum innovation
MacDonald. in contract, makes a clear distinction between educational

research and evaluation His basic reason is that e researcher. although

influenced bs salu is, can work independently of political issues, whereas

it is impossible for the evaluates to escape takulg a po:itical position
The evaluator's inquiry always hears on decisions that affect conflicting

interest groups and socia values and that determine the distribution
of power in the form of res iurces job. lie must choose what infot-
mation to gis: and 0 A ,ii) is and the choice nas inescapable political

consequences
This view of flit ei,aiut r s political role seems to he eylorsed by

all the ,ponents of alum' ativc evaluation including Stenhinase Mac-

Donald offers typolog of curriculum evaluation as N- political

acti the bureaucrat type, in which the evalua'or simily accepts
the sdlues of the gave ment agency and assesses the efficiency of a

curriculum to serve niese values, the autocratic, in which the csdluators
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criteria, methods, and findings in assessing programs for the government

agency are submitted to the scrutiny of the research community. and
the democratic, in which the evaluator respects value pluralism in the

society and makes information on the program available to the widest
nossible audience Even if we knew nothing else about NlacOonald's

program. it wouldb not he difficult to guess that he "vould favour the

democratic hpe of es aluation

Critical Comments on Illuminative Evaluation

The proponents of illuminative evaluation have clearly pros ided an anti-

dote to an inflexibly applied output measurement approach In par-

ticular they are attentive to the complex context of educational practice

in which the best-laid curriculum plans are often radically modified,

directed to ends that perhaps would not be accepted by their designers,

and ale found to produce quite unexpected consequences They have

applied to curriculum evaluation a range of methods which are intended

It gam-knowledge of the less tangible. but often more significant. aspects

of human action On this basis. they may be in a better position than

exponents of output measurement to judge the value of a curriculum

program. to explain IA by it has succeeded or failed, to suggest how it

might be improved or used more effectively There are. however. some

serious difficulties with the anthropological model of curriculum
evaluation -at least in the version we have been examining

In the first place. the methods of illuminative evaluation are open

ti criticism While personal judymenf plays a part in any research

method. there are particularly severe problems of subjectivity when

studies of complex human situations rely predominantly on methods

of participant and external observation and unstructured interviews

This is true even though there are, techniques for mitigating or checking

on the extent of the investigator's bias Problems arise from both the

conscious and unconscious selective perspective of the observer andtfrom

the influence that the observer's role may have on the process being

studied Donald Campbell. for example. fists'' sources of systematic

error even w hen ".e observe' is not a participant '24 The author of a

fairly recent ctit. die of illuminative evaluation. Carl Parsons. has

'claimed that, despite these genera! la( ulties, the advocates of this style

of evaluation tend to neglect the more rigorous re.'nements developed

in the social sciences for the methods they employ P irlett and Hamil-

ton. at least, are aware of the difficulties However they do not ,eem
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to .-ee,tinize how extraordinarily demanding are the conditions they
agiee should be met by anyone engaging in illuminative evaluation
Such a person needs a rare combination of Intellectual skills. moral

integrity. and personal )act 2h
It may he claimed that illuminative evaluation is mainly concerned

with giving an account of the way' in which those directly involved in
implementing a curriculum program. teachers d students. perceive the' '
s,tuation However. an evaluator as distinct rom a mere reporter must

- still try to determine whether these participan are accurately expressing

their vi A'S, tne extent to which they correctly perceive what t, going
on and how their perceptions are to be ihterpreted in reaching con-
clusions about the curriculum program

In addition to the problem of subj,ctivity. the methods of illumin.' oy e

evaivaiion seem to place severe limitations on the possibility of
generahring from the conclusions of a studs As se have seen, Parlett
and Han ilton stress the umo rness of tne learning milieu and thus of
any curticubm program in application It would seem. therefore, that
tne findings of a i,tudy could apply only to a curriculum as it ha_ been
reah,,ed in this or that specific learning milieu. Parlett and Hamilton

are als., aware of this objection They face it by modifying in effect
iheo em,hasis or tl1e uniqueness of each learning milieu They finally
admit that there :re many common significant features from one situ-
ation of school:rig to ,ii other. ind,fact it is an aim of illuminative esalu-
ttion to eontribute to a Fetter u derstanding of these common features

1 i. s admission may se, ure the
(

ossibility of generalising. but it also
seems to yield a stgrulcant part o' the ground on which the argument

aga,n , the trdinonal model of es,liiiition 's based
I nut_d earlier that the methods used by supporters of illuminative

evaluation do not entail their interpretation of s'ie nature and purpose
of curriculum evaluation V< hether or not the methods can he defended.
the.interpretation is subject to serious difficulties of its own

he crucial weakness, I 1-?elieve lies in the attempt to identify the
es ilu..or's role with the giving of' information on a curriculum project

and o separate i; sharply from the making of judgmems about the
saliae of the projeet If illuminative evaluation re,illi; (lid consist simply
in giving information i; would satisfy the role that MacDonalds argu-
ment, referred to earlier. requites The probimi of the Ayers crs' various

persi calves v tuld be less serious than if they were tryinii to assess
what they saw, and it would be less daunting for them to try to serve
all interested groups without favouring any of them in the material they
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provided However. to achieve this objective, it would be necessary to

speck quite rigorously the kinds of information on which the observers

were to report Even decisions on what is to count as relevant infor-
mation often reflect controversial judgments of v alue In a highly

/pluralistic society. it is doubtful whether illuminative evaluation even

as information giving could progress beyond routine details without in
Let showing partiality to one or another of the interested groups

The only alternative would seem to he foi'the observers to be able

to take the perspective of each of the interested groups and provide
all the information they would judge to he relevant from each of these

perspectives From the quotations cited earlier. this appears to be' the

procedure that supporters of illuminative evaluation have in mind "
It is not made clear how an individual observer, or even a team of
them, could nerform this extremely difficult task In any case, it seems
to he unnecessary In the so-called democratic scheme that MacDonald

envisages it would surely, he more satisfactory for each interested grlitip
to employ or he provided with an investigator who would obtain full
information on a curriculum development in terms of the group's own

perspectives To the extent that observers could impartially provide

useful and illuminating inf,:rmatu n for all interested groups one

thing I think is clear their work could not properly he described as

evaluation
In the account Parlett and Hamilton give of the process of illuminative

evaluation. it seems that the observer's role is not strictly Malted to

information giving but extends to interpretauon and explanation Once

the task includes interpretative description, evaluations will, in varving

degree. already he at least implicitly present One cannot for ex'atkple.

describe the relationship (:f a principal to other members of staf: n

curriculum decision making as autocratic without importing an ev al '-

anon Despite MacDonald's demurral, this point is '41aringly illustrat.d

in the terms he chooses to describe the political character of variok
types of curriculum evaluation While describing. interp.cung. and
evaluating are logically distinct activities. our final evaluation of a thing
depends on the cumulative force of var ous interpretative descriptions

of the brute facts in uses of language that express a judgment of value

(compare 'the car was being driven at 50 km/h in rain along a city
street at 5 30 p m' and 'the car was being driven dangerously')

Thus, if interpretation is a significant part of the observer's role. we

save the aspect of evaluation in illuminative evaluation, but the prob-

lems that arise from the observer's own valueTerspective and the effort

C,
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to respond eclectically to the value perspectives of all interested groups

now become much more serious How is it possible for anyone to
interpret the complex issues in the application of a curriculumthe tech-
nical and value questions about knowledge, learning, curriculum dc 'n.

education-in a Ad that responds wherentiv and without bias to a ra.ige

of diverse and sometimes incompatible value perspectives') Even the

choice of MacDonald's democratic model would run counter to the
values of some of the groups the evaluator intends to serve In so far

as illuminative evaluation includes an interpretation of curriculum
programs it will he seriously deceptive in practice, for while it purports
to make no judgment on the value of the program, it cannot avoid
doing so 2"

There seems to he an inconsistency in the theory of illuminative evalu-

ation over the sole at which it is seen as operating One of the con-

sequences of the theory's emphasis .on the variabilitv of the learning
milieu in curriculum development and evaluation must be that curricula

cannot he effectively planned by a national or other central agency of

any sue ti this aspect of the theory is taken quite literally. it would

seem that the scale of planning should be constrained to an individual
school However, the advocate, ,)f .110mnative evaluation clearly assume

a situation in which central agencies (usuall!, of the government) design
curriculum blueprints while evaluator, tin the role they envisage) con-

tribute :n some fashion to judgments on the value of these blueprints

in application for the whole area within the jurisdiction of the central

agency In 'YlaeDdnald's tvpolon. democratic evaluation as much as

the-T*0er forms is related to national curriculum projects It is, he says,

'an information service to the whole community he criterion of suc-

cess is the range of audIences served The report aspires to 'hest-seller

status' '1 If illuminative evaluation abandoned this inconsistent

macrocosnne intent and restricted its work to one school or at most

the school of one district. it would at least increase i.s chances of
providing appropriate data for the diverse groups intolved, or affecttd

h, the development and evaluation of a curriculum
In the scheme t illuminative evaluation it is not made cleat just

vo the final decision about a eurrictilum project is to he reached and

how it is related to the 1,,ork of evaluation -particularl!, when the project

is on a national or otherwise large scale Do all the interested groups

participate in reaching a composite evaluation and policy decision, or

does each form its ow n'es aluation and then lohhis a distinct group of
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policy makers') In tiddition to the scheme's mistake in trying to separate

interpretation from e alualion in order to ensure a common non-
evaluative report for all interested groups. it tails to distinguish between

evaluating a curriculum and -reaching a final policy decision ?Nor does

the scheme give attention to the different evaluations of a curriculum

that may be :-.ade depending on the domain or domains of value from

which the criteria are drawn A curriculum may he evaluated not only

from the standpoint of specifically educational value, but also in refer-

ence to such other dimensions of value as the political, the social, the

economic It is not clear precisely what role illuminative evaluation is

thought to play in relation to the full range of value criteria or where

the judgments are made and put together Whatever part (1; final policy

makers may have in these judgments, it will also be necessary for them

to take account of such other matters as public resources and relative

priorities, which lie outside the scope of curriculum evaluation
The obscurity on the procedures of decision making 'and the ambly -

alence over the extent to which evaluation enters the process of illumina-

tive description make it '.omew hat difficult to assess )41acDonald's claim

about the inescapable political character of curriculum evaluation How-

ever it seems that the claim is son,:what exaggerated It is important

to keep in view the distinction between directly and indirectly political

actions An unsolicited evaluation of a curriculum project based on edu-

cational criteria and published in a scholarly journal may have political

consequences In this sense a large part of educational research may

he said to he political 12 It is quite a different matter. however, when

evaluation (or. contrary to MacDonald's distinction, an\ educational re-

search) is based on criteria of judgment that are predominantly political

If MacDonald's evaluators select information in order to buttress pre-

ferred political values among the interested groups they are supposed

to serve, then obviously their work is directly political In determining

the political character of evaluation, the crucial point then is not

whether evaluators are working for a government agency or indepen-

dently. or whether they intend their work to influence a pout:Lai de-

cision, but what the predominant criteria are on which they base their

evalcadons I am assuming that there are distinctive educational values

not reducible to political values or ideology
In the interpretation of the evaluator's role. there is a more important

issue than the question of its political nature. MacDonald's model of

democratic evaluation has at least one thing in common with the bureau-
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critic model he opposes the evaluator does not pass judgment on the
criteria on which the assessment of a curriculum finally depends In
the bureaucratic model. 0- evaluator takes as given the end values of
the curriculum sponsors or designers His task is to judge the efficiency

of the curriculum as a means for realizing these values In the democratic
model, the evaluator simpl accepts the actual range of perspectives`

of the groups involved in the development and evaluation of a cur-
riculum " Here the task tat least in theory) is to provide each group

with the kind of information about the curriculum in Operation that

he estimates the would perceive as relesant In their own 4:ay. each
model limits the evaluator to an exercise in technical rationality If his

task is to he comprehensively or critically rational. it must include some

reflection on the particular end values that a curriculum is designed

tkl serve' or the actual range of expectations about education held by

groups within the society In doing this an evaluator will at least make
explicit his own assumptions and criteria and the was in which they

are Justitied
\Iv nhal critical comment on illuminative evaluation is directed at
preoccupation with evaluating curricula in operation In relation to

this issuer have already referred to the difficulty of genera:wing hesond

the situations studied and to the constric'ing effect of relying
predominantly on the opinions that the immediate local participants
has e of what is happening While it is es identls important to test the
curriculum blueprint in practice. what I wish to claim here is that these

is also an important place for the direct evaluation of the blueprint

it It This kind of ev aluation applies both during the phase of
development and after a program has finally been published by its

desigreis "
In addition to the aspects of content and teaching/learning r, ().

edures. a curriculum should contain a statement (1f the main lec.rmng

outcomes it hopes to promote. and an eypian, Alin and Justitication of

th, prt,grall proposes the main assumptions tit the program about

the mimic tit the knowledge content. the relationship of the school to

its social and cultural context. the learning outcomes thought to he desir-

able, the appropriateness of the suggested modes of ;earning to the abili-

ties and interests tit the kinds tit student for whom the curriculum is
intended. and so on need to he made explicit where necessars nd all

critically asses, td
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These and the other aspects of blueprint evaluation can obviously

he useful during the period of development In fact, this level f evalu-

ation is' necessary if observers of the program as unplementeu are to

he in a position to interpret t fe'atures of the situation, they observe.

bear on an evaluation of the curriceum: rather than of the teachers

or students or the yarn) s conditions in a particular school For materials

that have already, been published, a clear, and reasoned evaluation offers

a guide to teachers nd schools. whether they are trying to reach a de-

cision to accept or reject a program or how to implement It as effectively

as possible Before embarking on Man 4 Course of Stuc. it would

certainly be useful for teachers to know how it was as working in other

similar schools I think it would he equally useful for them to read a

critical discussion on the adequacy of the materials and teaching

guidelines for developing the emotional responses and attitudes that are

among.thc objectives of the program, or a challenge to one of the basic

learning objecnv es that of encouraging an acceptance of cultural

relativism

Conclusion

To conclude this discussion I would stress, in the first place. that

illuminative evaluation seems to attempt both too little and too much

It does too little in that it fails to carry through the task of evaluating in

fact id ends in the confusing condition of being neither a straight descrip-

tion nor a fully developed explicit evaluation It does too much in try ing

to gear its report to the values of every group that may have a stake

in the decision and in adopting an explanatory' role that even estends

to building a general theory of curriculum innovation
In relation to methodology, I believe it is fair to claim that in its

opposition to the output measurement approach. illuminati e evaluation

has been preoccupied with different mahods and techniques of inquire

raffle than with a radically different methodology Fundamentally

both approaches subscribe to a positivist version of the social scientist's

role in evaluating to provide the factual minor premises which, when

coupled with general value commitments that people happen to hold.

yield various normative conclusions However, proponents of illumina-

tive evaluation have also consciously supported the rejection of import-

ant aspects of positivist methodology. in particular, the interpretation

of objectivity as a function of precisely quantified observations and the
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mechanical causal model of explanation for human action, which ignores
the role of reasons, Intentions, purppses While these beliefs are justifi-
cibly rejected, it does not tbllow that precise measurement is never appro-
priate in the study of human action The outright repudiation of the
appeal to learning objectises specifiedra behavioural terms is related
to this exaggeration The position I have supported against Stenhouse
may be summarized in two points' (i) to treat learning objectives as
the ke to curriculum design and evaluation or to ignore their import-
ance in this process is equally mistaken. °' (n) the excesses of the
behavioural objectives movement should not blind us to the critical role
that changes in a person's behaviour play as evidence of desired
learning

At least for some of the exponents of illuminative evaluation, the
main motivation for their support seems to arise from their commitment

to ideals of participatory democracy However, as I have tried to show.
they have not yet given any close attention to the different kinds of

e awns and decisions that affect the design and adoption of a cur -

riculi3m and to the various degrees of participation that individuals and

groups may justifiably claim m these activities,
Stenhouse proposes that we should eliminate the conceptual distinc-

tion between curriculum evaluation and development But as these are

two independent activities there is a clear advantage in marking the
distinction conceptually. It is obvious that a curriculum should be
evaluated both during and after development For this purpose. it may
be desirable for a team of curriculum designers to include some eval-

uators who share in the whole task and are sympathetic to the guiding

values and objectives that are adopted Such evaluators might also offer
explanations and theorize about a curriculum project or curriculum

innovation generally However, what I wish to emphasize is that there

is a siEnificant place for curriculum evaluators who are not engaged

in thy ut.,:elopment of a curriculum and may independently assess the

end values :is well a' the means, and who concentrate on justifying
their assessment rather than explaining what they assess '7 (This is not

to deny that an explanation is sometimes required as a basis for an

adequate evaluation ) I have also made a claim for the importance of
evaluating published curriculum blueprints, where the task need hoe
no connection with development or explanation

The final summary point I wish to stress is that curriculum evaluation

in all its aspects is an extremely complex activity much more so than
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either the product or the process approach seems to recognise This is

the case even when ue concentrate directly on the curriculum program

itself and avoid the icomplicatioa that arise IA hen we try to evaluate

it in a context of use One has °nix to think of some of the questions

that haze to be faced in evaluating a .urriculum blueprint about the

jtititication of the general alms and the related learning objectives, the

selection and arrangement of knowledge content, the appropna!eness

of pedagogical and learning procedures. the comparative value of the

program in relation to other curriculum material in the same area, him

well the program has been designed as a guide for teaching and learning

(e g whether it is internally consistent, unambiguous, too detailed. too

brief), the feasibility of the program (e g what knowledge and skills

it expects of teachers. the cost of materials) These questions call on

such a range of value domains, knowledge. and technical skill that the

ellectixe evaluation of any substantial curriculum project must depend

on the collaboration of a team of eta! ua tors If we speak of an individual

as being, in some sense. an expert in curriculum evaluation ue should

do so with appropriate caution
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Part IV: Moral Education

Over the past 15 or so years there has been a notable resurgence of
interest in moral education Renewed attention has been given not only

to the indirect influence of the school environment but,also to the place
of moral education in the formal curriculum In the latter, the stress
has tended 10 be placed on the skills involved in discussing and reasoning
about moral questions, particularly of the kind that relate directly to
the social and political order For this reason, the study of moralitt.
(or 'values education' as It is often more vaguely called) has commonly
been located in the context of social studies or social science The schools'
interest in public issues probably reflects the general growing concern
in western societies since World War II with the moral values that are

-1 at stake in all kinds of social practices (the issues of war and peace.
the treatment of racial minorities, the mining of uranium, the hunting
of whales, and so on) The preoccupation wan hills of reasoning and
inquiry in morality reflects, in part, the recent emphasis in educational
practice generally on processes rather than content The adoption of
this approach is also attractive in that it seems to avoid the problems
that arise over moral content in a pluralist society Whatever influences
these factors have had, there is no doubt that the work of Lawrence
Kohlberg on developmental stages of moral reasoning and his appli-

cation of the theory to moral education have had a substantial impact
on the directions recently taken in this field

The first chapter in this section examines the nature of reasoning in
morality It defends a view of moral reasoning as a process of interpret-
ation in which the substantive moral concepts one possesses play a cru-
cial role In learning to reason about moral problems there are certain
formal skills to he acquired, but basically it is a question of how a person
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or situation or action ma justifiably be described in moral terms (as
honest, fair, compassionate, selfish. deceitful, and so on) The way in
which one iarns the substance of moral concepts is not (ink crucial
for the process of moral judgmer t but also for the translation of these
judgments into action They mfist be acquired with appropriate attitudes

of approval or disapproval and related to appropriate emotions.
The second chapter discusses the place of moral education in the for-

mal curriculum of the secondary school There are three main sections

First, a case is made for its inclusion as a distinct area in the ( .irriculum
Second, the teaching of moralitx in the context of particular subjects

is examined Specific comments are made on religion, literature, and
the social sciences In relation to the last of these, aspects of Man A
Gourse o/ Stadv and The Social Educat u n Materials Project are dis-
cussed thud. sonic concluding comments are made on moral education

and the stud` 'if large-scale social topes
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Chapter 7

Reasoning in.Morality: Why Content
Matters in Moral Education

Some ethical theorists have attempted to distinguish moral principles

and judgments in terms of purely formal criteria Any claim that can
satisfy these criteria is taken to be a moral oae, repi.,11-...ss of its content

R.M. Hare is one of the best-known contemporary exponents of this

approach and his influence is reflected in Lawrence Kohlberg's theory

of stages in moral development 1 In Kohlberg's account, each stage is

said to be characterized by the typical form of moral reasoning used,

not by the content of the reasons or the conclusions reached. The object

of moral education, based on Kohlberg's theory. is to help each person

reach the highest form of me II reasoning of which he is capable This

is to be achieved mainly by involving people in the discussion of moral

dilemmas in which they are subject to the form of moral reasoning

characteristic of the next stage beyond their own Various other recent

programs of moral education, perhaps less theoretically sophisticated

than Kohlberg's. have also assumed a sharp separation between modes

of reasoning in morality and the content of moral beliefs They

emphasize the acquisition of skills of rational inquiry, in some cases

related immediately to understanding one's own values, in others to the

discussion of significant public issues
This preoccupation with the forms and skills of argument in moral

education coincided with (and no doubt partly idlected) the revival

of a more general trend in educational theory and practice to stress

teaching and, learning how to think (scientifically. mathematically, and

so on) rather than what to think. The most influential exponent of this

trend in its most recent form has been Jerome Bruncr."2 The separation
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of skills and content in morality also seems to provide a solution to
the problem that the sharp division on moral issues in the society raises
for the school when it engages in moral education The school can
concentrate on the skills of moral reasoning (presumably common to
all different systems of moral beliefs) while maintaining admirable
neutrality on the substance of moral beliefs and Judgments

Kohlberg and the other exponents of a formal approach do in fact
(if not of necessity) import substantive moral values into their moral
education programs. even the forms of moral reasoning the advocate

have implications for the substance of morality My intention here, how-

ever, is not to develop a critique of this kind of approach. but to discuss

positively the role of substantive concepts in moral reasoning and
practice and to mita:ate its hearing on the scope of moral eduLation

One kind of answer to the question of what distinguishes reasons.
arguments, and so on as moral seeks to specify some common essential
feature or features that all instanees0 moral discourse or action possess
It seems to me that this procedure is radically defective. whether one
looks for common forma! characteristics or for a common purpose that
shapes the content Why should we suppose that actual moralities are
more or less dequate approximations to an ideal called Morality, or
the moral point of yiewg The sense in which they are all moralities
might he determined differently I think a more aopropriate procedure
depends on treating morality as the kind of notion that has the following
characteristics

ii) Questions about the meaning of 'y can best he answered by
describing the beliefs. attitudes.' activities. etc that constitute being or
doing v John Austin speaks of 'golfing' and 'happiness' as words of
this kind' When such concepts refer to complex hivtoncal institutions.
the effort to relne them inevitably involves a critical selection of charac-
teristic activities But this task cannot begin unless some activities
iudisputably belong to the enterprise and unless the hitter is marked
by some relatively constant human intentions

(u) Whether sorneth,nv can he called 'v 'depends on establishing that
it invoke, a sufficient range of the activ ities that constitute being or

doing y -1 here is no clear rule for making such a decisain, and the
same pattern of features need not he possessed by all the practices to
which we apply the term In relation to these two Characteristics. I think
the concept 'rnorawAs is like such concepts is 'work of art'. 'education'.
'democracy'. 'sLience.
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My contention is that muralits must he fundamental's distinguished

by reference to certain public practices and institutions (including the

range of related normalise concepts. ideals, and attitudes) respect for

life ('murder'. 'suicide), such notions as love, losalts, justice, honests.

'generosity. courage, truth telling ('Is ing'. 'talamns'). promise keeping,
institutions like that of political authorits. property ('stealing2), the fam-

ily (special relationships of lose. fidelity, respect. and concepts such as

'adultery', 'incest), and so on I do not wish to imply that such concepts
and practices lesen if the list were much longer) proside a sufficient

description of what to he called morality A moral agent does not
for example tell the truth for any reason at all. but because he acknowl-

edges that it is what deserses to he done' Among the things insolsed
in taking a moral point of slew is seeing truth telling in this was Iruth
telling will sometimes happen to he good from other points of slew,
suite as one's self-interest, it is always good from a moral point of slew

In pursuing the description of these other features. we may cry east's

slip into a condition that reflects a particular moral system or theory

We might he inclined to say, for example. that moral reasons must he

recognized as overriding. but perhaps this need not he so What I think

can he justffiabls claimed that, if a ssstem is to he called 'moral'.
it must msolse a significant number of the concepts and practices
base mentioned or others that caarlilbe intelligibly related to them I hat

Is we recognize that someone is raising a moral question, stating a moral

problem and making a moral judgment about what should he dime
from the substanse concepts in which he destrihes or argues about

the situation Regardless of a person's sincerity logical tone of scut:
when using words like 'ought', consistency, and form of argument we

cannot say that he is engaged m moral inquiry unless he is using the
substantive language of moral practice (AR en that the recognition of

a range of characteristic radices (and concepts) is the starting point
ethical theorists may then attempt to explain and interpret them and

critically assess the diserse ssstems in which they are incorporated In

the protcss of this work, they may recommend the resis'on of certain
moral practices or a whole moral system or adsotaie a system of their

own
I he point I wish to make here applies clearly to the rases that Kohl-

berg has used in his cmpirital work Why is he confident that then

are about moral problems at all and will he retognized as such'' I suggest

that it can only he hcLause the situations msolse conflicts between prat-
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aces that are commonly accepted as w hat one does when acting moraIlL

Words like 'right', 'wrong', 'Llut', which occur in the questions following
the cases, are pointless unless %A, e are talking about practices we com-
mend as good or reject as estl and in which duties arise V ith words

like 'should' and 'ought'. we cannot reasonahl assume that others will
understand us as speaking morall\ unless the words are being used in
the context of such practices There is Hem/ to take one example from
Kohlberg's stories-rklm steals an expmso,e drug in an effort to sa5e
his dLing wife We see this as a moral problem, perhaps esen a dilemma,
because on the one hand respect for life and the special mo:al relation-
ship of husband and wife are involved, and cn the other the institution
of personal ownership and the moral notion of stealing Suppose sonic
one does not recogrn/Cor has no awareness of the moral aspect of prop-
ene 'Stealing' for him does not describe a moral act, it is sunph, more

or less sL non\ mous with 'taking' He v, ill not see Hems problem as
a moral one Perhaps he will be interested in the practical problem of
how Hem/ can acquire the drug or mono, necessary to No, it willout
being caught The case would also he radiLaIlL changed as a moral prob-
lem for anLone who did not belies e that the moral concern for life
extended to the use of extraordmarL mean, or who could not appreciate
whL a man should feel he had to make a special effort when the (king
person was his wife

The requirement of content I am defending while it distinguishes
a moral sstem from one that is immoral or non-moral. does not deter-
mine the relative excellence of moral sstems Such sLstems usualh

ter in sonic of the ideals and practices the accept as moral and Lertafith
in the relatiLe emphasis or Lalue go, en to the range of ideals and prac-
tices then include (lead\ there are important differences between, for

example, Christian and militarL-style morality or liberal and soudlist

moralio, We can recognise them all as moralities because the are

concerned with a significant range of moral concepts and practices 13\

this amnion. we distinguish certain ssstems as 'moral' and to that extent

ma\, ealuate them, but the sLstems that meet the criterion are not
thereby graded or ranked It is not as though there were a complete

list against w huh the were being measured, and in arn, case such an

assessment would not have ans, bearing on the internal structure of a
s\ stem How we might compare the relative merit of different moral
sN,stems I will consider later I he method 1 fuse tried to exclude is
that of abstracting the essential features of the notion of morality from
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one's experience of moral practices and systems and then reintroducing

this notion as the Yardstick for assessing the relative quality of actual

or'putative moralities In making this move one inevitably prescribes
what morality should he like, when the nature rf morality is the preuse

issue in question
I wish now to consider how attention to the content of morality affects

the character of reasoning and decision in moral practice, and thus the

nature of moral education I should stress that I do not disagree with
Kohlberg and the other theorists of moral education who assume that

in moral decisions we need not he making arbitrary chores or ,imply
ening sent to how we feel Such decisions or judgments are rational
processes, genuine argument and disagreement are possible

\r hatever features moral reasoning Ma\ have, he must he derived

from actual moral practices and the way in which moral concepts are

actually used the philosopher cannot decide a priori s, hat will con,tuute
moral concepts and practices- unless he is trying to turn morality into

something else The correct logical mterprLtation of moral utterances
and the forms of argument appropriate to moral judgment are in fact

seriously disputed among philosophers Some treat moral utterances as

factual assertions, others think they arc most like verdicts or tha' they

express approval or make recommendat.ons or issue a kind of yommam

The form of argument considered appropriate depends to some extei

on these interpretations It may he assimilated to the model of math-

ematical deduction or scientific induction. or it may he treated as unique,

having most simila'ity with the logic of a judicial verdict or an aesthetic

evaluation (Some philosophers try to manage ae...thetic arguments also

in a strictly deductive or inductive way ) Whatever position is taken,
it will make a difference to the content of ah educational program in
moral reasoning, and to the way m which the substance of morality

is interpreted A deductR view of moral reasoning, for example, mag-

nifies the role of rules and principles in moral practice At the same

time, the differences among ethical theories on the .logie of moral
language should not he exaggerated Despite the claims made against

non-cogintivist theories by some objectivists, there are important
similarities among all theories in the logical conditions required for

moral judgmt:nt
Fhe main feature to notice, however, is that the logical conditions

which are distilled or prescribed) cover only a part of what is required

in moral ju,:gment and practice In most modern ethical theory, philos-
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ophers have concentrated on the general and virtually empty terms like

'ought' and 'good' 1 hese are taken as the logical words of moral dis-

course, just as 'if". 'but', 'not'. and so on are general logical words Logical
conditions for moral arguments formulated in such terms have some-
thing of a formal character Certainly we do not have an particular

content in mind For example, we might accept the following lutes for

an evaluation If I say '1 is good'. I cannot say exactly the same

as 1, butt is not good' If I .1\ is a good 1 because of properties

b, I must say that an other v possessing the same properties

is good For a moral judgment we might propose this rule If I say

that someone in situation ought to do t, then for anvone elw in the
same situation I must agre, that he ought to do i 7 It is a mistake
however, to suppose that reasoning of this kind stands in the same re-
lation to the pra.tice of evaluating and morally judging as reasoning
in mathermitics or formal logoc stands to the solution : to mathematical
or logical problems In the latter, the lo)iical pro,esse are th.: essence

of the activitv, and the lutes arc strietb, topic neutral, to use R\ le's
term In the former, reasoning according to such rules is only one of
the complex processes of moral practice, and by no means an adequ rte

account of even the directly conceptual aspect Moreover the rules are

not strictly formal *good' and 'ought' have a moral sense only from
being used in the context of substantial moral concepts and practices

To say, '1 his is a good 1. may always logically involve a favourable
tnaluattop regardless of what is substituted for 1 But the utterance is
also alwav' a claim that 1 can he described in a wav that _instates such

an evaluation If we are speaking merallv, we claim that there is a
description that Justifies the utterance from a moral point of view We

cannot give such a description without using substantial moral concepts
When the description is complete. at will he redundant (or useless) to

add 'and so it is good' Whatever can he said about the logic of 'ought

as a moral term depends on what can he said about substantial moral
concepts A decision on what these are (and are like) presupposed

by the efTort to describe the logical characteristics of ought Since the
question of whether 'I ought to do ' depends on whether v can he
described in substantial moral terms, the preoccupation with Iught as

such seems to he unnecessary If we go hack for a moment to the three
examples of 'formal' rules in the first two, the central questions in the

task of evaluation are about the features of v in v afire of which is

said to he good, ind whether i is the same as v in a rt:lev ant respect.
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in the third, the moral questions are whether i is what should be done

and what character,sucs of an agent or his circumstances are to he taken

as morally significant in determining whether the situation is the same

for ditTelent people
Suppose that a teacher's sole objective in moral education is to ensure

that his students follow such general rules of reasoning in their moral

judgments if he is successful, the outcome will he that each student

is more consistent in applying the standards and principles that he recog-

nises as moral L'nless the rules of reasoning do have consequences for

the content of moral belief, such consistency, is quite compatible with

views and practices that most people would consider moral's obnoxious
In this respect. to sae that someone is consistent in his reasoning about

moral questions is similar to sasing that he is conscientious or sincere

The historc, of our own time pri,vides ample evidence that peopk! acting

consuenuoush, can do atrocious things Consistence is dew iNle but

in itself it is a gain in logical rather than moral value

Mora his is directly concerned with a certain range of actions not

only the manifest behaviour but the thoughts, attitudes mIktis es feel-

ings, dispositions of the agent As c ith any other human practice. con-

cepts form a crucial (and ltegral) part of morahts If a child's earls

moral education proceeds satisfactorily, he will come to acquir, concepts

of love, justice, truth telling, honests. .ind so on in a particular ssa
distinctisels moral terms are learnt in a context of behaviour for which

adults, hs, means of verbal and other gestures, express praise or blame

admiration or contempt One learns that moral terms do not simply

express how this or 'hat persi happens to feel, or cons eN factual reports

on what people believe should he done I he express approval of what

(it is thought) deserves to he approved Vs hile this 'speech act' should

not he identified with the meaning of moral terms, it is a necessary

condition if such terms are being used qua moral Depending on the

context. one coati also he recommending. giving a serdict, issuing a kind

of command, ind so forth. in ticalg moral terms It is also a necessary

part of kilning such terms that attitudes of approval and disapproval

are acquired towards what the describe, that feelings (such as s),mpaths

and disgust) are aroused in relation to certain objects. and that doing

or failing to do what we describe in moral terms msolses certain

emotions (e g guilt. remorse) A general feature of earls moral experi-

ence is that we learn to perceive and treat human beings as different
from other ilggs This is a matter of feeling, not simple belief (compare
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'being afraid of v, which may entail but is not synonymous with 'hello-
ing that ~ is dangerous')

If we try to abstract purek conceptual aspect , of moral terms from
the networks of attitudes and feelings, we inevitably give i distorted

picture of moral experience and destroy the bridge between moral
judgment and behaviour Moral problem solving becomes at best a chal-
lenging logical game. but then ;t should not he confused with the judg-
ment making that goes on in the contest of moral practice Whatever
we may learn about moral concepts, we have nut acquired them as part
of a moral practice unless we approve or disapprov of the human
characteristics or behaviour to which they apply One does not employ
the word 'lying' as a moral term unless one disapproves of withholding
the truth (or sasu,g what is not the case) in order to deceive Although
expressions like 'it is good to he kind', 'murder is wrong'. 'one ought
to tell the truth' are used ..uring the period of learning and on some
other occasions tier a rhetorical purpose, the are redundant once the
substantive notions have been grasped as part of moral practice It is

not as though we first learn moral terms factually and then add the
moral principles later (as we learn a word like 'water' and later acquire
scientific knowledge about it)" or ale the associations of attitude or
feeling in relation to moral terms the private contingent ones that a
word such as 'water' may evoke f. an individual The point I am getting
a: is brought out clearly by Graham Greene in this passage from
Brighton Rock

The Bo said slowly. leanin6 out at.r, he rail into the doubtful ram 'W. hen
people do one murder. I've read they sometimes hae to do another to rids
up' 1 he word murder conveed no more to him than the words 'hos"Lellar',
'giraffe'

If what I have aid about the acquisition of moral terms is correct.
it seems that moral judgments consist fundamentally in determining how
a situation (agent, action, etc ) is to he most appropriately described
in these terms 1 he description has the character of an eyaluation YY hen

we agree to describe something in such terms, we also bring to hear
our moral approval or disapproval and a range of related feelings I he

perfecting of this activity in all its' aspects forms a crucial part of moral
education On some occasions, the task of description may he relative's
simple To act in such and such '4 V.1.4';, is to tell a lie or to break a
promise, and there are no complicating circumstances In these cases
we may argue in a deductive form, because we have learnt to express
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sonic of out moral beliefs as general principles and the alreaus apply

in the situation As I have suggested, such principles are strictly redun-

dant onLe we hate grasped 'truth telling', 'promise keeping'. etc as moral

notions Much of the time, however, we are faLed with situations in

which the appropriate description is not obsious Is withholding the truth

in these circumstances to he called a he' Does my acting towards .4

in this %tat amount to treating him fault" Am 1 justified in thinking
of msself or someone else in such and such moral terms1 Does taking

the life of a foetus constitute murder" What moral description fits the

action oi*this group of workers going on strike, or the policy of a govern-

ment in relation to. sat upemplot ment, or the British government plan

mug, to sell arms to South Africa. or the United States waging star in

Vietnam"
I he pioLedure of describing is a matter neither of deducing Lon-

elusions from a general principle nor of simply looking (or empirical

features Ihis is not a peculiar characteristic of descriptive-es aluatis c

terms As Julius Kos esi has pointed out. it is common to a vast range

of words Aherrver numan intentions and purposes settle (fie distinguish-

ing marks, for what count as an object or aetis us of a particular kind I"

We wonder whether this objdct is a chair or, to use one 01 Kos est',

examples. we describe custard as dirt when it is ,a1 a waistLisat but not

when it is on a plate V. e mat speak of 'tiles to he followed here, but

the are the ones built into our understanding of the concepts we use

The task of desuibing in moral terms differs in a significant was from
deciding. for example. that this object is a chair Attitudes and feelings

plan a neLessars part in the former, whsle then are irreles ant to the

latter In this respect. i moral description of a situation h analogow,

to an ae,,thetiL INne (Are the metaphors banal' Is the expression sen-

timental') In both cases, the form of argument (w hether ste are refieLting

to ourselves or talking to someone t' c) is persuasive. feelings anti An-

odes form an integral part of 'ative desoiptions are reiqed

to knowledge claims about a situ, ae conditions tha( led to IL ;id

the likely consequences of acting in various was, Sometimes the per-

suds's,: argument mat consist simpl, in providing mole accurate infor-

mation But this loci of argument has limited scope in moral inquiry

It is our view of the hare facts and of their relathe moral significance

that finally matters
Despite the plat of feelings and the lack of mathematical or suentihc

preosion we can still .,ensibly argue about the correctness or fittingness
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of a pen moral description We can also improse our capacities for
describing morally (that is, makrnoral judgments) Under one aspect,
it consists in a lifelong process of deepening our understanding of the
moral concepts v.e already in a fashion possess. of modifying or rejecting
some of them and adding new ones Under another aspect, we inas
speak of it in general as the development of moral insight To a large
extent, this is a matter of giving the kind of detailed attention to human
beings in a situation that is itself a practice of the virtues of Justice
and love Clear Is it also insolves the exercise of imagination in a certain
way feeling the stress of a situation or the likely consecuences of action
from the point of view of other people ''

There may he doubt about the extent to w hich deliberate schooling
can promote the habit of moral attention (that is, contribute to the
development of moral insight) This is not t!cause such development
does not fall, in principle, within the scope of education, but because
of the sheer complexity of what is involved In this respect. howeser,

it differs only in degree from such Chjedives as promoting critical
inquiry in science or the appreciation of music or the writing of good

I nglish In achieving these objectives, there are no simple step-bs -step
procedures that can be mastered by dint of practice and whose faithful
observance guarantees success, and as a consequence there are no dear-
cut tests of achievement But it is , common experience that in these

areas good teaches can contribute something We need not expect them

to do ans more (or less) in moral education Pros ided students are exam-

ining questions that moral's concern them, i teacher can help them
to acquire a habit of moral attention by continualls pointing cot circum-
stances that hose been us erlooked, suggesting alternase evaluative
descriptions, making analogies with other situations, and so on It must

also he assumed, howeser, that the teacher himself has des eloped moral

insight and that he and his students share an adequate range of substan-

tial moral concepts If the latter condi( )n is not satisfied me teacher's
eflort will hose to he applied directly to building up their repertoire
of moral concepts The characteristics of acute concrete nloral obser-
%anon of human beings and sympathetic imagination are exhibited in
a heightened degree in great nos els, plans, and historical biographies
(and in films by directors like Bergman, I ellini, Bur uel) I hese and

other for't's of art also provide a s 'carious enlargement of experience
the evaluative description of' a situation in moral trims does not

necessarily settle MI, should he done On mans occasions it is precisely
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because of this description that we perceive a conflict of mor4tvalues

or a dilemma Whichever was we act, we will have to do something

of which we moralls disapprose In some extreme cases, when the moral

evil of the alternatis es is roughls the same, uric mas Mulls decide on

the basis ot intuition termed from past experience Usually, how e'er.

some considerations about the relative weight to he given to conflicting

moral goods 1/ ill apply, Moral concepts and practices tend to he acquired

in a more or less coherent ssstem, and a scale ot priorities among moral

goods reflects such a system
}low ditlevences among ssstems might he treated in moral education

is too large a topic to dist. Liss adequately in this essay I he topic prolifer-

ates to such questions as AN hs act moralls' ^d 'What is the purpose

of morality''' Here I wish only to stress that qt,estions abou, giving pref-

erence to this or that ora: good (or to this or that mor.d ssstern) have

to he treated it the can be at all in the same was 4s questions about

the appropriate moral description ot someone's ben.itiur If someone

proposes as a principle than, w henescr there is a conflict between moral

values x and 1, x should take precedency' 1:le question is whether one

should prefer a moral ssstem in ,which 1 is related in this was to

Ohs iously this dispute cannot he settled by appealing to value principles

that co erth beg the question m fasour of x or i Nor IS it possible

to prose that one system is better than another The argument has to

he an attempt to bring someone to see the-tacts, however complex and

cast the% may he in a different moral was It is a matter of finding,

details of agreement, irguing bs analogy from those to others in dispute.

,proposing redescriptions in moral Terms of the commonly accepted facts,

suggesting experiments of imaginAtion, getting the other person to ex-

perience something directly. and so on The argument may place the

moral systems in the context ot other %aloe domains and try to show

that one tits more harmontousls and consistently than the other It the

disagreement extends to these other domains the argument will become

an effort ot persuasion about wavy of life In the end, it ma\ have to

he recognised that the ditieren,:es are ultimate moral ones and cannot

he resolved decisively in favour of one of t'e conflicting systems

I am inclined to accept the view that questions about the purpose

ot morality and the reason, for being mural tend to misrepresent the

nature of moral experience It' I correctly des'.:ribe what someone is doing

as deceitful, and he asks why he should n,-,t h! deceitful, I may look

for d moral notion he does accept to which being deceitful IS related
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(justice perhaps) Phis process of challenging moral reasons cannot he
continued sers far Re lans els soon. I will haze to say that this is simply
one of the notions that Lharacteri/es the practice of morahts At this
point he may ask why morality is this sort of thing or shy he should
act morally In attempting to answer these questions. I support a modest
form of naturalism While es aluation and description are logically dis-
tinct, the are not necessarily independent One cannot deduce ....hat
ought to he from ....hat is. but nevertheless an appeal to what s may
pros ide good reasons for claims about what ought to he f aced with
questions of justification, we do not ,imply have to shrug our shoulders
and sax it is a matter of feeling or ssill or social relatis ism V% hat %se

can he expected to provide is as full an explication of moral concepts
and practices as possible and their relationship to distinguishing L harac-
teristks and potentialities of human beings (man as a ss mbol-using ani-
mal, capable of rational aLtu,n, wanting and desiring in certain Wass
subject to pain, with limited natural resources, and so on) If human
beings were radicalls different in certain respects from what the are,

there would he no nwral domain, at least as we know But I doubt
whether we can folios.. this chain of inquire any further (that is. sax,

why man is the sort, of being that has morality language, art, etc
The question of why. finally, one should act moralts at all seeks a

non-moral justification for the practices of moraIit If we answer bs
simply giving a statement of fact in which no valuing is implied, we
cannot Links any conclusions about ....hat should he done If our state-
ment includes a saiumg of .the facts, we either beg the question by
,appealing to a moral value or treat niorakits an instrument for achiev-
ing some other kind of value In reference w the other Aut., (aesthetk,

s ) one could still ask )...hs it does not need to he justified bs reference
to something else This question h no doubt less likely to arise it %se
can ,how that morality contributes to such ends as general material
ssellare. pleasure, or self - interest At ans rate. I think the effort to justik
moillits in this was leads to one or other of these conclusions (a) sou
should act morally svheneser it piomotes the valued objective or (h)

hates er promotes the valued objective is moral It is clear that (a)
does not Justify acting morally, but simply gives a reason for conforming
to moral practices when the happen to serve some other salueind
(h) is in effect another moral system In the task of showing why a
person should he moral in general or in some particular respect, one
can only give as full an explication as possible of the substantive con-
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cepts and practices that constitute morality, and in so doing relate them
to features and conditions of human life If. despite this, he does not
come to see them as the approvable standards or ideals of human charac-
ter and action, the attempts to persuade him to accept morality in terms
of some other value are self-defeating (Compare someone for whom
art is valuable only because of its therapeutic effects, or as an instrument
of propaganda. or as a financial investment )

When questions such as why one should he moral or should accept
this or that moral practice are raised, it often seems to be supposed
that morality is fundamentally a private matter, something that is up
to the individual to decide for himself Against this view there are so oral
considerations that should be stressed

First, like language itself, moral practices are essentially public It
is only by being initiated into some form of moral life that an individual
is in a position to make a Judgment or hold an opinion about what
is moral Questions of agreement or disagreement on moral issues could
not even arise if there were no common background of understanding
on what such issues might be like and w hat would count towards their
resolution

Second, morality is not one of those communal enterprises in which
people, according to their inclination, may or may not engage, for it
belongs to the very notion of a society that its members would participate
in some pattern of common moral practices Regardless of what an
individual may decide, he will inevitably be faced with moral situations
They do not cease to be moral simply because he has willed them to
be otherwise Perhaps there are even some specific moral practices that
must necessarily be found in any society Peter Winch claims that truth
telling is one of these He argues that the institution of language (a
system of communication in which true and false statements are distin-
guished) would not he possible unless it could be assumed that people
were committed to meaning what they said In a society, having linguistic
and other conventions- that is, any society moral regard for telling the
truth cannot itself be treated as a conventional matter Winch suggests
that integrity in fulfilling social roles (although they differ in detail from
one society to another) and some notion of justice may also be necessary
moral features of any society 14

Third. the range of [Loral practices in a society and the institutions
that give them specific shape set limits on .what moral decisions can
Justifiably, and even intelligibly. be made It follows from the fbregoing
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comments that the picture of children growing up in a kind of moral

vacuum and then deciding for themselves whether or in what way they

will be moral involves a practical contradiction Without being initiated

to a certain extent in the ways of a society, children are not capable

of making any significant human choices, and any initiation into a

human society must entail the acquisition of some moral practices If
Winch's claim about truth telling is correct. then although individuals

may justify not telling the truth on particular occasions, they are not

free to reject truth telling as a general moral practice The moral relation-

ship involved here does presuppose the aispensable and universal in-

stitution of language But even in the case of the moral relationships,

that exist in institutions belonging to a particular cultural tradition or

social order. I think the situation is to a large extent the same Given

institutions like the family or private property, certain moral relation-

ships necessarily arise They are characteristics, not simply consequences,

of such institutions The terms 'parent' (as distinct from 'immediate fore-

bear') and 'child' as distinct from 'offspring') refer to positions in a

moral practice Regardless of whether the institution of the family might

with moral justification be changed. individuals who are now in the

positions of parent or child are not justifiably free to decide for tl.em-

selves whether they will treat the relationship as moral 1'

It might seem that we are reduced to saying that individuals should

accept the moral practices of the social group to which they belong

just because these are the prevailing practices To offset such an im-

pression. I should emphasize the distinction between the conditions that

are necessary for making and justifying intelligible claims and the justifi-

cation of such claims. This distinction applies to beliefs of any kind

I have said that it is necessary to have some measure of common agree-

ment on what ideals and habits of behaviour are moral if people are

to talk and argue intelligibly about morality But this is not the same

as providing the reason why such beliefs and practices should be com-

monly accepted Nor does it account for the nature of the judgments

on which there 'is agreement Me ely to recognize that a practice is

commonly accepted as moral is not to acknowledge it as a moral practice.

To do the latter, one must see it as a worthy standard of human conduct:

and when this is the ground of acceptance, the moral practice may be

invoked even against the actual behaviour of the'majority

Questions about the meaning and justification of moral (or any other)

judgments must also be carefully distinguished from attempts to give
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vanous explanations (historical, sociological, rfsychological. etc ) of how
this individual or group came to possess these moral beliefs and prac-
tices I may have learnt to appreciate a certain moral virtue mainly
through the example of a e,rticular person, but my appreciation of the
virtue is not ttself a report on the other person's influence If the
institution of language would not be possible without a moral regard
for truth telling, it does not follow that this moral regard consists in
'concern to keep the institution of language going'

Without touching the very complex question of how moral beliefs
and habits change. I think two points Ai-e clear

(i) Some practices are recognizably moral only as part of a certain
pattern of institutions and traditions We cannot simply declare that
they will be moral in a completely different social context

(11) If proposals for reform are to be understood as being moral, the
must be related to common notions of' morality that are not themselves
in dispute

The conclusions of philosophical inquiry Into the concepts and prac-
tices of morality are almost always, in effect, proposals for Its reform
changes that will make the whole enterprise of morality more intelligible,
more s; stematic and clearly defined, less subject to Internal inconsistency
and logical imprecision, and so on Every ethical theory carries at least
the germ of' a moral system This is one of the values of such theorizing,
for it is the most deliberate and reflective aspect of the complex process
by which moral practices are tested and undergo change

If the mode of reasoning I have been discussing here fairly represents
the character of moral inquiry, it is evident that the argument is not
pnmanly a matter of following formal logical rules. nor is it an effort
to get someone to argue consistently (depending on a person's principles,
one might be grateful if he did not argue consistently) It is directly
concerned with our evaluative descriptions in using substantial moral
terms. It may be a question of whether this or that concept should be
held as a moral one, or whether this is et correct (or adequate) moral
descnption In either case. the process of description cannot he treated
apart from the substantial moral concepts in which it is carried on, or
from the conclusion reached, the latter is not something we draw out
from the description, but it is what the description amounts to It is

also clear that in this account morti! reasoning is a somewhat untidy
and inconclusive matter There can be serious and unresolvable disagree-
ments in moral beliefs and practice and judgments It is futilz, in the
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hope of reducing this diversity, to distort moral experience by forcing

it into a more precise pattern of logic As Rush Rhees notes

In many perhaps most questions of morals the decision has to come from

me (from the man who faces it), and whatever the role of reasons, etc , mat

he, they are never conclusive in the way the steps of a matheniatual pro:1 we,

nor in the way in which material evidence of guilt in connection with the

crime may he

We can have good reasons for believing that we have made the correct

moral decision, and that those Vk ho disagree, are wrong If someone else

were in the same circumstances, we would (probably') try to persuade

him to reach the same decision But in complicated moral questions

we can neer be sure in the way we can be about a mathematical proof

or a scienTific explanation,
The limits on the demonstrative character of moral argument apply

to both the micro-level and macro-level of debate Concern for the wel-

fare of human beings is by definition part of what morality is about.

But in a specific case it may be extremely difficult to determine what

course of action shows due regard for human welfare The notion of

welfare is itself rather vague, there are problems in making comparative

judgments about short-term and long-term vod or harm, there is the

difficulty of weighing the good or harm of one individual or group

against another, and so on
At the macro-level I doubt w tether it is always possible, even in prin-

ciple. to demonstrate that one system or way of life is hctter than

another Not all virtues and ideals can be realized simultaneously in

the one human life The central characterizing practices of morality are

only loosely interconnected, and can thus he accommodated without

contradiction or inconsistency into different ways of life In summary,

what I am saving is that moral choices, at whatever level, can and should

he reasoned ones, but that there is often a plurality of reasonable choices

In giving an account of moral inquiry, we have to tread a difficult path

between arbitrary subjectivism on the one hand and the models of matn-

ematical or scientific proof on the other
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Chapter 8

The Place of Moral Education in the School
Curriculum

Should Moral Education Be Included in the Formal Curriculum?

Whether or not schools give a place to moral education in their explicit
curriculum, they are inescapably engaged in shaping moral beliefs and

conduct. As with any other social institution, the relationship among
members of a school are subject both to general moral standards (such
as those of truth telling, honesty, justice, respect for persons) and to
special moral conditions that arise from the nature of the enterprise
(e g. the duty of teachers to present conflicting arguments fairly). The
very ways in which schools are organized. their general styles, vary in
their degree of consistency with fundamental moral values and inevi-
tably they reflect and reinforce certain moral values over others

However the involvement of schools with moral values runs deeper
than this Human beings do not grow spontaneously into moral agents:
they do so only through a long process of learning. As they advance

dunng childhood and adolescence towards a least relative moral
maturity, they have i particular need for inform non, advice, criticism.

encouragement, and for contact with exemplars o oral maturity Quite
apart from the question of the school's distinctive o ectives, it is a social

context in which children and adolescents spend a ,substantial part of
then' lives under the guidance of a gruff p of adults. In thesecircum-
stances, there are many occasions on which the adults must express prac-

tical moral judgments on what those in their care say and do. And they
cannot avoid being taken as models, good or bad. of what a mature
moral agent is supposed to be like
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There is a much more positise link between the work of the school

and moral education Any account of the ideal of an educated person

must include at least some reference to the moral quality, of life Hence,
whatever is thought to he the precise task of the school, it cannot fulfil
its general aim of promoting the ideal of an educated person without

also accepting a special responsibits for moral development As
Durkheim has stressed, the school exercises a crucial mediating role be-

tween the special and personal moral relationships that characten/e the
family, and the impersonal moral demands of membership in the soLiets

at large
It does not follow, however, from this acknowledgment of the school's

responsibility, in moral education that the latter should he given a dis-

tinct place in the curriculum as a separate subject or esen in the context

of other subjects Perhaps the most effective polio would he to concen-

trate on the quality of those indirect and informal influences that are
continually, being exercised in a school, v. hether recogm/ed or not in

following this polio, it would bet necessary to ensure that the whole
life of the school was conducted in a was that respected fundamental
fioral standards and reflected a defensible order of moral salves, and
that the teachers themselves were mature moral agents who had a good

understaOng of what morality, was about and of what was msolsed

in reaching full moral development While I behest: that the indirect
and infornial influences of the school are important in the making of

a good moral person, I shall argue shortly, that then do not exhaust
its role in moral education and that, in the light of he schools distinstise
educational objectives, the formal studs of morality, in the curriculum

can he justified What I wish to stress at this point is that ever% school

is engaged, w:iether consciously or unconssiousls, in shaping the moral

development of its stude,nts Before coming to the spesith question of
teaching morality as part of the formal curriculum, I wish to toniment

briefly on two of the general background issues that affect all scho61,

as agents of moral education It is necessary, to comment at this les el

because relatively, few schools at present engage in moral education in

an ssstematic wav In the past few sears there has been a grossing
interest in teaching various procedures of inquiry that directly invoke
moral and related values usually in the context of social or general
studies However it is often the case that teachers take part in this work

without any special kn6wledge or skills in the domain of moralits and

moral education
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.Mora! Pluralism ----

A major difficulty for the teaching of morality, or es en for the indirect
moral influence of the school, is that people seem to differ so sharply

Kfon particular moral beliefs and es en on the g` nature of morality

itself Our society accepts as a basic policy (pc haps a moral one) that
differences in morality should he tolerated How can a school develop

an effective program of moral education and at the same time respect

moral pluralism.'"
A satisfactory ibiswer depends. 1 dmk, on distinguishing between

basic social morality and comprehensive moral systems or ideals of life 2

The former consists of the moral standards and placttces for protecting

and promoting general human welfare among the members of a soety

Without them. a society on i,'4 ilia individual ,welfare so crucially

depends- could not flourish or even survive and, without them, the con-

ditions would not exist in which people could pursue various more in-

clusive moral ideals The basic social morality would include, as a
minimum, practices of justice. truth tau* and honesty concern for
others at least to the extent of avoiding the infliction of injury. mutual
help in satOfying essential physical and cultural needs, and willingnes.

to recognize the moral claims that others make on us on the basis of

these practices '
Comprehenso. e systems of morality include persona! as well as social

standards of what is thought appropriate for a good human life I he\

reflect particular interpretations of the relative weight to he given to
various moral salves and of the nature of the w hole domain of morality

{here are, in fact, serious differences among groups and Indic 'duals

in our society at the level of these comptehenso.e sqems of morality
In some respects at least, the differences may express justifiable options

or they may he of a kind that cannot in practice he conclusively resolved

These are among the reasons why a policy of pluralism is desirable

The polio does not imply that any one moral system is as good as

another or that chYersity is necessarily preferable to agreement It is

intended primarily to protect the freedom of people to conduct their

lives according to the standards and ideals they belies e are most ad-

equate There, is an obvious limitation on such tolerance, namely, that
the comprehensive moral systems must tit consistent with the practices

that make up the basic social morality
Although schools that are intended to set-Y.:: the gelleral membership

of a morally pluralist society should not take sides in relation to LoMpet-

N
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mg moral ssstems or ideals of life he are (lead\ justified in ad\ ()eat-
ing the \Miles of the basic simal moralth [he\ ma\ also justuiahl\
defend the \ :dues on khiLh the poll( \ of pluralism itself is based (e g
personal freedom. respect for persons, tolerame) ( (insistent voth their
risk of inducting each generation into the main publie modes of thought.

the should (ertamh exhibit and defend the moral \ attics that are
integral to the serious quest for knowledge (c g honest objecth

impartialit\ )
I he distin(tion to v,lik.h I ha\ e referred does not (ompietel\ resole

the problem for the teaching of morahts in a pluralist societt I he \ ers

general \ aloes ot, the .ore or social morahh need to he green subsume
in particular cirtunistames hie\ itahl\ the perspecthe of a Lomprehen-
sice moral N Stem affects this task Moreo\ Cf part of the dispute hetv.een

these ssstems is o\er lust \\ hat \ attics should he included in the hash.
sot rr:oralit\ It is also \ er\ difficult in practice for teachers. e\ en

\\hn the are a\\are of the distinction, to ,sold inculcating disputed

moral ideals to «hul the personall\ are comrintled or to present them

\\Ith appropriate qualification 4 e that the are disputed and \\11)
Respite such chtb(ulties I belws e the distinction does form the hash
lor determining the moral \ attics that the school is clearly justified in
defending explkith and in reflecting through its forps of organs /anon
as a social group

Ohio /iv/iv arid Re/au root

I he second ba(kground topic clear12, related to the fIrst concerns the

objedis it of moral beliefs and judgments and the sc.cpe of reason in
the practice of moralit\ it makes an oh\ ious and important difference
for the methods of moral education whether, for example, moral beliefs

are merel\ expressions of an inch,iika:'s feelings or tastes rather than
being Llaims open to rational criticism and jihuh(ation Sin«. these

(ontheting \ leAs and others on the issues of ohjeeti IR. relate\ ism. and

the nature of moral icasoning) ha\ e their supporters, hov. can the school

make suns .crious moe. in moral education \\Ithout infringing the polio

of plurrinun
In these .ntre doctor omments I shall attempt to offer no more than

a fev\ sket(h\ notes on this question and the ,omplex topic.. to v\hich

it relates ' I o anticipate a point to which I shall relei later. I assume

that among the \ alues that ,tre central to the distinctive role of the

school are those of critical rational understanding In foiliming the cont-
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mitment it should have to these values, it is clear that the school cannot
he required (by the policy of pluralism) to take an impartial view of
any theory whatever that happens to he advanced in or about the field
of morality While there are several different accounts of subjectiyity
and objectivity in morals, I think the balance of argument and evidence

clearly favours at least a modified form of the case for objectivity in

moral values (It should be noticed that. while tne subjectivist thesis
leads to a very diminished role for reason in the practice of morality.

as a theory about morality it claims objective validity and offers argu-
ments and evidence that are Independent of the feelings and attitudes

of its proponents )
Any veruon of subjectivism must face the difficulty that moral beliefs

and judgmems are commonly treated as being fundamentally different

from the expreyaon of personal preferences It is assumed that they

can be correct or mistaken, more or less justified that their truth or
justification can be defended and challenged without reference to a
particular person's attitudes or desires One may express feelings and

attitudes in making a :noral claim; but in the practice of morality there

is no confusion between arguments for and against apartheid. for
example, and a simple conflict of views on what people happen to like

Many of the moral principles that people hold. particularly the ones
they would recognize as part of the basic social morality, are thought

to apply to human beings ev, where These principles are frequently
invoked in assessing the moral values and conduct of other individuals

',lid groups The question of how effectively these values and conduct

reflect the preferences of a particular individual or group simply has

no moral relevance Cruelty is morally had whether a person finds it

satisfying or not.
The subjectivist is forced to CiJ that the common assumption of

objectivity has found its way into moral language because of radical

mistakes about the nature of moral values This approach might be de-

fensible if it were a matter of particular errors within the total practice
of morality But the supposed mistake is so pervasive :hat an effectiye

and uncompromising remedy would entail the replacement of the prac-

tice of morality by one of a fundamentally different kind To illustrate
if we are to speak intelligibly of a person as engaging in morality. he

must sometimes make judgments about what is right or wrong in the
conduct of other peo ?Ie (and this will include the standards that guide

their conduct). Subjectivists no doubt do make iudgments of this kind
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flovvever it is difficult to see hovv the can act consistent's in this was
It %chat is right or sarong n smirk an expression of each person's alti-

tudes it .% ould seem that the only consistent polies is to refrain from
making assertions about \chat other people ought to do and to reduce
moral censure merek to the noting of differences in attitude or. at most.
to the expiessiot of dislike

Subjectivists often appeal to moral relativism (the div ersitv of moral
values from one group or societv to another( in support of their interpret-
ation Hovvever relativism is :tselt a shaky foundation on tk ilia to rest

a theory of morality. ' In the first place, the actual differences among
societies in their moral practices are far less than relativists suppose
An exaggerated picture of disersit' is gained from concentrating on the

detailed surface features of moral practices these are often ditierent
vvays of applying a common underlying moral value In the second place.
diversitv of moral beliefs does not entail subjectivism In some cases,
there mav he justifiable alternative moral responses to the same complex

human situation, in others, the diversik mav reflect a better understand-

ing in one societv than another of %chat is justifiable as a moral practice
A societv can he mistaken in its interpretation ot particular moral prin-
ciples or of 'A hat It accepts among its moral values ''

Relativism has commonly been advanced as a ground for non-
interference hv one group in the oractices of aoother Apart from the
problem of determining %chat is to count as a moralk autonomous group
or societv the non-relativist conclusion that ever\ one should observe
a principle of tolerance (or non-interference) is of course inconsistent
vvith relativism 7 All that i relativist can cmsistentk sac about tolerance

is that it depends on hoc% it is moral's valud hv an given group In
anv case this unqualified principle of tolerance has to suppose that there

are no justifiable grounds on which the moral values and practices of
a group can he criticued trom outside and thus no iustification for inter-
ference A supporter of the principle :s :arced to dens that there are
at least some moral principles (t g relating to racial discrimination, the
treatment of prisoners) that applv universalk regardless of the point

v iev. taken bs particular societies
In supporting objectivik in moral beliefs and judgments, one is not

committed to the mc.aphvsical thesis that moral values exist as proper-
ties of objects in the world and can he discerned as such One mav
acknovdedge that moral values are attributed to objects and actions in
a context of relationships \k hat is crucial is that there are properties

2Z?
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of the objects and actions along with facts about human nature and

experience that can provide justifying grounds for claims ,.:hout what

is good and right for human beings either generally or in given co--cum-

stances The activity of causing pain for the fun of it does not have

an inherent property of moral badness to which one may point in ad-
dition to describing the screams of the victim, the laughter of the
torturer, and so on However there are facts about the human experience

of pain that give good reasons for treating the wanton inflicting of pain

as morally objectionable It 1, precisely because the experience of pain

is what it is that we pay particular attention to the action of inflicting
pain for the fun of It and have terms (e g 'cruelty') in which we describe

it in a was that also expresses a moral evaluation "

In the light ofthe foregoing comments, I believe the school is justified

in treating moral values as coming within the conditions of objectivity
in the sense outlined 1 his does not simply mean that objective assess-

ments can he made of conflicting decisions, given that there is agreement

on a relevant standard (this level of objectivity is not denied by subjec-

tivists), it also means that there are grounds on which the appropriate-

ness of the standards themselves can he tested In advocating the basic
social morality, teachers must he prepared to provide the objective
grounds on which its content of standard,, and practices are justified.

and, in the various contexts of moral discussion in the school. they

should challenge the supporters of conflicting moral ideals or systems

to examine and defend the objective arguments for their position
If subjectivism (or at least relativism) has been an attractive doctrine

for some programs of moral education, others have re;:enth tended to

employ an inappropriate model of objectivity " No general aspects of

the issue should he stressed In the first place, it has been increasingly
recognued in recent years that claims about the pure objectivity of scien-

tific inquire and the sharp division between the domains of tact and

value have been seriously exaggerated Scientific inquiry includes thL
making of value judgmehis, there is an inescapable personal element

even in scientific knowledge hat one perceives as a tact depends on

the concepts and theoretical assumptions one brings to the task of obser-

vation. and so on At the same time, there are important differences

in the conditions and nature of objectivity between claims about the
physical world and claims in the field of moral or aesthetic values If

moral education is to he effective, it is essential that the distinctive

character objective reasoning about moral problems and values
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should be respected and that it stv uld not be forced into the scientific

or mathematical mould of objectivity

Justifying Formal Moral Education

Because the school is an institution in which most children and ado-

lescents now spend a large part ( 'heir time. It is not surprising that
it has come to be used as an agency for a wide variety of objectives.
We have already seen that whatever activities a school engages in, it
is bound to exercise an important influence on moral development. The
question of whether the school should also engage formally and system-
atically in moral education depends on what is thought to be the school's

proper role and what is Involved in becoming a mature moral person.
Almost any statement about the distinctive role of the school will

raise a controversy. However I believe it can be reasonably claimed
that whatever the school may be ultimately trying to achieve (from pol-
itical revolution io personal adjustment) it should be immediately and
centrally concerned with inducting each new generation Into public
modes of knowledgeboth their content and the skills employea in their
development and application. While the school may serve various other
related (and unrelated) Interests in common with a number of insti-
tutions. this is the task for which It is uniquely equipped and which
is not likely to be done effectively elsewhere in the society if it is not

done by the school 1 would claim further. without attempting to discuss
the Issue here. that the school cannot conduct the process of Induction
properly unless it is committed to the ideal of critical rational under-

standing to which the quest for knowledge in our cultural tradition is
subject. (This claim is discussed in Chapter 3.)

If we win to the dimensions of moral development. I think R S Peters

provides a satisfactory general classification u) He suggests that there

are four aspzcts. initiation into the practices (including concepts and
prwcipks) that distinguish morality (truth telling, promise keeping, deal-

ing honestly. treating fairly, showir; kindness. etc.): acquisition of a
judicial' function sk.ils and dispositions for applying principles and
rules to particular situations, acquisition of an 'executive' function: the
dispositions needed for translating decisions into practice (the develop-

ment of virtues and what is meant by character) acquisition of a legis-,
lame' functio,, understanding the ideals and standards of morality and
learning how to apply them in modifying and revising particular rules

of conduct.

292....,
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Given that (a) the moral domain has crucial importance in human
life, (b) moral development includes the above features, and (c) tRe'dis-

tinctive role of the school is as I have described it. it clearly follows
that the school is not only Justified in including moral education in the

formal curriculum, but ought to do so Consistent with its general pur-
pose, the schoors,speual contribution to moral education would relate

to gaining knowledge about morality, understanding the nature of moral
ideals and principles, and acquiring the skills for analysing moral issues
and reaching sound moral judgments. Learning about morality would
include not only sow comparative study of moral beliefs and practices
but also an examination of the .clationship it bears to such basic do-

mains of culture and society as religion, law, government, and art In

this respect, even if moral education is treated as a distinct unit in the
curriculum. it is dear that it depends in part at !cast on an integrated
approach.

It would be absurd to suppose that one can develop as a moral's
good person simply by learning a great deal about morality and by

becoming skilful in moral argument Such knowledge and skill may not
even he necessary for- living a morally good life (Just as people'may
learn to speak or write well without any explicit knowledge of the theory

of language) The informal Influence of teachers and the general ,,ay

in which the life of the school is conducted can probably do more
towards this end than the formai studs of morality However I would

argue that it is certainly desirable that a morally good person should
also understand as much as possible about the nature of the moral do-

main. see why the principles and standards on which he acts are Justified.
learn to think carefully and consistently about the moral aspects of com-
plex social questions, appreciate the conflicting points of view on such

questions, and so on In fact. I think it can reasonably be claimed that.

in some circumstances at least. the quality of one's life as a moral agent
depends on the possession of such skills and understanding

Although I am arguing that the school plays Its distinctive part in
morn! education by promoting a critical. eflective understanding of
moral practice. I have already acknowledged the complex ways in whidi
the school directly shapes the development of children and adoleents
as moral persons We saw also in the earlier discussion that tPtteschool

is justified in encouraging commitment to the values that form the basic

social morality and in fostering the moral attitudes and dispositions on
which its practice depends The best chance that a formal program has
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of being effect,ve is when the values It defends are clearly reflected

in the attitudes and conduct of teachers and in the general life of the
school It is important to remember that in moral education, as in various

other aspects of human development, the school does not have the sole,

or es en prime, responsibility If it could only succeed in informing
moral practice with critical understanding. that would surely be a vast

achievement
For most of human history, the majority of people have accepted

morality largely as the expression of an authoritative will (a deity, a
charismatic leader, the traditions of the tribe). Whatever defence might

be made of this almost completely unreflective morality in various his-

torical conditions. it is evidently incompatible with a social and political
order in which each individual has a part in shaping public policy Aside

from the democratic ideal, a predominantly conventional morality is

quite inadequate for circumstances in which traditional moral belief are
continually subject to public criticism by a substantial minority and the

whole practice of morality is being rapidly reshaped. During the past

half centurY, there has been, for example, a dramatic transformation

in the nature and status of sexual morality, while during the past two
decades the rediscovery of social justice has been almost as dramatic.

In fact, there has recently been a tendency to identify morality with

public issues of justice- immeasurably preferable to the fixation with

sex. but a distortion nevertheless For the quality of their own lives

as well as for the common good, there is an urgent need for as many'
people as possible in our society to gain a thorough understanding of

morality in order to apply and modify moral standards intelligently and

to participate in the debate both on particular moral issues and on what

morality itself is about
It would he a mistake in the opposite extreme to assume tha traditions

of moral practice were no longer important or that direct induction into

such traditions should play no significant part in moral education What

I wish to emphasue is that the practical and mainly unreflective knowl-

edge, attitudes. dispositions that come with this induction need to be

supplemented by a conscious and critical understanding of what the

practice involves, a symbolic mast, ry that gives a person power not

only to appreciate the practice in which he has learnt to engage but

also to modify it in a rationally defensible way. The school is one of

the key settings in which the direct practical induction into morality

occurs, hut, in its specific task of educating, it is the very place in which
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the gaining of symbolic mastery over the major practices that make
up a culture should at least begin."

Moral Education as a Separate Subject
Granted that moral education should be included in the formal cur-
nculum, the question is whether it should be treated as a separate
curriculum subject or as part of one or more existing subjects or as
a combination of these two. In any curriculum decision, what can and
should finally be done must partly depend on the particular circum-
stances of each school During this discussion, I am concerned mainly
with general theoretical issues and, in this section. 1 shall examine some
of these issues in relation to moral education as a separate subject.

The main argument for a distinct curriculum unit is implicit in what
has already been said Given that moral development is one of the basic
objectives of the school and that there is a complex range of knowledge
and skills, related to moral development, that the school can promote.
it follows that a separate curriculum area is justifiable There seem to

be two key objections to such an arrangement First, it is claimed that
the nature of morality is radically distorted by being treated as a theor-
etical compartmentalized field of study (an effect that is aggravated
when it is made an examination subject) The basis of the second objec-

tion is that 'moral behaviour is the concern and responsibility of every
person. not just of a few chosen experts', in fact there are no experts.12

Hence to treat moral education as a separate subject both mistakenly
assumes that there are experts in moral behaviour and also ignores the

responsibility that all teachers, 'regardless of their field of special
competence, have for moral education

The first objection refers to a clear danger in the separate study of
morality However, even though the danger may he more acute in the
case of morality, it exists for any study that refers beyond itself to a
significant aspect of culture or society (e g. the arts, government, re-
ligion) Engagement in a practice and engagement in the effort to under-
stand the practice are not the same thing. Even when the latter is

intended to improve the quality of the practice, it can very easily come
to he regarded as an end in itself. To offset this tendency in the study
of morality, there are various precautions that can he taken: (a) I have
already referred to the importance of consistency between the moral
quality of the everyday life of the school and the advocacy of moral
principles by teachers This is crucial when the school undertakes the
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formal teaching of morality (b) The separate systematic study of
morality can and should be supplemented by the examination of mora,
questions that arise in the context of other subjects (1 shall return to
this point in the next section ) (c) There is no reason why moral edu-

cation as a distinct subject should not give attention to decisions directly

relating to action in the students' own lives whether individually or as
a group, and both within the school and outside (d) The relationship
between the understanding of morality (a basic objective of a formal
program in the school) and the practice needs to be made explicit, at
least occasionally, to ensure that students have an accurate appreciation
of the scope and limits of such a program in their own moral develop-

ment This list is not exhaustive. but I hope it indicates how the inclusion

of moral education as a distinct subject in the curriculum need not result

in its being a narrow self-contained intellectual exercise)
In regard) to the second objection. it can readily be granted that all

teachers should take some responsibility for moral education But this

is in no way incompatible with establishing a distinct unit in the cur-
riculum in which morality is studied systematically The argument seems
to confuse several issue, the personal responsibility we each have/or
our own moral beta!' Jour: responsibility in relation to the moral behav-
iour of others, being responsible. whether for our own or other people's

moral behaviour. and having expert knowledge and skills related to the

practice of morality Responsibility for our own moral behaviour is clear.

but whether we are also to be held in some sense responsible for the

moral behaviour of other people depends on special relationships and

circumstances All teachers, as adults acting on behalf of parents and
the society. clearly have a responsibility for the moral conduct and
development of the children and adolescents in their care Although

the exercise of this responsibility supposes that teachers are themselves

mature moral agents. it does not depend on any special expertise in
morality Specifically in their role as teachers, they also have a responsi-

bility to promote the moral development of students (a basic aim of
education) in so far as it comes within their field of competence To

perform this task as effectively as possible. they need. in addition to

general mouel maturity. some special understanding of morality A
teacher of 'literature. for example. who has no expert knowledge of its

relationship to moral values can hardly present literature in a way that

is likely to make a distinctive impact on the moral development of

students

6
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The objection we are discussing is unwilling to acknowledge that there

can be any experts in morality While it is true that everyone is required

to participate in the practice of morality. this by no means excludes
the possibility of experts. It is quite cleat that some people live morally

better lives than others in this sense saints might he said to be moral

experts. Hoyiner there is a more precise sense it. which we may speak

of moral experts. On some occasions at least. moral decisions do depend

on a substantial understanding of the nature of morality, on knowing
the kinds of information to seek and how to interpret and apply moral

cntena in complex cases, and on experience in the examination of moral

issues To possess such knowledge and skill SO a significant degree is

to be a moral expert.' l It does not imply that such a person is necessard N

morally better than others What can be claimed, however, is that when

other signifirant conditions are satisfied. the extent to which one is a

moral ex, .rt makes a difference to the qual,ty of one's moral life I

has. argued that a distinct place in the curriculum for the systematic

v.tuds of morality is justified because there is a range of relevant knowl-

edge and skill in which people can gain proficiency It is obvious that

only someone who has an adequate mastery of such knowledge and

skills (as w_li as the appropriate pidagogical skills) can teach efTectisely

and take responsibility in this aspect of moral education ''
Assuming that morality is studied as a separate area in the secondary

school curriculum, what would it consist in9 There are two main ways

in which it could be treated as a unitary subject. by restricting its scope

to the philosophical discipline of ethics or by concentrating on the
development of appropriate skills of inquiry and decision making

through the systematic discussion of moral problems There arc. I be-

lieve, some serious difficulties with both these approaches The etrectivz

study of ethics would he too demanding for at least the first three or

four years of the secondary school In any case, ethics cannot he properls

treated in isolation from various other aspects of philosophy to g p'ilos-

ophy of action, philosophy of mind, general value theory) The more
fundamental objection. however. is that ethics is too speciahred and

narrow to form an adequate program of moral education The study
of ethics is predominantly a matter of learning about morality, it is

only indirectly related to the objective of learning to he moral T his

is obvious in the versions of ethical theory that attempt to loctr, exclus-

ivels on the second-order questions (the logic of moral discourse) and

to say nothing on the first-order questions about what is good and evil.

2 2 7
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nght and wrong But even when ethics extends tc first -order questions,

in so far as it remams,a stricth philosophical enterprise. its main tOcus

of attention is on the logical and epistemological characteristics of moral
concepts and claims. the nature 'of moral arguments. and on what is
involved in justifying moral practices and scstems When particular
moral systems are adkocated Ilk ethical theorists. they form part of the
moral pluralism of the ,octets and their treatment in the school comes
within the proposal made earlier

The second approach to moral education as a unitarc subject the

preoccupation with skills of inquir\ and decision making is altogether
too narrow, whether the direct objective is to gain a better intellectual
and emotional awareness of one's own moral ,aloes or to improce one's
abilitc to think nowt-lath about moral problems (particularly. complex
public issues) or to reach a higher lecel of moral ckvelopment '" In
addition to promoting logical skills in moral arigument, moral education
must also, at the kers least. give attention to the cont,nt of the collies
applied in these arguments and the conclusions reached [he identifi-
cation of the ,tope of form moral education with methods of inquiry
also puts a disproportionate emphasis on the place of problem
solcing or es en decisions that require deliberation in the ecerydsk life
of most people One of the main outcomes of an effectke moral edu-
cation is that we would perceive acc uratek and east's (often immech-

ateh ) how we should think, feel, act towards other people in the oldinrc
circumstances of iamb, work, etc that charactenre most of our life
Often enough, the main difficulty is not in knocking what one should
do but in resisting the counier-inclination to do otherwise I his is one
reason why the deselopment of settled dispositions to act in ,iccordance
with moral standards (I e virtues) must he a fundamental part of moral
education ?here is also a significant aspect of liking moralk in which
It is ru.1La question of what we ought to do to change a situation but
of the attitudes we should sake in the face of conditions that we have

no power to change (eg failure in one's work. ingrat,:ade or dislocalk
of one's friends, sickness. death)

Programs designed to develop mora! reasoning often treat the process
as though it could he fitted exactly to a scientific or mathematical model

In particular, the o''erlook the fact that a certain range of attitudes
and feelings nius, necessarily he insolved if moral concepts are being

used in a distinctively moral sense A person who agrees that an action
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of his is correctly described as unjust. but does not hace an attitude
of disapproval lossards the action or an\ feeling of guilt. can hardk
he said to employ 'justice' as a concept in the practice of morales Nes er-
theless such a person could perform quite etlectiels in a (muse On
moral issues that vi as concerned exclosicelc \kith criteria of inductive

and deductise reasoning and the purels, descripnce sense of moral con-

cepts The point I wish to stress here is that reasoning in moral education

cannot he separated from the acquisition of sobstanti\ e mor.J1 concepts

and the attitudes and emotions that an adequate understanding of them

must include':
The posime conclusion iron these comments is that moral education

even sshen it is gis, en a distinct part in the curriculum (as 1 hehese

0sirable) needs to be treated as a multidisciplinarN subject Although

hase argued that ethics should not form the vkclusis e or ducct object

of the program it is the main discipline on which the program .could
drays and it procufes the most adequate perspectRe for integrating the

carious contributing disciplines Although teachers from several held.
ssould participate, the .cork of co-ordmanon and the main responsibilitc

for the program .could he viith teachers ss id a specialued knocc.l-

edge of ethics and of the theor and practici coral education V, it hoot

impking ans particular methods or .sacs organing the content I

think the main elements of such a moral education, to he treated ocer

the sears of secondan, schooling are the follim mg

I an cumulation of moral practices iind of beliefs about moraluc

in our ossn .octet` attention to the extent of agreement and diL erstIL

in this context. consideration 01 the distmcnon (discussed earlier in this
chapter) betvieen the basic social morality aml comprehcnsi%e moldl

s\ stems and .sacs of life
2 the content of the basic social moralitc and hov. it can he justified

including consideration of .shat being a moral agent ins oh es %clic ske

should ad morally, the role of moral ideals, principles and rules I \s

I emphasised earlier, it is crucial that the calm!. of the social morality

defended i^ the moral education course should he reflected in the life

of the school ).
3 a wmparatice study of ) comprehensice moral .c stern's in our

ovin socich (there are various dimensions of comparison, c g betvicen

religious and secular moralities indoddualist ind collectivist) and (h)
moral beliefs and oractices of our oss n soueh, and those of some other
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societies and cultures. In relation to these comparative studies and the

defence of a core of social morality. an examination of the questions
of relativism and objectivity in moral beliefs,

4 the relationship between the moral domain and other significant

human practices (e g literature and art, religion, law, the political
order).

5 the acquisition of skills for reasoned inquiry and judgment on moral

questions The procedure Includes the ileterminationof the kinds of in-
formation needed in a given case, recognition of the moral values that
are or may be involved, the relating of moral criteria and relevant infor-
mation in order to reach a moral interpretation and evaluation of the
case Although the procedure should be a rational one it is by no means

simply a matter of logic It includes, for example. the ability (and dispo-
sition) to engage in honest and accurate self-criticism (at least to be
aware of one's biases in a case and to try to adjust for them in reaching
a moral judgment), and the exercise of skills of imagination- such as
putting ourselves in the position of other people in order to appreciate
how they interpret and experience a situation or working out how cir-

Lun stance, can he changed in a way that removes a moral dilemma

Vslule these skills can he developed in the course of examining large-

scale controv ersial moral questions, they also need to he exercised in

relation to the less dramatic moral Issues that arise in everyday life.

I shall argue shortly that there are other areas of the formal curriculum

in which some of the skills required for a morally reflective life may
he more effectively acquired than through the systematic discussion of

moral problems
As mentioned earlier, most recent curriculum materials in moral

educa

4
ion have concentrated on learning to reason about moral issues

In relation to this aspect of moral education, I believe the Humanities
Project and Lifeline provide generally sound programs for use or adap-

tation l' They tend to be complementary.,the former emphasizes contro-

versial issues in relation to a number of large topics (e.g. war. poverty,
work. the family) while the latter concentrates on concern for others

in situations that are likely to occur in the everyday life of
adolescents

Although the Humanities. Project is not concerned with what I take
to he the full range of moral educatioi, as a distinct part of the cur-
nculum, it is an interesting illustration of how moral education can be

conducted as a multidisciplinary study Despite its title, the Project con-
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sists largely of a curriculum program in moral education Material relat-
ing to the discussion of each of its major topics h drawn from literature
and the arts (including film). history, religion, and the behasioural sci-

ences (There seen), to be no good reason why appropriate material
might not also have been taken from the physical sciences ) In regard

to the kind of multidisciplinary study the humanities Proje involves.

it is clear that the contributing disciplines do not participate on their
ortn terms (I e through the employment of their distinctive concepts,
theories, and modes of inquiry) either to the general understanding of
the complex topics (war, the family, etc ) or es en to the moral aspects

of these topics Material is taken out of the context of the contributing
disciplines (e.g a passage from a novel) and put at the service of the
Project's specific purposes in moral education The integrating factois

are the controversial moral issues in the various topics and the pro-
cedures of discussion directed to deseloping skills Of rational judgment

on such issues The 'products' of the disciplines (along with photographs.
excerpts from newspapers. etc ) may be integrated in this way, but there

is certainly not an integration of disciplines While materials dr .n from

the various disciplines may stimu,ate a more sophisticated level of reflec-

tion on moral questions, this is no substitute for a ssstematic studs of
these subjects as an education in the humanities When such studs is
lacking. there is always the danger that what a social scientist or historian

or novelist is saying will be misunderstood

Moral Education in the Context of Other Subjects
Although I have argued in favour of a distinct place for the studs of

morality in the formal curriculum, I also wish to stress the important
role that other subjects can play in their own right in moral edinatio4..

Moral issues may arise in ans part of the curriculum. but there are
some subjects whose content and alms link the a essential's with

morality In general. whenever human actions ar the objects of in-
terpretation and explanation. the moral dimensu n (v;iich is so fun-
damental a part of human action) must be explorid Perhaps the most
dramatic examples of such subjects are religion and literature'".
although the central group would also include political education and

legal studies. In each of these cases the object of study is a cultural
or social institution that is intimately related to the moral domain Not
only do they afford the opportunity of learning to apply moral values

but also of gaining a better understanding of their scope and character
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In addition to this, literature and some of the other arts thcmselves

involve distinctive ass of probing and illuminating the nature of

morality.
History and the disciplines that make up the social (and helms ural)

sciences include moral values among their objects of studs and are
affected bY these values in their concepts and theories However their
relationship to moral education is somewhat more complex than the
fields of study, I have just mentioned In so far as they investigate moral

beliefs and practices specifically. they contribute to the multidisciplinary
subject discussed in the previous section For the wider topics in which
moral values play a significant part. they need the collaboration of eth-

ics, and I shall comment in the next section on this relationship as it
affects the curriculum In the present context. it can be said that historY
and the social sciences (at least when the latter's level of inquiry is on
a substantial scale) exhibit moral beliefs and practices in the large setting
of social and cultural movements and in relation to the interaction of
ins*.tutions For the kind of contribution to moral education we are
considering here, the preoccupation of history with concrete events and

the details of biography plobabl.v pc., it an ads antage over the social

sciences
If the studs of literature and the other subjects to Much I base re-

ferred is to assist moral deselopment in distinctive %%AY,. it is crucial

in the first place that their unique characteriAics should he respected

in the process of teaching and learning The special potentialities of
literature and history, for example. in relation to moral education will

he lost if they are regarded predominantly as resources from yy hich

interesting moral cases can he drawn A precis of the moral issues in

,t la( bed; or lidlv Budd may effect's els stimulate discussion in a program
concerned with the analysis of salves, but it misses completely the kind

of impact on moral understanding that the study of Vac Nth or Bah

Budd as literature can have
It is also essential that the differences as well as the similarities he-

tvbeen moral and other values it literature etc should he clearly grasped

by teaches, of these subjects Otherwise. the studs of, ,as, religion or
law simply becomes a course in moral education under a misleading

name, or else moral questions come to he mistakenly regardeu as essen-

tial's issues of religion or law
Before indicating something of what these conditions invo:ve for sev-

eral particular subjects (religious studies, literature. and social sciences).
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I should comment briefly on the sense i.' which moral education in

the context of such subjects forms an integrated study Whatever ma:

he unique to the study of literature, history. law. etc , none of them

can be effective unless they draw on the work of several disciplines 2"

Moral aspects may be integrated with thesVsubjects in that ethics is

amtin.g the disciplines on which they draw However, in the present con-

text I wish to emphasize that moral values are also 'ntegra' to the dis-

inctive content of each and to the distinctive questions that each ask,

Because of this, the effective study of any of these subjects must also

he. in part, a staly of morality The elaborate _ arts at achieving

integrated studies often overlook the extent to which individual disci-

plines, when properly understood. provide a framework for i.itegrating
important aspects of experience (e g the aesthetic and the moral in the

studs of literature) .21

Religious .Studies

Regardless of the particular form religious studies may take, there are

belies e, several conditions that need to he met if the subject is to

contribute in a distinctive and effective was to moral education

First, religions should not be treated as though they were -,irtualls

notuing more than systems of morality Their scope includes. for

example. the common I celebration of what is thought to be man's re-

lationship with God. a more or less complex pattern of beliefs about

the nature of human life and its ultimate purpose that affects a believer's

interpretation of every important aspect of experience, and standards

ot conduct in addition to those of a strictly moral kind
Secondly the studs should examine the xtent to which a religious

oc-as of life makes real- differences to the piacuce of morality
its. special attention should be given t) the role that religious

_ite, (in pzutkular, an appeal to the will of God) may play in under-

standing the nature of moral obligation and in justifying moral

practices
ourthly, care should be taken to examine non-religious grounds

on which moral beliefs and practices can be justified When morality is

si died in the context of religion, there is the danger that students will

cti to assume that all morality depends on religious conviction '22

1h Stuck of Literature

Mans literary works are directly concerned with the moral aspects of

human relationships. individuals confronted with moral dilemmas,
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conflicting moral points of view The question of how the study of litera-
ture cc-itl.butes to moral education may thus seem to be a straightfor-
ward matter The teacher simply draws on literature as a useful resource.

tti;,for illustrations of how people in varying circurustane apply' a moral
principle, for interesting cases on which students can dev p their skills
of values analysis, perhaps as an instrument of persuasion on behalf
of a given value or whole way of life, and so on This use of literature
is particu:rly likely to occur when several disciplines are integrated in
relation to the study of large-scale social and political issues (e g war.
roverty) As I hay e noted above, the Humanities Project is an example
of how literature is used in this way The materials derived from litera-
ture in such progms may serve various objectives of moral education.
but this purely in rutnental treatment of literature distorts. or ,.t least
ignores. its distinctive character as art and the particular nature of
its relationship to morality. and as a consequence prevents the study
of literature f,om reali7ing the unique role it could play in moral
education

There are several respects in whici. the study of literatwe (understood
as fiction of substantial aesthetic quality) includes the stud\ of moral
values and can contribute distinctively to moral education

In the first place. there are the formal moral qualities displayed in
the language in which motives. emotions. and character are described
and interpreted In literary art. the motives and other objects of dis-
cussion have to be of sufficient importance to deserve close ati..ntion
and the author has to employ a form of language that succeeds in treat-
ing Them seriously, intelligently. sensitively. with due regard to their
complexity. etc 1 hese characterstics of an aesthetically appropriate form
of language are at the same time the expression of moral qualities

Secondly, it is a distingaishing mark of great literary artists that they
possess extraordinary insight into human character and the complexity
of mon\ es and emotions, and car, explore them concretely in language
of great emotional and imaginative power This claim must apply. at
!east in some degree. to all authors of wot(hwhile literature It is not
that the study of literature presents us. then, with models of how to
employ moral principles or directions on the right course of action. ts
special capacity is to engage our feelings and imagination in a way that
leads to a deeper understanding of the moral aspects of character and
actionof what we may know in some fashion already 2 1 Anna Karenina,
for example. vividly portrays the workings of the self in human relation-
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ships It illustrates. among its many morally significant features, the de-

fects of unselfishness as well as selfishness, and both the advantages
and limitations of being unselfconscious

To the extent that a work of literature achieves the formal moral
qualities of language in ex 'mining concrete human experience, it will
present, as Iris Murdoch points out, a just and compassionate vision
that demands a rejection of selfish fantasy and possessiveness The study

of literature is thus, in part. a training in unsentimental, detached, un-
selfish, objective attention, a disposition that is obviously relevant to
the practice of morality.24 In the relationship between literature and
the development of moral maturity there is a kind of dynamic spiral
pattern While a person's capacity to appreciate a work of literature

is limited, at any given time, by his level of moral maturity, tne experi-
ence of the literary work can itself contribute to an advance in his moral

maturity
Thirdly. in addition to the formal moral qualities and the concrete

analysis of the moral complexity of human character and action. literary
works also embody substantive moral interpretations 1 hese do not di-

rectly affect a work's quality as art An author may display the formal

moral qualities (e g sincerity and sensitivity in the tr tment of charac-

ter) while endorsing defective moral judgments and ints of view

However, it is part of a full response to literature to assess the beliefs
and courses of action that are presented as desirable When a work
fails seriously in this respect. we may need to reconsider whether it really

does possess the formal moral characteristics that are an integral part
of aesthetic quality Certainly, we would need to determine in what re-

spect a work that supports an undesirable moral outlook may neverthe-

less possess aesthetic Yabie
I would re-emphasize that literature of aesthetic quality is more con-

cerned with examining the patterns of good and evil in human life than

in advocating a moral system In this respect, the exercise of imagination

in literature frequently depicts the possibilities of both good and evil

beyond the experiences of everyday life We cannot engage seriously

in the study of literature without, to some extent at least, expanding
the capacity' of our own imagination for envisioning possibilities of

individual moral action and the kind of social order that would he mor-

ally superior to what we experience This, and some other points I have
tried to make. are well illustrated in Northrop Frye's comment on the
blinding of Gloucester in King Lear
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What the imagination suggests is horror, not the paralaing sickening horror
of a real blinding scene, but an exuberant horror, full of the energy of repudi-
ation This is as powerful a rendering as we can ever get of life a, we don't
want it -"
I have been referring mainly to the moral elements in literature as

art In context I have mentioned incidentally the special role that
the study of literature plays in the education of the emotions and the
imagination Their engagement and development through literature
extends well beyond the strictly moral aspects but these, as we have
seen, do have a significant place In reglad to the emotions, an effective

study of literature may be expected to develop sensitivity and discern-
ment towards the feelings of other' ind a more precise awareness of
the range of emotions (e g the ei ace between compassion and sen-
timentality) and their fittingness in various situations In regard to the
imagination, the reading of literature requires us to enter into many
different points c,f view Betng able to imagine ourselves in the position
of others and to have some sense of how they feel is a crucial capacity
1(4 a mature moral lite As we ha-,e dust seen, literature also presents
us with possibilities of good and evil and thus provokes us to think
imaginatively about particular situations and the general scheme of
moral values in our on Itves

There is at least one other wa, huh the study of literature has
a special hearing on moral educatym it is the impact of literature on
the quality of one's own language an(' on one's sensitivity to the uses
(and abuses) of language in evervdas, life To reconiie the consequences

of this for the moral ideal )f freedom one has only to notice the Lonstant
pressure of cliche-infecte ;,-ruas.,in in ((dvertising or political argu-
ment in our society 2 7

ro conclude these ( onunents I wish to reiterate the point that litera-

ture 1, ields its dist ,netis e otocones ,or moral education only to the extent

that it is experienced in its character as art The use of excerpts, -um-

manes and the like in other context, evidently fails in thts respect The
objective of encouraging an ei.thusiasm for reading literature in i der
to enjoy (and discuss) the surface story achieves something, but it is

only a beginning The secondary school can and should help students

acquire the knowledge and ;kills for reading literature with an awareness
of at least its main dimensions of omplexity as art As well as intensify-
ing the quality of one's enjoyme literature, such an outcome pro-
vides the basis on which the reading of literature can he a lifelong

process of intorlal moral education
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Social Sciences

The precise nature of the relationship that the social sciences (and his-

tory)28 have to moral education depends on how they are Interpreted

as modes of inquiry. If the assumption that they can be conducted

exactly on the model of the natural sciences were correct, they would

be useful sources of information, explanatory hypotheses, and theories

about morality itself and about matters on which moral decisions need

to be made. Because of the crucial role that accurate factual knowledge

so often plays in the making of sound moral jtidgments, this contribution
alone would be by no means insignificant Bu it would not differ in
principle from that of the natural sciences (e.g. knowledge about the

effects of radiation, dangers of waste products, conditions under which
they can he safely stored, etc. in relation to me question of whether

uranium should be mined).
In earlier discussion I took the view that the above assumption is

mistaken, that moral values are inescapable constituents in the concepts

and theories of the social sciences. In their effort to examine important

aspects of human society, they must give attention to moral beliefs be-

cause these frequently exercise a critical influence in the decisions people

make This is not simply a matter of describing such beliefs when they

happen to be relevant an action of which moral beliefs form an integral

part cannot he properly understood unless the nature and significance

of the beliefs are critically evaluated (Consider, for example. a historical

account of the Watergate affair that tried to limit itself simply to describ-

ing the participants' moral attitudes.)

It follows that one cannot proceed in the study of any of the social

sciences without at least assuming and applying moral values In some
approaches these values extend well beyond the elements of a basic

social morality and may constitute a complete ideology or world view
The ,,octal sciences provide evidence then, but not in the simple sense

of salue-free facts which, when coupled with moral principles, lead
logically to moral judgments.

If the study of the social sciences is to be a genuine education rather

than a more or less subtle form of indoctrination, it is essential that

students should have some critical awareness of these disciplinary spec-

tacles through which they view the social and cultural world. An import-

ant part of this awareness nas to do with the interpretative and
evaluative role of moral values in the social sciences and what these

values actually arc in given cases. They not only affect the interpretation
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of the facts and the relative weight given- to them, but to some extent
even what is seen as a fact. At the same time, provided normative beliefs
are held cntically, the facts can force the revision or abandonment of

particular values or even a whole systcm.29
It is obvioue then, that the study of any, one of the social sciences

(as an educational activity) must, to some extent, Include inquiry in
the field of ethicsboth about the general nature of moral claims and

what particular claims can be justified as morally good. The purposes
and interests of these disciplines in themselves range substantially
beyond the domain of moral values and the objectives of moral edu-
cation. It would be as much a mistake to suppose they were preoccupied

with moral values as to treat them as though they were morally neutral.
The general conclusion I would wish to stress in relation to integrated
studies in the social sciences is that, whatever pattern they may take,

ethics should be Included as a contributing discipline.
Just how closely the social sciences are linked with moral education

in the curriculum depends in part on the educational objectives. While
these objectives cannot ignore the necessary link with morality, they

may affect the selection and organization of the curriculum in ways
that give moral aspects far greater prominence than they have in the
practice of the disciplines themselves This is clearly the case with social

studies (with its emphasis on developing responsible citizens) or with

programs constructed around social problems in which moral Issues pre-
dominate. Even when the main objective consists in learning how to
inquire in the mode of the social sciences, the curriculum may concen-

trate on methods of discussion, argument and decision making, that are
thought to be appropriate to the treatment of public moral Issues. In

other words, integrated cucricula that draw on the social sciences (and
history) often turn out to be, for the most part, programs in aspects

of moral education. Whether this is satisfactory from the viewpoint of
moral education depends largely on just what the programs include.

I shall Illustrate this point shortly in relation to some examples. Whether

It is desirable from the viewpoint of education in the social sciences
is not within the scope of this discussionalthough I think it is fairly
obvious that such an approach neglects significant and distinctive contri-
butions, not particularly related to morality, that these disciplines can

make to a general education.
In commenting on two curriculum programs in the social sciences.

I wish to concentrate on aspects directly related to moral education.
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Reference to their characteristics from the perspective of education in
the social sciences is intended on in an incidental way I have in mind
the programs in their form as bla-prints for teaching and learning and
the outcomes one may reasonably expect simply on the basis of the
materials they include and how they are designed How they are
implemented by particular teachers in particular classrooms is another
matter (although over a suitable range of cases this is clearly relevant
to their assessment as blueprints).

Man: A Course of Study"' In this very well-designed program, the
integrating factors draw the contributing disciplines (anthropology,
sociology, and psychology predominant among them) into a unfied,
systematically-related pattern The fundamental single thFme of the
whole program is the study of humanness This is approached in relation
to five major humanizing forces (tool making or technology, language,
social organization, education, and cosmology), and a number of key
concepts (such as the cycle of life) 11 The basic procedure consists in
the use of material (particularly in the form of n)ms) to stimulate the
development of a range of inquiry skills In the process, special emphasis
is placed on group discussion The major objectives of the program are
to help students (a) acquire concepts, models, and intellectual skills
for thinking about human society and (b) appreciate that all human
beings, despite their social and cultural differences, share a common
humanity

The program has a much broader scope than the specifically moral

This is reflected in the report on one large-scale evaluation in what
children claimed to have learnt about human behaviour from the course
Apart from various levels of responsibility, they stressed the character-
istics of interdependence, persistence, ingenuity, initiative, and capacity
for survival 2 Some aspects of the program, however, are directly con-
cerned with moral valuesboth in a general way as they form part of
the human effort to devise systems of belief, and more specifically in

the moral problems that confront the cultural group whose way of life

is closely examined (the Netsilik Eskimos) In many other parts of the
course (e.g. the relationship between parents and children) there is at
least a moral dimension In practice, moral issues have a more or less
significant place depending on the initiative and interest of students
in the questions they raise

The basic theme of the program is crucially related to the nature
and justification of morality If claims about what human beings morally
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ought to do are to be rationally defended, they must bear some relation-

ship to the charactenstics of human natu-e. However. as everyone knows.

what 'is' does not entail what 'ought to be' If. for example. aggression

and xenophobia are universal characteristics of human behaviour. it
does not follow that they must be morally justified. As'a result of the

course, students may gain a better understanding of common features

of humanness. but they are not thereby logically committed to the belief

that all human beings are to be treated as of equal moral worth The
trouble is that in Man: .4 Course of Study 'humanness' (or its equivalent)

seems to be used mainly in a descriptive-explanatory sense$ Thus. re-

gardless of whether technology is manifested in the making of a neutron

bomb cr a harvester. it characterizes and distinguishes human beings

An increased sophistication of technology may enhance humanness (in

the descriptive-explanatory sense) yet at the same time produce. in the

moral sense. a dehumanizing effect Any of the humanizing forces
examined in Man A Course of Study may he employed in a morally

dehumanizing way
Bruner has proposed three basic questions for the course What is

huma, about human beings') How did they get that as How can

they he made more so') Th, second. and perhaps the first. can he
answered without confusion if one sticks to the descriptive - explanatory

sense of 'humanness' The third simply cannot he answered in a was
that does not mislead unless the moral sense of 'humanness' is taken

into account The complex modes of argument by which this is done
and by which the moral criteria may in turn be justified by an appeal

to factual claims about human beings are not contained within the
descnptive. comparative. analytic. explanatory level of argument and

inquiry that characterizes the social sciences I believe it is a limitation
of Man. A Course of Study (even in relation to it own purposes) that

it does not focus systematically on the justification of modal values and

the moral criteria of humanizing practices. in other words, that ethics

and its distinctive mode of thought has not been given a significant

place among the contributing disciplines 'Being a moral agent' should.

perhaps. have been included among the key distinctive characteristics

of humanness that are studied by the course
Man A Course of Study seems to be committed to an unstable co-

alition of universalism and relativism in regard to moral values. As we

have seen. one of its basic purposes is to stress the features of a common

humanity. Thus, differences between cultures are nevertheless attempts
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to deal with universal moral problems. If, for example, the Netsilik
Eskimos in certain circumstances leave an Infant or old person to die,

It is their ,esponse to a question about priorities for survival that can
face any group. I think It is quite justifiablc to emphasize that cultural

differences in the details of moral practice are often ways of interpreting

more general and commonly held moral values. This, however, should

not obscure the fact that cultures and even groups within the one society

sometimes differ on moral values at the most fundamental level.
But apart from this Issue, the program also wishes to encourage 4he

view that acceptable behaviour is a product of one's culture Assuming

that this is intended in a non-trivial sense, it means that all moral dif-

ferences are to be treated in a culturally relativistic waythe moral
values a group holds are right for that group. Despite the contradiction,

this no doubt is thought to support a non-relative moral principle of
complete tolerance. The underlying theory of the program seems to be

that if the members of different cultures are to be regarded as equally

human (in a morally significant sense), all their beliefs and practices

must be equally acceptable. I have already argued at the beginning

of this essay against moral relativism. Differences in moral belief and

practice, whether they are superficial or deep, may be morally
defensiblebut it is also possible that they are not. Students should learn

to assess critically the distinctive moral beliefs and practices of their

own and other groups; and even when there is consensus, the question

of justification still needs to be explored. As I have already indicated,

the task of evaluation and justificationso crucial to the intelligent

practice of moralityextends beyond the scope of the social sciences.

To come to the acceptance of a common humanity (In a morally rel-

evant sense) and to the tolerance of diversity based on critical under-

standing is a complex intellectual-emotional attainment. The prevalence

of Intense prejudice between groups even with in the one society is ample

evidence of its difficulty. One must be somewhat sceptical, therefore,

about the likelihood of this outcome being achieved by children (or

adolescents) formulating their own questions and drawing their own con-

clusions in response to the materials of Man- A Course of Studs' They

might very well interpret the films on the Netsilik Eskimos as evidence

that some human groups are intrinsically Inferior to others and as justifi-

cation for discrimination against outsiders. Teachers can act effectively

to prevent or correct these conclusions provided they do not take the

supposed openmindedness of the discussion too seriously. But for their
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own initiative to he justified, they need a very thorough understanding,

not only of the social sciences as they are involved in the program, but

of moral theory and of the main dimensions of rroral development.

The Social Educauor )1.1aterials Project33 This project does not form
a distinct course or curriculum unit. It has been designed strictly as
a collection of materials from which teachers can select for use in a
wide variety of curriculum contexts. There is no overall plan in the
choice of the eight topic areas within which the material is organized
(they were chosen for the practical reason that there was a lack of suit-

able materials in Australia relating to these areas); and apparently no
common principles of selection and design are followed in each area. ,

It is not surprising that there is some repetition of topics across areas

(e.g. housing, relationship to parents, attitudes to migrants) or that there

is arbitrariness in the choice of perspectives from which materials are
derived in different areas (e.g. treatment by the media is examined
specifically only in relation to the family, and the contribution of art

is included only in the unit called urbanism).
The meaning given to 'social education' is not made clear in the

Teachers Handbook that accompanies the resource materials. Given the

range of subjects from which materials are said o be drawn, it may

seem that 'social education' takes in most of the curriculum However, f
the materials themselves fit substantiary within the scope of topics
associated with social studies. Given this relative limitation, the range

of interests is still extensive and varied In relation to moral education
specifically (understood to include social as well as personal dimensions)

there are many topics in which moral values are either central or play

a significant part (e.g. marriage and family, undeistanding others, pov-

erty, the consumer ethic. treatment of Aborigim:s, aggression, urban
planning, the death toll on the roads). Much of the SEMP material
could be used for the purposes of moral education either in a distinct

curriculum unit on moral education or in social studies/social science

integrated programs of the kind to which I halve been referring in this

section. SEMP itself is simply a collection of materials for the treatment

of various topics. It leaves open (at least for the most part) the fun-
damental questions about the purposes of moral education, how the
materials should be treated in a way that is consistent with these pur-

poses, how ethics is to be related to the contributing disciplines and

the materials, and so on

........
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In its desire to avoid any commitment to theory that would limit its
flexibility, SEMP's eclecticism leads it into some inconsistency. I shall
refer here to two examples that relate to moral education. In one part
of the Handbook the procedures of values analysis and classification

are strongly recommended. In another part (under the heading 'Moral
t Education') the two articles reproduced are based entirely on Lawrence

Kohlberg's theory of stages in moral development and its application
to moral education. The designers of SEMP do not seem to be aware
that Kohlberg himself has strongly criticized values clarification as an
approach to moral education (in particular, he contrasts his own non

relativist position with its underlying assum tion of ethical relativity).
Apart from the inconsistency, it is regrettable hat the SEMP Handbook
gives such an unqualified endorsement of Kolb own position The

/ latter has been criticized not only from a psychological point of view

(as a footnote indicates), but also by theorists in the fields of ethics
and moral education 34

The second example refers to the Handbook's comments on group
dynamics This is an approach that the Handbook clearly seems to
favour. Among the most characteristic aspects of the approach is the
effort to achieve consensus In fact, in the theory of group dynamics,
consensus determines what is true and good for the members of a given
group. Yet in relation to the use of discussion groups in the clarification
of values, the Handbook states, 'Group consensus is not necessarily a
desirable goal'. It may not be for a values clarificationist but it is for

an advocate of group dynamics The general preoccupation with group
discussion Itself needs to be closely scrutinized for hidden moral assump-

tions it may includeparticularly if it purports to endorse the theory
of group dynamics''

It is beyond the scope of the present discussion to examine the moral

judgments that are reflected both explicitly and implicitly in the SEMP
materials In using materials of this kind, teachers have a responsibility

to be on the alert for moral assumptions and claims about which there
can be serious argument In these cases, they should ensure that students
are presented with a fair statement of other points of view

In this section my general purpose has been to emphasize that there

are many disciplines (in the humanities and social sciences) in which
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moral values have an essential place. From the point of view of moral
education, therefore, each of these disciplines is a field of Integrated
study. This situation does not occur in the case of mathematics and

the natural sciences precisely because moral values play no necessary

part in the concepts through which the distinctive questions of these

disciplines are expressed and the data of inquiry interpreted This is
far from saying that such disciplines have nothing to do with moral
education. Like any other disciplines, one cannot engage in them prop-

erly without employing and strengthening certain moral or morally

related virtues (e g honesty, humility, respect for evidence) and like any

other human activity. they are subject to moral judgments These may

affect what the scientist decides to study: they may have to be made
during the course of inquiry in relation to methods of investigation (e g.

expenments on animals, the side effects on the physical environment):
and they may arise in relation to the consequences of scientific discovery

(Scientists are not justified in being indifferent to the moral issues that

relate to the application of their findings.) Moral questions about the

conduct at.Juse of scientific research should certainly be included in

the study of science as part of a general education as well as in the
preparation of scientists However, unlike certain moral questions that

anse in the study of. say. history and literature. they are not part of
the scientific disciplines as such

Moral Education and the Study of Large-scale Social Topics:

Some Concluding Comments

he curriculum programs to which I have referred illustrate, in one was

or another. how the treatment of such topics contributis to moray edu-

cation in 'a context that draws on a range of disciplines In this final
section I wish to yTport a version of this kind of approach which has

a somewhat different emphasis in relation to both moral education and

integrated studies "'
Complex social topics le g the family, poverts, war. race relations)

are often used as framework within which students are introduced to
the studs of several disciplines while at the same time they are learning

how these disciplines relate to one another and are to be applied to
questions that go beyond the scope of any one of them (and. perhaps.

all of them) It is an understatement to say that this is an extraordinarily

difficult task to achieve effectively. If the topics are studied primarily

for the sake of understanding. the task is daunting enough, but at least

2 4 4
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the questions and problems can be selected and defined in such a way

that they fall within the scope of a compressed range of disciplines and

are of a kind that may effectively introduce students to the main con-
cepts, theories. and methods of each of these disciplines When the study
focuses specifically on social problems and on learning how to make
well-founded judgments about what ought to be done (or includes this

as a major objective), the complications are much more serious For
example. it is difficult to limit the range of relevant disciplines in a
non-arbitrary way, in relation to most disciplines, practical decision

making on social issues does not form a sufficiently central theme for

gaining an understanding of their distinctive character, practical reason-
ing contains features that do not come within the scope of discipline-

based inquiry .

i shall not discuss in t..is context the reasons there are for including,

in some fashion, the study of complex social topics in the secondary
curriculum However, I assume that one of the key objectives is to enable

students to examine and practise the processes of decision making on
significant social problems, and that the achievement of this objective

is perhaps the main reason why complex social topics (or the problems
they generate) should be used as focal points of curriculum integration

When they are used in this way. it follows from what has been said
above that it is preferable to concentrate on relating and applying disci-

plines which, for the most part at least, students have already studied
elsewhere io the curriculum, either as separate units or in combination,
based on other principles of integration In this approach any disciplines

in the curriculum that are relevant to the topic can he included It olso

follows that curriculum units based on complex social topics should he

placed relatively late in the secondary school program
There are several related dimensions in this kind of integrated ap-

proach to complex social topics as objects of study Although the main
emphasis is on social problems and the processes of decision mak.ng,

some understanding of the context in which these problems arise is
obviously necessary The effort to understand significant aspects of so-

ciety (e.g family, government, the economic ,ystem) is not undertaken
simply for the sake of identifying and solving problems, nor are all

the problems in these areas of a social kind It is assumed that much
of this more general understanding will have been acquired in a system-
atic way elsewhere in the curriculum The task in this course is to apply
this understanding selectively to large-scale social problems that in the
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nature of the case at least impinge on several of the major elements
that make up a society. Learning how to employ one's knowledge (con-
cepts. facts, theories) from diverse disciplines or groups of disciplines

in order to understand the nature of such problems and, in the process.

to gain a better understanding of the disciplines themselves are par-

ticular objectives of the course.
Programs designed in relation to social problems are usually preoccu-

pied with helping students learn the skills necessary for making objec-

tive. logically coherent judgments on what ought to be done This
includes, in particular, practice in analysing the nature of the problems

(the different types of issue they involve. etc ). in applying logical
methods of inquiry and rules of argument. In making judgments of what

facts, theories. normative criteria are relevant and adequate in each case.
While I believe this should be a fundamental objective of such a

program. there are some conditions or qualifications that need to he

observed
(I) The general logical and methodological rules and skills should

have been studied systematically elsewhere in the curriculum The course
is preoccupied with learning how to relate and apply these rules and
skills in dealing with the diverse facets of complex social problems

(11) The main logical features of problem solving or decision making

on social questions are the same whether the issues are relatively simple
or complex. From a pedagogical point of view, it is obviously desirable
that students should already have had experience in learning to make
reasoned judgments on issues that are contained within relatively small
social groups (e g a family. a group of friends. a school, a factory).

This experience should include both the making of one's own decisions

and the procedures by which conflicting points of view are accounted

for in reaching a policy of common action Large-scale social problems

need special attention precisely because the complexity of their content
makes judgments about the relevance of facts and criteria so difficult

and because the range and diversity of interested individuals and groups

requires complicated procedures for resolving conflict.
(iii) The very demanding nature of serious inquiry into large-scale

social problems should be recognized If the citizens of a democracy
are to participate responsibly and critically in the life of the society,
they need to acquire understanding of, and skill in, the processes by

which action on such problems is determined. This does not mean
they must necessarily be able to work out an adequate solution for them-
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selves Some group procedures in the discussion of controversial issues
tend to push th participants into defending particular decisions or solu-
tions A more satisfactory objective for the study of complex social prob-
lems h proposed by Broudy and his co-authors The achievement of
r.n intelligent orientation toward them and a disposition to ask the right
questions, or at least to recognize the right ones when others ask

them' 'm
As a corollary to the last po,at, I believe the approach to social prob-

lems should not be quite as preoccupied as programs often are with
teaching the skills that an individual needs for making reasoned practkal
judgments Although the acquisition of these skills is obviously import-
ant. it is at least equally desirable that students should understand some-
'ling of the large-scale processes of practical decision making in our

:lets' Here the interest is focused on the formation of polio that
atieets the whole society or a substantial section of it, on the nature
and limits of rational decision making i,y both individuals and groups.
on the gap between the ideals of such a process and the reality in public
policy making. on the different kinds of values teat influence decisions,
the personality factors, the role of pressure groups and experts. the pro-
cedures for achieving consensus or compromise. etc

Because teachers can hardly claim to be experts in understanding
these processes in al: their complicated dimensions (cr in solving social
problems). they should keep the application of the disciplines (in v, hit.h
collectively they can ciaim some sr-cml competence) yery clearly in the
forefront of the program The immediate objective is not to learn about
a comprehensive range of large-scale social problems or try to find
solutions to them, but to learn how to employ the content and methods
of the disciplines in understanding, and engaging in, the pr, :esses of
decision making on these problems For this reason the course can con-
centrate on a few significant social topics chosen as exttmples The school

is not a substitute for the experience of life which inevitably shapes
one's judgment of the factors that are relevant in a practical decision
But complex moral and other problems of action depend crucialk on
the application of sysfiknatic knowledge and inquiry, anu his is an as-

pect to which the school has special competence to contribute e of
the general related outcomes should be an awareness of the factors that

influence the produet,on and application of knowledge in our society
From the point of view of moral education, the kind of program we

are discussing has several important characteristics
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(I) In concentrating on issues of social rather than personal morality

it provide context for examining crucial differences between the two

in regard to deliberation p id action (e g the question of responsibility,
the presence of conflicting moral interpretations)

;it) Ir..he am, moral perspectives have to he seen in relation

to the full rat other value perspectives (e g prudent self-interest,

economic etheiency. aesthetics, hedonic satisfaction, political stability,

etc.) from which situations are identified and treated as problems In
complex t,oct1 questions, moral values are never the only ones to he

taken into account, and often the social problem is not primarily a moral

one These problems provide an excellent context for exploring the
relationship between morality and the domains of law, politics, and

economics
() In confionfing the diverse ways in which individuals and groups

in a st interpret and respond to the moral aspects of social ques-

tions. students have to examine more closely the issues of justification

in relation both to their own and to other people's moral beliefs, the
possibility of viable alternative moral points of Yie, the exercise of
tolerance and its limits In particular, they need to examine more fully

the distinction I mentioned in the first section of this essay between

basic social morality ar.d comprehensive moral systems I assume this

distinction w.iuld have been introduced much earlier in their formal
moral education and that some aspects of the studs of ethics would

have already been undertaken (e g in social studies) If' this has not

been done. It is necessary to treat them somewhat systematically in this

program in order to provide an important part of the conceptual context

for normative inquiry into social issues
The kind of program being considered is only one element in the

whole process of moral education -even of what the school can and

should do in the formal curriculum It cannot begin to succeed as a

contribution to moral education unless students have already been

inducted into an adequate range of moral practices (at least the constitu-

ents of basic social morality) This means that they have acquired not

only a cerebral grasp of how words like 'honest'. 'Just', fair', 'considerate'

are used but also the feelings, attitudes. and dispositions that are asso-
ciated with their use as part of the practice of morality.

The apt-roach to sort::: problems here suggested not only ileats moral

values anu judgment as one of its key focal points but also includes

a substantial pattern of integration There are several ley els at which
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connections are made between the content and methods of inquiry from
diverse empirical disciplines: between different normative criteria and
modes of evaluation: between the systematic knowledge and methods
of the disciplines and the non-systematic knowledge and judgment of
common-sense experience But the most ambitious and fundamental
level in the program consists in the relating of theoretical knowledge
and practical judgment, the broadly empirical and normative domains

of inquiry.
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Dray, Philosophy of History, Englewood Cliffs, NJ Prentice-Hall, 1964,
especially Ch 2 See also M Scnven, The structure of the social sciences,
In G W Ford and L. Pugno (Eds), The Structure of Knowledge and the Cur-
riculum Chicago Rand McNally, 1964.
See A Ryan, The Philosophy of the Socia! Science, I onden Macmill in,
1970, Ch 10
For discussions of Man A Course of Study see R M Jones, Fatuass and
Feeling in Education, Harmondsworth, Mx. Pen,,ain Books, 1972, Ch 8, L
Stenhouse, An Introduction to Curriculum Research and Development, Lon-
don Heinemann, 1975. p 90 seq , J.P Hanley, D W hula, E W. Moo, A
Walter. Curiosity, Competence, CommunityMan A Course of Study,. Ar
Evaluation, (2 Vc:s ), Cambridge, Mass Education Development Center,
1969, 1970 A section is reproduced in M Galby, 1 Greenwald, R West
(Eds), Curriculum Design, London: Croom Helm, 1975 For the outline and
rationale of Man A Course of Study. see J.S Bruner, Towards a Theory
of Instruction, New York W W Norton and Co., 1968, Ch 4
While the characterizing features of humanness on which Man .4 Course

of Study focuses are, no doubt, fundamental, it should be recognized that
the program in its details reflects a particular interpretation It is thoroughly
haled on the view of man that one finds expounded in Bruner's vanous
wntings Teachers should be aware that there are different ways of interpret-
ing the nature of language (for example) as a distinguishing characteristic
of human beings and they should recognize theoretical assumptions that
underlie the material (e g a structuralist view of symbolic systems)
Hanley et al., op cit
Curriculum Development Centre, Social Education Materials Project Re-

sources for Social Education across the Curriculum Canberra CDC, 1977,
Social Education Materials Project Teachers Handbook and Workshop
Leaci,rs Handbook, ( P Jones, Ed ), Canberra CDC, 1977
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34 I have written several critical assessments of Kohlberg from the point of
view of ethics and moral education B Crittenden, Form andsConient in
Moral Education, Toronto Ontario Institute for :,.,.dies in Educiition, 1972.
pp 14-23, Developmental psychology and moral education A discussion of
Lawrence Kohlberg's theory, In J V D'Cruz and W Hannah (Eds), Percep-
tions of Excellence Studies in Educational Theort, Melbourne Polling Press,
P979: Developmental theory and moral education, Victorian Institute of Edu-
cational Research Bulletin, 1974, No 33, 15-30 See also R S Peters, Moral
development A plea for pluralism, VI T Mischel (Ed ), Cognalle Develop-
ment and Epistemology, New York Academic Press, 1971, A reply to Kohl-
berg. Why doesn't Kohlberg do his homework'' Phi Delta Kappan 1975
56(10), p 678, The place of Kohlberg's theory in moral education, Journal
of Moral Education, 1Q78, 7(3), 147-57

35 See to( example, A M Dupuis. Group dynamics Some ethical pre-
suppositions, Harvard Educational Review, 1957. 27(5), 210-19, J J Schwab,
On the corruption of education by psychology, Journal of Humanistic Psy-
chology, 1971, 11(4 109-27

1" H S Broudy, B 0 Smith, J R Burnett. Democracy and Excellence in
American Secondart Education Chicago Rand McNally, 1964. pp 231 243,
272 274

47 This includes both what actually happens and w hat the process should he
like

s" Broudy et al cp cit , p 243
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Part V: Social Values and the
Practice of Education

At a comprehensive level, educational theory and social theory inevit-
ably carry significant consequences for one another. The writings of
Plato. Rousseau, and Dewey provide the most famous examples of how
such theories interact. Although each perspective represents distinctive
.alues, there s often a temptation, if An ly for the sake of unity, to subor-
dinate one to the other. For obvious reasons, the distinctiveness of edu-
cational values is more likely to be ignored; social reformers too easily

assume that the only measure of an educational program's worth is its
capacity to advance certain social or political values. During this century

we have seen some dramatic examples of how education can be treated
it such a utilitarian way. In these schemes, whatever action by the school
most effectively serves the new political order is what counts as edu-
cation. The claim of distinctive educational values in the determination
of the school's role in social reform is a fundamental issue in both the
chapters of Part V

The first chapter considers the general question of what initiative by

the school in social reform can be justified. Two basic aspects of this
question are discussed in the chapter. The first refers to the kind of
Influence on social reform that is appronriate for the school as an edu-
cational institution. (There is a common misconception that the school

can and should be used os an instrument of reform for virtually every
social ill.) The second aspect is the issue of initiative not only whether
the school can take a leading part in social reform, but whether it may
justifiably do so.
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The second chapter in this section examines the relationship between

equality as a social ideal and the practice of education During this
century it has been in the interests of this ideal (in its vinous interpret-

ations) more than an other that the school has been used as an
instrument of social reform Three aspects of equality in relation to edu-

cation are considered. equal opportunity, equality of outcome, and the

provision of a common curriculum It is argued, first, that the principle
of equal opportunity has a clear but limited application to the practice

of education and, secondly, that, given human realities, equality of
treatment and of outcome cannot be defended as educational policies.

An argument for a common curriculum is outlined It is based on the

claim to education as a human right



Chapter 9

The School as an Agent of Social Reform
Introduction
Throughout the history of the west, many social theorists- have placed
education, or more specifically the institution of the school. as the crucial
agent of reform. The earliest most systematic example is Plato. In the
modern period. Rousseau and Dewey have probably been the most
influential exponents of this view. Since the 17th century. an optimistic
faith in education as the source of human perfectibility has permeated
our cultural tradition. In their various ways, Locke, Rousseau, Dewey,
J.B. Watson, and B.F. Skinner all reflect this tradition. With most theor-

ists of this kind, the quality of education and the general life of the
society stand or fall together. If the actual state of society is undesirable.

so is the system of education. Thus, although society is to be transforitied
mainly through the schools, the schools themselves must first be appro-
priately refashioned

During the present century we have witnessed some dramatic large-

scale programs of social, political and economic change in which the
school has been a key instrument. In the totalitarian societies of both
the right and the left, the school has not been primarily responsible
for effecting the radical change, but it has invariably been recognized

as an indispensable means of consolidating the new order brought into
existence in other ways: and in every case the whole system of education
has been redesigned for this purpose Despite some recent massive
changes of direction, the effort in China to consolidate a new social

order is probably the most ambitious of all.
Although the scale of plaiming has been far less comprehensive in

the liberal democracies, much the same confidence in the school as a
major instrument of progress prevails. The role of education has been
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interpreted principally in terms of its contribution to economic develop-
ment (this seems to be a common feature of industrial societies. regard-

less of their political organization) Even the school's part in general
social reform has been viewed largely from the aect of social mobility
and economic opportunity Under.nressure from the doctrine that edu-
cation should be geared to present social reeds. the school has increas-
ingly become engaged in trving to solve all kinds of specific social

problems Although the popular understanding of the school's reforma-
tive role in our society tends to move within these fairly narrow dimen-
sions, it no doubt reflects something of that broader trust in the
perfecting power of education mentioned above

Tht theories and practices to which I ave been referring have been
subject to serious criticism from various points of view Among support-
ers of reform in and through the school, some challenge the desirability
of attempting total reform There are those who deny that the school

should take the lead assuming that it could in the transformation of
a societY Others deny that it is the proper role of the school to he
an instrument for either maintaining or establishing a political-economic
order Some reformers identify the system of schooling as itself one of
the root evils and provose to abolish it altogether

It is ohy was that the resolution of these conflicting positions is by
no means a purer philosophical matter 1 here are, however, important
philosophical issues embedded in any normative theory about the role

of the school in social reform In the following chapt r, I shall wmment
on the role of the school as an ins, ument of equality Here I 11.ti

to examine a number of the issues in relation to the general question
of whether the school should he predominanth. a «insert ant e or a
reforming agent

In di 'cussing questions about the reform of the school and its rote

in social change I think there are several distinctions that need to he
drawn

Ii) The first distinction is between the school as a social institution
on the one hand and the process and content of education for schooling)
on the other It is ohyous that in our society the school as an institution
(from kindergarten to university ) does engage in a wider range of atm\ I-

nes than can he included in the process of teaching and learning (even
when the latter is interpreted very broadly ). and that the school could
he used for many other purposes than it serves at present
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(II) The word 'education' can be applied very widely to all the deliber-

ate efforts that shape an individual's beliefs, attitudes, skills, and
practicesnot only by school teachers but also by parents, companions,
religious leaders, newspaper editors, commentators on radio and tele-

vision, playwrights and film directors, instructors in business and indus-
try, and so on While any of these educational activities could be, and
often are, included on the agenda of the school, there is a certain range
of activities acknowledged in both theory and practice as forming the
distinctive educational role of the school; that the effective engagement

in these activities is the raison Jerre of the school as a social institution
In brief, this more precise mealung of 'education', which is synonymous
with 'schooling', refers to a systematic initiation into the main forms

of understandingtheir concep:s. principles, theories, procedures- that
distinguish a culture and the basic intellectual skills on which they

depend
(m) The role of the school in social change may he discussed simply

in terms of what the school is actually doing or is likely ' do or in
terms of what it ought to he doing In the present discussion I am
interested primarily in normative arguments, although clearly any

detailed prescription for change must start with what the schools are
actually' doing

(1y) Finally, it should he noticed that although the obje:tiYes of
reforming the, social order and of perfecting human beings may he

closely related, they are by no means identical Human beings do not

necessarily change the better just because social conditions are im-
proYed, and one may claim that education perft'cts human beings with-

out implying that the social order I, thereby changed for the' hotter
It does not follow. however, that education could have a perfecting
influence on all the members of a society without adjustments to its

general' economic and social arrangements and to the institution of the
school Depending on the actual practices of the school, it might also

he necessary to effect an educational reform

Theories about the School as an Agent of Reform

Against the background of these distinctions, I shall begin by examining
conflicting theories on the role of the school as an agent for changing

the existing pattern of practices and values in a society These theories

are not simply concerned with what the school does or can do, but with
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what is desirable. They illustrate the problems of authority and initiative
in reforming the school or in trying to reform society through the
school .

The view that the proper role of the school is conservative, that it
should be the instrument of the prevailing social order, is systematically
defended by Emile Durkheim i It will be seen, however, that leading
advocates of a key reforming role for the school have also tended finally

to treat the school as a totally dependent Instr.- nt of socialization
in the hands of a governing or planning elite 1....ce are two key factors
in Durkheim's interpretation of social reality the collective conscience
and the division of labour. The first consists of the beliefs, values, and
stylei of thought that are shared by the members of the political society
as a whole, and in virtue of which it is meaningful ip speak of -them
as forming a single society The collective conscience\ is an entity of
the psychological and moral order and transcends the individual con-
sciences that make it up The div n of labour is th>P principle of

change It inevitably produces roue. some of whose interests and
values are not shared by others n )ciety as a whole The scope
and content of the collective co science is changed by the process of
the division of labouralthough at...m(1111g to Durkheim changes in both
the collective conscience and the division of labour are caused ultimately
by material forces in the society such as the size and delis ilk of popu-
lation The content of the collective conscience at ans time is' what the

basic form of organization in the society, its morphology, ca Is for If

a belief or value is part of the collective conscience. it is cessarils

what is true. valid, desirable for the members of the soca ts at that
time Apart from aspects of logiL and of speculativ e knowledge.
Durkheim holds a socially relativistic theory of know ledg and value
His ethical theory could he called moral sociolugism I) ople do not
always correctly interpret the content of t'',_ collect conscience. but
Durkheim is confident that speualists in 'the sclence of moral opiniol.
(or sociologists) can distinguish between '..1h,,,4 genuinely belongs and

what is spurious /
Within this framework of general social theory. Durkheim interprets

the task of the school as being entirely one of soLialiration In so far
as human beings are rational and attain a developed mental life. they
are the products of society Each individual is formed into ,i social being
bs assimilating the concepts, beliefs. sentiments, and practices both of
the (.olleLtive conscience and of various subgroups within the soviets
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This is the process of education, and the schools exist to carry it on

systematicallv It is an elaborate act of initiation which, like the ritual
of religious initiation, creates in man a new being But in Durkheim's
scheme it is a recreation in the image of one's society

^ The man whom education should realire in us is not the man such as nature
has made him, but as the society wishes him to he, and it wishes him such

as the internal economy calls for

In general terms the school serves the needs of the society both for
uniformity (by reflecting the content of its collective conscience) and

for diversity (bY, reflecting the specialized interests produced bY the city-

ision of labour, These two aspects are included in Durkheirn's definition

of education as

the influence exercised is adult generations on those that are not Yet ready

for social life Its object is to arouse and to develop in the child a certain
nu'-iher of physical, intellectual and moral states which are demanded of

him tr, both the political society as a whole and the special milieu for which
he is pecincallY destined

In relation to the question of leliherate social change, Durkheim be-
lies es that 'institutions are neither absol wets pla,,tk nor absolutely resist-

ant to any deliberate modification' [he limits within which deliberate
change in the system of education is possible are set by its dependence

on other institutions, but uh:inately by the impersonal forces that shape

the actual state of the such i he duty of the school is to fashion the

new generation accord,p, the '2a1 of man embodied in the collectic
conscience of the ,octets at th..: ,ime I or this reason the educational
system stands in need of continual reform the extent depending on
the rate of change in the collective conscience to ensure that it does

reflect the currently sanctioned values of the society Durkheim Insists
howeyer, that in this work there is considerable continuity and that
there could never he a question of constructing an entirely new .\ stem

of education Speaking of social change generally he says

It is neither possible nor desirablethat the present organuation collapse Iii

an instant You will have to five in it and make it Ilse lint tor mat You

must know it And_n-ts necessary to know it, too in order to 1-,

change it For these creations ex mild() are quite as impossible in the social

order as in the physical order I he future is not improvised one can build
only with the materials we hose from the past '

But it also follows that because the educational s:.stcni has moral

authority only in so tar aS it reflects the collect' e conscience. there
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can he no justification for ever trking to u-e the school to impose the

%AP:, of a different social order (Durkheim thinks that, in an case,

it kkould he impossible for the school to inmate such a transformation)
It a societ, reaches a point where the collectike conscience is in serious
danger of disintegration the diagnosis Durkhemi himself gave of the
basic moral crisis of industrial societies- the educational system is in

no position to act as a primary agent of reform for its moral authority
to relation to a group of people presupposes the secure hold of a collec-
(Ike conscience If there is confusion ok er the common k Auk:. of a societk.
this mill mekitabk he reflected to the school Durkheim gat ghat is
perhaps the best .ummark of his general posit on ',.hen he rejects the
possibilit that education might he used to cnauge ti. conditions
responsible for the high rate of suicide To think othemisc .s. he claims

to ascribc to education a potter it lacks It is only the image and reflection
of .octets It Imitates and reproduces the latter in abbreLlated tt, a it
does not create It Education Is health\ ~hen peoples themseises ate in a
health, state but It becomes corrupt with them, being unable to mocids
itself "

Durma _AC als_t. t trs of IA estern us iltt ition it seems that social and
educational theorists hake generally taken a more optinusuc kiev than
Durkheim of the power of education (or more precisek, the institution
of the school) to change the conditions of social life Althogh there
hake akkaks been some dissenters, this optimism certainly pro ails at
the present time and has done so for the past mo or three hundre,'
sears It has usually been supposed. hokk eser. that the school cannot
perform the task of reform single-handedly that changes in other parts
of the society must precede. or at least accompam. the activity of the
school More precisely, then, the school is seen as one of the crucial
agent, of reform It is interesting to notice hot it is thought to plak
this part in ssstematic schemes of social reconstruction I shall look
hrieth at an ancient example in Plato and a recent one in Karl
Mannheim

Iii /he Rtp/iNu. Plato interprets society as being essentialls a psychic
le,d1R. ye-scale projection of the psychic structure of the mdtsidual
Because of tills relationship bemeen individual and society. the general
pattern of life in a Just society provides the criteria for the personal

life and actions of its members In practice these criteria are expressed
in 'he lass and the lam,, at least to an leans society. is enacted
hs members of an elite ss ho has e achieved the contemplation of sLisdom
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In Plato's scheme, education is the way to the realization of the ideally
just souet\ It guides the human ascent through the \ arious levels of
knowledge up to the contemplation of the good Each individual rs de'el
oped to the le' el of knowledge of which he is capable and so fitted
for the corre 1)onding cryic vocation for which he is most suited By
doing this. the educational process simultaneously assures the growth
of a truly harmonious and just sta'e

Like later proponents of reform through education', Plato is aware
of a practical dilemma facing his l .an in the actual conditions of societ\
On the one hand. education is to produce the citizen types that together
constitute the just society In particular, it is to furnish the members
of the elite who by their wise laws delineate the features of such a state
On the other hand, until this elite exists and has enacted wise laws,
there is lacking the necessary framework within which education canMedi\ el\ act To perfect society one needs the right kind of education,
but this can exist only in a society that is already just I \ en though
the educational system in a more or less unjust society must reflect its
weaknesses, Plato is honefu! that the circle can he broken I he \ er
disorder of an unjust societ, he thinks, is likely to engender in a few
u feeling of resistance, and this dissatisfaction is the beginning of their
quest for right order Thus it is possible for a wise elite to emerge despite
the general system of education, and for it lc gain pc,,i al power I his
elite can then enact just and wise laws that set the general pattern lot
life in the society ith these laws as its criteria. the ,hte reforms the
educational system and so the schools become a , iful instrument
for social transformation Plato suggests that ills state's super\ isor of
education should he 'the best of all the Litizens' and claims that his
position is 'the most important of highest offices in the si,e

In Plato's theory. then, the institution of education does not inmate
reconstruction of the laws and \ a'ue- 'if the society but is a powerful

instrument for consolidating a change that has already been introduced
h\ the hearers t., political authorth and power E p to a certain point
m this process of social ithange the school acts as an agent of the rev ol-
ution then, as the new order gains hold, the school automatically shifts
to a c(,, ser\ ame tunction The unfolding of this pattern is faith clearly
illustrated in many aspects of the Russian system of education since
1917

Karl Mannheim. my s....ond example of a reconstructive theorist.
claims that re are key positions in a complex modern society from
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schieh large-scale changes can he generated. and beht:es, that social

science can pros ide the knoss ledge me,sars, for effeetis els achieving

desired social ideal lo describe the role of the school in Mannheim's

theory of comprehensise social reform, it is first necessary to notice his

analysis of the condition of mass industrialised society "' He is cons 'need

that there is a protOund crisis. and the Ices term in his diagnosis is 'disin-

tegration' the decline of traditional group control, the lack of co-

ordination among the large -scale associations that hale deseloped in

modern societs, the loss of a posserful unifying hods of beliefs and

salbes, the decline in the prestige and influence of the intellectual and

artistic elite, and mans other ssmptoms

In summanimg his position. Mannheim discerns a predicament both

of thought and of general human existence in modern ,octets IThe for-

mer he identities under three main aspects the segmentation of intellec-

tual functions the proCess of debunking theories as being the mere

expression of group prejudices, the development of techniques and

axiological knoccledge that no makes possible the manipulation of

thought I he predicament of human existence is expressed principal's

in the tendency toss ards irrationalism in all spheres of society (manifes-

ting itself, on occasions, in mass lisstena). and the do 'skin hem een

the 'general morality' that people in the ,octets as a whole profess and

the coutradictors moral principles bs sshich the hse in sarious segments

of their life ('contextual morality') On the last point his analysts is -,era

similar to Durkhelm's
In this situation the realistic choice,

aeeording to Mannheim is not

betsceen planning and non-planning but betsscen different kinds of

planned societ\ broadly betsseen authoritarian organuanim and demo-

cratic co-ordination [he latter. vs hieh is the alternanse Mannheim

tasours cannot he achieved ssithout a profound transformation in the

typical pattern of individual personal it and beha tour Mannheim does

not elaborate on %chat he calls 'integrative
behasior' but he describes

it in general as invols mg tolerance of disagreement, re _ognition of the

Innis of one's ossn experience, co-operation in ssorking out common's

acceptable purposes that then take precedence ()set' one's original oblet

H Integrative behas lour. Mannheim stresses is possible only tit

a certain kind of social olgamfation one that Ices hetsscen the superficial

aggregation of a mass society and the undifferentiated communion

characteristic of a religious sect or small t.011.11111111th
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The panning that will develop this kind of social order and the kind

of personality that is characterised by integrative behaviour is seen by

Mannheim as a gigantic effort of re-education He emphasues that the

shaping of attitudes both indirectly through the social environment and

directly through formal education or schooling is indispensable in an
adequate program of social reconstruction In Mannheim's plan, the fun-

damental purpose of the school is to contribute to the development of
integrative behaviour, but in order to coo this, the school in its present
form must itself he reconstructed Among the ge:leral recommendations
Mannheim makes are these the co-ordination of the efforts of the school
with those of other institutions in the society, the extension ofschooling

to provide people of all ages with the basic knowledge necessak for

continuous intelligent adjustment to the changing demands of society,
an integrated curriculum, with special ,t-ess i social studies, designed

to help students gain a comprehensive view of coin mporary problems,

the use of teaching methods that are most likely to promote skills of
adaptation in a rapidly changing society, the adjustment of social con-
ditions and methods of schooling in order to ensure equalits of edu-

cational opportunity for all, but without diluting the quality of

education
Given this kind of reconstruction of the educational system

Mannheim sees it as a crucial .nstrument in the continuous process of
democratic planning Educationists and social workers are among those

who hold 'key positions' in the planned society

The\ have the special opportunity of standing at the crossroads where they

can gain insight both into the working of the inc\Riaal psyche and of society
They, more than others, hate the power to link up the regeneration of man

with the regeneration of society 1'

the reconstructive role of the school can perhaps best be gauged from

its relationship to the planning elite In Mannheim's scheme, the plan-

ners are the intelligentsia both the administrative elite and those con-
cerned directly with ideas and values, although he often uses the term

'intelligentsia' specifically for the latter While most people have a lim-
ited ideological stew of the needs (or good) of the society as a whole,

the members of the intelligentsia- particularly when drawn from all
strata of society form the one group that has a relatively complete syn-
thetic vlew, and thus the one that is valid for the whole society at the

time But the elite itself cannot fulfil its task in a planned democracy
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unless it is adequately formed, and where necessary reconstructed In

planning for freedom, this requires above all that the leaders be drawn

from, and permeate. every class and other aspect of society Such a

result is to be achieved principally through the educational system by

ensuring that it is avi.:lable equally to all members of the society. by
bunging together in each school students of diverse social background.
and by counting achievement that reflects personal capacity and effort

as the only criterion of selection. Here also there must be corresponding
changes in the society generally. but the fundamental and most sig-
nificant part is to be played by the school Mannheim does not examine
the problem of how a society acquires a properly formed elite before

the schools have been reconstructed He assumes that some schools will

produce at least a few leaders of the type that reflects the desirable
ideal. even when it is not generally accepted in the society Given
Mannheim's assumption about the possibility of tiansforming a society
from a relatively few key positions, his scheme would probably not re-
quire many such leaders in order at least to initiate a profound social

change
At one stage in his writings. Mannheim thought there was no point

in asking the question, Who shall plan th. planners`" Later he revised
this position. partly because the experience of large-scale planning in
several countries showed how technology and sociological knowledge

could be misused and partly because individual personality came to
hold a much more significant place in his social theory The question
of the goals that direct the process of total planning assumed paramount
importance In his last boo! Freedom, Power and Democratic Planning.

Mannheim in effect reconsiders the question of who plan tne planners
He finally concludes that the planners are at least morally subject to
certain permanent religious-moral archetypes of huroan behaviour that
give substance to the democratic ideal (e g brotherly love, mutual help.
social justice, freedom, respect for the person) The archetypes are still
to be laterpreted and applied by the planners to the specific conditions
of the society, however. as they are independent of particular historical

and social situations they constitute standards against which the actions

of tl-: planners tht ,elves can be critically evaluated The introduction
of these archetypal dues is inconsistent with Mannheim's general

sociology of knowledge in which the truth of an idea depends on its

function in the inclusive social order at a given time) As I shall argue

later once it is reeognired that there are criteria of truth and value
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not determined by the conditions of a particular society, we can justify
an independent critical role for the school. one in which it is not merely
the instrument of the political, social. and economic. interests of the
moment.

To summarize Mannheim's scheme the schoolsuitably reconstructed
itself by the planning eliteperforms an on-going reconstructive function
in the society It is the primary agent through which individuals are
drawn from all sections of the society into the elite of merit. And it
is through the school that the planners can directly promote the knowl-
edge. skills, and attitudes that they interpret as being required for a
planned democracy in the conditions of the Society At the time

Despite the differences over what the school can and should do
towards the reconstruction of a society, Durkheim's theory on the one
hand and those of Plato and Mannheim on the other share at least

one fundamental characteristic. The school is interpreted primarily as
an agent of the socio-political order that makes up a state The criteria
of truth and other values to which the school is responsible are either
determined by the material and social conditions of the national group
(Durkheim.) or interpreted by an elite that also exercises central political
authority (Plato, Mannheim) Even in Durkheim's case, although the

experts in public opinion may determine what is genuinely part of the
collective conscience at a given time, the school is in effect an instrument

of the state In other words, whether the school is responding to the
e:.,sting needs of the society or participating in its transformation, it
is cast in an entirely dependent role In these theories there is no basis
on which the school could legitimately challenge the desirability of satis-
fying this or that social need, or could critically examine the accepted
political policies. In each case, it is the philosophical account of knowl-
edge, and in particular the relationship of knowledge to the socio-
political order, that is the fundamental stumbling block to even a partly

independent status for the practice of education

The School as an Independent Centre of Liberal Education

In the history of modern education,,particularly since the development

of universal schooling, the schools have in fact commonly been
organ:zed through government departments and regarded , as

instruments in the service of national political, economic, and social
interests These practices have often been Justified on purely pragmatic
grounds, but when theorettcal support is popularly invoked it usually
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lacks the refinements and qualifications of the kind of systematic
theories to which I have referred For example, despite the extensive
political control (whether central or local) of education that is accepted.
there are no rigorous conditions regarding the special competence of
those who make the political decisions Perhaps the main difference is

that, in popular theory. no clear limits are placed on what might properly
he included in the educational function of the school In contrast, Plato.

Durkheim. and Mannheim (and one could include Rousseau and Dewey

who have been particularly subject to crude popularization) would agree
that the school serves the society by performing a fairly definite range
of activities that are thought to distinguish its educational role from
that of other institutions in the society The popular belief that the school

should serve the prevailing needs of the society combined with the belief
that it should cater to the interests of each individual has increasingly

corroded the school's specialized character It has come to he a kind
of omnibus institution that is expected to provide forms of training pre-
viously the task of other institutions, and to substitute for the lack of
informal educational experiences in the general life of the society In

effect, the principle seems to be that. if the school can he used to alleviate

any social problem or promote any worthy cause, then it should he
so used In the present context. I wish to raise two main objections
to this interpretation of the school's role

F first. the practical consequence of the proliferation of functions in
the name of schooling is that the school cannot engage effectively in

that part of the total education of human beings that historically came

to he its distinctive task, and for the performance of which no other
agency in the society exists In the chapter. Characteristics of Quality

in Education. I referred to the nature of education in so far as It is

particularly associated with the institution of the school For the sake
of brevity I have referred to it as liberal education that is. initiation
into the main forms of thought that distinguish human culture, anu
the general intellectual skills on which they are based It is not to he
confused with other activities that may' he called education the general

process of child rearing, occupational training, the broadening of experi-

ence by travel. and so on I shall assume here that what I have called
liberal education has in fact been the special concern of the school,
at least as an ideal

My second objection to the multipurpose character of the school is

that it 'nes itably exposes the school to the pressure and control of a
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large number of other institutions and interest groups in the society.
In trying to serve so many masters, often with conflicting purposes the
school not only becomes confused, but forfeits any possibility of justify-
ing even a limited Independence. If, for example, the school is to provide
training in the skills required by the economy of the society, It cannot
avoid being controlled in this respect by industrial and commercial
mere is (Including trade unions) and ultimately by the decisions of
government. In this objection, I am assuming that It is desirable for
the school to enjoy some degree of autonomy

It seems to me, then, that two basic reforms are required for the insti-
tution of the school. The second depends upon the first, and both are
necessary for the distinctive reforming influence that the school could

exercise on the general life of the society
0) The schools should concentrate on providing an adequate initiation

Into the range of activities that constitute liberal education This task
is so complex and varied that in the practical conditions of schooling
It is more than enough for the school to he expected to achieve

(11) In conducting the work of formal education, the freedom of
teachers should be protected against the interference of parents,
students, the local community, special Interest groups, and political

authority at every level In their specific work as teachers, they should
be primarily responsible to the standards of belief and inquiry that'
distinguish the public traditions of undersincling These general
proposals raise many practical and theoretical issues I shall comment
here on only a few of them, giving particular attention to the more
theoretical

To begin wItli some practical matters. It is evident that if the school
adopted a more specific educational role, other arrangements would

have to he made for the various additional functions it now performs
Among the basic adjustments that would be needed iii the society are
the following

(I) A new form of apprenticeship training would have to he

introduced into Cie industrial system of the society
00 Parents would have to resume far more responsibility for the gen-

eral moral development of then children (If It is claimed that many `
parents are incapable of doing this work, there Is no point in expecting

the school to take their place. In the practical conditions of schooling,

e g the limited number of hours, it is simply not possible Moreover,
unless children and adolescents are being morally educated in the more
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general sense, the special contribution that the school can make to their

understanding of the moral domain will be largely frustrated.)
(no The broad Informal educational Influences in the general life of

the society would have to be revitalized. Fundamental changes would

need to be made, for example, in the physical design of our cities so
that people could once again hve in a community in which festival,
ntual, music, art, and the serious discussion of ideas played an integral

and spontaneous part. The attempt to turn the school into a miniature
substitute for such a community is ultimately no solution to the real

problems and, in the meantime, prevents the school from making its

distinctive and indispensable contribution to the intellectual and

spiritual strength of the society.

(iv) It would probably be necessary to devise alternative institutions
for those who were unable or unwilling to engage in a systematic liberal

education These alternatives might include elements of liberal edu-

cation, but It would not be their primary concernand in this they would
be clearly distinguished from the school. The school might, of course,

be placed physically in the context of a multipurpose institution for
children and adolescents. Such an arrangement would be acceptable

as long as the distinctive role of the school and of teachers was recognized

and protected
One of the basic theoretical questions concerns the justification of

the kind of autonomy I have claimed for the scnool It can reasonably

be argued that the school cannot escape the Influence of the specific

social, political, economic, and technological conditions of the society,

and that It should be responsive to them. Moreover, since schooling

affects the public Interest, and so much of It is supported by public
funds, those who are directly engaged in the practice of education must

be accountable to political authority. The partial Independence of the

school that I am supporting is not incompatible with these assertions
as they stand The points at issue are how the school responds to social

needs and under what aspects political authority may legitimately de-

mand an account Incidentally, as far as the principle of autonomy is

concerned, it makes no substantial difference whether the school's master

is the central government or the local community.

The case for academic freedom depends, in the first place, on the
assumption that the school is given predominantly to the enterprise of
initiating students Into the range of activities that forms a liberal edu-
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cation. When this is so, schooling does not need to be justified by refer-
ence to any further end, and the work of teachers is subject to the
standards of rational belief and inquiry that distinguish the public modes
of understanding. It is on this basis that one can defend the freedom
of teachers from the interference of political authority or of interest
groups that want the school to serve non-educational values The argu-
ment would not succeed, however, if the validity and worth ofknowledge
were determine i by social factors as in the theories of Durkheim and
Mannheim, o if the only competent interpreters of the ideals of truth,
goodness, and beauty were also the political rulers of the society as
in Plato's scheme (and, with various modifications, that of Mannheim)
Thus, although it is beyond the scope of this chapter to criticize these
theones in detail, I should indicate briefly why I think they are
mistaken

One of the main weaknesses of the first position just mentioned is
that it confuses questions of explanation in relation to a belief (how

it came to be held by this individual or group, the influence it exercised

in the life of the society at a certain time, etc.) with questions of its
justification and status as knowledge (whether the reasons for holding

it are adequate, whether it is true, false, probable, and so on) Even

as explanatory accounts, the views we discussed earlier put too much
emphasis on the causal influence of material, substructural social forces

on knowledge and values, and underplay the influence of knowledge
in shaping the material forms of a society. An anomaly in both
Durkheim and Mannheim is that, while they stress the determining role
of the substructural social conditions, they acknowledge that the actual

beliefs and values of the members of a class or society may not be
consistent with what these conditions require In each case, this gap
conveniently provides a role for an elite which can aueritatively
interpret what the genuine beliefs and values are for the social group

at that time
The major forms of theorizing in which human beings engage are

in a state of continual des elopment, and the particular shape they take
may be affected b social conditions Whatever the local circumstances
of their origin, the criteria and procedures in each of these forms of
theorizing either have come to acquire general human application or
at least reflect the achievements of an entire civilization They are no
valid only for this or that society, much less only for particular social
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groups witikin a society Thus they provide a relatively large perspective
from which the educational institution can critically evaluate the prevail-

mg practices and fashions of the society
Even in relation to the moral and aesthetic standards ...tad practices

that vary from one society to another (and even if the validity of knowl-
edge generally were relative to a given social order), it does not follow

that the political authority should be the final arbiter. Those who exer-

cise political authority never equate it simply with die possession of
superior force. They always appeal to legitimacy and moral status.'These

claims could not be sensibly made if the members of the society did

not exist in a pattern of moral relations And there could not be such

a pattern unless there were some commonly shared theories including
beliefs about the proper role of the state in relation to other parts of
the society This system of ideas, on which the moral acknowledgment

of the state depends, comprises criteria in the light of which the exercise

of political authority can be discussed and criticized."
In this context, one of the serious defects of the type of leadership

theory we find in Plato and Mannheim should be noticed There IS a

crucial difference between the relationship of a bearer of political auth-
ority to d civil society and of a scholar to a field of knowledge The
authority of the polaical leader is a distinct (and often sufficient) ground

for accepting decisions of policy intended to promcte the public interest.

or to provide the material conditions for advanci 7 the common good,

or to achieve a fair compromise between competing special interests

in the civil society It is reasonable that in political decisions of this

kind-which cannot be clearly settled by appropriate evidencethe
members of a society should accept the exercise of authority as binding

on their actions, for the survival of any social life at all depends on
It By contrast. questions affecting the methods and results of inquiry

in any of the forms of knowledge can never be settled simply/ by the

decision of experts If the experts commonly accept a certain theory,

this creates a presumption in its favour Whether the theory is adequate

or not depends on the strength of the arguments and the evidence."
Hence, even if the hest scholars of a society formed its government,

they would not he justified in exercising their political authority to
determine criteria and settle disputed questions in the domains of

knowledge
In arguing for the autonomy of the school and for defining its task

in terms of liberal education. I do not wish to imply that the school

1)'-`f -.4- i I
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has no responsibility in, relation to the more general personal and moral

development of students. or to social and political needs The crucial
question, however, is the aspect under which It is appropriate for the
school to contribute to these other objectives The control of pollution.
for example, has become a common's recognised social need It is clearly

desirable that pollution should be controlled, although', is equally cl.ar
that the school is not the apprdpriate agency for the task The problem

of pollution is a very complex one and depends on several conceptual
perspectives for a solution. Thus there is an aspect of the social need

to control pollution to hich the school can make a distinctively edu-
cational contribution. to develop a critical understanding of the scope
and nature of the problem

Assuming that the school were to concentrate on liberal education
and were given a large measure of autonomy in this work, what would

be its like's social role it terms of a conservative or reconstructive influ-
ence? Obviously an answer depends in the first place on how well the
school performs its task In Chapters 3 and 4 I referred to the manner

in which the process of liberal education should be conducted. In relation
to the question raised, I shall assume that the procedures adopted bs

schools would be more or less effective in achieving the ideals of liberal

educationat least as effective as actual alternatives would be in
implementing other ideals

The role of the school, in the interpretation I am supporting clearly
has a strongly conservative aspect It has the task of transmitting and
defending the inheritance of understandings, beliefs, values. and pro-
cedures that constitute human culture as a pattern of meanings in our

case. at leat as this pattern has developed in western ill/anon ' '

Obviously the school cannot take the initiative in advancing the public
traditions of understanding Now dramatically they change depends

largely on the quality of what is done in scholarship and the arts In

this respect the school is in the role of a follower. and in proportion
to the vitality of the culture must be continually adapting

In relation to the prevailing social, economic, and political practices
of the society. the school can exercise a reformative influence, which

in the long run could be quite radical Under the conditions we are
assuming, the school is in a position to submit these practices to criticism

by applying the standards and methods contained in the public tra-
ditions of understanding On the same basis, it can examine positiv e
alternaty-es to the current policies of the society Moreover the whole
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educational effort of the school is centrally concerned with the develop-

ment of capacities for disciplined critical inquiry and Independent judg-
ment The school is freed from the conformist role it has to play in

the 'social adjustment' and 'community service' theories In these

theories it has no justifiable ground on which it can criticize or evaluate

It must simply make sure that everyone fits harmoniously into place

in the great social machine, and dutifully adopts the latest social

consensus on what the members of the group should believe and how
they should behave In the theory I am defending, the first responsibility

of the school is to the intellectual, moral, and aesthetic standards that
distinguish the best efforts and achievements of human culture If we
are to speak in terms of social functions, then the finest service the
school can render to society is to foster a critical understanding and
appreciation of these standards.

The radical ideal in this interpretation of the school is that a liberal

education should be available to all citizens."' This ideal does not have

to be justified by reference to social consequences We have only to
point to the qualities of personal life to which one gains access by being

liberally educated I think it is reasonable to suppose that if a large
prop( non of citizens were to become liberally educated, the effects on
the social and political life of the society would he revolutionary It

would surely make a substantial difference if the majority of people

in the society were familiar with the standards of excellence in the main
areas of social action: if they could interpret political issues for them-
selves, or at least assess the opinions of experts, if they could respond

with appreciation, sympathy, and informed criticism to the efforts of
scholars, artists, moral reformers and so on, if they had the breadth
of historical and other conceptual perspectives to avoid either being
swept along by an apparently novel movement or reacting with panic,

if they were not just mechanically literate (as so many are now) but
intelligently literate. and thus no longer easy victims of propaganda from
politicians, advertisers, and every variety of pseudo -guru

If the school is to exercise the reformative influence that this interpret-

ation involves, one of the crucial conditions is that the teachers them-
selves should possess a thorough liberal and professional education In

the age of mass schooling, it is perhaps unrealistic to suppose that a

society can provide anything like the number of highly qualified teachers
that would he required Even if this is not the c.,Ise, how does a society

acquire such educated teachers when the schools them es first need
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ts5 be reformed? We are pushed back to the practical dilemma that faced

Plato, Rousseau, and others in order to have good schools, we need

to' have good educators, but we cannot get good educators unless we

already' have good schools. Certainly, we cannot assume, as George

Counts did, that despite all the weaknesses of the school system and

the society generally, the teachers themselves are sufficiently enlightened

to engender a complete social transformation 17 In the foreword Aldous
Huxley wrote to Brave New World in 1946, he bitterly suggested that

we should build a monument on the ruins of one of the cities of Europe

or Japan, and inscnbe over the entrance in giant letters. 'SACRED TO
THE MEMORY OF THE WORLD'S EDUCATORS' This is the

opposite extreme from the optimism of a Counts or a Mannheim.
It seems to me that there is no way in which the circle of inferior

schools producing inferior teachers who perpetuate inferior schools can

be broken dramatically It has to be a gradual breakthrough, and it
would not be possible unless some outstanding schools still existed or

could be established despite tie passion for mediocrity, and unless some

of those who managed to attain a high quality of education would work

for the improvement of the school. If there is any 'key position' in the

whole system it is, I think, that of universities in teacher education
Some radical changes in present practice would be required In general.
those engaged in university teaching and research in all the component

areas of liberal education would need to take more responsibility for
the initial and continuing education of teachers, and the programs of
teacher education that universities offer would need to be designed as

a closely related pattern of liberal and professional studies It would
be absurd to suppose that we could suddenly perfect teacher education

in this or any other way and thus create a great chain reaction of reform

that would run through the school and the entire society In regard

to the radical possibilities of a common program of liberal education
and the obstacles it faces, one might say (to adapt Rubel-) that what

is realistically looked for is not perfection. but a breakthrough
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Chapter 10

Equality and Education

Education and the Principle of Equal Opportunity

The nineteenth century's optimism about the power of formal education

to effect social reform n Is been dampened but by no means extinguished

during the course of the present century The optimism has probably
been most persistent in relation to the role of-the :n prom:fling

equality This point of view is very clearly Illustrated in the first two

reports of the Australian Schools Commission (1975, 1976) and in their

forerunner Schools in Australia prepared by an Interim Committee and

published in 1973' In each of these docn-nents the advancement of
equality in schooling, and through schooling, in the general life of the

society, is the fundamental concern. Despite the economic difficulties

and a change in governmer, they have significant! influenced the

shape of public policy in education It is useild, therefore. to examine

a least some of the issues that arise from the way the interpretlqualit:

as an ideal and relate It to the practice of education
It should be note, in passing that the first report of the Schools Com-

mission sets out Its theory on equality la less than four pages (SC, 1975.

22- 2.10). The second report is somewhat less cryptic: it devotes about

eight pages (2.2-2.19) to a more selective and detailed discussion of
the position taken in the first Report. But even if we presuppose the

nine or so pages on equality in Schools in Australia, it still amounts
to\ a rather compressed treatment of so complex a question, especially

as the reports of the Schools Commission touch on a number of other

Important topics 'n the course of dealing with equality. The running
together of rather different notions of equality in all three documents

m3) be due, in part, to brevity but additionally it may also reflect some
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theoretical confusion -There haw been some important modifications
and changes of emphasis on the question of equaht% and education
in each succeeding statement (particulark the most recent) The present
discussion assumes hoc ever, that the doctrine set out in Sc /ulls in Ills-

(num has not been changed substantial'', and certaml% it is dear from
the first mo reports of the Schools ( ommission that this is the ( om-
mission s own tie'k

in appking equaht% as a human % alue to education and to social
lift more generalk it is crucial to keep in mind some important dif-
ferences bemew ackocating, on the one hand, the principle of equal
opportumR, and on the other, an ideal of an egalitarian socict% I he

Schools Commission, folloc%ing the position taken in Schools tin lus-
iralia, has treated these ow %,,as of interpreting equalit% as though
the sere facets of the same thing, or at least entire'', compatibl,:. I his

assumption is tar from correct
It is true that even in a thoroughl% eg di.ariar g one in

which the total of significant human goods cnioed h% each member
is the same) there is a place for at least some %ersion of the principle
of equal opportunth the prise pie comes into plat A henoer c mmonk
desired goocIs are in short supn1%, or are of the kind that presuppose
for their possession the attainment of certam qualifications the prin-
ople dices not smirk, reiterate rules of fairness (e g that the conditions
to he satisfied are indeed rele% Lint or that those A ho acquire the desired
goods do in fact satisk such conditions) It also requires that, when
the reasonable grounds that apple here and nov% for discriminating
among individuals ha,e their origins in arhurar% social arrangements,
these arrangements should as tar as possible he eliminated or onset
h% the members of the \octet% ac a whole

Ahat must he noticed is that ecen when the principle of equal oppor-
tuna% is interpreted it its full strength, it is thoroughl% at home in a
social order in which there are ',1st differences in the goods that

enio% iparticuiark. to mu u.e and propert% social status, and politi-

cal povier) In tact it is in the so called free enterprise economic sstem
informed ht liberal, individualistic social theor%, that the principle has
the fullest scope for application In the psvcholog% of liberal capitalism,
pinnac% is given to individual competition and to profit as the incentive
for enistiraging the skills and effort on which the sstem 0 thought
to depend Granted, then, that there is a hroad scale of financial rewards
old that each level is to he o_cupied h% the most deserting individuals
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judged on the basis of ahilitc and effort in free and open competition.

it is oh\ ious that there should he a percasice concein %kith equalitc
of opportumtc The principle prescribes that, in so tai as it is plicsicallc

possible and moralk permissible. the conditions under which inch\ 'duals

compete for the revards of the scstem shall he equal. and thus the

recAards shall he distributed in proportion to personal merit

The actual extent of social manipulation that the principle enjoins

depends on %1 hat is thought to he phNsicallc possible and moralk per-

missible In liberal-capitalist societies, the scope ckas greatIc enlarged

as the nineteenth centurc assumption that the lacks of supply a de-

mand had the chard, 'r of natural lacks came to he abandoned I he

degree_ of enthusiasm for the principle of equal opportunitc has also
tended to V4 aK or %cane depending on the state of the perennial debate

oxer the relative importance of genetic and environmental lactors
I he main point to he stressed in the present discussion is that .1 hen

the principle of equal opportunth is b,2ing applied to its fullest extent

in the context of a liberal-capitalist societc it does nothing in itself to

promote a more egalitarian social order he disparities of wealth. pock er

and prestige remain exac 'lc as thec \Acre The outcome that the principle

does bromote, ckhen rigorously applied is a society stratified according

to merit rather than on the basis of patronage or hereditar privilege

I rum their beginning one of the main purposes of the public scstems

of education has been the development of a ccorkforce that ccould meet

the needs of an industrial economc I-cen ck hen the range of schooling

undertaken he most people came to include sexeral years at the second-

arc level, the occupational purpose tended to ocershadock the obieetic es

of a liberal education ti of a broad and integrated intellectual moral

and aesthetic development) I he instrumental v. M. of minking about

education ckas so enuenc Led that even purelc liberal studies had to he

pen a market cattle Vsr e leached the point cchere regardless of ant

real connection betv.een formal education and a particular lob the loci

of scholastic attainment or at I ast the number of %ears spent at school

generallc determined the lout if Ot.11ipant)icil income and prestige to

ckhich one v4ould have access NA bet her our extended scstem of form II

schooling ha; much hearing on job efficiencc it has (crumb, come to

plat a crucial role in selecting where people arc to he placed in th.

eeononue hier
(is en this selective n,le it is ohvu us %%ty advocates of equal oppor-

tunity %kithi i the liberal-capitalist scstem ckould concentrate Law atten-
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lion or, the school If. through various forms of social engineering and
pedagogic intervention. differences in scholastic outcome can he made
to depend mainly on incin,idual ability and effort. then to use such dif-
ferences for occupational selection ensures that economic and other
advantages are apportioned according to merit

In its discussion of equalik. the first report of the Schools Commission
(1975 2 4) asserts 'Schooling is not a race. its majoi objectis e is not
to identifs, winners and losers' This is. how ecer. more the expression
of an ideal than an accurate description of the role that schooling has
played in our social and economic system It 's precisely because the
race for the positions of adantage the sxstem begins with formal
schooling that the achocates of equal opportunity hale concentrated
so much energy on pre-school remedial programs

In its most generous interpretation, the principle of equal opportunity
as applied within the liberal- capitalist system extends to what the Plow-
den Report called 'positice discrimination' In this view the principle
is not satisfied es en by providing comparable conditions of education
for eer, one !itself an extremely formidable task), it also requires that
those who experience serious learning difficulties should recene rela-
ti% eh, more financial and pedagogical assistance than others I here are

ohs bous problems in reconciling this interpretation with the central
theories of liberal capitalism Certainly it cannot he taken as adocafing
a kind of handicapping sxstem so that. through adroitly applied differen-
tial treatment. all students, regardless of abilux and interest. would he
educated to the same extent Vr hat is being assumed. apparently, is that
not everyone needs the same pedagogic and other help to realise her/his
potential for education I he point and justification of posime discrimi-
nation 1, not. therefore to promote an equal educational outcome bx
the end of fi,rmal schooling. but to piocide the otimum help that
is needed and can he gRen. to enable all indiN, 'duals h that time to
reach the highest lesel of educational attainment of which they are
capable

%%Ink it is he:,.:nd the purpose of this paper to engage in a detailed
critical assessment of the prme,ple of equal opportunity as it is applied
to education in our kind of social order-2. at least a few summary com-
ments should he made In taour of the principle it can he said that
it has pre oked action that has led to a significaut reduction of the
gross chtlerences in the comfit,' un ler which people were educated
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Moreover. in a society cliaracterized by a substantial range of incomes.

it seems prtfer.,.1c that entry to the more lucrative and interesting jobs

should -depend on personal scholastic merit rather than on some form

of pnvilege invoking such factors as family sex, class, ethnic group.

rengion This is not to imply that there are no better alternatives

On the negative side, it should first be noted that the rhetoric of equal

educational opportunity (or equal economic opportunity through edu-

cation) IS somewhat misleading Even if the external conditions affecting

education were the same for everyone, as long as the educational out-

come depends on abilities that vary greatly' among the participants. it..

cannot he literal', claimed that everyone has an equal chance of reach-

ing. through zducation. to the highest revels in the social and economic

order to suggest otherwise is like saying that a person in poor health

has ,,n equal chance oi winning a race agait a a champion athlete Just

because they both compete under exactl' the same conditions

In the second place. even when the principle of equal opportunity

is doped in a noroughlv efficient w ay. d.Ics nothing of itself to

chang the character ,f society. If there are inequitable differences of

income 01 stratum Of poverty at the bottom of the social pyramid

'hese remain ..intwiched What the operation of the principle is designed

t.' affect arc the occupants of the artous lesels of income and power

Whi le particular dim groups may no longer he disproportionately rep-

rt ...-nted among the poor. ',till poertN, remains those who attempt to

achiec social Justice through equal opportunity not only

overestimate the role of the school as an agent of social reform but

icnu di.-rt attention from the 'iced for a duet t an.' more eflet.me,

attack on pta,ei' and relater'. problems

1-anallY. the as applied to education ,:t.t.epts and reinforces

the questionahi: role that schooling plays in determining one's plas.c

in the social and eLonoinit. Ntore gener.41l the principle

emphstsiies almost exclusively the sistiumental v,eluc tit education, its

paofl in snag-ccononift ad ,stage In this atmosphere, it i f!,,, to

forget that the proLewia education should he a kortlmliih, experience

in itself and sl 'Mkt pia; a fundamental port ta shaping the oerall qual-

o of humor life It is not surprising then that when the school in

,liffkult et.tdonnt LaRtinistarkes Lids to he an eflet.tie means of 11,h

ipporturni tLre should he h'depread scepticism ahttot the dlue of

educe non
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Egalitarian Modifications of the Equal Opportunit), Principle

Until fairly recently eYen egalitarian-minded reformers were inclined
to support equality of educational opportunity as an effective and desir-
able means for advancing their ideal of social equality, During tt.e past
decade or so, manv egalitarians halve witnessed the limited practical
suo:ess of efforts at Jaw) ing equality of educational opportunity, and
have become cony liked of the powerlessness of the principle radically
to change the liberal-capitalist system In fact. some have mistakenly
assumed that the principle belongs exclusively and essentially to this
system, and as such they reject it entirely Short of an outright rejection
of the principle. Nanuus reinteipretations have been proposed that are
intended to make the principle better sere the ideals of social equality
Two ot these reinterpretations in particular deserve some comment
there is an attempt to acts mmodate at least some aspects of both of
them in :11e reports of the Schools Commission (and Schools in
lustridta)

-I he first reyision claims that the Ideal of equal educational oppor-
tunitY is ak.lneYed only when the outcom.: for each individual is as nearly
as possible the same or equivalent (:quality in the initial conditions
of schooling and during the process will not do, because it results in
an unequal educational outcome and thus inequality of social_and econ-
onuL opportunity Instead ut arguing for the equal right (it all to the
good we Lail education. this viey. supports a radically dilierent clim.
namely the right of all to the same (or equivalent) educational attain-
ment I allure to gi.e due weight to this difference is one ot the main
weaknesses in the treatment of equality in the do, umLnts under
discussion

V hether the objective of equal educational ouiconk is defensible or
not. it should he emphasiied that like the traditional principle of equal
educational opportunitY, it assumes the connection between schooling
and soup-eLonomiL opportunity Its strategy h (4) neutralue this intlu-
erkesby ensuring that everyone is equally schooled rhe prai toc,a1 effect
of such a strategy. however. can onk be to exacerbate the situation
inswhich an increasing number of people engage in more and more
Nears of formal education whsle at the same t'me the ),..holastic q ual

nuns required for entrY to an elver widening range of jobs are
continually rising

A more tundamental point, how e er. is that the attempt to implement
the policy of equal educational outcome (assuming it is Liken seriously)

2 &2
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encounters severe moral and practical difficulties The massive social

engineering that the application of the police entails could not avoid
violating the ideals of freedom and justice to an extent that would he

out of all proportion to the good that ma he achieced It is at least

arguable that to educate ecercone to the same level. no more no less.

is not for the good of a society As long as the genetically determined

differences of ability that are relevant to educational outcome cannot
he controlled. the police itself cannot in the strut sense he implemented '

Lcen in regard to interest and motivation. which mac depend largely

on environmental conditions it is practically impossible etrectic el c to

control their influence on educational outcomes
Proponents of the objectice of equal educational outcome ha; e not

been blind to the practical obstacles A not uncommon sac of attempt-

ing to avoid these obstacles is through the use of verbal magic 111

activities undertaken in the name of educate in and at whatever level

of achievement arc declared to he of equal value The mine is sometimes

supported h the claim that each Indic idual deterr ,r himself what

is to count as knowledge. so that attempts to assess learning against
objectice standards tit achievement are not only moralls objectionable

but epistemologically mistaken I yen if this pretence successfully

entired that in relation to schooling ever one competed equally for jobs.

,._.. it is patent's a betrayal of cultic:J(10ndl values No one could trY to

lustitc such a subterfuge if it were a question of making equal provision

for health care or t r adequate food and shelter
The second main reinterpretation of the principle of equal opportuaity

calk for a social order in which the carious sun-group, of the society

are proportionately represented at vt hates er lecek the goods 01 the

smietc !including education) arc distributed One of the main rcasonc

for the recent stress on *equal treatment for groups rather than

/'indiiduals has been the recognition of the polrical eflecticeness of such

an emphasis It also has a certain appeal because it offers Indic iduals

i v. ho tail an escape horn personal responsibilit, they can blame their

failure orrprejudke against their group(..,.

In discussing this clew., as it relates spec dual'y to education. the report

;,,-. the Interim Committee quotes from Al El flakes
the co,' ,:,,m41 not b,. the liberal one of equalits, of acres, but equalits
soof outuone for the median meml-er of each identifiable non-educationally

define4 group. i e ail: ateraK woman or negro or proletarian Or rural dweller

should bace the Name level of educational attainment as the average mac:

white white collar .uhurhamte '

2&3
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rhe attitude of the report to the obiectie of equal average educational
attainment is no, entirel clear It to with the idea. but h also some-
what critical The main tendenc of the report is. I believe. finally
opposed to an thing like a strict doctrine of equal educational ou:come.
whether the units being considered are Indiiduals or groups In its first
report, the Schools Commission (1975 2 I) seems to differ from its pre-
decessor it 'his matter It introduces the first of its basic themes in this

The first is equality an emphasis on more equal outcomes from sihooling.
lasing particular stress on social group disparities and attern,t, to mitigute
them and on soLial changes and their efieLts on de ired outcomes

It should he noticed in passing that this group approach to equal out-
comes from schooling is not quite consistentl or cleart claborated in
the report's subsequent discussion of equality On some aspects of the
matter the Commission's second report is less ambiguous In general
it focuses attention on impro mg the educational achieement of
indi\iduals rather than of groups In fact, it speaks of the 'demonstrated
incapacit lot education] substantialk to alter the relatie position of
sir gal grtaips' IS( 1976 2 4) I)espite this Age report is still concerned
about the education of social groups as such -Thus, it calls for a greater
effort to gie 'under-achie mg social groups a better chance of success
at school (S( 1976 2 19) While the sewn(' report eplicith repudiates
the objectie of equal inch% idual outcomes in education IS( . 1976 213)
it makes no comment on the question as it affects groups

A number of vaknesses in the attempt to achieve equal aerage out-
tom(' among social group, hake been EN,intcd out in a recent article
b% 1 R Jensen 1 he attempt is, as Jensen puts it,

untortunate tor education not only heiause the indoidual is the essential
',nit it all the taLtors imoked in educahilit but heLause nom of the ethrm
or ,oLial groups in question is sutimenth. homogeneous in th.c iharaLteristiis
imole(1 in cduiahilit to warrant its heing tieated as the unit tor an
cdtkational prescription''

lensen also stresses him mistaken it h to assume that clitla,:iiccs it
educational outcome can he resoled h concentrating on social and
econ auc factors for there are rough) the same indiidual differences
of scholastic performance and incom, among siblings as among diflerent
social classes and races

In relation to the practice of 're% erse discrimination' in Ahic.11 social
group quotas giAern the process tit selection Jensen raises secral crib-

26.4
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cisms there is the problem of deciding what groups are to he included.

and where to place the quota, for applicants who are near the selection

cut-off point, the use of group quotas frequently leads to the rejection

of better qualified indi\ iduals from one group :n fa\ oor of less qualified

mdmduals from another. the \ er\ highl\ qualified members of groups

protected hs a quota tend to he seen 11 beneficiaries of the quota s\ stem

rather than in terms of their personal merit
do not wish to suggest that the general aim of ensuring the same

1\ crave educationi attainment among non-educationalk defined

groups is objectionable The a:m would not sansfs a strict egalitarian

Ls en a less demanding supporter of equality could claim that a\ erages

ma\ disguise serious inequalities among groups so that the aim should

reall he something like the same pattern of distribution o\ er the whole

scale of educational attainment ) What I would claim is that there arc

serious prat tical difficulties in ming to achie\ e the objecti\ e aad that

its implications for educational practice are far from dear

Summary: Assev.irg the Place of Equalit in Education

In the present Lemurs schooling has been \ Ailed maink as an
instrument in the se ice of political economic, and social ends Ines :2

ends h e been snmiticanth shaped h a widespread commitment to
equalm as a sth.1.11 ideal interpreted h\--some as actual cqualit\ in the

total goods of life and 11\ others as equalit, of opportumt\ It is hardl\

surprising, therefore that schooling should has e been so influenced

the social ideal of equalth from what has alreads been said it will

he deal th,.. I belies e the concern for issues of social equalit\ in and

through schooling has pla \ ed altogether disproportionate part in edu-

cational theor\ and practice It has reinforced the purel\ instrumental

approach to education and the often artificial connection hetween

schooling and economic status and has distracted attention from ques-

tions about the specfficalk educational qualth of hat hook achto e

as distmc from their fulness as social le\ eller. 01 escalators (depend-

ing on how one interprets equalu

11;-.(inialk the ideal of equalm has been di-Tiled to education

(nand\ in relation to the principle of equal opportunit\ I here is I

behest I clear if modest plaice for this pnucihle la the conduct of

et!, cation It can mshhahl \ he argued that where two people are etlual

in characteristics that are reit:\ ant to the attainment of what is judged

to he generalk desirable le\ el of education thes should his e

285
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equisalent opportunities ior achiesing such an education \khether the
effort to offset carious kinds of obstacles to education can, or should.
he justified in terms of equal opportunit\ is more douhttul

On the question of equalit% of treatment as a general polies in the
practice of education. there is no serious argument at the present time
kercone acknowledges that. tai relation to learning. human beings are
in fact unequal in the r capacities, interests, and motivation To treat
e%ersome in the same way would only exacerbate the differences Pro-
ponents of equal educational outcome have for a long time been strong
supporters of unequal treatment in the process

The case agamq equaht% of outcome seems almost d 'ohsious not

ord% for indiciduals. but for average group performance unless the cri-
teria of 'non-educationall%. defined groups are rigorousl% determined
It the program were to he taken seriously. it would first he necessar%
for eser% child to he made a ward of the state at birth and to he raised
under identical conditions Ben when all the controllable ens ironmen-
tat factors hase been accounted for. hunidn beings remain unequal in
their capacities for educational attainment Thus an equal outcoine could
not he achiesed without seriously compromising principles ofjusfice and
freedom In an% scheme of this kind, there are also the evident questions
about w ho the social engineers are to he. how the gain access to their
position. what controls the are subject to Apart from the totalitarian
character of the political scstem there would he a serious loss to the
culture as a whole If the obit:dice 'were eflecticel% achiesed. the stand-
ard of intellectual. aesthetic and moral excellence would at best he what

majorit% of people in the society could, through carious kinds of cdu-
cat)onal effort. he brought to achic.e

I he inappropriateness of aiming at equaln% of outcome is particularl%
dear when one reflects on the nature of education as a human good
In contrast to fixed and clothing properts. wages. annual lease and
es en aspects of health care. education is not like a simple product that
can ht neatl% packaged and distributed As an achiesement. it is a !lights

complex and intangible set of goods beliefs. attitudes, wars of thinking.
acting, feeling imagining It is neser possessed once and for all. and
it admits of an enormous range of possible lesels of attainment with
sirtuall% no upper limit In particular. it is not the kind of good that
one person can bestow on another, treated as a passice recipient How-

er helpful pedagogic intersention may be. education depends (breeds

and tinall% on each Indic eflorts at understanding and on the
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extent to which these are successful It is amoral ideal of teaching to

use whatever knowledge and skills one has in order to enable each
individual learner to achieve the fulled understanding of which he or

she is capable at the time
In summary, whatever interpretation is placed on equality as a social

ideal, it seems to have only marginal hearing on the practice and objec-

tk es of education

Aspects of Equalit), in the Human Right to Education

There is a rather diffeient question about equality and education from

the kind we are considering, one which is often obscured or at least
confused. by a preoccupation with the school as an instrument of social

equality It is the question of whether there should he a common cur-
riculum. whether everyone should have access to a liberal or general

education that is the same in its obiectives and the main features of
its content This question leads into a large and complex topic on which

comment is necessary to the extent that it is related to another way
wti4 the moral ideal of equality has hearing on education
It' we assume that everyone has a human right to education, we are

granting that evervone has. :n some sense, an equal claim to acquire
the good we call education'' We are also asserting in effect that w h.:I

we call education is necessary for the welfare t each human being as

such Thus. more speciticallv.,the right is a moral claim on the group

of human beings that make up a society and perhaps ultimately on
the whole human community) to do what it can to ensure that each

of us members becomes educated Given the characteristics of education

that were noted aboe, this moral claim is still a very obscure one Apart

from the babel of conflicting opinions on precisely what the good called

'education' consists in. there is the obvious problem of different natural
capacities for learning Do we mean that each pc, ,on makes a moral

claim to obtain the fullest education of which he is capable'' Or. if we
foes hteraik on eoualik, are N. e to say that the moral claim extends
only u, the ley el of education that the least capable members of society

can attain'' A middle ground between these extremes can. however, he

justified and it is here that the question of a common curriculum enters

the picture the present analysts does not attempt to till out the details
of the argument. but merely sketches its main outlines

(I) In the transmission of the whole culture of a society from One

generation to another education on the sense issociated with schooling.
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has a relatively specific role to plus, Its proper function is limited not
simply to those aspects of the whole culture that are worth preserving
but, among them, to those whose acquisition depends on, or at least
is facilitated bs,. a deliberate and sustained program of teaching and
learning There are many worthwhile aspects of a culture that can he
acquired Just as well, or better, through direct experience in various
social practices, for example. as a member of a family or other close-knit
group. at work, at play. or through religious and other celebrations

(n) The content that satisfies the foregoing conditions has often been
called the 'high' culture It is that part of the total way of life of a
people that is ss, stematicall, and self - conscious) developed in the light
of rigorous standards of excellence At its core are those actRities that
attempt to embods, and express the highest intellectual, moral and aes-
thetic ideals This form of culture IN (to use Ra mond Wilhams's phrase)
documented in a 'body of intellectual and imaginative work' '" It is the
central business of education as schooling to introduce each generation
to this hods, of work as a living tradition Not all societies hale realised
a high culture in this sense of the term Among those that has e done
so, the ideals and achievements have suned in quality. both between
and within cultura: traditions Broadls, speaking, the tendencs in high
culture is towards universality, towards the standards of truth ration-
alas, objects it and moral and aesthetic excellence that apply to all
human beings In Arnold's well-known phrase. the concern is with 'the
best that has been thought and said in the world'

mu The high culture is to he distinguished from other manifestations
of culture that may form part of Oe whole was of life of a societs,
In particular, it is unlike 'mass' culture in which the emphasis is on
entertainment, escape, the thoroughly predictable response that has been
drained of any serious mental effort It is also unlike 'folk' culture which
is largek unselfcorscious and integrated into the entire fabric of the
life of those who p .rticipate Obiousk, the high culture affects and
is affected bs,, such other forms I he high culture must also be distin-
guished from the characterising allies of the so-called social classes,
assuming that sun h groups can he distinguished independently on cri-
teria of birth or income It is true that the high culture has often been
the preserve of a prRileged class, has often been valued more b one
class than another, and has often borne the unmistakable inthience lit

this or that particular class Of itself if' hip culture is the inheritance
of all the members of a societ bec,tuse it is concerned with the standards
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of general human excellence in the intellectual, moral, and aesthetic

domains. It is precisely in an& sense that it is a common culture and
provides the substance of a common curriculum The sense of 'common'

is qualitative not quantitative: thus it b not what the culture of the
majority actually is or what remainder of beliefs and values the members

of a society. happen to share when all their differences have been

subtracted.
(iv) To become acquainted with the content of the high culture in

this sense is evidently worthwhile Whether it should be the object. of

a human right is perhaps less clear Can it be said that each individual's
welfare as a human being depends on it? An argument for an affirmative

answer can be set out in general terms as follows. The development
of a distinctly human character depends on learning the main symbolic

systems of a culture These systems provide different ways of describing.
explaining. interpreting, and appreciating the human and physical
world To the extent that an individual is ignorant of any of these sys-

tems. he is thus limited as a human being. Hence all members of a

society need to be adequately initiated into each of the main symbolic

systems. This condition cannot be satisfied unless it includes at lest
a general introduction to the content of the high culture, for the lat

is the conscious development of these main symbolic systems according

to the most adequate available standards of truth, objectivity, and moral

and aesthetic excellence
Whatever else it might include, the human right to,education may.

therefore, be interpreted as a moral claim that all individuals make on

their society to be provided with the opportunity for gaining an adequate

general introduction to the content if tne high culture, the common
curriculum in the sense already Indicated What constitutes an 'adequate

general introduction' would need to be determined in detail. It would

set out the level of general or liberal education that it is fitting for
any person to achy -ye Such a program would certainly go beyond the
basic skills of literacy and numeracy and an elementary knowledge of

the social order to which one belongs. However the engagement in
mathematics, science, literature, and the other elements of the high cul-

ture Would just as clearly not be undertaken as a basis for scholarly
work. but in order to develop a broad framework for understanding.

interpreting, and appreciating human life.
The providing of opportunity would kve to take account of the diver-

sik%: of abilities and interests affected by environment and heredity

289
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Ideally, each individual should be enabled to go as far towards achieving
the desirable level of liberal education as his or her personal abilities
and efforts will allow In practice, the assistance that can he given will
depend on the full range of claims, based on human rights and other
moral grounds, that are. being made on the iesources of a particular
society

Although the reports of the Interim Committee and of the Schools
Commission are not concerned in detail with the question of education
as a human right. they do take up two crucial elements of the foregoing
argument the questions of a common culture)and curriculum and of
a desirable standard of educational achievement

The former is touched on in the Commission's first report (SC', 1975
2 7-2 10). What we find is hardly a systematic discussion Still, there
are at least some hints of an argument hidden among the thickets of
several dense and diffu,,e paragraphs. In summary, the report seems
to favour an extensive form of educational pluralism for the purpose
of reflecting and encouraging every variation of values in the society.
et it also wants the schools to provide a kind of common curriculum
Although there is no clear indication of how these objectices are to
he achieved simultaneously, a clue is given in two assumptions made
by the report that the grange desirable intellectual skills can he
acquired independently of any particular body of knowledge and bchef,
and that even when logic, mathematics, science. art and so on are the
objects of schooling. their study is compatible with any framework of
calues

Granted the obscurities andlerseness of the report, there ale neverthe-
less at least three points that should he made against its 'ohs onsi
common curriculum

(i) The acquisition of important in'tellectual skills cannot he divorced
from bodies of knowledge and belief or, more generally. the traditions
of systematic inquiry in a culture The report seems to treat Menlo,
as simply a 'word game', having no integral connection with social and
cultural practices Apparently it wishes to treat all intellectual skills in
an analogous fashion

(n) There is si limit to the tolerance which logic, mathematics rind
science have towards diverse value frameworks The intellectual and

moral values involved in the serious practice of public modes of thought
are simply not compatible with even value framework To take one
conspicuous example the tradition of critical ratiOnalio, which has in-
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formed the public modes of thought in the recent history of Western
culture may be valuable for human beings generally. but it is certainly
not valued highly it every culture, or even by every group within western
culture. In regard to the report's policy of educational pluralism, what-
ever the schools may be able to do to accommodate the diversity of
values in the Austuthan society at large. they cannot consistently reflect,
or respect the fairly prevalent range of values that are fundamentally
anti-educational. Moreover, for at least some'children the `reality' (to
use the report's word) of their family background IE shaped by such
factors as racial or religious prejudice, superstition, crude materiallAn.
dissension between parents, cruelty and violence. It is naive, therefore.
to suggest that there should always be harmony between the values of
the schooi and those of each child's family.

(iii) Where the report favours a common curriculum, it seems to rely
mainly tut a utilitariatt trgument. The emphasis is not placed on the
intnnsrz value of the act vines that constitute the common curriculum

or the contributurt tke to the living of a worthwhile and salwfying
human life. but o' -f-olT they have in our society in terms of
political z.nd soci.: ind economic advatage. Thus the report
wants everyone to literate in standarc' English. not because 1,
will enable them tt access to the great artistic achievemenls of
English literature o- even to read serious contemporary journalism. but
because it is the language in which the business of everyday life in
our society is c'mducted (SC. 1975: 2 10)

In regard to the question of a desirable standard of education that
everyone should have the opportunity to achieve. I be eve the position
of the Schools Commission is more satisfactory In ea, of the three
documents considered. 'the priorities for government action in education
are directly related to the task of ensuring that all members of the society
reach a certain level of achievement over a range of common educational
objectives, This general approach is clearly consistent with the interpret-
ation of education as a human right suggested above. There are. how-
ever. two main qualifying comments I would make on the Commission's

aigument.
First. the stress seems to be placed on a minimally adequate edu-

cational attainment ( The first report of the Commission speaks, for
example. of 'threshold levels' and a 'basic plateau of competence') If
the level of expectatio._ has been placed too low. it is, perhaps. because
of the undue weight given to instrumental criteria (such as occupational
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needs and social efficiency). Admittedly, the two reports.of the Com-

mission seem to go further than the report of the Interim Committee.
They are, however, ambiguous on whetfier the kind and level of edu-
cation they believe everyone should attain requires an initiation into
the high culture. One basic difficulty in assessing the adequacy of what

is envisaged.is that none of the documents provides even a general

description of the program, not even of the kind that Raymond Williams,
in The Long Revolution, proposes for a common curriculum."

Second, contrary to the Commission's belief, the policy.of using public

resources selectively in an etiort to ensure that everyone will at least
reach a certain standard of eduration does not depend on or necessarily

promote pnnciples of equality. If the policy succeeded, the quality of
forifial education for a large proportion of the society would be raised
to a satisfactory level. It is possible that, for a,majonty of people in
the society, the gap between their level of education and that of the

best educated would be narrowed Unless very able and interested
students were in some way prevented from exceeding the proposed desir-

able standard, there would still be very significant differences in
educational achievement. It is conceivable that, in a situation where

everyone had the opportunity to attain at least' a good standard of
education, the upper limits of achievement might be advanced

It is misleading, therefore, to speak as Schools in Australia does, about

promoting 'a more equal basic achievement between children' (SC
Interim Committee. 1973: 2 9), or to claim, as the Commission's first

report does, that the development of independent learning abilities in

everyone will advance greater equality of educational outcome (SC',

1975 2.7)
The policy may be linked more closely with equality of opportunity

than with the ideal of an egalitarian society This is the connection that

is highlighted in the Commission's second. Report It seems to me that

the policy can be better defended on the grounds that were proposed

above in examining education as a human right This approach avoids

the difficulties raised in the first section of this paper against using the

school as an instrument of equal economic opportunity. It is also more

consistent with the policy that the Commission is really advocating The
objective is not to provide everyone with an equal opportunity to reach

the desirable level of education, but to give each individual the assistance

he or she needs in order to reach that level. The objeelive might more
accurately be described as the promotion of appropriate or sufficient

opportunity
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To return finally to the general question of equality in the human
right to education, It seems that equality is Involved in two respects.
First, stress is placed on a curriculum of general education that is the
same for everyone in its objectives and the main features of its content
and, second, every individual is held to be equally entitled to the greatest
possible assistance he or she needs in order to attain the desirable edu-
cational level. Beyond these features, hay ever, education as a human
right is by no means dominated by the notion of equality. In the process
of education, the right requires substantially unequal treatment of
individuals according to their particular abilities, Interests, and social
circumstances. It does-not Imply that everyone will, in fact, reach the
quality of liberal education considered appropriate for any human being
Nor does a prescrite that no one shou!" go beyond this level of edu-
cational attainment What It does require is that everyone should cer-
tainly have a sufficient opportunity of at least gaining an adequate
introduction to liberal education Education viewed as a human right
has nothing to do with equality of outcome; the whole emphasis is on
the responsibility of a society to ensure that.' as far as possible, no one
falls to gain the range and quality of education that befits the dignity
of a human being.
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Postscript

'Following Peter Sheehan's comments in the Introduction (pp 23 4), I

Live already :ried to make my position clearer on the objective of equal

average educational attainment among groups by the addition of a para-

graph on p.283 This does not necessarily put me beyond the reach

of his criticism
In summary, my present view may be stated in the following way.

On the one hand. I agree that, when non-educationally defined groups

are not proportionately represented at the various levels of educational

achievement, we should look for features of schooling and the life of

the society that systematically influence this outcome. When such fea-

tures are subject to human control, they should be changedprovided,

of course, that the hu'nefit is not outweighed by the loss of some other

good
On the other hand, as 1 have indicated in Chapter 10. I have reserva-

tions about the interpretation of the policy in practice- the determination

of 'non-educationally' defined groups: what groups of this kind are to

count as significant for the application of the policy: the'exteni to which

the causes of group differences come within the power of schooling;

2i4
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.how the policy is translated Into the educational work of teachers in
relation to Individual learners, the amount of social engineering that
may be required (e.g. How far are we to go in trying to offset the advan-
tage that home environment apparently gives the middle class over the
working class in scholastic achievement?). A more basic point, perhaps,
is that most supporters of the policy seem to be preoccupied with the
economic, social, and political consequences of gaining different levels

of schooling. Thus, in practice, the policy not only tends to endorse
fully the basic assumptions of the principle of equality of opportunity
but also leaves unquestioned what schools do in the name of education
and the whole business of credentialling.

r
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